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Preface 


The Lattice Amiga C Compiler is a complete development system for the 
Commodore Amiga. This is a reference manual for the Lattice Amiga C 
Compiler. Its primary purpose is to accurately describe all commands, utility 
programs, editor, debugger, environment variables, functions and external 
names that you will normally use while writing and executing C programs. 

Contents 
This manual consists of seven major sections: 

User's Guide (G) 	 This section describes the installation and hardware 
requirements for the Lattice Compiler. It describes 
the directories and files and logical name assign
ments. It describes the Lattice assembler, and pre
sents information on AmigaDOS as it impacts the 
compiler. It covers compiler and linker opera
tion,and provides a Lattice C language definition. It 
contains a list of compiler and linker error messages. 
This section has the pagecode "G" next to each page 
number. 

Utilities (U) 	 This section describes the new programming utilities 
included with the compiler. These include a profiler, 



Commands (C) 

Editor (E) 

Debugger (D) 

Library Reference 
(L) 


Master Index (I) 


a traceback facility, a make facility, build and extract 
tools, global search and replacement tools, a C cross
reference facility, file manipulation utilities, and a 
word count utility. This section has the pagecode "U" 
next to each page number. 

This section summarizes all of the commands in the 
Lattice Amiga C Compiler, including compiler, 
linker, assembler, and utilities. This section has the 
pagecode "C" next to each page number. 

This section describes the full screen Lattice Screen 
Editor (LSE) which is custom tailored for the Amiga. 
It describes how to use the editor and how it is inte
grated into the compiler for in-memory edit and 
compile sessions. This section has the pagecode "E" 
next to each page number. 

This section describes the Lattice full-screen sym
bolic debugger (CodePRobe) which is custom tai
lored for the Amiga environment. It describes how to 
use the debugger and how to take advantage of tis 
advanced features, such as debugging multi-tasking 
processes. This section has the pagecode ''D'' next to 
each page number. 

This section describes all of the library functions in 
the Lattice AmigaDOS C Library. This section has 
the pagecode "L" next to each page number. 

Each section has its own index and table of contents. 
The master index provides one section that indexes 
the entire product. This section has the pagecode "I" 
next to each page number. 
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New Features 

The Lattice Amiga C Compiler Version 5.0 is a upgrade to the Lattice Amiga 
C Compiler Version 4.0. The major new features for Version 5.0 include: 

680xO/6888x 	 The version 5.0 contains code generation support for 
the entire family of processor chips including 68000, 
68010, 68020, and 68030 processors, and the math co
processor chips, 68881 and 68882. The compiler and 
related libraries optimize the code generation for each 
of these chips. 

Better Performance Version 5.0 produces more compact code and faster 
code. We have seen as much as 10% performance im
provements with the Version 5.0 system over the Ver
sion 4.0. 

Global Optimizer 	 Version 5.0 introduces our global optimizer. Some of 
the benchmarks, e.g. Matrix, execute up to 58% faster 
with the new global optimizer over the Lattice Version 
4.0 release. The global optimizer's dead code elimina
tion feature increases the performance of Float by over 
two orders of magnitude. 

Full-Screen 	 Version 5.0 introduces the CodePRobe (CPR) debug
Debugger 	 ger. This debugger provides you with a full-screen sym

bolic interface to source code execution. CodePRobe 
supports advanced features like multitasking debug
ging. 

Full-Screen Editor 	 Version 5.0 includes the Lattice Screen Editor (LSE). 
This editor has been fully developed for the Amiga in
cluding gadget support and slider bars. It is fully pro
grammable so that you can customize the keystrokes of 
LSE to that of your favorite editor. LSE also supports 
integrated development so that you can edit and com
pile from the same command set. 
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Programmer Version 5.0 introduces numerous programmer utilities. 
Utilities 

Compatibility 

Library 
Improvements 

ANSI Compliance 

These include: 

Traceback A utility that allows you to debug 
in the event of an abend. 

Profiler A utility that allows you to profile 
the execution of your application 
for performance tuning. 

Build/Extract Utilities that support command 
line generation. 

CXREF A C cross-reference facility. 
DIFF A utility that prints out the differ

ences between two files. 
fd2pragma A pragma generator. 
Files A file manipulation utility. 
Grep A global search facility. 
Compact A header file compressor facility. 
LMK A powerful make file utility. 
Splat A global replace facility. 
Touch A file manipulation utility 
WC A word, sentence counting utility. 

Version 5.0 is fully upward compatible with Version 
4.0. Object modules and libraries created with either 
compiler may be freely mixed. As with any improve
ment, some of the newer features (registerized param
eters and debugging support) will only be available to 
code compiled with the 5.0 compiler. 

Version 5.0 contains numerous library enhancements 
and new functions. Many of the library routines have 
been recoded to take advantage of better algorithms. 
Several performance sensitive routines have recoded 
into assembler to provide the tightest code. The new 
routines include geta4, getenv, and putenv. 

The compiler now supports the full ANSI preprocessor 
with string support, token support and appropriate 
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scoping of substitution symbols. The defined( ) direc
tive is also supported. In addition, _DATE_ and 
_TIME_ provide the date and time of compilation. 
The compiler now uses sequence points to ensure COf

rect evaluation and side effect generation according to 
the ANSI standard. Both the const and volatile key
words are supported. Function prototypes may now in
clude an optional parameter name. Also functions tak
ing a variable number of arguments may be indicated 
with ellipses '... '. String literals may now be concate
nated to allow easier coding of long strings. (void *) 
correctly coerces a type without any warning. Many di
agnostics have been added to allow detecting non-con
forming programs. 

New Keywords The compiler now recognizes several new keywords: 

Keyword Meaning 
signed Overrides any default unsigned op

tions. 
near 	 Declares a data item to be addressed 

relative to the global base register. 
When used with a subroutine, it indi
cates a pc relative subroutine call. 

far 	 Declares an item that must be ad
dressed with a full 32 bit address. 

huge Same as far 
chip Declares a data item that must be 

placed in chip ram and addressed with 
a full 32 bit address. 

_regargs Defines a subroutine that is to be 
called with registerized parameters. 

_stdards Defines a subroutine that is to be 
called with standard stack parameters 

_asm 	 Defines a subroutine that takes its pa
rameters in a specific register 
Defines a subroutine that is to load up 
the global base pointer upon entry. 
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Precompiled 
Headers 

Ignore Multiple 
Includes 

Error Messages 

Error Message 
Disabling 

Improved Error 
Recovery 

Library Code 
Generation 

_interrupt 	 Defines a subroutine that may be 

called from interrupt code. 


'--_/ 

To provide for faster compilation of a large project, the 
symbol table obtained by compiling a program may be 
saved to disk. This precompiled header file may then 
be used as the starting point of another compilation to 
eliminate reparsing the header files encountered. 

The compiler now supports an option to ignore multi-
pie #includes of the same file. In addition, the search 
rules for #include files have been modified to conform 
to standard UNIX search conventions. 

To allow more error messages to appear on the screen 
before scrolling off, we have adopted a more con
densed format of displaying the error position in re
verse video on the source line followed by the error 
message. This eliminates the visual confusion caused 
by the seemingly blank line between the message and ."----'~ 

the line. With the old format, there was a visual ten
dency to associate the error message with the wrong 
line. 

It is now possible to disable particular error messages 
as well as to change the severity of most messages. 
Along with this, it is now possible to specify a maximum 
number of errors allowed in a compilation so that the 
compiler will abort. 

We have implemented an improved form of error re
covery for many of the common mistakes to eliminate 
many of the situations that resulted in a cascade of er
rors. 

The library base for #pragma statements is no longer 
limited to being a single external pointer. Any arbitrary 

'---'~

expression may be used including function calls and 10
cal variables. This is intended to support generating 
code that resides in a library. 
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Big Compiler 
(LCIB) 

Amiga library 
support 

Better control of 
code optimization 

Registerized 
Parameters 

International 
Support 

Resident 
Compatible 

In order to produce a compiler that fits well on a 
smaller system, we have elected to provide a "big" ver
sion of the compiler that includes some additional fea
tures. If you wish to take advantage of these features 
(at a cost of about 20K), you must use this big compiler 
instead of the standard one. The big compiler provides 
a full listing ability including macro expansion display, 
nest level counting, and include file listing. This listing 
may also include an optional cross reference of all vari
ables, #define values and structure tags. The big ver
sion of the compiler may be used to generate prototype 
files of all functions encountered in a module. This 
eliminates the potentially tedious task of constructing 
the list of prototypes for all functions in a project. 

The compiler can generate code fully compatible with 
the requirement of an Amiga library routine - A6 is 
removed from the compiler selection list and A4 is 
made available for code use. Note that this code is in
compatible with the -bi option. 

When generating code, you may now instruct the com
piler to choose code sequences optimized for space or 
time depending on the type of application you may be 
building. 

Two styles of registerized parameters are supported. 
The -rr option causes the compiler to automatically 
place up to four parameters in registers for subroutine 
calls. The _asm keyword may be used in conjunction 
with a register specification list to cause the compiler to 
pass parameters in a given register. 

Error messages are now in separate files for easy cus
tomizing to international error messages. 

The compiler and tools are now multitasking and re
entrant to support better use of the Amiga, and for 
faster load times. The compiler also builds resident 
compatible modules. 
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New Features for 5.10 

~' The SAS/C Lattice Amiga C Compiler Version 5.10 is an upgrade to the 
Lattice Amiga C Compiler Version 5.x. The major features for Version 5.10 
include: 

LSEAREXX 
Support 

lSE Creates Icous 

LSE Screen 
Support 

Faster Linker 

Ability to Create 
Resident Libraries 
with BLINK. 

LMKunder 
Workbench 

LSE, the editor, now has an AREXX interface. 
AREXX is a macro language developed for the Amiga 
by William Hawes. It is shipped with the 2.0 operating 
system, or available for 1.3 or 1.2 users by writing to 

William Hawes 
P.O. Box 308 

Maynard, MA 01754 


LSE now has the ability to create icons for all files. See 
the section Starting a New Project. 

LSE supports 8- and 16-color Workbench screens in 
the 5.10 release. 

The linker, BUNK, is much faster in 5.10 - up to twice 
as fast, depending on your application. The speed in
crease is automatic and does not require you to change 
your scripts or LMK files. 

It is now possible to generate resident libraies with 
BLINK quickly and easily, with little modification to 
your code. 

LMK can now be run from the Workbench by clicking 
on its icon or the icon of a lmkfile listing LMK as its 
tool. LMK and LC now launch processes at the same 
priority as the launching CLI, allowing you better con
trol over your system's multitasking. Under the 2.0 op
erating system, LMK now allows longer command 
lines; under 1.3, it is still limited to 256 byte command 
lines due to system restrictions. 
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Default Options 

Improved Profiler 

EQUR support 

__ aligned 

Default compile/link options are now read from an en
vironment variable, or from a default file in your cur
rent directory. This allows you to specify your desired 
compile options in advance, then simply invoke the 
compiler to take advantage of them. A 2.0-compatible 
compiler preferences editor allows you set default op
tions using a point-and-click interface. The editor runs 
under both 1.3 and 2.0. See the section Utilizing sAsle 
from the Workbench for more information. 

The profiler, LPROF, now supports multiple code 
hunks. This means you are no longer required to use 
the SMALLCODE option to BLINK in order to use it. 

The assembler now accepts the EQUR directive. 

LC1 now supports a new keyword, __ aligned, which 
forces the object being declared to the next longword 
boundary. Since AmigaDOS requires many system 
data structures (like struct FilelnfoBlock) to be long
word aligned, this keyword can be used to force system 
data structures to a longword boundary so they can be 
declared static, extern or automatic instead of allo
cated dynamically. It must appear after the type speci
fication, immediately before the variable name to be 
declared: 

struct FilelnfoBlock __aligned fib; 
struct MYSTRUCT * __aligned myptr; 

Multiple variables can be declared using the same dec
laration; all such variables will be aligned: 

struct FilelnfoBlock __aligned fibl, 
flb2, fib3; 

You can align members of structures, but this may add 
hidden pad bytes to the structure: 
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Prototype 
Generation 

Preprocessor 
Limits 

struct xystruct 
{ 

char a~ 
struct FileInfoBlock __aligned fib~ 

/* Three bytes padding! */ 
} : 

You CANNOT align formal parameters: 

/**** ILLEGAL! ****/ 
void func(char __aligned parml, char 

__aligned parm2): 
/**** ILLEGAL! ****/ 

LC and LC1B's -pr option, which generates prototypes, 
now supports typedef names. If the routine for which 
you are generating a prototype uses the typedef name, 
the typedef name will appear in the generated proto
type. 

Ifyou specify -pri, the identifier names will not be listed 
in the prototypes: 

void func(int): 

instead of 

void func(int parm); 

You can now specify the filename to which protypes 
will be written by using the -0 option with -pro 

The size of the preprocessor expansion buffer can now 
be set on the command line. In the past, you would get 
a message like "preprocessor buffer overflow" or "pre
processor expansion too long or circular" if a macro 
expanded to more than a certain length. The new -z 
option on LC and LCl allows you to specify any length 
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you like. Specify the size in bytes immediately after the 
-z, with no spaces: 

1c -z4000 myfi1e.c 

The default buffer size for lel is 3000 bytes; for lc1b, it 
is 6000 bytes. The minimum size is 512 bytes. Any spec
ification less than 512 bytes will allocate 512 bytes. 

Alternate Startups 	 When using LC -L to link your program after compil
ing, you can specify what startup code (c.o, cres.O, 
cback.o, catch.o, and so forth) by using the -t option on 
LC. The various forms of the -t option are: 

default lib:c.o 

-t lib:cback.o 

-tb lib:cback.o 

-tr lib:cres.o 

lib:catch.o-tc 

-tcr lib:catchres.o 

-t= <path> i <path> 

The various startup objects do the following: 

c.o (Default if no -t option present) Nor
mal startup code. Initializes bss section, 
base pointer, library services, etc. 

cback.o Detaches the process from the CLI and 
runs it in the baCkground. See the de
scription starting page G58-4. 

cres.o Makes it possible to RESIDENT the 
program. This startup code makes a 
copy of the program's data section each 
time it is invoked, so each invocation 
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will get a different data section. Thus, 
all programs linked with cres.O will be 
'pure' and can be placed on the resident 
list with the RESIDENT command. 
You must have less than 64k of external 
data to use cres.o. 

catch.o, 	 Produces a snapshot on software excep
catchnr.o 	 tions. Some software exceptions can be 

caught and handled by the program. 
With catch.o and catchnr.o, these ex
ecptions will be caught. catch.o will put 
up a requester when an exception oc
curs and ask you whether you want to 
write a snapshot file. catchnr.o will sim
ply write the file without asking. The 
TB command, documented in the Com
mands section of the manual, will read 
the snapshot file and tell you what was 
going on when the program crashed. 

catchres.o, 	 Combination of catch.o and cres.o. 
catchresnr.o 	 Clones the data segment in order to 

make the program pure, but it also 
catches exceptions. catchres.o puts a re
quester up on exceptions, catchresnr 
does not. 

Auto near to far 	 LCI will automatically move near data to far if you at
tempt to declare too much near data. In the past, this 
would have resulted in a link error. This can happen if 
you are compiling without the -bO switch, and you de
clare a large amount of static or external data. 

no sizeofwaming 	 LCI no longer issues an uninitialized variable warning 
if you use the construct 

sizeof(*variable) 
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otTsetof macros 

C++ Comments 

NewWamings 

before you initialize 'variable'. 

Support for several varieties of the of/setol macro has 
been added or improved. of/setol takes two parame
ters, a structure and a member name, and returns the 
offset into the structure of the member. There are 
many ways of defining the offsetof macro. The com
piler currently works with all the methods we know of, 
including those used by GNU and XWindows code. 
The simplest definition is as follows: 

#define offsetof(type, name) 
«long)&«(type *)O)->name» 

LC1 now supports C++-style line comments. They can 
be mixed with normal C /* comments. With j j com
ments, you start the comment with the j j characters, 
and the comment extends to the end of the line. All 
characters after the j j are ignored. 

i = 0; II Initialize i 
j = 10; II Initialize j 

Warnings have been added to LC1 to detect the follow
ing situations: 

• If a nested comment is detected and comment 
nesting is disabled. (Warning 167) 

• If an unbalanced comment is detected. (The line 
number of the beginning of the unbalanced com
ment is given.) (Warning 166) 

• If an unbalanced #ifj#ifdef is detected. (The line 
number of the beginning of the #ifj#ifdef is 
given.) (Warning 139) 

Comments and #ifj#ifdefs are now considered to be " 
unbounded if they have not been closed by the end of 
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Structure 
Equivalences 

Performance 
Improvements 

#pragma limit 

GO "'C Checking 

Minimum Stack 
Size 

the file in which they began. This means the message 
you get will list the file and line number with the error, 
not the end of the C source file. 

The -cq option was added to LC and LCI in 5.04 and 
5.05 to allow structure equivalence. If -cq is on, a struc
ture A will be considered equivalent to a structure B if 
the types of struct A's fields match the types struct B's 
fields for the length of struct B. This means, for exam
ple, that you can pass a struct IntuiMessage to func
tions requiring a struct Message without casting. It also 
means you can pass an IOExtReq structure to func
tions requiring a struct IOReq, like SendIOO, DoIOO 
and so forth. Note that while a struct IntuiMessage is 
equivalent to a struct Message, a struct Message is not 
equivalent to a struct IntuiMessage, since it is shorter 
than the struct IntuiMessage. 

Many changes have been made to LC2 to improve the 
generated code. The speed of LCI has been improved, 
especially when generating debugging information 
with the -d option. 

The limit on the number of parameters to #pragma 
libcall has been raised to 14. This will allow ALL 
Amiga library functions to be called with parameters in 
registers. 

The global optimizer (GO) now checks for a user abort 
(contrOl-c) at various points during its cpu-intensive 
processing. Previously, it only checked when doing 
I/O. 

5.10 allows you to specify a minimum stack size by ini
tializing the stack variable at compile time. Ifyou do, 
and your program is invoked with a smaller stack, the 
startup code will allocate a new stack of the minimum 
size. 
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New Library 
Routines 

AmigaDos 2.0 
Support 

The following UNIX ®routines have been added to the 
libraries: 

opendir. readdir, seekdir. telldir. 
rewinddir, closedir (directory routines) 

stat (file information routine) 

isatty (test for terminal) 

The product now includes the 2.0 include files, as well 
as the 1.3 includes. 
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Section 1 


Introduction 


,~ 	 This is a user's guide for the AmigaDOS edition of the Lattice C Compiler. 
It explains how to install and operate the compiler, and it also discusses the 
C language as implemented by Lattice. 

If you are already familiar with C and AmigaDOS, then you should have no 
problems using this guide. However, if you are new to C and/or AmigaDOS, 
you may find it useful to consult some of the publications listed in Appendix 
A, Bibliography. 

1.1 Hardware Requirements 

The Lattice compiler can be used on any Amiga computer having at least 512 
kilobytes of main memory. Additional memory will be used if it is available. 
The system must also have either two diskette drives or one diskette drive 
and one hard drive. 

We've found that the following configuration provides the greatest flexibility 
for our own programming staff: 

• 512 kilobytes of main memory 
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• 2 megabytes of expansion memory 

• Two 35-inch diskette drives 

• One hard disk drive with a minimum capacity of 20 megabytes 

• A color display 

• A printer 

Novice Amiga programmers often ask which to purchase first - the hard disk 
or additional memory. In our experience, the expansion of memory should 
always take precedence over a hard disk. While we are not suggesting that 
you expand your system to its maximum memory capacity of 85MB on the 
Al000 model or 95MB on the ASOO or AZOOO models, an additiona12.0MB 
seems to satisfy just about any programmer's needs. 

Programs produced by the Lattice C Compiler have their own memory and 
I/O requirements. Your programs may need I/O devices that are not re
quired by the compiler. 

1.2 AmigaDOS Compatibility 

The Lattice C Compiler and related utility programs are compatible with 
AmigaDOS Version 1.2, as are the programs produced by the compiler. 
Now that AmigaDOS is mature, new versions of the operating system sel
dom cause compatibility problems. However, if you install a new version of 
AmigaDOS and encounter difficulties with any Lattice product, contact our 
Technical Support Group. We will usually detect this situation before you 
do and will send out a customer bulletin describing the necessary 
workaround or update procedure. 

1.3 Matters of Style 

We have used a few fonts, icons, and other capabilities of our HighStyle 
publishing package in a way that we hope makes the manual easier to read. 
Here's a list of our major stylistic conventions: 
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1. 	 Examples of AmigaDOS commands and C programs are set in a 
monospace font similar to that produced by the typical dot-matrix 
printer. 

2. 	 File names used within the narrative are set in italics, and case is not 
significant. That is, the file names MYPROG and myprog are equiva
lent, and so you can type them either way. 

3. 	 Italic text is also used when the narrative refers to a "dummy name" for 
which you are supposed to substitute the appropriate information. For 
example, in 

Ie 	prog(E) 

prog is a dummy name for which you should substitute the name of the 
C source file that you want to compile. The narrative text should make 
it clear whether an italicized word refers to a file name or a substi
tutable parameter. 

4. 	 Boldface type is used when the narrative refers to part of a command 
that must be typed as shown. For example, when discussing the com
mand: 

Ie 	-L royprog 

we'll show the option field as -L in the text to indicate that it should be 
typed exactly that way, while myprog is in italics to indicate that you are 
supposed to substitute the real program name for this dummy parame
ter. 

5. 	 We use the following symbols to represent some special keys on the 
Amiga keyboard: 

(E) 	 This is the RETURN key, which is also called the ENTER 
key. It is normally used to terminate each input line. 

@!!l@ 	 This key is called "control c" and is activated by holding 
down @!!l and then pressing and releasing (g, with or without 
the shift key ~ depressed. This combination sends an 
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abort signal through AmigaDOS to the program that is cur
rently running. 

@!!)1Sl 	 This key is called "control backslash" and is activated by 
holding down @!!) and then pressing and releasing 1Sl, the 
backslash key. Ifyou are typing input data to a program, this 
combination indicates that you are finished. In other words, 
it is the keyboard end of file signal. 

6. When we present a C programming example, we do not show the EN
TER key (B at the end of each line, just to avoid the clutter. Even 
though C is a "free form language" and allows multiple statements on 
an input line, it's a good idea to keep the lines simple. So, when you 
build your source file with an editor, you'll normally press (B at the end 
of each line. 

One final note on the style and contents of these manuals: Please let us know 
ifyou see errors or omissions, or ifyou want to propose a better way ofpresenting 
certain information. 
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Section 2 


Installation 


'---,-.•./ 	 The Lattice Amiga C Compiler is distributed on diskettes using the Amiga 
3.5-inch, double-sided format. These diskettes are not copy-protected and 
are set up for efficient use on a system that does not have a hard disk. How
ever, we recommend that you NOT use the distribution diskettes directly. 
Instead, make a working copy, and keep the original distribution diskettes in 
a safe place. 

Since the best performance will be obtained with a hard disk, the compiler 
package includes an installation program that makes it easy to transfer the 
software from the distribution diskettes to a hard disk. 

2.1 Product Registration 

If you purchased the compiler as a new product instead of an update, you 
must register with us in order to qualify for technical support and future 
updates. The Customer Service Guide included in the package explains the 
registration procedure. Please take a few minutes to register the product 
now, since it may save you some time in the future. 

If you encounter any problems installing or using the compiler, contact the 
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Lattice Technical Support Group immediately. You can do this via tele
phone, TWX, FAX, BIX, or the Lattice bulletin board. These options are 
explained in the Customer SelVice Guide. 

2.2 Standard Diskette System 

If you do not have a hard disk, then the only thing you need to do before 
using the Lattice C Compiler is to make working copies of the original. This 
is easy if you are operating under the Workbench environment. Simply drag 
the icon of each distribution diskette onto the new disk's icon. 

If the Workbench is not running - as indicated by the absence of disk icons 
on the right side of the screen after shrinking the CLI window - activate it by 
typing the following command: 

loadwb8 

This command will place you in the Workbench environment where you can 
see the disk icons. 

Another way to make working diskettes is via the DISKCOPY command, 
which is available when you are running under the command processor 
(CLI) instead of the Workbench. 

The distribution diskettes and the working copies are bootable. In other 
words, diskette #1 can be used in place of your normal Workbench disk. 
After booting this diskette, the CLI environment is active, and the necessary 
environment variables are assigned, as described later. The Workbench icon
based environment is not loaded by this boot procedure. This saves about 
100 kilobytes of main memory, thereby providing a larger space for the com
piler and other programming tools. You can activate the Workbench via the 
loadwb command previously described. 

2.3 Customized Diskette System 

By just copying the distribution diskettes, you construct what we call a "stan
dard diskette development system". It is also possible to set up a customized 
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diskette development system by re-arranging the Lattice files and combining 
them on diskettes with other programming utilities. Appendix B, Diskette 
Contents lists the files that are on the Lattice distribution diskettes. 

This user's guide can't provide much general assistance with a customized 
system, but if you need some specific advice, contact the Lattice Technical 
Support Group. 

2.4 Hard Disk System 

To install the Lattice C Compiler on your hard disk drive, execute the in
stall_ hd procedure located in the S directory of diskette # 1. See Appendix B 
for details on the contents of the distribution diskettes. This can only be 
accomplished from the CLI environment, which will be active if you boot 
diskette #1. 

This procedure will create several subdirectories to contain the executables, 
header files, libraries, and source files. For example, if your working floppy 
disk is titled 'Lattice C 5.0.1' (where "1" is the disk number), then the com
mand: - 

will perform the following actions: 

• Create a directory named sys:lc and sys:lcjc 

• Copy the executable files to lcjc 

• Copy the header files to sys:lcjinclude 

• Copy the libraries and object files to sys:lc/lib 

• Copy the source files to sys:lcjsource 

The source file directory is not needed for normal compiler usage. It con
tains some example programs, the start-up routine, and several library rou
tines that you may want to change. You may delete this directory if your hard 
disk is cramped for space. 
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2.5 Assigning Logical Devices 

The Lattice C Compiler uses the following logical device names: 

INCLUDE 	This name specifies the directory in which the compiler can 
find system header files, which are indicated by the use of 
angle brackets on the #include statement. For example, if 
you type the following assignment statement: 

assign INCLUDE: dhO:lc/include~ 

and then place the following #include statement in your C 
source file: 

#include <stdio.h> 

the compiler will attempt to include the file 
dhO:lcjinclude/stdio.h. 

LC 	 This name specifies where the Lattice compiler and other 
utility programs are located. For example, 

assign LC: sys:lc/c 

indicates that the compiler and utilities are in directory 
sys:lc/c. The default for this name is sys:lc/c. 

LIB 	 This name specifies where the linker can find the libraries 
and other modules needed to build executable files. If no 
assignment is made, the linker defaults to the directory 
sys:lc/iib. 

QUAD 	 This name specifies where the compiler should write its inter
mediate file, also known as a quad file. If no assignment is 
made, the compiler defaults to the current drive and direc
tory. On a system without a hard disk, it is best to place the 
quad files on a different diskette drive that the source files. 
On any system, performance will be greatly improved if the 
quad files are placed in a RAM disk. 
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The appropriate assignment statements should be added to the file s/startup
sequence on your boot disk. For a typical installation on a hard disk, the 
statements are: 

assign LC: sys:lc/c 

assign INCLUDE: sys:lc/include 

assign LIB: sys:lc/lib 

assign QUAD: ram: 


If your system that does not have a hard disk, you will usually boot from 
Lattice diskette #1, and so the assignment statements would typically be: 

assign LC: Lattice_C_5.o.1:c 

assign INCLUDE: Lattice_C_5.0.2:include 

assign LIB: Lattice C 5.0.2:1ib 

assign QUAD: ram: 


Lattice diskette #1 is shipped with these statements in the setup file. How
ever, you will need to change them if you distribute the various parts of the 
compiler package among your working diskettes in a different way. 
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Section 3 


Compiler Operation 


The Lattice Amiga C Compiler uses the classical edit-com pile-link sequence 
for program development. In other words, you must first create a source file 
containing your C program. This is fed to the compiler, which produces an 
object file. Object files then serve as input to the AmigaDOS linker, which 
produces an executable file. 

3.1 Creating Source Files 

Source files are simply normal ASCII text files, consisting of text lines sepa
rated by newline characters. Most C programmers prefer a "full-screen edi
tor" for source preparation, and many excellent products of this type are 
available. Ifyou already own an editor with which you are comfortable, just 
continue to use it with Lattice C. 

For those who do not own a full-screen editor, our compiler package in
cludes the Lattice Screen Editor (LSE). In addition to its comprehensive 
editing capability, LSE can invoke the C compiler internally and automati
cally position the editing cursor on source lines that contain syntax errors, 
thereby making the edit-compile loop much more efficient. Complete oper
ating instructions are provided in the LSE User's Guide. 
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For extremely simple programs, you can just copy the source lines from your 
keyboard to the source file, as shown in the following example: 

cd ram: 

copy * hello.c~ 


#include <stdio.h>~ 


void mainO ( printfCflHello world!\n"); }~ 


I9TRYIU 


As mentioned in Section 1, the I9TRYIU is called a "console end of file" and is 
generated by holding down (QTRY while pressing the IU key. This is the normal 
way to terminate input from the console. 

3.2 Compiling and Linking One Module 

Once you have created the source file he/lo.e as described above, you com
pile, link, and execute it via the following commands: 

Ic -L hello~ 
hello~ 

Before typing these lines, don't forget to set your logical device names cor
rectly, as described in Section 2. 

If everything works OK, then you will see "Hello world!" on your screen 
immediately after typing the last line. According to the venerable Kernighan 
and Ritchie book, you have now overcome the first hurdle on the path to 
learning a new language or compiler system. 

Now let's examine what you did here. The first command 

Ic -L hello~ 

invokes the compiler to process the file hello.e and produce an object file 
named hello.o. The -L field is an "option" specifying that hello.o should be 
linked with the Lattice C run-time system to produce the executable file 
hello. In other words, if the compilation is successful, the linker will be in
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voked to combine hello.o with the Lattice startup routine named lib:e.o and 
the two libraries named lib:le.lib and lib:amiga.lib. 

After this command, you should see some Lattice copyright messages on 
your screen, but you should not see any error or warning messages. If you 
do, then there is something wrong with the source program in hello.e or else 
you have not set the logical device names correctly. 

The second command 

he11o(B 

executes the program named hello that was created by the linker. And of 
course, this program simply prints "Hello world!" to the screen and then 
terminates. 

If you are not able to complete these steps with satisfactory results, you 
should contact Lattice Technical Support or consult with a friend who has 
more experience. We've found that first-time users often get hung up at this 
point and waste a lot of time because of simple "cockpit problems", 

3.3 Using the Standard Math Library 

When you are comfortable with the Hello World! program, try to compile and 
execute /toe, which is one of the example programs installed in the source 
directory. Assuming that logical device LC: has been set correctly, this can 
be done by the following commands: 

cd Ic:/examples 

Ic -LIn ftoc 

ftoc 


This looks like the previous example, except that the -Lm option is used 
instead of -L. The -Lm form tells the linker to include the math library, 
which is necessary because /toe performs floating point computations. The 
math library is actually named lemlib, and so when the linker sees -Lm, it 
searches lib:lcm.lib before searching the base library lib:le.lib. 
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3.4 Using the Special Math Libraries 

The Lattice C Compiler includes three math libraries: 

LCM.LIB 	 This is the standard math library which uses the IEEE 
format and contains all the mathematical functions de
scribed in the Library Reference. 

LCMIEEE.LIB 	 This library replaces some of the routines in the stan
dard math library with versions that employ the IEEE 
routines supplied by Commodore on the Workbench 
diskette. If you want to use the Workbench routines, 
you must include this library before !em.lib when link
ing a program that uses the IEEE format. 

The Workbench routines are slightly slower than their 
counterparts in lcm.lib unless a math co-processor is 
present. In that case, the Workbench routines employ 
the co-processor to obtain a dramatic increase in float
ing point performance. 

LCMFFP.LIB 	 This library replaces most of the routines in the stan
dard math library with versions that employ the Mo
torola Fast Floating Point (FFP) format. The FFP rou
tines are faster than the IEEE routines, but they obtain 
this speed at the expense of accuracy. However, for 
many applications, the FFP accuracy is entirely ade
quate. 

The compiler manipulates real numbers in the FFP 
format when you specify the -foption. Do not intermix 
the FFP and IEEE formats. In other words, if one 
module in an executable uses the -f option, then all 
modules must use it. 

Also note that lcmfpp.lib does not contain all of the 
floating point functions that are in the standard math 
library. See the Amiga ROM Kernel Manual for a com
plete description of this library. 
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Let's look at fioe again and show how you construct it with the special math 
libraries. First, here's how you would introduce the Workbench routines: 

cd Ic:/examples 

Ic -Lm+Iib:Icmieee.Iib ftoe 


The option -Lm + Iib:lcmieee.lib tells the linker to resolve external references 
by searching lib:lcmieee.lib first, followed by lib:lem.lib, lib:le.lib and 
lib:amiga.lib. 

The following commands compile and linkfioe with the FFP number format: 

cd Ic:/examples 

Ie -f -L+Iib:Icmffp.Iib ftoc 


The -f option tells the compiler to use the FFP format, and the 
-L+ lib:lcmffp.lib option tells the linker to search lib:lemffp.lib first, followed 
by lib:le.lib and lib:amiga.lib. Notice that it is incorrect to use 
-Lm + Iib:lcmffp.lib, because the standard math library uses the IEEE format 
instead of FFP. 

3.5 Using Other Libraries 

The -L option can be used to specify libraries other than those containing the 
math routines. The general rules are: 

1. 	The -L option can be followed by one or more letters specifying li
braries whose names begin with LC. For example, -Lxpm causes the 
linker to search the libraries named lib:lcx.lib, lib:lep.lib, and lib:lem.lib. 

2. 	 The -L option can be followed by a list of libraries separated by plus 
signs (+). For example, -L+lib:mylib.lib+dID:yourlib.lib causes the 
linker to search the libraries named lib:mylib.lib and dfO:yourlib.lib. 

3. 	 If the two forms discussed above are used together, the single-letter 
libraries are searched last. For example, 
-Lxpm + Iib:mylib.lib +dID:yourlib.lib causes the linker to search 
lib:mylib.lib, dfO.yourlib.lib, lib:lcx.lib, lib:lcp.lib, and lib:lcmlib. 
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4. 	 The basic runtime support library, lib:lc.lib, and the AmigaDOS bind
ing library, lib:amiga.lib, are always searched last. 

With these rules understood, you might want to change the names of the 
special math libraries in order to simplify their use. For instance, you could 
rename lcieee.lib to lcw.lib, where the "w" indicates that this is the Workbench 
interface. Then you could change lcffp.lib to lcf.lib. To compile and linkftoc 
with the Workbench library, the commands are: 

cd Ic:/examples 

Ic -Lwm ftoc 


Note that you must write -Lwm instead of -Lmw so that the Workbench 
library is searched first. To compile and link with the FFP library, use these 
commands: 

cd Ic:/examples 

Ic -f -Lf ftoc 


3.6 Using the Linker 

In many situations it is more appropriate to call the linker directly instead of 
using the -L option on the LC command. Here is how you would compile 
and linkftoc in this way: 

cd leo/examples 
le ftoe 
blink lib:c.o,ftoc.o to Hoc lib lib:lcrn.lib,lib:le.lib,lib:arniga.lib 

You must specify the startup routine, lib:c.o, as the first object module. Also, 
the libraries lib:lc.lib and lib:amiga.lib must be the last ones searched. More 
details about the BLINK linker can be found in the Command Reference. 

3.7 Using the Global Optimizer 

In order to use the global optimizer capability of the compiler, you use the 
-0 option on the compile command. Here is how a compile would look with 
the global optimizer being used. 
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cd lc:/examples 

Ie -0 ftoc 


Additional time will be required to complete your compilation when the 
global optimizer is being used. 
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Library Summary for 5.10 

Listed below are descriptions for each of the Lattice Libraries included with 
the 5.10 package. We have named them based on the following scheme. 

• If there is an 'm' in the name, it is a math library and contains floating 
point routines. 

• If there is an's' in the name, then the library is to be used with the 'short 
integer' compiler option -w. 

• If there is an 'r' in the name, then the library is to be used with register
ized parameters, -rr option. 

• If the name contains the sequence 'nb', then the library does not refer
ence a base register, all data is reached by absolute addressing. Use 
these libraries with -bOo 

• The math libraries may have one of three extensions. 

IEEE Uses commodore IEEE routines. 

FFP Motorola Fast Floating Point format. 

881 Uses in-line 68881 instructions. 

To get the best performance with a 68881 library, include the 
m68881.h header file, and compile with the -f8 option. 
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Listed below are the specific libraries and their descriptions. Note that not 
all possible combinations are supported. 

Lattice Standard C Library. 


Lattice C Library for use with Registerized Parameters. 


Lattice C Library for use with 16-bit integers. 


Lattice C Library for use with no base-relative data address

ing. 


Lattice C Library for use with 16-bit integers and Register

ized Parameters. 


Lattice C Library for 16-bit integers and no base-relative ad

dressing. 


Lattice Standard IEEE Math Library. 


Lattice IEEE Math Library for use with Registerized Pa

rameters. 


Lattice Standard IEEE Math Library for use with 16-bit in

tegers. 


Lattice Motorola Fast Floating Point Math Library. 


Lattice 68881 Coprocessor Math Library. 


Lattice IEEE Math Library for use with Commodore Resi
dent Library. 


Library of linkage routines to Amiga Resident Libraries. 


Commodore debug library for use with Parallel Port. 


Commodore debug library for use with Serial Port. 


lc.lib 

lcr.lib 

IcsJib 

lcnb.1ib 

lcsr.lib 

Icsnb.1ib 

IcmJib 

lcmr.lib 

IcmsJib 

IcmffpJib 

Icm881.lib 

lcmieeeJib 

amigaJib 

ddebugJib 

debugJib 
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Utilizing SAS/C from the Workbench 

With the 5.10 update, we have added the ability to readily access the SAS/C 
compiler environment from the Workbench without having to resort to using 
the CLI. Even the more sophisticated programmers will wish to take advan
tage of this environment, as it eliminates much unnecessary typing. replacing 
it instead with a mouse click. 

The most important aspect of this environment to understand is that a pro
ject consists of all the source files that are found in a single directory. For 
future releases, this limitation will be eliminated. Additionally, work is ac
complished through a few additional project icons that are placed in the 
work directory. 

To create a project directory (or update an existing one to support this envi
ronment), put copies of the STARTER PROJECT icons into your direc
tory. Under the CLI, this can be done with the command: 

copy lc:/STARTER PROJECT/#? mydir clone 

With the Workbench it is slightly more complicated because the Workbench 
copies icons differently when moving between disks versus on the same disk. 

If your new project directory is to be on the same disk as the 
STARTER PROJECT directory, you need to: 

• Select the STARTER PROJECT drawer 

• Choose the DUPLICAlE item from the Workbench menu 

• Select the "Copy of STARTER PROJEGr' drawer created 

• Choose the RENAME item from the Workbench menu 

• Press Right-Amiga-X to erase the contents of the requester and then 
type in the name of what you want to call the new project. Press the 
Return key when you have entered the new name. 

• Drag the renamed DRAWER to the desired target location. 
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If the new project directory is to be on a different disk, you can do this more 
simply by: 

• Dragging the STARTER 	PROJECf drawer to the desired target disk. '~ 
Ifyou do not have two drawers with the same name after this operation 
then you know that the target location is on the same disk. If this hap
pens, simply drag the drawer back. 

• Choosing the RENAME item from the Workbench menu 

• Pressing Right-Amiga-X to erase the contents of the requester and then 

type in the name of what you want to call the new project. Press the 

Return key when you have entered the new name. 


Once you have completed this operation, you will have a project drawer with 
at least three icons: 

OPTIONS Runs the SAS/C Options to set compiler options 

EDIT Runs LSE to edit a new file 

BUILD Runs LMK/LC to compile and link your project 

Note that Workbench does not always notice when new icons are cre
ated - particularly from the CLI. If an icon fails to show up in the 
drawer window, simply close the window and reopen it. You will have 
to do this whenever you create a new file with the editor. 

The first stage is to run the SAS/C Options program by clicking on the OP
TIONS icon. It can also be run from the CLI by typing sascopts. The pro
gram will open a window with gadgets for controlling the basic compiler 
options. A~tute observers will immediately notice that this program imple
ments the AmigaDos 2.0 look and feel - even under 1.3. 

In the window will be five basic types of gadgets: 

Cycle 	 The gadgets appear as a raised rectangular button with a cycle 
symbol on the left hand side. By clicking on the button with the 
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left mouse button, you can cycle to the options available. Press
ing the shift key at the same time will reverse the direction of the 
cycle. 

Check These gadgets appear as text to the right of a small raised rectan
gular button. Selecting the button will cause a check mark to 
appear and disappear. When the check mark is visble, the op
tion is selected. 

Action These gadgets appear as raised buttons with text on them. Se
lecting the button will cause an immediate action to occur. 

Strings These gadgets appear as a raised ridge around a text area. You 
can enter data in the area by clicking within the text area and 
typing. When you are satisfied with the entered data, press re
turn. 

Lists These appear as a complex set of control gadgets combined with 
a raised scrolling area. The slider and arrow gadgets are used to 
position the scrolling area on a particular data item. Clicking on 
an item in the scrolling area will cause it to appear on the String 
area for modification. This selected item may be removed from 
the list by selecting the DEL button. New items may be added 
to the list by selecting the NEW button. 

Together the gadgets provide a visual interface to setting almost all ofthe LC 
compiler options. The initial window contains the most commonly used op
tions. Adventuresome programmers may also use the advanced options and 
object options to provide finer control over compiling. 
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The options provided on the primary screen are: 

Debug Level 

Data Model 

Code Model 

Floating Point 

Machine Code 

Calling Mode 

Strict Ansi 

Global Optimizer 

Short Integers 

No Stack Checking 

Tiny Link Options 

Require Prototypes 

Single String Copy 

Unsigned Characters 

Quiet int return 

Include Directories 

#define symbols 

Program Name 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

List 

List 

String 

-d -dl -d2 -d3 -d4-d5 

-bl-bO 

-rO -rl 

-fi -fl -ff -fS 
-mO -ml -m2 -m3 -m4 -ma 

-rs -IT -rb 

-ca 

-0 

-w 

-v 

-Lt 

-cf 

-cs 
-cu 

-cw 

-i 

-dx=y 

-p<name> 
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By selecting the Advanced Options gadget on the primary screen, you can get 
access to some additional compiler options. On the Advanced screen, you 
will find: 

Nested Comments 

$ in Identifiers 

no Error Line 

No Multi-Includes 

Allow chip InearIfar 

Multi-Char Constant 

Disallow asm 

Warn Undefined Tags 

8 Char Identifiers 

Structure Passing 

List Source 

List Macros 

List Excluded Lines 

List Included Files 

List Header Fi1es 

XREF 

XREF Define Symbols 

XREF Compiler Files 

Undefine Symbols 

Error Limit 

Warn Limit 

Precompiled Headers 

ErrorIWarning Control 

~' 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

String 

String 

List 

List 

-cc 

-cd 

-ce 

-ci 

-ck 

-cm 

-cr 

-ct 

-n 

-c+ 

-gs 

-gm 

-ge 

-gi 

-gh 

-gx 

-gd 

-gc 

-u 

-q<n>e 

-q<n>w 

-h 

-j 
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From the primary screen. you can get access to object generation options by 
selecting the Object Options gadget. On this screen. you will find: 

Startup Selection 

Code Location 

Data Location 

BSS Location 

Optimization Target 

No Auto-Register 

Default Segments 

Load A4 at entry 

Disable Call Merge 

ADDSYM 

SMALLCODE 

SMALLDATA 
VERBOSE 

NODEBUG 

Map Hunk 

Map Symbols 

Map Libraries 

MapXref 

Map Overlay 

Linker Objects 
Make Library 

User Startup 

Code Name 

Data Name 

BSSName 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check 
Check 

List 

String 

String 

String 

String 

String 

-tr -t -te -tcr -t = 

-ae -he 

-ad -hd 

-ab -hb 

-mt-ms 

-mr 

-s 

-y 

-me 

-La 

-Lc 

-Ld 

-Lv 
-Ln 

-Lh 

-Ls 

-Ll 


-Lx 


-Lo 


-L+ 


-r< name > 


-t= <name> 


-sc= <name> 

-sd =: <name> 


-sb= <name> 


'-.-/ 

~ 
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A more complete explanation of these options can be found on pages C40 
thru C59. 

~, 	 Once you have selected the options, you may choose to save them as the 
project options by selecting the SAVE button. If you wish to set up the 
options as a global default (but always overridden by any local option set
ting) you can select the SAVE DEFAULT button. It will store the options 
in the ENV:sascopts variable. You can exit without making any changes by 
selecting the CANCEL button. 

Menu items are also available for reading in default options and saving to a 
specific location. 

The only option that must be filled in is the Program Name string field. 
Without this, the compiler and linker will not know what to call the final 
program that they create. You can even save this name as the global default 
so that all programs you create will have the same name although this is not 
recommended. 

Once the options are chosen, the next step is to edit and create the program 
'-....-/ 	 to be compiled and run. The provided LSE editor will run from the Work

bench and make icons for any files that it creates. You are not tied to using 
the LSE editor - any editor that can run with Workbench in this manner will 
suffice. 

Once you have created the appropriate source files, just double click on the 
BUILD icon. This will cause LMK to run and build your program using the 
default options. Note that in doing so, LMK will compile all C source files 
in the current directory and link them together using the name supplied in 
the options. 

If there are any errors, LMK will stop and put up a requester indicating so. 
Any errors should be visible in the LMK window. To correct them, just 
invoke the editor on the appropriate files and fix them. 

Once you have successfully built the project, you may run it by double click
ing on the icon that Blink creates for the program. 
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Programs invoked from the workbench receive a different environ
ment than when invoked from a CLI. In order to properly work in a 
Workbench environment, your program must be sensitive to how it 
was started. 

You can customize the program that is built through the use of an LMK
FILE. If one is present in the current directory, LMK will utilize it for the 
building rules instead of compiling and linking all source files in the direc
tory. Pages U55 through U86 explain how to construct and maintain an 
LMKFILE. 

Note that this environment is not yet a complete integrated environment. 
We recognize that there are many steps to improving it but felt it important 
to provide a mechanism for Workbench users to get to the power of the 
SAS/C compiler. Future developments will greatly refine and improve upon 
the concept. 
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Section 4 


Language Definition 


This section describes the C language as supported by Version 5 of the Lat
tice Amiga C Compiler, which conforms closely to the compilers associated 
with UNIX System V. The ANSI committee for C standardization has cho
sen to use the UNIX V definition as their starting point. The Lattice com
piler also conforms to almost all of the ANSI standard. The goal is to have 
complete compilance. 

Of course, the committee has also proposed several additions to the lan
guage, and Lattice is actively participating in this refinement process as a 
committee member. The most important of these additions, a feature called 
"argument type checking", has been incorporated into the Lattice compiler, 
as has the new const data type. The others will be added as they become 
better defined. 

Notice that we are not providing a complete C language specification with 
the Lattice C Compiler. AppendixA cites several books that do this very well, 
including the Kernighan and Ritchie (K&R) text which began the popular 
movement towards C. We recommend that you obtain K&R plus one of the 
more recent C programming books that discuss the latest UNIX and ANSI 
language features. 
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In this section, we'll assume that you have a general knowledge of the lan

guage obtained from such books and/or from actual experience with another 

C compiler. Then we'll describe the specific characteristics of the Lattice'-./ 

compiler, which fall into three categories: 


1. 	 How does the C language as supported by Lattice differ from the spec

ification provided in K&R? We've chosen to use K&R as our basis for 

comparison simply because the document describing ANSI's proposed 

C standard is not yet in the hands of most C programmers. 


2. 	 How does Lattice C handle the murky areas of the language that are 

usually written off as "implementation issues"? 


3. 	 What are the processing limits of the Lattice compiler? 

Also, if you have been using an earlier version of Lattice C, you will find 
Version 5 to be somewhat different, both in language features and in library 
features. These differences are highlighted in Appendix D. 

4.1 Comparison to K&R 

For many years the most precise definition of the C programming language 
generally available has been the Kernighan and Ritchie book entitled The C 
Programming Language. This book contains an appendix entitled The C Ref
erence Manual, which we abbreviate as CRM. 

CRM defines the C language as it is most widely known today, but since 
CRM does not include many of the changes introduced by ANSI, it is gradu
ally becoming a subset definition. A second edition of K&R was recently 
published to reflect the ANSI-inspired changes to the language. Nonethe
less, we continue to use the original edition as our basis here simply because 
it is the book with which most C programmers are familiar. Both editions are 
cited in Appendix A of this user's guide. 

The following list highlights the differences between Lattice C and the origi
nal K&R definition. The items use the K&R numbering scheme. For exam
ple, CRM 2.1 Comments refers to paragraph 2.1 in the K&R C Reference 
Manual. 
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Language Definition 

CRM 2.1 Comments 

Although the default mode is that comments do not nest, the -cc op

tion can be used to allow nested comments. Here's an example of 

nested comments: 


/* 

outer Comment Block 

/* 

Inner Comment Block 

*/ 

outer Comment Block 

*/ 

CRM 2.3 Keywords 

Lattice C includes several additional keywords: const, enum, void, and 

volatile which are ANSI-compatible, and chip,far and near, which are 

non-ANSI extensions. 


CRM 2.4.1 Integer constants 

Names declared as values for an enumeration type may be used as 

integer constants. 


CRM 2.4.3 Character constants 

Two new escape sequences are recognized: 


\ v Specifies a vertical tab (VT) character. 

, \x Introduces one or two hexadecimal digits which define 
the value of a single character. For example, '\xf9' gen
erates a character with the value OxF9. 

Although by default the compiler permits single-character constants 
(e.g. 'A'), the -cm option enables multi-character constants containing 
up to four characters (e.g. 'AB', 'ABC', 'ABCD'). Such a constant is a 
short integer for two characters and a long integer for three or four 
characters. 
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CRM 2.S Strings 
The same \x convention described above can be employed in strings 
as in "ABC\xF9DE".'--../ 

In addition, the -cs option causes the compiler to recognize identically 

written string constants and only generate one copy of the string. Note 

that a quoted string used to initialize a character array is not actually 

treated as a string constant, since it is actually placed into the array at 

compile time. For example, 


char abc[] "1234"; 

char *p = "1234"; 


produces a 5-byte array named abc containing the digit characters 

from 1 through 4, followed by a null byte. The second declaration 

produces a string constant similar to the contents of abc and places a 

pointer to the constant into p. 


CRM 4. What's in a name? 
const The const type should be used to declare an initialized ,~ 

data item that will never change. For example, 

char canst name[] = "12345abc"; 

declares a constant string. 

far 	 The far type indicates that the object must be accessed 
with a 32-bit address. 

ennm 	 The enum type should be used to declare an integral 
item that can only have certain named values, each of 
which is treated as an integral constant. The actual val
ues assigned to the identifiers normally begin at zero 
and are incremented by one for each successive identi
fier. However, an explicit value can be forced by using 
an equal sign, and then subsequent identifiers are as
signed the new value plus one, etc. 

For example, this statement defines an enum type: 
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enum color 

red, 

blue, 

green=4, 

puce, 

lavender 

} i 

and this one defines some objects of that type: 

enum color x, *px; 

In this example, the symbols associated with the enu
merated type color are given the following values: 

0 => red 

1 => blue 

4 => green 

5 => puce 

6 => lavender 


Each enumeration is a separate type with its own set of 
named values. The properties of an enum type are 
identical to those of in! type. 

near 	 The near type indicates that the object may be accessed 
with a 16-bit pointer. 

void 	 The void type should be used when declaring a function 
that has no return value. If a function is not declared 
as void and does not appear to return a value, the com
piler will issue a warning message. 

volatile 	 The volatile type indicates that the object may be 
changed by forces outside of the current program. Typ
ical examples of this are memory-mapped I/O registers 
and shared memory in a multi-tasking environment. 

--.--.---~-----------
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CRM 6. Conversions 
An expression can be converted to the void type by means of a cast. 
This is often used to explicitly indicate the discarding of a function 
return value. An expression of type void, however, cannot itself be 
converted or used in any way. 

CRM 7.1 Primary expressions 
The Lattice compiler always enforces the rules for the use of structures 
and unions so that it can determine which set of member names is 
intended. Since the compiler maintains a separate set of member 
names for each structure or union, the primary expression preceding a 
period (.) or arrow (-» operator must be immediately recognizahle as 
a structure or as a pointer to a structure of the type that contains the 
specified member name. For example, given these declarations: 

struct A 
{ 

int x: 

int y; 

) m,*p; 


struct B 
{ 

int xx; 

int yy; 

) n,*q; 


the following statements would be invalid: 

p = &n; /* p must point to structure type A */ 

q &m; /* q must point to structure type B */ 


because the pointers do not refer to the correct structure types. 

You can, of course, convince the compiler that you really want to gen

erate code for these statements by using the appropriate cast opera
tions, as follows: .~ 


p = (struct A *) (&n) ; 

q = (struct B *)(&m); 
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CRM 7.2 Unary operators 
The requirement that the ampersand (&) operator can only be applied 
to an lvalue is relaxed slightly to allow application to an array name 
(which is not considered an lvalue). Note that the meaning of such a 
construct is a pointer to the array itself, which is quite different from a 
pointer to the first element of the array. 

The difference between a pointer to an array and to an array's first 
element is only important when the pointer is used in an expression 
with an integral offset, because the offset must be scaled (multiplied) 
by the size of the object to which the pointer points. When the pointer 
points to the array instead of to the first array element, the target 
object size is the size of the whole array, rather than the size of a single 
element. 

CRM 7.7 Equality operators 
The only integer to which a pointer may be compared is the integer 
constant zero. You can, of course, cast any integer into a pointer. For 
example, the sbrk function normally returns a pointer, but it returns a 
value of -1 in the event of an error. This is a UNIX gaffe, but you can 
still perform a syntactically correct error check in the following way: 

char *p: 

p = sbrk(1000) ; 1* get 1000 bytes *1 
if(p == (char *) (-1» abort(3): 1* error check *1 

CRM 7.14 Assignment operators 

Both operands of the simple assignment operator (=) may be struc

tures or unions of the same type. 


CRM 8.1 Storage class specifiers 

The K&R text states that the storage class specifier, if omitted from a 

declaration outside a function, is taken to be extern. This is an erro

neous statement, which K&R clarifies in CRM 11.2. The presence or 

absence of extern on a declaration outside of the scope of any function 

is critical to determining whether an object is being defined or refer
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enced. If extern is present, then the declared object either exists in 
some other file or is defined later in the same file. But if no storage 
class specifier is present, then the declared object is being defined and 
will be visible in other files. If the static specifier is present, the object 
is defined but is not made externally visible. 

The only exception to these rules occurs for functions, where it is the 
presence of a defining statement body that determines whether the 
function is being defined. For example, the following statements are 
equivalent: 

extern int foo(); 

int fooO; 


Both statements reference functionfoo rather than define it. The fol
lowing statement, however, defines the function: 

fooO 
{ 

printf ("Hello\n") ; 

return(O); 

} 

It would be erroneous to use the extern keyword in front of this decla

ration. 


The Lattice compiler can be forced to assume extern for all data decla

rations outside a function by means of the -x compile time option. 

Declarations which explicitly specify static or extern are not affected. 


CRM 8.2 Type specifiers 

Three new type specifiers are supported, as mentioned earlier: const, 

enum, and void. Also, the compiler recognizes the following new types 

that are specified via multiple keywords: 


unsigned char 

unsigned short 

unsigned short int 

unsigned long 

unsigned long int 
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CRM 8.5 Structure and union declarations 

The Lattice compiler maintains a separate list of member names for 

each structure and union. Therefore, a member name may not appear 

twice in a particular structure or union, but the same name may be 

used in several different structures or unions within the same scope. 


Also, structure and union tags are in the same class, which means that 

you cannot use the same tag for both a structure and a union. 


Enumerations are declared in much the same way as structures and 

unions, with a separate list of identifiers for each enumeration type. 

Enumerations are unique types which can only assume values from a 

list of named constants. The language treats them as int values but 

restricts operations on them to assignment and comparison. The 

named constants, however, may appear wherever an int is legal. 


The optional name which may follow the keyword enum plays the 

same role as the structure or union tag; it names a particular enumera

tion. All such names share the same space as structure and union tags. 

The names of enumerators in the same scope must be distinct from 

each other and from those of ordinary variables. 


CRM 8.7 Type names 

Although a structure or union may appear in a type name specifier (i.e. 

a cast), it must refer to an already known tag, that is, structure defini

tions cannot be made inside a type name. Thus, the sequence: 


(struct { int high, low; } *) x 

is not permitted, but 

struct HL { int high, low: }: 

(struct HL *) x 

is acceptable. 

CRM 10.2 External data definitions 
The Lattice compiler applies a simple rule to external data declara
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tions. If the keyword extern is present, the compiler assumes that the 

actual storage will be allocated elsewhere, and so it generates a refer

ence to the storage area which will be resolved by the linker. Other

wise, the declaration is interpreted as an actual definition which allo

cates storage, unless the -x option has been used, as described previ

ously under CRM 8.l. 


CRM 12.3 Conditional compilation 

The constant expression following #ifmay not contain the sizeofoper

ator and must appear on a single input line. Also, the #elif (else if) is 

supported along with the defined( ) operator so that you can use logi

cal operators to string #if name conditions together on a single line. 

The following is an example of a multi condition #if. 


#if defined(namel) I !defined(name2) 

CRM 12.4 Line control 
Although the filename for #line must be an identifier, it need not 
conform to the characteristics of C identifiers. The compiler takes,---/ 
whatever string of characters is supplied, and the only lexical require
ment for the filename is that it cannot contain any white space. 

CRM 14.1 Structures and unions 

Structures and unions may be assigned, passed as arguments to func

tions, and returned by functions. 


The escape from typing rules described in K&R is explicitly not al

lowed by the Lattice compiler. In a reference to a structure or union 

member, the name on the right must be a member of the aggregate 

named or pointed to by the expression on the left. Our implementa

tion, however, does not enforce any restrictions on references to union 

members, such as requiring a value to be assigned to a particular mem

ber before allowing it to be examined via that member. 
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4.2 Compiler Implementation Decisions 

This section describes how the Lattice compiler deals with some aspects of 
the C language that have fallen into the domain of "implementation deci
sions". Some of these issues were left up to the compiler designer simply 
through oversight in the language definition, and the ANSI committee is 
gradually closing these loopholes. Others cannot be resolved in the language 
definition because they depend upon the specific hardware or software limi
tations faced by the compiler designer. 

4.2.1 Pre-Processor Features 

1. 	 The Lattice C compiler supports the full set of pre-processor com
mands described in K&R. Pre-processor commands are handled con
currently with lexical and syntactic analysis of the source file, because 
there is no requirement to have a separate pre-processor pass, and 
compiler performance is improved by this approach. Nonetheless, 
analysis of the pre-processor commands is largely independent of the 
compiler's C language analysis. For example, #define text substitu
tions are not performed for pre-processor commands, but nesting of 
macro definitions is possible because substituted text is re-scanned for 
new #define symbols. 

2. 	 Since the compiler uses a text buffer of fixed size, a particularly com
plex macro may occasionally cause a line buffer overflow condition. 
Usually, however, this error occurs when there is more than one macro 
reference in the same source line, and it can be circumvented by plac
ing the macros on different lines. 

3. 	 Circular definitions such as: 

#define A B 

#define B A 


will be detected by the compiler if either A or B is ever used. More 
subtle loops are also detected. 
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4. 	 Like many other implementations of C, the Lattice compiler pushes 
macro definitions onto a stack, so that if the line: 

#define XYZ 12 

is followed later by: 

#define XYZ 43 

the new definition takes effect, but the old one is not forgotten. In 
other words, after encountering: 

#undef XYZ 

the former definition (12) is restored. To completely undefine XYZ, 
an additional #undef is required. The rule is that each #define must 
be matched by a corresponding #undefbefore the symbol is truly for
gotten. Also, the compiler issues a warning message whenever a macro 
is re-defined. This was done to help detect thos~ nasty errors that 
occur when header files are in conflict. 

5. 	 Two clarifications should be noted with regard to the #if command. 
First, an undefined symbol in a #if expression is treated as having a 
value of zero. Second, a symbol defined with null substitution text is 
interpreted as having a value of one. These conventions are consistent 
with #ifdefusage, and permit the use of expressions like: 

#define SYM1 

#define SYM2 0 

#if SYM1 I SYM2 I SYM3 


which causes subsequent code to be processed because SYM1 is 
treated as if its value were one. 

4.2.2 Scope of Identifiers 

The Lattice compiler conforms almost exactly to the scope rules discussed in 
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CRM 11. The only exception arises in connection with structure and union 
member names, where, in accordance with later versions of the language, the 
compiler keeps separate lists of member names for each structure or union. 
Two other points are worth clarifying. 

First, the compiler does not generate specific allocate and de-allocate in
structions for auto items declared in statement blocks within a function. In
stead, the function entry sequence allocates enough stack storage to handle 
the largest collection of automatic data items so declared. With this scheme, 
a function may allocate more stack space than is actually used, but the need 
for run-time dynamic allocation within the function is avoided. 

Second, when an identifier with a previous declaration is redefined locally as 
an extern, the previous definition is superseded, but the compiler also verifies 
compatibility with all preceding extern definitions of the same name. This is 
done in accordance with the standards, which require that all references to 
the same external name must be to the same object. The point is that in this 
particular case, where a local block redefines an identifier as extern, the local 
declaration does not actually disappear upon termination ofthe block be
cause the compiler now has an additional external item for which it must 
verify later declarations. 

4.2.3 Initializers 

Objects which are of the static storage class are guaranteed to contain binary 
zeros when the program begins execution, unless an initializer expression is 
used to define a different initial value. The Lattice compiler supports the full 
range of initializer expressions described in Kernighan and Ritchie, but re
stricts the initialization of pointers somewhat: 

1. 	A pointer initialization expression must evaluate to the integer con
stant zero or to a pointer expression of exactly the same type as the 
pointer being initialized. This pointer expression can include the ad
dress of a previously declared static or external object, plus or minus 
an integer constant. However, it cannot contain a cast operator ap
plied to a variable, because such conversions cannot be done at com
pile time. 
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2. 	 This restriction makes it impossible to initialize a pointer to an array 
unless the & operator is allowed to be used on an array name, because 
the array name without the preceding & is automatically converted to 
a pointer to the first element of the array. Accordingly, the Lattice 
compiler accepts the & operator on an array name so that declarations 
such as: 

int a[5) I (*pa) [5J = &a; 

can be made. Note that if a pointer to a structure (or union) is being 
initialized, the structure name used to generate an address must also 
be preceded by the & operator. 

3. 	An arithmetic object may be initialized with an expression that evalu
ates to an arithmetic constant which, if not of the appropriate type, is 
converted to that of the target object. 

4. 	 More complex objects (arrays and structures) may be initialized by 
bracketed, comma-separated lists of initializer expressions, with each 
expression corresponding to an arithmetic or pointer element of the 
aggregate. A closing brace can be used to terminate the list early. See 
Appendix A of Kernighan and Ritchie for examples. 

5. Unions may also be initialized like structures. 	The initialization list 
must correspond to the first member of the union. 

6. 	A character array may be initialized with a string constant which need 
not be enclosed in braces. This is the only exception to the rule requir
ing braces around the list of initializers for an aggregate. 

7. 	 Initializer expressions for auto objects can only be applied to simple 
arithmetic or pointer types (not to aggregates), and are entirely equiv
alent to assignment statements. 

4.2.4 Expression Evaluation 

All of the standard operators are supported by the Lattice compiler, using 
the standard order ofprecedence as described on K&R page 49. Expressions 
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are evaluated using an operator precedence parsing technique which re
duces complex expressions to a sequence of unary and binary operations 
involving at most two operands. 

Operations involving only constant operands (including floating point con
stants) are evaluated by the compiler immediately, but no special effort is 
made to re-order operands in order to group constants. Thus, expressions 
such as: 

c - 'A' + 'a' 

must be parenthesized so that the compiler can evaluate the constant part: 

c + ('a' - 'At) 

If at least one operand in a binary operation is not constant, the intermediate 
expression result is assigned to a temporary storage location. The temporary 
then replaces the binary operation in the expression and becomes an 
operand of another binary or unary operation. This process continues until 
the entire expression has been evaluated. 

The use of temporaries is optimized by the compiler so as to minimize re
generation of identical temporaries during a straight-line code sequence. 
Thus, common sub-expressions are recognized and evaluated only once. For 
example, in the statement: / 

a[i+l] = b[i+l]; 

the expression i+1 will be evaluated once and used for both subscripting 
operations. This same optimization strategy eliminates expressions produc
ing useless results with no other side effects, such as: 

i+j; 

Three conditions cause temporaries to "die" during a straight-line code se
quence: 
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1. 	A function call may have side effects which cause previously-computed 
temporaries to no longer be accurate, and so all temporaries are dis
carded after the call. 

2. 	 If either operand associated with a temporary is the result of a later 
operation, the temporary is discarded after that operation. 

3. When the result of an operation is stored through a pointer, the com
piler discards all temporaries constructed from operands having the 
same type as the pointer. This is necessary because the compiler can
not determine if the pointer refers to a component of a current tempo
rary value, and so it takes the safe approach. 

Note that this strategy may fail if the programmer uses "type punning". 
For example, if variable A is declared as an integer and you construct 
a character pointer that, in fact, points to A's storage location, the 
compiler will not discard temporaries containing A when you change 
A via the character pointer. 

Except for common sub-expression detection, which may replace an opera
tion with a temporary value, expressions are evaluated in left-to-right order 
unless that is prevented by operator precedence or parentheses. However, it 
is best not to make any assumptions about the order of evaluation, since the 
language definition allows C compilers to re-order expressions in order to 
generate better code. We may introduce this type of optimization in a future 
release. 

Note that the language definition does guarantee that logical OR (II) and 
logical AND (&&) operators will be evaluated in left-to-right order. 

4.2.5 Control Flow 

C offers a rich set of statement flow constructs, and the Lattice compiler 
supports the full complement of them. Since control flow operations tend to 
dominate many programs, the compiler takes special steps to optimize them, 
as follows: 

1. 	Switch statements are analyzed to verify that they contain 

• At least one case or default entry; 
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• No duplicate case values; 

• Not more than one default entry; 

Then the compiler chooses the best of several machine code sequences 
to test for the various cases. 

2. 	 The size and number of branch instructions is kept to a minimum by 
extensive analysis of the flow within each function. 

3. Unreachable code 	is discarded, with the appropriate warning mes
sages. 

4.3 Compiler Limitations 

To conclude this description of the Lattice's C compiler implementation, we 
list the more important internal limits of the compiler. 

1. 	The maximum value of the constant expression defining the size of a 
single subscript of an array is two less than the largest unsigned target 
machine int (65,533 for a 16-bit int, 4,294,967,295 for a 32-bit int). 

2. 	The maximum length of an input source line is 512 bytes. 

3. 	The maximum size of a string constant is 256 bytes. 

4. 	 Macros may have no more than 16 arguments. 

5. 	The maximum length of the substitution text for a #define macro is 512 
bytes. 

6. 	 The maximum level of #include file nesting is 16. 

These limitations have proven to be adequate for most C programs, and they 
also lead to very good compiler performance. 

---~-- -----------.~.---------~ 
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Section 5 
,---------

Programming Environment 

Programming with the Lattice C Compiler is not much different than pro
gramming in C on a UNIX system, which is where the C language originated. 
This is an important statement, because it implies that you can use just about 
any of the popular C programming books with the Lattice compiler. Ap
pendixA lists some of the publications that you may want to consider. 

Now, if you confine your programming to the features that most of these 
books describe, you really don't need to know much at all about the Amiga
DOS environment. However, if you will be doing special things such as link
ing with assembly-language functions or writing I/O drivers in C, then you 
will need to know more about the low-level aspects of the compiler and 
run-time libraries. The following topics are most important: 

• Program Sections 

• Data Objects 

• Assembly-Language Interfaces 

The next subsections discuss each of these in turn. 
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5.1 Program Sections 

The compiler isolates you from the nasty details of the 68000 instruction set, '-../ 

but you still need to know a little bit about how your C program gets trans
lated into executable code. In particular, some knowledge ofwhere the com
piler puts things is quite helpful when you're using overlays, interfacing as

sembly-language routines, or adapting the compiler output for special appli
cations. 


The object modules produced by the compiler consist of several sections, as 

follows: 


Code Section 

The code section contains the machine instructions that carry out your 

program operations. The Lattice compiler produces no self-modifying 

code sequences, so this section can be placed into read-only memory 

(ROM). 


Initialized Data Section 

This section contains all initialized data items, including literals and 

constants. It cannot be placed into ROM because it contains writable 

items. 


Uninitialized Data Section 

This section contains all uninitialized data items. It is cleared to zero 

by the startup routine and, of course, cannot be placed in ROM be

cause all of its items are writeable. 


Normally these three sections are unnamed, but you can give them names via 
the -s option on the LC command. 

There are two other program sections, the stack and the heap, which are not 
part of the executable file but which form an important part of the final 
executing program. 

5.1.1 Stack Area 

The stack is a writeable memory area whose size is established by the Amiga
DOS STACK command, with the default being four kilobytes. This area is 
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used during function calls for saving registers and passing arguments. Within 
a function, automatic variables are allocated from the stack. 

Many C programs will run just fine with a four-kilobyte stack, while others 
require much more space. 

5.1.2 Heap Area 

The heap is a writeable area whose size is determined by the dynamic mem
ory needs of the program. The library includes functions such as malloc and 
free which the program uses to obtain and release blocks from this area. If 
the heap is not large enough to handle a request, the library function calls 
upon AmigaDOS to provide more memory. And so, the heap size is limited 
by the amount of memory installed on the system and the amount that is 
currently being used. 

5.1.3 Section Addressing 

The compiler provides several options which allow you to fine-tune the ad
dressing of the various program sections. The default compiler options were 
selected for "typieal" applications, but you may need to override these to get 
the best results in your situation. 

5.1.3.1 Base-Relative Addressing 

The -b option directs the compiler to generate instructions containing 16-bit 
offsets when making direct references to the initialized and uninitialized 
data sections. This is called base-relative addressing because the offsets are 
relative to a base address that is kept in register A4. The alternative is called 
absolute addressing, because the data reference instructions contain 32-bit 
absolute addresses. 

The typical base-relative load or store instruction requires only 4 bytes in
stead of the 6 bytes necessary for absolute addressing. This can produce a 
substantial size reduction and performance improvement in a program that 
freqently accesses small data objects. 
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When. you specify the -b option on an LC command, the compiler places 
information in the object module directing the linker to merge the data sec
tions into a common area, which is called the default data segment. A linker 
error occurs if this segment is larger than 64 kilobytes, because that would 
prevent addressability via a 16-bit offset. At run time, the start-up routine 
loads A4 with the address of the default data segment. 

If a program compiled with -b is used as an interrupt handler or with the 
AddTask() function, you must also specify the -y option. The compiler then 
generates code that automatically loads the A4 register at the beginning of 
each function. This action is necessary because interrupt and task functions 
are not entered via the normal C start-up routine. Alternatively, you can 
declare the interrupt or task function with the _SAVEDS keyword, which 
causes that function to be compiled with the prologue that saves A4 and then 
sets it to the default data segment address. 

It is possible to mix modules compiled with and without the -b option, as long 
as the modules compiled with -b do not reference any data in the modules 
compiled without it. If this rule is violated, then you must use the smalldata 
option when linking, which forces all data items except those defined with 
the chip keyword to be merged into the default data segment. 

It is also possible to mix base-relative and absolute addressing in the same 
module via the near and far keywords, which are described later. To summa
rize this feature, an object declared as near is always accessed via base-rela
tive addressing, while one declared as far is accessed via absolute addressing. 

5.1.4 PC-Relative Branches 

The compiler defaults to call external functions via pc relative addresses. 
However, the -r option causes function calls to be PC-relative, where PC 
stands for "program counter," not "personal computer." 

As with base-relative data addressing, PC-relative program addressing uses 
instructions containing 16-bit offsets instead of 32-bit absolute addresses. 
This saves two bytes per function call and improves performance. 

The 16-bit offset is a signed value that is added to the current 32-bit address 
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in the program counter. This implies that a function being called via PC-rela
tive addressing must reside no more than 32 kilobytes above or below each 
point that calls it. If this is not the case, the linker automatically constructs 
an absolute branch instruction within the 32-kilobyte range and routes the 
call through that branch. 

5.2 Data Objects 

Most of the time you can take the various C data types for granted. That is, 
you simply define and use the appropriate data objects without worrying 
about their representations on the Motorola 68000 or about how the object 
program accesses them. However, a better understanding of this topic is 
important if you plan to link your C programs with assembly language or if 
you need to know the valid ranges for the various data types. 

The following subsections contain a detailed discussion of C data types in the 
AmigaDOS environment. 

5.2.1 Simple Data Types 

The compiler allows you to create objects using five simple data types, also 
called arithmetic types: 

char character 

short short integer 

short int 

long long integer 

long int 

float single-precision floating point 

double double-precision floating point 

long float 

If you specify a data object as int without short or long, then it is treated as a 
long integer. 
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The compiler maintains fundamental data objects in forms that can be effi
ciently manipulated by the Motorola 68000. Specifically, multi-byte data is 
stored with the high order byte in the lowest address, and floating point 
numbers are kept in either the IEEE or the FFP format. The following table 
gives the sizes of these objects: 

unsigned char 1 0 


signed short 2 -32,768 

unsigned short 2 0 


signed long 4 -2,147,483,648 


unsigned long 4 0 


float (IEEE) 4 +I-IOE-37 

double (IEEE) 8 +l-lOE-307 

float (FFP) 4 ? 

double (FFP) 4 ? 


'--/ 

Here are some points to remember about these fundamental types in the 
AmigaDOS environment: 

1. 	All arithmetic objects are signed by default (Le. can take on values less 

than zero). However, if you specify the -co option, the compiler will 

treat all char objects as unsigned. 


2. 	You can override the default signing rule by using the signed or un

signed keyword as a modifier in front of any integral type (i.e. char, int, 

short, long). Declaring an object as signed is usually redundant, since 

integral objects are signed by default, except in the one case noted 

above. However, judicious use of this keyword can enhance your pro

gram's portability, because some compilers may make certain arith

metic types unsigned by default. Also, it's a good idea to use the un

signed modifier for any object (e.g. a loop counter) that can never be 

negative, since the compiler may be able to generate better code if it 

knows this fact. 
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3. 	The natural size of an integer in the AmigaDOS environment is 32 
bits. That is, the types int and long are equivalent. However, if you 
want your program to be portable to other environments, use short 
when you want a 16-bit integer, long when you want a 32-bit integer, 
and use int when either size will suffice. In most C environments, int 
defaults to the most efficient size. 

4. 	 In expressions involving several data types, the compiler generally car
ries out the computation in the "widest" data type that is involved. The 
conversion rules are: 

char 

short 

long 

• float 
• double 

; char 

short 

long 

double 

double 

So, for example, if an expression contains items having types char and 
long, the char types are converted to long during the computation. 

S. 	 All floating point computations are done in double precision, which is 
the traditional C standard. This implies that your program will gener
ally execute slower if you use the float data type, because of the conver
sions between the float and the double form. Many programmers mis
takenly believe that float data is handled faster than double. 

5.2.2 Complex Data Types 

Complex data types, also called aggregates, can be built from the simple data 
types. First we'll review the three complex data type categories, and then 
we'll describe how they are stored in memory. 

ARRAY 
An array is a named collection of similar objects, and you refer to each 
object by a combination of the array name and an index value, which 
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can be a short or long integer. The first object in an array has index 
value 0, and the compiler automatically scales the other index values 
to allow for the size of the objects in the array. That is, the second 
object has index value 1 regardless of its type. Here's an example of 
several array declarations: 

char buffer[80]; 

int values[lO](20]; 


Note that an array can be multi-dimensional. Also, arrays have no 
theoretical size limitation, although the size is, in practice, limited by 
the storage class and access method, which will be discussed later. 

STRUCTURE 
A structure is a named collection of dissimilar objects, each of which 
also has a name. You refer to each object by a combination of the 
structure name and the object name. Here's an example of a structure 
declaration: 

struct emp 
{ 

char name[32]; 

char address[32]: 

char city[16]: 

char state[2]; 

char zip[12]; 

int payrate: 

long empdate; 

} employee: 


struct emp empx,*empy: 

The first declaration defines a structure type emp and allocates space 
for an object of that type named employee. Then, the second declara
tion uses the emp type to allocate space for an object named empx and 
for a pointer named empy which points to such a structure. Here are 
some examples of how you access individual items in these various 
instances of this structure: 
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employee.payrate = lOO~ 

empx.payrate = employee.payratel 

empy->payrate = empx.payratel 

In short, you use a period (.) between the name of the structure object 
and the name of the item, or you use an arrow (w > ) between the name 
of the structure pointer and the name of the item. This will become 
clearer when we discuss pointers and data storage classes in a little 
while. 

UNION 
A union is a named collection of objects which are aliases for the same 
memory area. For example, 

union ints 

short si; 

long li~ 


} anyint; 


defines a union type ints and allocates space for an object of that type 
named anyint. The object contains two elements si and Ii, which are a 
short integer and a long integer, respectively. These objects actually 
occupy the same space in memory. The items within a union are ac
cessed exactly like those within a structure, using the period and arrow 
as described above, and the same size limitation applies to unions .. 

Aggregates can contain any type of object, including other aggregates. The 
compiler maintains a separate "name space" for each structure and union, 
and so there is no requirement to use globally unique names for the internal 
items. 

5.2.3 Data Pointers 

In addition to the simple and complex data types, Lattice C supports a data 
type known as a pointer. Pointers are simply objects that hold addresses of 
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other objects; that is, a pointer refers to a simple or complex data object, or 
to another pointer. In the AmigaDOS environment, pointers are always 32 
bits wide. .~ 

S.2.4 Data Storage Classes 

Each data object, whether simple or complex, has a "storage class" attribute 
which is either explicitly declared via various keywords or is determined by 
the context in which the declaration occurs. Proper use of the storage class 
can have a major impact on a program's size and performance. 

A data object's storage class is one of the following: internal, external, auto
matic, formal, or register. These are described below. 

Internal 

An object is internal if the static keyword is present in its declaration 

or if it is declared outside of any function without an explicit storage 

class specifier. In the former case, the object is also private, since its 

definition is not exported to the linker in the object module. In the 

latter case, the object is public and can be accessed by other modules 

which declare it as an external object. 


Internal objects are often called "static objects", but we prefer to avoid 

that designation because not all internals are declared with the static 

keyword. It is better to think of internal objects as those which actually 

allocate space within the object module. That is, an internal object 

does not require further information from any other object module in 

order to be completely specified at link time. 


External 
An object is classified as external if the extern keyword is present in its 
declaration and if it is not later declared in the same module outside 
the body of any function without the extern keyword. Storage is not 
allocated in the object module for an external item. Instead, the com
piler places information in the object module that allows the linker to 
complete the definition by finding the object module that defines the 
object internally. 
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Automatic 
An object is classified as automatic if the auto keyword is present in its 
declaration or if it is declared inside the body of any function without 
an explicit storage class specifier. It is illegal to declare an auto object 
outside the body of a function. Storage is allocated for this type of 
object on the stack during the execution of the function in which it is 
defined. 

Formal 
An object is classified as formal if it is a parameter (also called an 
"argument") to a function. Storage is allocated for formal items on the 
stack by the program that calls the function. 

Register 
If you declare an object with the register keyword, it will be placed in 
one of the machine registers if possible. Otherwise, it is treated as an 
internal or formal object, depending on the context of the declaration. 

The compiler provides the -x option to change the storage class of implicit 
internals to external. That is, with the -x option active, any internal object 
that does not have the static keyword is defined as if it had the extern key
word. This allows a single header file to be used for all external data defini
tions. When the main function is compiled, the -x option is not used, and so 
the various objects are defined and made externally visible. When the other 
functions are compiled, the -x option causes the same declarations to be 
interpreted as references to objects defined elsewhere. 

5.2.5 Data Access Method 

Each data object, whether fundamental or complex, has an "access method" 
attribute which is either explicitly declared via various keywords or is deter
mined by the context in which the declaration occurs. As with the storage 
class, the access method can have a major impact on a program's size and 
performance. 

A data object's access method is one of the following: chip, const,far, huge, 
near, or volatile. These are described below. 
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chip 

The chip keyword specifies an object that resides within the first 512 

kilobytes of main memory. The linker will automatically take care of ~/ 


this for you. 


const 

The compiler uses the "constant" access method for objects declared 

with the const keyword and for literals defined in a compilation using 

the -gc option. For example, 


char const x[] = "abc"; 

char far *p; 


p = "pdq"; 

would produce two constant items. The first is named x and has the 
value "abc". The second has the value "pdq", but it has no name be
cause it is a literal. 

far 
The compiler uses the "far" access method for objects declared using 
the far keyword. For example, 

int far x,y,z; 

declares three far integers. The -rO option on LC command causes all 
data declarations without a specific access method to be treated as far. 

huge 
The huge keyword is identical to far in the AmigaDOS environment. It 
is included for compatibility with other environments which use Intel 
processors instead of the Motorola 68000 family. 

near 
The compiler uses the "near" access method for objects declared using 
the near keyword. For example, 

int near x,y,z; 
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declares three near integers. These are placed into the data section in 
such a way that they can be accessed via 16-bit offsets from the data 
section pointer in register A4. The -bi option on the LC command 
causes all data declarations without a specific access method to be 
treated as near. This is the default setting for the -b option. In other 
words, LC normally generates near objects in order to reduce program 
size and improve performance. 

Notice that pointers to near objects are always 32 bits wide. The only 
time that the 16-bit access occurs is when the offset can be embedded 
within an instruction. For most near objects, this is frequently the case, 
and so the size and performance improvements can be substantial. 
However, if you normally address an object via a pointer, you will gain 
little by declaring that object as near. 

volatile 
The volatile keyword describes a data object that can be changed by 
forces outside the control of the declaring program. Examples of such 
objects are memory-mapped I/O registers and shared memory. When 
manipulating a volatile object, the compiler reads or writes the object 
whenever it is referenced. In other words, the compiler suppresses any 
optimizations that would tend to keep volatile objects in registers. 

The chip,far, huge, and near keywords are extensions to the ANSI standard. 
The standard requires that each keyword extensions be preceded by a double 
underscore, such as _near. The Lattice compiler accepts the extended key
words in this form as well as in the more natural form without the double 
underscores. 

5.2.6 Special Purpose Keywords 

Several other special purpose keywords are available with the compiler. 
They are: 

_regargs 	 This keyword defines a subroutine that is to be 
called with register parameters. 
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_stdargs This keyword defines a subroutine that is to 
called with standard stack parameters. 

be 

This defines a subroutine that takes its parameters 
in a specific register. 

SAVEDS This defines a subroutine that is to load up the 
global base pointer upon entry. 

_interrupt This defines a subroutine that may be called from 
interrupt code. 

5.2.7 Data Alignment 

Even though the Motorola 68000 processor uses byte addresses, it requires 
that 16-bit and 32-bit words be aligned on even addresses. That is, the lowest 
bit of the address must be zero. Because of this requirement, the Lattice C 
Compiler inserts dummy bytes as necessary to achieve the correct alignment 
of integers, floats, doubles, and pointers. 

This can cause problems when you move data to or from systems that do not 
require alignment. For example, consider the structure: 

struet mise 

char x[3] I 

int YI 
}I 

When an instance of this structure is defined, the compiler ensures that it 
begins on an even address by inserting a dummy byte into the data section if 
necessary. It also places a dummy byte between x andy so that the latter will 
be aligned correctly. 

Notice that dummy bytes are counted by the sizeo/ function, which implies 
that 

sizeof(struet mise) 
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is not equal to 

sizeof(misc.x) + sizeof(misc.y) 

The first expression has a value of 6, while the second is 5. This discrepancy 
can cause subtle problems in some programs. 

5.2.8 Data Portability 

You must be very careful when exchanging data files between dissimilar sys
tems or between programs that use different alignment rules on the same 
system. For example, consider this short program which simply writes a 
structure to a file: 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

FILE *fp; 

struct 


char x; 

short y; 

} record; 


fp = fopen("testfile","wb"); 

record.x = 3; 

record.y = 4; 

fwrite(&record,sizeof(record),l,fp) ; 

fclose(fp) i 


} 


If you compile and execute this program using the default LC options, the 
file testfile will contain four bytes in the following order: 03 00 00 04. How
ever, if you compile and execute this program under MS-DOS, which uses 
the Intel 8086 processor, the file will contain 03 0400. Why? Because first 
of all, the Amiga compiler inserts a padding byte so that integery is properly 
aligned; this is not necessary with the Intel processor. Second, the Motorola 
processor writes integers from the high byte to the low byte, while the Intel 
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processor does the reverse. This all goes to prove that portable programs do 
not necessarily produce portable data files. 

If you are concerned about data file portability, you will save yourself a lot 
of grief by thinking carefully about the problem when designing file formats. 
The easiest way to handle it is to only write ASCII text files, since text file 
processing is usually fully portable. Ifyou cannot do this, then you'll need to 
write a special translation program to re-align arrays and structures and to 
re-arrange the bytes in integers. These programs are known in UNIX circles 
as "data swabbers", and they are nasty to write and maintain. 

One last comment on data portability: pointers are completely useless out
side of the program that generates them, and so you should always avoid 
writing them to files. In fact, it is often true that pointers saved to a file are 
meaningless even when read back into the same computer system by the 
same program, because the data being pointed to will not necessarily be in 
the same place under different execution conditions. 

5.3 Assembly-Language Interfaces 

As mentioned earlier, it is common practice to develop a program entirely in 
C and then performance-tune it by re-writing certain functions in assembly 
language. Also, there are some operations, such as direct access of special 
CPU and I/O registers, that are not easily handled in C. 

In this section we'll examine the entry and exit rules that must be followed 
by assembly language functions that are called from C functions. 

5.3.1 Function Eutry Rules 

Upon entry to a function, the stack usually contains all the function argu
ments, which are placed immediately above the 4-byte return address. Regis
ter A7 is the stack pointer, and it points to the return address. The argu
ments appear in left-to-right order; that is, the leftmost argument is immedi
ately above the return address in the stack. All arguments are passed by 
value. 
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For example, consider the function call: 

char ccc: 
double ddd: 
int iii: 

func(ccc,ddd,iii): 

The compiler generates code to push the arguments ccc, ddd, and iii onto the 
stack, thereby using four bytes, eight bytes and four bytes, respectively. Next, 
func is called, which causes the four-byte return address to be pushed onto 
the stack. 

The function must first perform the following entry sequence: 

1. 	 Save register AS, which contains the previous function's stack frame 
pointer. 

2. 	 Move A7 to AS, thereby establishing the frame pointer for this func
tion. The arguments can then be addressed from AS in the following 

'~ way: 

(A5) 

(A5)+4 

(A5)+8 
(A5)+12 

(A5)+20 

4 

4 

4 

8 
4 

Previous frame 
pointer 

Return address 

Argument ccc 
Argument ddd 

Argument iii 

3. 	 Subtract from A 7 the size of the function's work area. These first three 
steps can be accomplished with one LINK instruction, if the work area 
is less than 32 kilobytes. 

4. 	 Save registers D2 through D7, A2 through A4, and A6 if they will be 
changed during execution of the function. 

5. Save floating point registers FP2 through FP7 if a 68881 math copro
cessor is present and will be used by the function. 
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6. 	 If the function expects an argument to be a structure or union passed 
by value, then it will receive a pointer to that object in the argument 
list. Using the pointer, the object should be copied into the work area, 
and the work area copy should then be used within the function. Of 
course, it is not necessary to make a copy if the function only reads the 
object. 

5.3.2 Register Arguments 

If the calling function was compiled with the -IT option, then it passes some 
of the arguments in registers instead of on the stack. Specifically, the first 
two pointer arguments will appear in AO and A1, and the first two integral 
arguments wi1l be in DO and D1. 

Obviously, the function needs to know whether it is being called with some 
arguments in registers or with all arguments on the stack. The compiler helps 
make this distinction by placing the character @ in front of function names 
that are called with register arguments. This character replaces the under
score that the compiler normally supplies as a function prefix. 

5.4 Function Exit Rules 

Function return values are passed back in one or more registers, depending 
on the data type declared for the function. The conventions are: 

char 8 

short 16 
long 32 
float 32 
pointer 32 
double 64 
(IEEE) 

double 32 

DO.B 

DO.W 

DO.L 

DO.L 

DO.L 
DO.L,D1.L 

DO.L 

Low byte of DO 

Low word of DO 

All of DO 

All of DO 

All of DO 
High bits in DO 

: All of DO 

'--/ 

: (FFP) I 
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If the function returns a structure or union, it must define a static work area 
(i.e. not on the stack) to temporarily hold the returned object. Then the 

~" 	 function must return in DO a pointer to this temporary copy, and the calling 
function will immediately move the data to the appropriate place. This ap
proach implies that functions returning structures or unions are not re-en
trant, although they are serially reusable. Such a function can be recursive if 
it is designed very carefully with this return technique in mind. 

Mter setting up the return value, the function exits by reversing the entry 
sequence described earlier. Specifically, it must perform the following steps: 

1. 	Restore registers that were saved. 

2. 	Advance the stack pointer in A7 past the work area. 

3. 	 Restore the previous frame pointer to A5. This step and the preceding 
one can be accomplished with an UNLK instruction. 

4. 	 Return to the caller via an RTS instruction. 

Note that the calling function removes the arguments from the stack. 
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Section 6 


Macro Assembler 


The Lattice Macro Assembler supports the development of assembly lan
guage modules for use with C programs. Because the Lattice C Compiler 
generally produces very good machine code, you seldom have to resort to 
assembly language programming. However, some intimate relations be
tween hardware and software are best done in the assembly language envi
ronment. Also, assembly language is sometimes necessary when you want to 
get the absolute best combination of code size and speed. 

The assembler handles the complete set of Motorola 68xxx instruction 
mnemonics as well as an extensive set of assembler directives and a powerful 
macro facility. It can, therefore, be used to develop complete systems in 
assembly language. Nonetheless, it is provided primarily to supplement the 
C compiler has not really been tuned for large assembly language projects. 

6.1 Basic Concepts 

The assembler reads a source file and produces an object file in the Amiga 
object file format, along with an optional1isting of the source and assembled 
code. The source file is assumed to have a ".a" extension and the object file 
is produced with a ".0" extension. The BLINK linker, which is part of the 
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Lattice package, then combines these object modules into an executable file, 
also called a load module. 

6.1.1 Source Format 

Each assembly language source line has the following format: 

label: operation operands ;comment 

White space (i.e., spaces and horizontal tabs) can appear before any field 
and must appear between the operation and operand. The four fields of the 
source line are described below: 

Label 
The label field is optional. If it is present and is preceded by white 
space, it must be followed immediately by a colon. That is how the 
assembler determines that the field is a label and not an operation. If 
there is no white space before the label, then the colon is not neces
sary. 

A label can be up to 31 characters long and can contain letters, digits, 
underscores, and dollar signs. It cannot start with a digit, and the case 
of letters is significant. For example, labels XYZ, xYZ, and XyZ are 
distinct. 

Operation 
The operation field contains the name of an instruction, assembly di
rective, or macro. This field may not begin a line. If no label is present, 
then the line must begin with white space. If a label is present but is 
not followed by a colon, then white space must separate the label and 
operation fields. 

The case of this field is not significant. That is, operation MOVE is the 
same as move. 

Operands 
The operands field contains zero or more expressions, depending on 
the particular operation. For some operations, the operands field is 

-------------------~--
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optional or never used. Expressions are composed of constants, vari
ables, and operators. 

A constant is a decimal, hexadecimal, octal, or binary number. The 
default number base is decimal, and the other bases are indicated by a 
suffix letter after the number: 

Number Representations 

Decimal a string of decimal digits 1234 

Hexadecimal $ followed by a string of hex $89AB 
digits 

Octal @ followed by a string of oc- @743 
tal digits 

Binary % followed by zeros and %10110111 
ones 

'-_./ 

ASCII Lit- Up to 4 ASCII characters "AC9T" 
eral within quotes 

A variable is a label name or a name defined via an assembler directive. 
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An operator is one of the following: 


2 

~ 
4 I 

» 
« 

* 

I 
+ 

Right shift 

Left shift 

Multiply 

Divide 

Add 

i Subtract 
I---~-----l--~-----r~-----~~----~-

5 < 

< = 

> 
> = 

!= 

Less than 

Less than or equal to 

Greater than 

Greater than or equal to 

Equal to 

Not equal to 

6 & Bitwise AND 

. Bitwise OR 

The ORDER column indicates the order in which operators are pro
cessed. For example, in the expression 

ABC+DEF*-PDQ 

The negation of PDQ is performed first, followed by the multiplication 
and then the addition. 

Each expression represents a 32-bit value. An absolute expression is 
one that contains only constants, while a relocatable expression contains 
symbols whose value is determined during the linking and loading pro
cedure. 

Comment 
This field is any text preceded by a semicolon. 
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6.2 Using the Assembler 

The assembler is invoked via the following CLI command: 

asm [>listfile] [options] filename 

Optional fields are enclosed in brackets, and all fields are described below: 

>listfile 
Causes the listing and error message output of the assembler to be 
directed to the specified file. 

options 
Assembler options are specified as a hyphen followed by a single let
ter; in some cases, additional text may be appended. The letter may be 
supplied in either upper or lower case. Each option must be specified 
separately, with a separate hyphen and letter. The options are: 

-c 
This option specifies which program sections should be loaded 
into memory that is addressable by the Amiga's custom hard
ware. The -c option must be immediately followed by one or 
more of the following letters in any order: 

b Uninitialized (BSS) data section 

c Code section 

d Initialized data section 

Without this option, the loader prefers to place all program sec
tions into memory that is not also used by the custom hardware. 
This improves system performance by reducing bus contention. 
However, image and audio data must be loaded into memory 
that is accessible to the custom hardware. For example: 

-abed 

will cause all segments to be loaded into chip addressable mem
ory, regardless of the system memory configuration. 
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-d 
This option by itself causes debugging information to be placed 
into the object module. Another use of -d is to define symbols, 
as shown below: 

-dABC 
Causes ABC to be defined as if your source file began with 
the statement: 

ABC EQU 1 

-dABC=10 
Causes ABC to be defined as if your source file began with 
the statement 

ABC EQU 10 

-h 
This option is the reverse of -a. It specifies which program sec- ~/ 


tions must not be placed into memory that can be addressed by 

the Amiga's custom hardware. As with -a, the -h option must be 

followed by one or more of these letters (-hbcd is the default): 


b Uninitialized (BSS) data section 

c Code section 

d Initialized data section 

-ipreflX 
This option specifies a prefix that should be placed in front of 
file names in INCLUDE statements. This is only done if the file 
nilme is not already prefixed by a drive or directory name. Up 
to four -i options can be used, and the INCLUDE search will use 
the prefix strings in that order. For example, 

asm -iMYINC/ -iYOURINC/ testprog.a 

assembles the source file named testprog.a. Suppose that source 
file contains the following statement: 
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INCLUDE ABC.I 

The assembler first searches the current directory for the file 
named ABCI. If that fails, it searches for MYINCjABCI and 
then YOURINCjABCI. 

-I [list] 
This option causes a listing of the source file to be written to the 
standard output. The listing displays the location counter and 
code or data alongside the assembly source. One or more of the 
following characters may be appended to the -I option: 

i 	 Lists the source for text from INCLUDE files as well as 
the original source file. 

m Lists additional data generated for source lines which can
not be accommodated alongside the original source line 
(i.e., allows multiple listing lines for each source line). 

x 	 Lists the expansion text for macros. 

-mO 
This option indicates that only 68000 instructions are allowed. 
Warning messages occur if, for example, you use instructions 
that are only available on the 68020. 

-m2 
This option indicates that 68020 instructions are allowed. 

-opreflx 
This option specifies a prefix for the output file name, that is, for 
the name of the ".0" file. Any drive or directory prefixes origi
nally attached to the input filename are discarded before the 
new prefix is added. No intervening blanks are permitted in the 
string following the -0. Note that if a directory name is to be 
specified as a prefix, a trailing slash must be supplied. 

-s 
This option includes the section name at the beginning of each 
hunk. 
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-u 

This option prefIxes external names with an underscore l), 

which is useful when calling functions that were produced by the '-~ 


C compiler. Do not use this option if you type the external 

names with leading underscores. 


Note that this option must be present when you assemble the 

start-up routine. 


filename 

Specifies the name of the source fIle which to be assembled. This is the 

only required fIeld on the command line. If the name does not have 

an extension, ".a" is assumed. The object file will have the same name 

as the source file, except that the source file extension is replaced with 

tf.o". 


For example, the following command causes the assembly language source 
fIle mOOn.a to be assembled, producing the object fIle modn.o. A listing of 
the source file, along with any error messages generated, will be written to 
the file mOOn.lst. 

asm >modn.1st -1 modn 

6.3 Assembler Directives 

The assembler handles the all 68000, 68020, and 68030 instructions using the 
standard Motorola syntax. In addition, the ENTRY, PUBLIC, EXT, and 
EXTRN directives are processed in the standard way. All assembler direc
tives are instructions to the assembler rather than instructions to be trans
lated into object code. An exception to this is DC. 

The following is a table of all of the assembler directives: 

CNOP 	 Conditional NOP for alignment. 

DC.B 	 Define Constant. Defines a constant value in memory .•B in
dicates that a character size is used or byte. 

DC.L 	 Define constant. Defines a constant value in memory .• L indi
cates that a long size is used. 
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DC.W 	 Define constant. Defines a constant value in memory .• L indi
cates that a word size is used. 

,~ 

DS.B 	 Define Storage. Defines a byte of storage. DS does no initial
ization. 

DS.L 	 Define Storage. Defines a long word of storage. DS does no 
initialization. 

DS.W 	 Define Storage. Defines a word of storage. DS does no ini
tialization. 

DSECT 	 Sets the location counter to the data segment. This is equiva
lent to the statement: 

CSECT data 

ELSE Begins an alternative for IF directive. 

END Program end. 
~/ 	 ENDC End of conditional assembly. 

ENDM End of macro definition. 

EQU Assigns a permanent value. 

EXITM Exit the macro expansion. 

IDNT Name of program unit. 

IF Assembles the following statements to the next ELSE or EN
DIF if the expression supplied as its argument is not zero. IF 
statements may be nested. 

IFC Assembles if the strings are identicaL 

IFD Assembles if symbol is defined. 

IFEQ Assembles if expression is zero. 

,,~ IFGE Assembles if expression is greater than or equal to zero. 

IFGT Assembles if expression is greater than zero. 
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IFLE Assembles if expression is less than or equal to zero. 

IFLT Assembles if expression is less than zero. "--/ 

IFND Assembles if symbol is not defined. 

IFNE Assembles if expression is not equal to zero. 

INCLUDE Insert file into source. 

UST Turn on listing. 

MACRO Define a macro name. 

NOUST Turn off listing. 

OFFSET Defines offsets. To define a table of offsets via the DS direc
tive, you use the OFFSET directive. 

OPSYN Defines synonym for opcodes. 

PAG Page throw into listing. 

RORG Defines relocatable origin. ",----..--' 

SECTION Defines a program section. 


SET Assign a temporary value. 


SPC Skip n blank lines. 


TTL Disable object code output. 


XDEF Define an external name. 


XREF Reference an external name. 


Note that $ or other special characters are not necessary with the assembly 
directives. Also, as with instruction mnemonics, directives cannot begin in 
the first character of the input line. 

6.4 Macro Definition 

A macro is defined via the following sequence, where the brackets enclose 
optional fields: 
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MACRO 

[labelarg] macroname [arglist] 


ENDM 

The definition must begin with a MACRO directive on a line by itself. The 
next line is a model showing how the macro will be called. This is followed 
by the lines that comprise the macro prooedure, and the definition is termi
nated with an ENDM directive on a line by itself. The directive EXITM can 
be used within the macro procedure to terminate processing early, possibly 
as a result of an IF test. 

Labelarg, if present, is an identifier that can be used within the macro proce
dure to obtain the label. Arglist is a comma-separated list of argument string 
in the following format: 

argsym[=default] 

where argsym is an identifier that can be used within the expansion text to 
obtain the corresponding argument text used on the macro invocation line. 
Default is a character string that will be associated with argsym when that 
argument is not used in a particular macro invocation. Note that default must 
be enclosed in single or double quotes if it contains any whitespace charac
ters. 

Here is an example of a simple macro: 

MACRO 
LABEL: ACOPY DESTl,Al 
LABEL: MOVE.W 4(SP) ,DESTI 

MOVE.L 6(SPJ,Al 
ENDM 

The macro name is ACOPY, and it could be invoked in the following way: 

ACOPY dO,a5 
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resulting in the expanded text 

MOVE.W 4(SP),dO 

MOVE.L 6(sp),a5 


A label argument, such as LABEL in the preceding example, must be speci
fied and placed on the first expansion line of the macro if you want to be able 
to assign a label to the code generated by the macro. 

6.5 Other Information 

Of course, you cannot use the Lattice Macro Assembler unless you thor
oughly understand the Motorola 68xxx instruction set. There are many 
books on this topic, some of which are cited in Appendix A 

Also, if you are writing assembly language functions to be called from C, or 
if you will call C functions from your assembly language programs, then you 
need to understand the Lattice C function protocol. This is described in 
Section 5 of this User's Guide. 
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Global Optimization 

7.1 Introduction 

The global optimizer GO analyzes a quad file, performs several types of 
optimizations, and produces another quad file. This type oftransformation 
makes the use of the optimizer completely optional since its input file is the 
same format as its output file. In many cases, optimized code is more difficult 
to debug than non-optimized code so frequently the optimizer is only used 
after the main program has been tested and is mostly working. 

Since the optimizer works on quads, it has no knowledge of the target pro
cessor or its instructions. The code generator contains all of this knowledge 
and makes very full usage of the 680xO instruction set. The code generator 
tries not to generate extra instructions in the first place but it does have a 
peep-hole optimizer to catch the few places where this is not possible. 

7.2 Types of optimizations performed 

1. Register assignment 

Commonly used auto, formal, and temporary variables are assigned to 
registers for all or part of their lifetime, according to usage. 
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2. 	 Dead store elimination 


Stores of values which are never fetched again are eliminated. 


3. 	Dead code elimination 


Code whose value is not used is eliminated. 


4. 	 Global common sUbexpression merging 

Recalculation of values that have been previously computed is elimi
nated. GO performs this with function scope. 

5. 	 Hoisting of invariants out of loops 

Calculations performed inside a loop whose value is the same on each 
iteration of the loop is moved outside the loop. 

6. 	 Induction variable transformations 

Loops containing multiplications, usually associated with indexing, 
have the operations reduced in strength to addition. 

7. 	Copy propagation 

Definitions of the form leftvar = rightvar are eliminated when all uses 
of leftvar have this definition as the single reaching definition, and the 
variable rightvar will not change before each use. This optimization 
primarily exists to support other optimizations. 

8. 	 Constant propagation and folding 

References to variables whose only definition is a constant are re
placed by the constant. Often the definition is eliminated if all refer
ences are replaced. GO performs constant folding to propagate the 
new constants further. 

9. 	 Auto variable elimination and remapping 

Unused auto variables are eliminated, and storage offsets are reas
signed. Often the variable is unused because of previous optimiza
tions. 

lO.Very busy expression hoisting 
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Code size is reduced by moving an expression computed along all 
paths from a point in the code to a common location. For instance, in 

if (aO) 
f(i+j); 

else 

g(i + j); 


the expression i+j will be computed in only one place. 

l1.Various reductions in strength 

GO will perform associative reordering of additive operations involv
ing constants to reduce the operation count. 

Various arithmetic operations involving constants are reduced in 
strength. 

Conditional and logical expressions whose result is unused are con
verted into corresponding if( ) code. For instance, putchar( ) from 
<stdio.h> is implemented with a conditional expression. lithe result 
(the original character or an error indication) is not used, GO converts 
it into if-else code, eliminating a load into a register. 

12.Various control flow transformations 

GO will perform various transformations to eliminate unreachable 
code or useless control structures. 

13.Reordering of operations to reduce value lifetimes 

Expressions with a single use are moved adjacent to the operation that 
uses them. This helps reduce temporary lifetimes, and supports opti
mizations that move code around. For example, in 

p[i] = f(); 

the computation of the address &p[i] can be moved after the call. 
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Diskette Contents 


This appendix lists the contents of the three disks which comprise the Lattice 
Amiga C Compiler product. 

• Disk 1 is a bootable system disk containing the most used executable 
programs. 

• Disk 2 contains the Lattice and Amiga header files and libraries in com
pressed form. 

• Disk 3 contains the remaining executables (CPR, GO, LCIB, utili
ties,...) 

• Disk 4 contains examples, Iseinst, uncompressed header files, 	some 
source files, and some library files (lcnb.lib, lcsnb.lib). 
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Diskette Contents 

Contents of disks 

Disk 1: Workbench stuff (just like 4.0) 

root 

s 

c 

readme 

popeLI 

install hd 


install floppy 


startup-sequence 


Ie 

Ie1 

Ie2 

lcerrs.txt 

lse 

lse.dat 

lse.msg 

lse.hlp 

blink 

oml 
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Disk 2: Libraries and Headers 

lib 

CompactH 

lc.1ib 

lcm.lib 

lcmffp.1ib 

lcm£fpsJib 

lcmieee.lib 

lcms.1ib 

lcs.lib 

lcrs.lib 

lcr.lib 

lcsnb.lib 

amiga.lib 

grep.lib 

c.O 

cres.o 

catch.o 

catchres.o 

cback.o 

all the compressed 
header files 
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Disk 3: Other Utilities and Executables 

c 

a8m 


omd 


cxref 


diff 


files 


grep 


lmk 


touch 


wc 


build 


extract 


splat 


lstat 


lprof 


cpr 


cpr.hlp 


go 


dumpobj 


fdZpragma 


lcompact 


'--" 
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Disk 4: Examples, Non-Compressed 

Headers, and Extras 


include 

lib 

source 

examples 

cc extras 

lseinst 

all the non compressed 
header files 

lcnb.lib 


lcsnb.lib 


cres.a 


c.a 


catch. a 


catchres.a 


cback.a 


all the examples 


grep.lmk 


grepdemo.c 


grepdemo.doc 


lmk.def 


lmkfile 


pat.h 


touch.doc 


wC.c 


Iseinst 


lseinst.msg 
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Appendix C 


Upgrade Guidelines 


C.I Purpose 

This appendix is intended to help you upgrade to Version 5 from previous 
editions of the Lattice AmigaDOS C Compiler. As you'll see, this requires 
very little work. 

C.2 Version 4 Upgrade 

Version 5.0 is fully upward compatible with Version 4.0. Object modules and 
libraries created with either compiler may be freely mixed. Of course, some 
of the new features (e.g., register parameters and debugging support) are 
only available to code compiled with the Version 5 compiler. 

Here is a list of the improvements and changes in Version 5, relative to 
Version 4: 

1. 	 The compiler now includes a full ANSI preprocessor with string facili
ties, token facilities and appropriate scoping of substitution symbols. 
The definedO directive is also supported. In addition, _DATE_ and 
_ TIME_ provide the date and time of compilation. 
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2. 	 The compiler now uses sequence points to ensure correct evaluation 
and side effect generation according to the draft standard. 

3. 	The const and volatile keywords are supported. 

4. 	Function prototypes may now include an optional parameter name. 
Also functions taking a variable number of arguments may be indi
cated with ellipses ' ... '. 

5. String literals may now be concatenated to allow easier coding of long 
strings. 

6. 	The cast operation (void *) correctly coerces a type without any warn
ing. 

7. 	 Many diagnostic messages have been added to detect programs that 
do not conform to the ANSI standard. 

8. 	 The compiler now recognizes several new keywords: 

signed Overrides any default unsigned options. 

near Declares a data item to be addressed relative to the 
global base register. When used with a subroutine, it 
indicates a PC-relative subroutine call. 

far Declares an item that must be addressed with a full 
32 bit address. 

huge Same as/ar. 

chip Declares a data item that must be placed in chip ram 
and addressed with a full 32 bit address. 

_regargs Defines a subroutine that is to be called with register 
parameters. 

_stdargs Defines a subroutine that is to be called with stan
dard stack parameters. 

Defines a subroutine that takes its parameters in a 
specific register 
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_SAVEDS Defines a subroutine that is to load up the global 
base pointer upon entry. 

_interrupt Defines a subroutine that may be called from inter
rupt code. 

9. 	 To provide for faster compilation of a large project, the symbol table 
may be saved out to disk so that it can be used in future compilations. 
If you run a large header file through the compiler and save it in this 
way, subsequent compilations using that header file will be much 
quicker. 

1O.The compiler provides an option to ignore redundant #include state
ments (i.e., several #include statements that refer to the same file). 

11.The search rules for #include files have been modified to conform to 
standard UNIX search conventions. 

12.Using the Istat and Iprof command, we have done a significant amount 
of fine tuning the compiler to provide optimum performance on the 
Amiga. 

13.To allow more error messages to appear on the screen before scrolling 
off, we have adopted a more condensed format of displaying the error 
position in reverse video on the source line followed by the error mes
sage. This eliminates the visual confusion caused by the seemingly 
blank line between the message and the line. With the old format, 
there was a tendency to associate the error message with the wrong 
line. 

14.lt is now possible to disable particular error messages as well as to 
change the severity of most messages. Along with this, it is now possi
ble to specify a maximum number of errors allowed in a compilation 
so that the compiler will abort. 

1S.We have implemented an improved form of error recovery for many 
of the common mistakes to eliminate many of the situations that re
sulted in a cascade of errors. 

16.The compiler supports a limited form of structure comparision of EX
ACILY identical structures which have no holes. This is implemented 
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as a call to memcmp (which is a "builtin" function) to perform a byte
by-byte comparison of the two structures. 

17.The library base for #pragma statements is no longer limited to being 
a single external pointer. Any arbitrary expression may be used includ
ing function calls and local variables. This is indented to support gen
erating code that resides in a library. 

I8.AlI of the compiler messages have been moved to a separate file to 
simplify adaptation of the compiler to environments outside of the 
USA. 

19.In order to produce a compiler that fits well on a smaller system, we 
have elected to provide a "big version" of the compiler that includes 
some additional features. If you wish to take advantage of these fea
tures (at a cost of about 20K), you must use this big compiler instead 
of the standard one . 

• The big compiler provides a full listing ability including macro 

expansion display, nest level counting, and include file listing. 

This listing may also include an optional cross reference of all 

variables, #define values and structure tags. 


• The big version of the compiler may be used to generate proto

type files of all functions encountered in a module. This elimi

nates the potentially tedious task of constructing the list of proto

types for all functions in a project. 


20.The compiler generates instructions optimized for each of the 68OxO 
family processors including support for the address modes found on 
the 68020 and 68030. 

21.The compiler provides an option to generate in-line floating point in
structions which directly access the 68881 and 68882 math coprocessor. 
This code takes advantage of register tracking. 

22.The compiler can generate code that is fully compatible with the re
quirement of an Amiga library routine. Specifically, A6 is removed 
from the compiler selection list and A4 is made available for code use. '~ 

Note that this code is incompatible with the ·bl option. 
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23.You may now instruct the compiler to choose code sequences opti
mized for space or for time. 

24.In addition to the -rO/-rl flags, you may freely mix the style of subrou
tine calls with the near and far keywords. Those declared near will be 
referenced with the pc-relative addressing while far will use the full 
32-bit addressing. 

25.Data may be addressed much more freely with the near,far, and chip 
keywords. These control the type of addressing to be used for external 
data. Only those items declared near will be addressed as a 16-bit 
offset from the A4 register. All others will be accessed with a full 32-bit 
address. 

26.When the -cs option is used, string constants will be placed in the code 
section. This option is beneficial when generating resident modules as 
well as with the -bO option. 

27.To support the debugger, the compiler can now generate several levels 
of debugging information including the old LINE style debug sections. 

28.Two styles of register parameters are supported. The orr option causes 
the compiler to automatically place up to four parameters in registers 
for subroutine calls. The _asm keyword may be used in conjunction 
with a register specification list to cause the compiler to pass parame
ters in a given register. 

29.The compiler now tracks the condition codes affected by the generated 
code in a attempt to avoid generating unnecessary test instructions. 

30.Stack cleanup on subroutine calls is delayed as long as possible to 
allow coalescing and even elimination of the cleanup across multiple 
calls. 

31.The bitwise boolean operations generate better code for dealing with 
constant values. 

32.Division by 2, 4, or 8 no longer generates a subroutine call. The com
piler generates inline code to normalize and perform the calculation. 

33.Bit shift operations have been rewritten completely. The compiler 
now generates optimal shift sequences for all constant values. 
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34.Register variables no longer generate spurious double copies. 

35.The compiler attempts to place as many variables as possible in regis
ters unless this feature is explicitly disabled. 

36.The library bases for the #pragma library calls are tracked to eliminate 
unnecessary reloading. If necessary, the compiler will swap library 
bases with another register. 

37.The code generator now takes full advantage of ALL 68000 address 
modes including auto increment and PC-relative indexed. Tracking of 
indexing operations allows the compiler to suppress unnecessary adds 
and substitute indexed address modes. 

38.Loading of specific constants has been optimized to generate the opti
mal code sequence and avoid MOVE.L # as much as possible. 

39.Several new built-in functions have been added: 

abs Returns the absolute value of an integer. 

max Returns the larger of two integers. 

min Returns the smaller of two integers. 

geta4 Establishes address ability of the global data register. 

putreg Directly stores into a specific 68000 register. 

get reg Obtains the contents of a specific 68000 register. 

emit Inserts a hex word into the instruction stream. 

40.Many small code optimizations suggested by users have been imple
mented. In particular, the compiler no longer will generate NOP in
structions. Also, MOVEM instructions in the prologue/epilogue that 
reference a single register are converted to MOVE instructions. 

41.Switch statements on values which are in the range of a short are con
verted to use the more efficient code. 

42.Support for the 68020 and 68030 processor and the 68881 and 68882 
math co-processor have been added to the compiler, assembler, and 
other utility programs. 
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43.The assembler supports line number tables. 

44.Many of the library routines have been recoded to take advantage of 
better algorithms. The most important routines were recoded in as
sembly language. 

While we have worked hard to bring the compiler into ANSI compliance, 
there are still a couple of areas where we have not reached full compliance: 

• Not all of the tri-graph sequences intended for support of incomplete 
keyboards are implemented. 

• Some obscure keyword orderings in declarations 	are not correctly 
parsed. 
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Compiler Error Messages 


D.l Overview 

The Lattice C Compiler produces three types of error messages: 

Operational Errors 
These indicate that the compiler is having trouble operating correctly 
because it cannot access required files or cannot obtain enough disk or 
memory space. 

Syntax Errors and Warnings 
These indicate that the compiler is having difficulty understanding 
your C Source program. The message includes the source file name 
and line number identifying the point at which the problem was de
tected. An "error message" indicates that the problem prevents the 
construction of a usable object module and must, therefore, be cor
rected. A "warning message" indicates that the compiler detected 
something unusual but will proceed to make an object module, using 
appropriate assumptions about what you intended the source code to 
do. 
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Internal Errors 
These indicate that the compiler encountered some internal condition 
that should not have occurred. This is the old "I shouldn't be here" type 
of message, and you should report it to our Technical Support Depart
ment. However, before doing so, we would be grateful if you would 
conduct a few experiments with your source code to see if you can 
make the problem go away. The internal error explanations given be
low should provide enough clues. 

D.2 Operational Errors 

Can't create object file 

The second phase of the compiler was unable to create the object file. 
This error usually results from a full directory on the output disk. 

Can't create quad file 

The first phase of the compiler was unable to create the quad file. This 
error usually results from a full directory on the output disk. 

Can't open file for pre-processor output 

The first phase of the compiler was unable to open the pre-processor 
output file. This error usually results from a full directory on the out
put disk. 

Can't open prototype file 

The first phase of the compiler was unable to open the prototype file. 
This error usually results from a full directory on the output disk. 
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Can't open quad file 

The second phase of the compiler was unable to open the quad file. 
This error usually occurs when you call phase 2 of the compHer 
(lc2.e.xe) directly with an invalid quad file name. 

Can't open source file 

The first phase of the compiler was unable to open the source file. This 
error usually occurs because you misspelled the file name or did not 
specify the proper drive and/or directory path. 

Can't open symhol file 

The first phase of the compiler was unable to open the symbol file. 
This error usually results from a full directory on the output disk. 

Combined output file name too large 

The output file name constructed by combining the source or quad file 
name with the text specified using the -0 option exceeded the maxi
mum file name size of 64 bytes. 

End of file on object file 

The second phase of the compiler detected an end of file condition on 
the object file. This usually indicates a full disk. 

Error reading symbol file 

The second phase encountered an error when reading the debugging 
symbol file. 
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File name missing 

The source file name was not specified. 

File name too large 

The name of the file passed to the second phase exceeded the maxi
mum file name length. 

Intermediate file error 

The first phase of the compiler encountered an error when writing to 
the quad file. This error usually results from an out-of-space condition 
on the output disk. 

Invalid -e option 

The character following the -e was not a 0, 1, or 2. This usually occurs 
because the line was mistyped. Retype the line and try again. See the 
Command Reference for valid command line options. 

Invalid command line option 

An invalid command line option was specified, and that option will be 
ignored. See the Command Reference for valid command line options. 

Invalid symbol definition 

The name attached to -d specifying a symbol to be defined was not a 
valid C identifier or was followed by text which did not begin with an 
equal sign. 
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No functions or data defined 

The compiler reached the end of the source file without finding any 
data or function definitions. One common cause of this error is to 
forget a comment terminator (*/) during the first function in the 
source file. This causes the compiler to gobble up your program as if 
it were a comment. 

Not enough memory 

This message is generated when either phase of the compiler uses up 
all the available working memory. 

Parameters beyond file name ignored 

Additional information was present on the command line beyond the 
name of the source file. A common source of this error is to place 
compiler options after the file name, which was required on earlier 
versions of Lattice C. 

Seek error on object file 

The second phase of the compiler detected a seek error on the object 
file. This usually indicates a full disk. 

Symbol file corrupted 

The second phase detected a corrupt symbol file. This rarely occurs 
and may be related to a full disk or disk integrity. 

Unrecognized -c option 

One of the characters following the -c option was not a recognized 
compiler control character. See the LC command in the Command 
Reference for a list of the valid compiler control options. 
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i option ignored 

More than 16 -i option strings were specified. Only the first 16 are 
retained and used. 

D.3 Syntax Errors and Warnings 

Syntax errors and warnings are reported via a message with the following 
format: 

fff nnn Error xxx: mmm 

where the message components are: 

iff 

This is the name of the source file that was being processed when the 
error occurred. 

nnn 

This is the number of the source file line that was being scanned when 
the error occurred. Source file lines begin at 1, not O. 

This is the error number, as listed below. 

mmm 

This is the error message text. 

Note that all of these fields are variable length. 

All messages indicate "fatal errors" unless the message number listed below 
is followed by (W). When a fatal error occurs, the compiler will not produce 
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a usable object module. The LC command alerts you to this condition by 
beeping and pausing, unless you use the -C option to force continuous com
pilation. 

If the message number below is followed by (W), then it is a warning. When 
such a message is displayed, the compiler will produce a usable object mod
ule by making reasonable assumptions about what you intended the source 
file to do. Nonetheless, it's a good idea to investigate these warnings, since 
the compiler's assumptions may disagree with your intentions. 

1 This error is generated by a variety of conditions in connection 
with pre-processor commands, including specifying an unrecog
nized command, failure to include white space between com
mand elements, or use of an illegal pre-processor symbol. 

2 The end of an input file was encountered when the compiler 
expected more data. This may occur on an #include file or the 
original source file. In many cases, correction of a previous error 
will eliminate this one. 

3 The file name specified on an #include command was not found. 

4 An unrecognized element was encountered in the input file that 
could not be classified as any of the valid lexical constructs (such 
as an identifier or one of the valid expression operators). This 
may occur if control characters or other illegal characters were 
detected in the source file. 

S A pre-processor #define macro was used with the wrong number 
of arguments. 

6 Expansion of a #define macro caused the compiler's line buffer 
to overflow. This may occur if more than one lengthy macro 
appeared on a single input line. 

7 The maximum extent of #include file nesting was exceeded; the 
compiler supports #include nesting to a maximum depth of 16. 

8 A cast (type conversion) operator was incorrectly specified in an 
expression. 
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The named identifier was undefined in the context in which it 
appeared, that is, it had not been previously declared. This mes
sage is only generated once; subsequent encounters with the 
identifier assume that it is of type int (which may cause other 
errors). 

10 	 An error was detected in the expression following the [ character 
(presumably a subscript expression). This may occur if the ex
pression in brackets was null (not present). 

11 	 The length of a string constant exceeded the maximum allowed 
by the compiler (256 bytes). This will occur ifthe closing" (dou
ble quote) was omitted in specifying the string. 

12 	 The expression preceding the period (.) or arrow (-» structure 
reference operator was not recognizable by the compiler as a 
structure or pointer to a structure. 

13 	 An identifier indicating the desired aggregate member was not 
found following the period (.) or arrow (- > ) operator. 

14 	 The indicated identifier was not a member of the structure or 
union to which the period (.) or arrow (-» referred. 

15 	 The identifier preceding the left parenthesis of a function call 
was not implicitly or explicitly declared as a function. 

16 	 A function argument expression following the left parenthesis 
on a function call was invalid. This may occur if an argument 
expression was omitted. 

17 	 During expression evaluation, the end of an expression was en
countered but more than one operand was still awaiting evalua
tion. This may occur if an expression contained an incorrectly 
specified operation. 

18 	 During expression evaluation, the end of an expression was en
countered but an operator was still pending evaluation. This 
may occur if an operand was omitted for a binary operation. 

19 	 The number of opening and closing parentheses in an expres
sion was not equal. This error message may also occur if a macro 
was poorly specified or improperly used. 
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20 An expression which did not evaluate to a constant was encoun
tered in a context which required a constant result. This may 
occur if one of the operators not valid for constant expressions 
was present. 

21 An identifier declared as a structure or union was encountered 
in an expression where aggregates are not permitted. Only the 
direct assignment and conditional operators may be used on ag
gregates, and explicit or implicit testing of aggregates as a whole 
is not permitted. 

22 (W) 	 An identifier declared as a structure or union appeared as a 
function argument without the preceding & operator. In Ver
sion 3 of Lattice C, aggregates may be passed by value, so this is 
a legal construction. The warning message is generated to alert 
you that earlier versions of Lattice C passed the address of the 
aggregrate in this case. 

23 	 The conditional operator was used erroneously. This may occur 
if the? operator was present but the: was not found when ex
pected. 

24 	 The context of the expression required an operand to be a 
pointer. This may occur if the expression following * did not 
evaluate to a pointer. 

25 	 The context of the expression required an operand to be an 
lvalue. This may occur if the expression following & was not an 
lvalue, or if the left side of an assignment expression was not an 
lvalue. 

26 	 The context of the expression required an operand to be arith
metic (not a pointer, function, or aggregate). 

27 The context of the expression required an operand to be either 
arithmetic or a pointer. This may occur for the logical OR and 
logical AND operators. 

28 During expression evaluation, the end of an expression was en
countered but not enough operands were available for evalua
tion. This may occur if a binary operation was improperly speci
fied. 
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29 	 An operation was specified which was invalid for pointer 
operands (such as one of the arithmetic operations other than 
addition). 

30 (W) 	 In an assignment statement defining a value for a pointer vari
able, the expression on the right side of the = operator did not 
evaluate to a pointer of the exact same type as the pointer vari
able being assigned, i.e., it did not point to the same type of 
object. The warning also occurs when a pointer of any type is 
assigned to an arithmetic object. Note that the same message 
may be a fatal error if generated for an initializer expression or 
in some situations involving mixed memory models. 

31 	 The context of an expression required an operand to be integral, 
Le., one of the integer types (char, int, short, unsigned, or long). 

32 	 The expression specifying the type name for a cast (conversion) 
operation or a sizeof expression was invalid. 

33 	 An attempt was made to attach an initializer expression to a 
structure, union, or array that was declared auto. Such initializa
tions are expressly disallowed by the language. 

34 	 The expression used to initialize an object was invalid. This may 
occur for a variety of reasons, including failure to separate ele
ments in an initializer list with commas or specification of an 
expression which did not evaluate to a constant. Some experi
mentation may be required in order to determine the exact 
cause of the error. 

35 	 During processing of an initializer list or a structure or union 
member declaration list, the compiler expected a closing right 
brace, but did not find it. This may occur if too many elements 
were specified in an initializer expression list or if a structure 
member was improperly declared. 

36 A statement within the body of a switch statement was not pre
ceded by a case or default prefix which would allow control to 
reach that statement. This may occur if a break or return state
ment is followed by any other statement without an intervening 
case or default prefix. 
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37 The specified statement label was encountered more than once 
during processing of the current function. 

38 In a body of compound statements, the number of opening left 
braces { and closing right braces} was not equal. This may occur 
if the compiler got "out of phase" due to a previous error. 

39 One of the C language reserved words appeared in an invalid 
context (e.g., as a variable name). Note that the keyword entry is 
reserved although it is not implemented in the compiler. 

40 A break statement was detected that was not within the scope of 
a while, do, for, or switch statement. This may occur due to an 
error in a preceding statement. 

41 A case prefix was encountered outside the scope of a switch 
statement. This may occur due to an error in a preceding state
ment. 

42 The expression defining a case value did not evaluate to an int 
constant. 

43 A case prefIX was encountered which defined a constant value 
already used in a previous case prefIX within the same switch 
statement. 

44 A continue statement was detected that was not within the scope 
of a while, do, or for loop. This may occur due to an error in a 
preceding statement. 

4S A default prefix was encountered outside the scope of a switch 
statement. This may occur due to an error in a preceding state
ment. 

46 A default prefix was encountered within the scope of a switch 
statement in which a preceding default prefIX had already been 
encountered. 

47 Following the body of a do statement, the while clause was ex
pected but not found. This may occur due to an error within the 
body of the do statement. 
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48 The expression defining the looping condition in a while or do 
loop was null (not present). Indefinite loops must supply the 
constant 1, if that is what is intended. 

49 An else keyword was detected that was not within the scope of a 
preceding if statement. This may occur due to an error in a 
preceding statement. 

50 A statement label following the goto keyword was expected but 
not found. 

51 The indicated identifier, which appeared in a goto statement as 
a statement label, was already defined as a variable within the 
scope of the current function. 

52 The expression following the if keyword was null (not present). 

53 The expression following the return keyword could not be 
legally converted to the type of the value returned by the func
tion. 

54 The expression defining the value for a switch statement did not 
define an int value or a value that could be legally converted to 
int. 

55 (W) The statement defining the body of a switch statement did not 
contain at least one case prefix. 

56 The compiler expected but did not find a colon (:). This error 
message may be generated if a case expression was improperly 
specified, or if the colon was simply omitted following a label or 
prefix to a statement. 

57 The compiler expected but did not find a semi-colon (;). This 
error generally means that the compiler completed the process
ing of an expression but did not find a statement terminator. 
This may occur if too many closing parentheses were included or 
if an expression was otherwise incorrectly formed. Because the 
compiler scans through white space to look for the semi-colon, 
the line number for this error message may be beyond the actual 
line where a semi-colon was needed. 
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58 A parenthesis required by the syntax of the current statement 
was expected but was not found (as in a while or for loop). This 
may occur if the enclosed expression was incorrectly specified, 
causing the compiler to end the expression early. 

59 	 In processing declarations, the compiler encountered a storage 
class invalid for that declaration context (such as auto or register 
for external objects). This may occur if, due to preceding errors, 
the compiler began processing portions of the body of a function 
as if they were external definitions. 

60 	 The types of the aggregates involved in an assignment or condi
tional operation were not exactly the same. This error may also 
be generated for enum objects, which are treated as integers. 

61 	 The indicated structure or union tag was not previously defined; 
that is, the members of the aggregate were unknown. Note that 
a reference to an undefined tag is permitted if the object being 
declared is a pointer, but not if it is an actual instance of an 
aggregate. This message may be issued as a warning after the 
entire source file has been processed if a pointer was declared 
with a tag that was never defined. 

62 	 A structure or union tag has been detected in the opposite usage 
from which it was originally declared (Le., a tag originally ap
plied to a struct has appeared on an aggregate with the union 
specifier). The Lattice compiler defines only one class of identi
fiers for both structure and union tags. 

63 	 The indicated identifier has been declared more than once 
within the same scope. This error may be generated due to a 
preceding error, but is generally the result of improper declara
tions. 

64 A declaration of the members of a structure or union did not 
contain at least one member name. 

65 An attempt was made to define a function body when the com
piler was not processing external definitions. This may occur if 
a preceding error caused the compiler to "get out of phase" with 
respect to declarations in the source file. 

---------------~-------..----.---- 
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66 	 The expression defining the size of a subscript in an array decla
ration did not evaluate to a positive int constant. This may also 
occur if a zero length was specified for an inner (i.e., not the 
leftmost) subscript of an array object. 

67 	 A declaration specified an illegal object as defined by this ver
sion of C. Illegal objects include functions which return arrays 
and arrays of functions. 

68 	 A structure or union declaration included an object declared as 
a function. This is illegal, although an aggregate may contain a 
pointer to a function. 

69 	 The structure or union whose declaration was just processed 
contains an instance of itself, which is illegaL This may be gener
ated if the * is forgotten on a structure pointer declaration, or if 
(due to some intertwining of structure definitions) the structure 
actually contains an instance of itself. 

70 	 The formal parameter of a function was declared illegally as a 
function. 

71 	 A variable was declared before the opening brace of a function, 
but it did not appear in the list of formal names enclosed in 
parentheses following the function name. 

72 	 An external item has been declared with attributes which con
flict with a previous declaration. This may occur if a function was 
used earlier, as an implicit int function, and was then declared 
as returning some other kind of value. Functions which return a 
type other than int must be declared before they are used so that 
the compiler is aware of the type of the function value. 

73 	 In processing the declaration of objects, the compiler expected 
to find another line of declarations but did not, in fact, find one. 
This error may be generated if a preceding error caused the 
compiler to "get out of phase" with respect to declarations. 

74 (W) 	 A string constant used as an initializer for a char array defined,~/ 
more characters than the specified array length. Only as many 
characters as are needed to define the entire array are taken 
from the first characters of the string constant. 
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75 An attempt was made to apply the sizeof operator to a bit field, 
which is illegal. 

76 The compiler expected, but did not find, an opening left brace in 
the current context. This may occur if the opening brace was 
omitted on a list of initializer expressions for an aggregate. 

77 In processing a declaration, the compiler expected to find an 
identifier which was to be declared. This may occur if the pre
fixes to an identifier in a declaration (parentheses and asterisks) 
are improperly specified, or ifa sequence of declarations is listed 
incorrectly. 

78 The indicated statement label was referred to in the most recent 
function in a goto statement, but no definition of the label was 
found in that function. 

79 (W) More than one identifier within the list for an enumeration type 
had the same value. While this is not technically an error, it is 
usually of questionable value. 

80 The number of bits specified for a bit field was invalid. Note that 
the compiler does not accept bit fields which are exactly the 
length of a machine word (such as 16 on a 16-bit machine); these 
must be declared as ordinary int or unsigned variables. 

81 The current line contains a reference to a pre-processor symbol 
that is a circular definition. 

82 The size of an object exceeded the maximum legal size for ob
jects in its storage class; or, the last object declared caused the 
total size of declared objects for that storage class to exceed that 
maximum. 

83 (W) An indirect pointer reference (usually a subscripted expression) 
used an address beyond the size of the object used as a base for 
the address calculation. This generally occurs when an expres
sion makes reference to an element beyond the end of an array. 

84 (W) A #define statement was encountered for an already defined 
symbol. The first definition is "pushed", so that an additional 
#undef statement is needed to undefine the symbol. 

-------..~---.-------------
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85 (W) The expression specifying the value to be returned by a function 
was not of the same type as the function itself. The value speci
fied is automatically converted to the appropriate type; the 
warning merely serves as notification of the conversion. The 
warning can be eliminated by using a cast operator to force the 
return value to the function type. This warning is also issued 
when a return statement with a null expression (Le., no return 
value) appears in a function which was not declared void; gener
ation of the warning for this particular context can be disabled 
using the -cw option on the LC command. 

86 (W) The types of the formal parameters declared in the actual defini
tion of a function did not agree with those of a preceding decla
ration of that function with argument type specifiers. 

87 (W) The number of function arguments supplied to a function did 
not agree with the number of arguments in its declaration using 
argument type specifiers. 

88 (W) The type of a function argument expression did not agree with 
its corresponding type declared in the list of argument type spec
ifiers for that function. Note that the compiler does not auto
matically convert the expression to the specified type; it merely 
issues this warning. 

89 (W) The type of a constant expression used as a function argument 
did not agree with its corresponding type declared in the list of 
argument type specifiers for that function. In this case, the com
piler does convert the expression to the expected type. 

90 The type specifier for an argument type in a function declaration 
was incorrectly formed. Argument type specifiers are formed 
according to the rules for type names in cast operators or sizeof 
expressions. 

91 One of the operands in an expression was of type void; this is 
expressly disallowed, since void represents no value. 

92 (W) An expression statement did not cause either an assignment or 
a function call to take place. Such a statement serves no useful 
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purpose, and can be eliminated; usually, this error is generated 
for incorrectly specified expressions in which an assignment op
erator was omitted or mistyped. 

93 (W) 	 An object with local scope was declared but never referenced 
within that scope. This warning is provided as a convenience to 
warn of declarations that may no longer be needed (if, for exam
ple, the code in which the variable was used was eliminated but 
not its declaration). It may also occur if the only use of the object 
is confined to statements which are not compiled because of 
conditional compilation directives such as #ifdefor #if. 

94 (W) 	 An auto variable was used in an expression without having been 
previously initialized by an assignment statement or appearing 
in a function argument list with a preceding & (i.e., its address 
passed to a function). Note that the compiler considers the vari
able initialized once any statement causes it to be initialized, 
even though control may not flow from that statement to other 
subsequent uses of the variable. Note also that this warning will 
be issued if the third expression in a for statement uses a variable 
which has not yet been initialized, which may be incorrect if that 
variable is initialized inside the body of the for statement. 

9S 	 The program is writing to a canst object. 

D.4 Internal Errors 

These errors are reported via the message: 

CXERR: 	 xx 

where.:tX is the error number. When such a message occurs, compilation is 
terminated immediately, and both the quad file and the object file are proba
bly unusable. In such a case, please note the message number and contact 
Lattice Technical Support for assistance. 

Invalid error or warning message code number . 

.--~.~-.----------
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2 The compiler has internally called a function that is not applica
ble to the current host-target environment. 

3 Invalid symbol table access. 
~/ 

4 Declaration chain is broken. 

5 An unlink error occurred while processing an "under' command. 

6 The compiler attempted to push back too many tokens. 

7 There is no aggregate list for a structure reference. 

8 Stack underflow has occurred. 

9 Invalid attempt to generate the address of a constant. 

10 A test value is not a constant. 

11 Invalid unary operator. 

12 Invalid binary operator. 

13 A scaling object is not a pointer or array. 

14 An unexpected end-of-chain occurred while restoring internal 
context. 

15 Invalid quad type. 

16 Deletion length is less than two bytes. 

17 Insufficient memory. 

18 An error occurred when releasing memory. 

19 Invalid condition during temporary assignment. 

20 Invalid condition while processing program section. 

21 Literal pool generation error. 

22 Invalid condition while processing data section. 

23 Invalid quad file. 
'--_/ 

24 End-of-file while processing "for" quad. 
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25 Invalid register number. 

26 Temporary save or restore error. 

27 Invalid operand size. 

28 Invalid storage base. 

29 Error during branch folding. 

30 Error during control statement processing. 

31 Error during special addressing setup. 

32 Invalid object description block offset. 

33 Too many function parameters. 

34 Indirect argument for call-by-reference. 

35 Invalid external relocation value. 

36 Error during search of the debugging information lists. 

37 Error during search of library lists. 
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Section 1 


Overview 


The Lattice Programmer Utilities offers professional programmers a col1ec
tion of utilities that provide greater control and functionality over the pro
gramming environment. Each utility operates as an independent task within 
the multi-tasking operating system of the Commodore Amiga. This means 
that editing or compilation cycles can continue uninterrupted while the pro
grammer initiates further operations using one of the utilities. The ability to 
take advantage of multi-tasking in this way as wel1 as the range of facilities 
provided by this package compliments and enhances the Lattice Amiga C 
Compiler. 

The Utilities will operate on PAL or NTSC versions of the Commodore 
Amiga 500 and 1000, as wel1 as both variants of the 2000 model. 

1.1 Description of Tools 

The Lattice Utilities contains a total of thirteen utilities for use by program
mers. The purpose of this part of the Lattice Amiga C Manual is to serve as 
a reference source for each of the utilities within the package. The utilities 
can be divided into two groups - those which perform external operations on 
files, and those which perform internal operations. In this context the word 
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external signifies that the operation is performed on the file as a whole - in 
other words, the file contents are irrelevant. The word internal means that 
the result of the operation depends upon the contents of the file. 

The utilities which operate on the internal contents of files are: 

• BUILD 
• CXREF 
• DIFF 
• GREP 
• SPLAT 
• WC 

The utilities which operate externally on files are: 

• EXTRACT 
• FILES 

.LMK 

• LPROF 
• LSTAT 

• TB 
• TOUCH 

A brief description of each utility is shown below: 

BUILD Builds a command file from a list of file
names. 

CXREF Generates a cross-reference listing of a set of 
C language source files. 

DIFF Compares files and reports differences. 
EXTRACT Extracts filenames from a directory. 
FILES Locates files by specified attributes. 
GREP Matches character patterns within a file. 
LMK Automates the management of files based 

upon dependencies and rules. 
LPROF and LSTAT Provides profiler and reporting capabilities 

for performance tuning. 
SPLAT Searches and replaces within one or more 

files. 
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TB Provides a trace-back capability for complex 
problem debugging. 

TOUCH Updates the date and time stamps of individ
ual files. 

WC Counts the number of words within a file. 

1.2 Hardware Requirements 

The Lattice Programmer Utilities require the following minimum hardware 
configuration for operation: 

• 512K of main system memory 
• AmigaDOS Version 1.2 or later 
• 880K 3.5-inch disk drive 
• An RGB(A) color display monitor 

Note that a memory expansion and a hard disk will significantly improve the 
overall performance of your system and simplify operations using any of 
these utilities. 

1.3 On-Line Assistance 

Note that many of the utilities feature some form of built-in help. Entering 
the name of the utility will provide a screen listing of the various options 
available with the utility. 

For example, the GREP utility will give this screen: 

Too few arguments to grep 

grep [>outfile] [flags] pattern files •.. 

Flags: 
-$ make case insignificant 
-c print only a count of the match lines 
-f print only names of files in which a match was found 
-n shut off line numbering 
-p filter input for printable characters 
-q don't display file names or line numbers 
-s show name of each file as it is being searched 
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-v print only lines in which a match is not found 
-v print version of grep 
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BUILD and EXTRACT 
--------~--------~-------------.----

BUILD and EXTRACT are two utilities which are used for quickly construct
ing batch command files. EXTRACT, as the name suggests, extracts file
names from a specified directory. BUILD causes the insertion or interleaving 
of lines of text in a given file. When used in conjunction with each other they 
comprise a powerful tool for the automating of complex tasks. The resultant 
batch command file can then be executed from the AmigaDOS eLI prompt. 

2.1 Using EXTRACT 

The command line syntax for EXTRACT is: 

extract [-b I -r] [-n] filel file2 

where: 

-b Refers to the basename and means only the root portion of the file
.....-/ name is output. Any filename extension (suffix) is ignored. 

-n 	 Refers to the no sort flag and prevents the list of filenames from being 
sorted. By default, the filenames are sorted in an alphabetical order. 
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-r 	 Refers to the root flag and indicates that only the root portion of the 
filename is to be output. In other words, any prefIx or suffix is removed 
from the filename before being output. 

Note that all of these flags are optional and wildcard characters is permitted 
for the ftlenames. For example, the command: 

extract #?info 

results in each filename with an .info extension being printed on your screen 
(one name per line) from the current directory. Specifying a device and di
rectory is also supported. Thus, to redirect the output to a ftle named beta 
located in a directory named omega on dhO:, use: 

extract >dhO:omega/beta #?info 

The file beta would then contain the names of each .info file within the 
current directory. Using the same example, redirection to the printer, paral
lel, or the serial ports takes the following form: 

extract >prt: #?info 

extract >par: #?info 

extract >ser: #?info 


Note that the command line redirection of output is handled by AmigaDOS 
and not by EXTRACT. This is why the redirection character must appear as 
the second parameter on the command line. 

2.2 Using BUILD 

The command line syntax for BUILD is: 

build >alpha beta 

where beta is assumed to be a ftle consisting of a number of lines of text and 
alpha is the generated output file. Typically, each line will be the name of a 
file if you are using EXTRACT and BUILD to construct batch command ftles. 
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For the sake of simplicity, we call each individual line of text within the file 
beta a name. 

BUILD reads from the standard input device (usually the keyboard) and will 
wait (without displaying a prompt) for input from the keyboard. Each line of 
input from the keyboard is considered as a model from which to construct 
lines which are then printed to the output file named alpha. 

The completion of your input is inqicated by pressing the ~(S) keys and the 
RETURN key on the last line. 

A model is a sequence of text lines where the exclamation point! and for
ward slash / have special interpretations. Each line within a model in which 
an exclamation point! appears is repeated for every name in the name list, 
and the corresponding name replaces the! character. 

Within any model line, the forward slash indicates that a newline character 
is to be generated at this point. This feature allows multiple output lines to 
be generated for each name. To use a literal forward slash, you must escape 
it with a second one, hence / l 
Model lines are read one at a time from standard input, and the name list 
file is rewound to the beginning of the file. In other words, you restart at the 
top of the file after each sequence of output lines is generated from a given 
model line. 

2.3 Examples 

The following examples are specially designed to teach you the concepts of 
using EXTRACT and BUILD. Please read through these examples; they are 
meant to be both demonstrative and interactive. Create some dummy files 
using the names given and then execute the source code materiaL This is the 
best way of learning about these tools. 

2.3.1 Example 1 

This example using BUILD, EXTRACT and DIFF will take files with like 
names from two directories. Note that DIFF is discussed later in this manual 

refer to the section dealing with DIFF for further details. 
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Consider where we have two directories named version! and version2 con
taining the following files: 

version1 version2 

main.c main.c 

filel.c file1.c 

file2.c file2.c 


file3.c 

You want to verify that each file in the directory version! matches its corre
sponding file in directory version2. 

The command line syntax would look like this: 

extract >files.txt -b versionl/#?c 

build >compare files. txt 

diff versionl//l version2//! 


execute compare 

The first line shown below: 

extract >files.txt -b versionl/#?c 

extracts any filename from the directory versionl with a .c extension and 
places the filename into the file named flies. txt. The -b option signals that 
the file extension is to be included and that the directory is ignored. The 
contents of the file files.txt would look like this: 

main.c 

filel.c 

file2.c 


In the second line shown below: 

build >compare files.txt 
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the file files.txt is to be operated on by BUILD together with any keyboard 
input, and the result is to be placed in a file named compare. Executing this 
line will result in no prompt being displayed and you should type in the third 
line: 

diff versionl//! version2//! 

The third line shown above, introduces the DIFF utility as well as the forward 
slash and exclamation mark. 

When you have entered this line, you would press the RETURN key. Note 
that the screen remains without a prompt and to complete the task, you must 
press the key sequence shown on the fourth line of@!iJ!Sl. You must then press 
the RETURN key after this line and since the system prompt is now visible, 
this indicates that the end-of-file condition was reached on line 4. 

The basic command line syntax for DIFF is: 

diff new-file old-file 

In explanation of line 3, you will recall that the forward slash indicates that 
a newline character is to be generated. However, in this example we do not 
want a newline character since the forward slash serves as an AmigaDOS 
directory separator. Therefore, the forward slash needs to be a literal charac
ter and we have escaped this by adding another forward slash. The exclama
tion mark means repeat the name of the file. 

The contents of the file named compare would look like this: 

diff versionl/main.c version2/main.c 

diff versionl/filel.c version2/filel.c 

diff versionl/file2.c version2/file2.c 


Our final line is a standard execution instruction of the file named compare 
and the results are displayed to the screen. 

execute compare 
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You should be able to try this example by creating the directories named 
version! and version2 and placing the appropriately named files in them. 

2.3.2 Example 2 

In this example we are going to construct a batch command file for manipu
lating some files for a simulated compilation using the Lattice AmigaDOS C 
Compiler. The first step is to ensure that you are at the eLI prompt and your 
current directory is the root of the RAM disk. We will assume that the fol
lowing files are in your current directory: 

main.c 

graphics.c 


Our plan is for the files listed above to be compiled, the object files to be 
copied to drive dID: and then deleted from the current directory. 

Enter the following from the keyboard: 

extract >alpha -r main.c graphics.c 

This creates the file named alpha. Note the use of the -r option to strip off 
the file suffIx. The file alpha contains: 

main 

graphics 


We now need to invoke BUILD. Enter this line from the keyboard: 

build >beta alpha 

Finally, the following would be entered from the keyboard: 

lcl -illlcll! Ilc2 

copy !.o dfO:!.o 

delete! .0 


Illi!JfSJ 
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Note how input is terminated with the 1lli!J!Sl sequence. Ifyou examine the file 
beta, you will find it contains the following commands: 

lcl -ijlcj graphics 
Ic2 graphics 
lcl -ijlcj main 
Ic2 main 
copy graphics.o dfO:graphics.o 
copy main.o dfO:main.o 
delete graphics.o 
delete main.o 

Our current directory now contains the following files: 

alpha 
beta 
main.c 
graphics.c 

Although the examples above are relatively simple, they serve to illustrate 
the basic features of EXTRACT and BUILD. Do not be afraid to experiment 
with more complex applications. 
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CXREF 


CXREF will generate a cross-reference listing from a set of C language 
source files. Note that CXREF is distinct from the -gx option in the compiler 
in that -gx creates a cross-reference on only one file, where CXREF will 
create a cross-reference on many files. The contents of the listing for CXREF 
are: 

• Tabular Information about: 

a Symbols 

a Identifiers 


• Line Numbers 

3.1 Using CXREF 

Output from this utility is sent to the standard output device which means 
that you can redirect the output to other devices, rather than the screen. The 
basic command line syntax for CXREF is: 

cxref >destination source 
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The following command line provides an example of this: 

cxref >beta alpha 

This will operate on the file alpha to produce a file named beta within the 
current directory. 

cxref >prt: alpha 

In the above example, output from CXREF is sent directly to the printer 
port. 

CXREF also supports the path directive for INCLUDE files. The command 
line syntax used for this is similar to that used for the Lattice AmigaDOS C 
Compiler. A major difference is that in the CXREF command, the options 
come after the file name. 

For example: 

cxref alpha.c -i/path/path 

Note that more than one -i is permitted in a command line. Thus, the follow
ing is permissible: 

cxref alpha.c -idfO: -idirl -idir2 -i ... 

AmigaDOS wildcard nomenclature can be used with CXREF with a maxi
mum of five filenames on each command line. Due to the range of wildcard 
options offered, it is possible to use this feature to cross-reference an entire 
project involving many files. 

An example of a command line using AmigaDOS wildcards is: 

CXREF #?c #?h a#?#? [option flags] 

The source listing prefixes each line with a line number and recognizes three .~. 


special comment constructions. Each construction has the following effects 

within the output listing: 
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j* * This will provide a forward slash followed by a row of asterisks 
extending the full width of the page. 

* * / This is the reverse of the above and provides a line of asterisks 
extending the full width of the page. The final character is a 
forward slash. 

j** / This will result in a form feed character to be sent to the output 
file. In effect, a new page is started. 

The cross-reference section of the output produces individual tables for the 
following categories of symbols: 

• Pre-processor Defined Identifiers. 
• Functions. 
• Labels. 
• Structure Identifiers. 
• Identifiers. 

A typical table takes the form: 

==» Functions: 
main 

cat.c 17 
ftoc.c 8 

printf 
ftoc.c 18 

The first line gives the table type, in this case it is the functions table. The 
following line names the function, in this case the function is main. Lines 3 
and 4 provide the name of the file where this function occurs and the line 
number on which the function appears. The same sequence is followed for 
the next function which is printf. 

CXREFalso provides a large selection of options to control various aspects 
of the utility. 

These options are: 

-ipath 	 This option causes #include files to be processed for both 
listings and cross-reference information. When this option is 
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selected, filenames will appear in both parts of the output. 
This takes the form: 

aaa.rrr 

where aaa represents the absolute line number and rrr refers 
to the relative line number within the file. In the case of the 
former, the absolute line number means the total number of 
lines preceding this line, including those in the #include files. 
Both path and INCLUDE: are searched when path is unspec
ified with this option. 

-Inn 	 This option defines the page length, which has a minimum 
value of 10 lines per page. The default value is 66 lines per 
page using standard sized printer characters. The nn repre
sents the lines per page value. 

-n 	 This option removes page headings from the listing. By de
fault, CXREF will generate a form feed and place a heading 
on each page. 

-0 	 This option omits identifiers. This can be a useful memory 
conservation device, particularly with large programming 
projects. 

-p 	 This option generates a program listing with no cross-refer
ence report. 

-r 	 This option causes any C language reserved words, such as if 
or for, to be included in the cross-reference. When this option 
is selected two additional categories of symbols are listed: 

• Pre-processor Commands. 
• Reserved Keywords. 

-wnn 	 This option controls the page width. The default value is 80 
characters per line. The minimum page width value is 60 
characters per line; the maximum value is 132 characters. The 
"nn" represents the number of characters on a line. 

-x 	 This option will generate a cross-reference report. No pro
gram listing will be produced. 
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3.2 Examples 

This command line shown below will generate a listing and cross-reference 
report for the file alpha. No form feeds or page heading will be output. Any 
#include files will be processed and C language reserved words will be listed 
in the cross-reference report. 

cxref alpha -i -r -n 
cxref beta -1 60 -x 

The above command line generates a cross-reference report for the file beta 
without a program listing. Form feeds and page headings will be output, with 
a page length of 60 lines. 

A typical program listing would look like this: 

CXREF (vI.0) - 'c' Cross Reference for: cat.c Page 1 

1-cat.c 1 /* This program is from K&R book */ 
2-cat.c 2 #include <stdio.h> 
3-cat.c 3 
4-cat.c 4 main (argc, argv) /* concatenate files */ 
5-cat.c 5 int argc; 
6-cat.c 6 char *argv(): 
7-cat.c 7 { 
8-cat.c 8 FILE *fp, *fopen(); 
9-cat.c 9 
10-cat.c 10 if (argc == 1) /* no args */ 
11-cat.c 11 filecopy(stdin) : 
12-cat.c 12 else 
I3-cat.c 13 while (--argc > 0) 
14-cat.c 14 if «fp=fopen(*++argv,"r"»==NULL){ 
15-cat.c 15 fprintf(stderr, 
16-cat.c 16 "cat: can't open %s\n", *argv); 
17-cat.c 17 exit(l) ; 
18-cat.c 18 else { 
19-cat.c 19 filecopy(fp) : 
20-cat.c 20 fclose(fp) ; 
21-cat.c 21 } + 
22-cat.c 22 exiteO); 
23-cat.c 23 
24-cat.c 24 
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25-cat.c 25 f ilecopy ( fp) /* copy file to stdout */ 

26-cat.c 26 FILE *fp~ 


27-cat.c 27 { 


28-cat.c 28 int c~ 


29-cat.c 29 

30-cat.c 30 while ( (c getc(fp» ! = EOF) 

31-cat.c 31 putc(c, stdout)~ 


32-cat.c 32 


==» Functions: 

exit 17 22 

fclose 20 

filecopy 11 19 25 

fopen 8 14 

fprintf 15 

getc 30 

main 4 

putc 31 


==» Identifiers: 
',--,/ 

EOF 30 

FILE 8 26 

NULL 14 

argc 4 5 10 13 

argv 4 6 14 16 

c 28 30 31 

fp 8 14 19 20 25 26 

stderr 15 

stdin 11 

stdout 31 


******************************************************** 
CXREF (vl.0) - 'C' Cross Reference for: ftoc.c Page 1 


I-ftoc.c 1 /* print Fahrenheit-Celsius table 

2-ftoc.c 2 for f = 0, 20, ... , 300 

3-ftoc.c 3 (This program is from K&R book) 

4-ftoc.c 4 */ 

5-ftoc.c 5 int lower, upper, step; 

6-ftoc.c 6 float fahr, celsius; 

7-ftoc.c 7 

8-ftoc.c 8 main() 
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9-ftoc.c 9 

10-ftoc.c - 10 

II-ftoc.c - 11 lower = 0; /* lower limit of temp */ 

12-ftoc.c - 12 upper = 300; /* upper limit */ 

13-ftoc.c - 13 step 20; /* step size */ 

14-ftoc.c - 14 

IS-ftoc.c - IS fahr lower; 

16-ftoc.c - 16 while (fahr <= upper) ( 

17-ftoc.c - 17 celsius = (S.0/9.0) * (fahr-32.0); 

18-ftoc.c - 18 printf("%4.0f %6.1f\n",fahr,celsius); 

19-ftoc.c - 19 fahr = fahr + step; 

20-ftoc.c - 20 } 


21-ftoc.c - 21 } 


==» Functions: 

main 8 

printf 18 

==» Identifiers: 

celsius 6 17 18 
fahr 6 IS 16 17 18 19 
lower 5 11 15 
step 5 13 19 
upper 5 12 16 
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DIFF is a utility which will determine the difference in contents between two 
files and then display these variations in an informative way. Note that a 
discussion of the theory of file matching and how this impacts DIFF appears 
in Appendix B. 

For example, consider two files named alpha and beta where we want to 
compare the contents of the former with the latter file. The contents of file 
alpha are: 

Mary had a little lamb. 

Its fleece was white as snow. 


File beta contains the following: 

Mary had a little lamb. 

Its fleece was white as snow. 

And everywhere that Mary went 

the lamb was sure to go. 


The output from DIFF takes this form: 
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*** APPEND AFTER 2 IN alpha *** 
> And everywhere that Mary went 
> the lamb was sure to go. 

DIFF shows the differences and in this case the output from DIFF informs 
us that after the second line, the displayed text should be appended. Refer 
to the subsection titled Output Format for further details. 

4.1 Using DIFF 

The command line syntax for DIFF is: 

diff [options] newfile oldfile 

DIFF normally responds by directing output to the screen. Output may be 
redirected to a file or device in the usual AmigaDOS fashion or by using the 
-0 option described below. The basic command: 

diff 

results in a usage message being printed informing you of the options avail
able and the version of DIFF you are using. 

4.2 Options 


Several options are available for use with DIFF. These are: 


-bnn This option will set the size of the I/O buffer in bytes, to 
the value specified in nn; the default is 4K. The maximum 
size is limited by the amount of available system memory. 

-c This option will display only lines common to the files un
der comparison. 

-Fnn This option will set the position of the first column in the 
file to be compared. This means if you specify the value of 
nn as being 10, the comparison will ignore any characters 
to the Jeft of the tenth character. 
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-~-.. ------------------------

-Lnn 

-Inn 

-0 file 

-p 

-q 

-w 

This option will set the position of the first column in the 
file to be compared. This means if you specify the value of 
nn as being 10, the comparison will ignore any characters 
to the right of the tenth character. 

This option will determine the size of the table which 
DIFF uses for the lines in each file to nn. By default, DIFF 
assumes that the files being compared will have a maxi
mum of 2000 lines in each file and creates two tables (one 
for each file) of size 2000. In situations where the files you 
are comparing are larger than 2000 lines, you may use this 
option to increase the size of the two tables. If you seem 
to be running out of memory in comparing your files and 
the files are less than 2000 lines in length, you may use this 
option to decrease the size of the tables and leave more 
memory available for DIFF to use. Alternatively, check to 
see if any other tasks are running concurrently and shut 
down any unwanted tasks. 

This option will direct the output from DIFF into the spec
ified file. Output device options are available by prefixing 
the filename with the device e.g. dID: or prt:, etc. 

This option will filter any printable characters. This option 
is identical to the -p option of GREP and removes non
printable characters from the input stream. This is useful 
for cleaning out an AmigaDOS binary file. 

This option will not display any messages when there are 
no differences between the files under comparison. 

This option will make DIFF ignore differences which re
late only to whitespace (spaces or tabs). When two lines 
are compared using this option, trailing blanks are re
moved and sequences of whitespace are compressed to a 
single space. 
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4.3 Output Format 

The output format of DIFF appears as follows. After giving the command: 

diff newfile oldfile 

DIFF initially responds by displaying: 

TO TRANSFORM oldfile INTO newfile 

followed by a sequence of three different types of change blocks. 

The three types of change blocks are: 

• Delete 
• Append 
• Change 

Delete A delete block of the form: 

*** DELETE [i,j} FROM oldfile *** 
<aaa 
<bbb 
<ccc 

where aaa, bbb, ecc, etc. will be the text of the lines to be deleted 
from oldfile, and i and j are the first and last line numbers in 
oIdfile of the block to be deleted. The less than symbol ( <) pre
ceding the line text indicates that a deletion is to take place. 

Append An append block of the form: 

*** APPEND AFTER i IN oldfile *** 
>aaa 
>bbb 
>ccc 

where the greater than symbol (> ) indicates that an append op
eration is to take place, and i is the line in oldfile after which the 
lines represented by aaa, bbb, cee, etc. are to be appended. 
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Change A change block of the form: 

*** CHANGE [i,j] IN old TO [m,n] IN new *** 
<aaa 
<bbb 
<ccc 

>xxx 
>yyy 

>zzz 


where the block of lines (numbers ito j in oldfile) represented 
by aaa, bbb, ccc, etc. are to be changed to the block of lines 
(numbers m to n in newfile) represented by xxx, yyy, ZZZ, etc. This 
replacement is equivalent to a deletion of the first block and an 
appending of the second. 

4.4 Error Messages 

The following error messages may be generated by DIFF. 

Can't open ••• 

DIFF is unable to open the named file. This could be because the file 
does not exist or because it is protected. 

DifT I/O Error 

Although an I/O problem is the usual cause of this message, you 
should be aware that this is a general-purpose error message from 
DIFF. 

Improper -I specification: ••• 

The specification given to the -I option cannot be interpreted as a 
number by DIFF. 
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Internal Error: •.• 

If you see a message of this sort please contact the Lattice Technical 
Support Department and be prepared to provide the following infor
mation: 

• The version of DIFF you are using. 
• The exact wording of the command line you used. 
• The exact wording of the message you received. 
• The size of the files you were trying to compare. 

Line table overflow 

The line table is too small to hold the number of lines in one of the 
files being compared. Try increasing the line table size with the -I op
tion. 

Not enongh memory for .•. lines per file 

You have used the -J option to increase the line table size, but you do 
not have enough memory to increase it by the amount specified. 

Out of memory 

Try decreasing the line table size with the -I option if this is possible. 
Do not use the -woption. 

Too many file names: •.• 

You have made an error on the command line in such a way that DIFF 
assumes you are attempting to operate on more than two files. 

Unrecognized option 

You have attempted to invoke an option which DIFF does not recog
nize. 
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The FILES utility is a powerful tool which allows you to search for, copy or 
erase files and directories. In some respects it is similar to the UNIX find 
utility, but in addition to the file searching ability, FILES has the functional
ity of the UNIX cpio and rm commands. This is reflected in the ability of 
FILES to copy, move, or remove entire directory structures. 

The FILES utility may be used to search one or more directories for objects 
- either files or directories which are: 

• Matching a specified name or pattern. 
• A specific type - a directory or file. 
• Modified within a specified number of days. 
• Younger than a specified file or directory. 
• Older than a specified file or directory. 
• Smaller than a specified size. 
• Larger than a specified size. 

This utility is particularly useful if you know you have a file located some
where on your disk but have forgotten exactly where it is - a common prob
lem when using high-capacity hard disks. Even if you can only recall a part of 
the file's name, the FILES utility can locate the file. 
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In addition, FILES will allow you to copy entire directory structures from 
one subdirectory to another or from one drive to another. The utility also 
supports a recursive erase feature which allows you to remove an entire 
directory structure and its contents with a single command. 

NOTE: When a file or directory has been assigned by 
AmigaDOS - such as your startup-sequence file, or by a 
direct command through the CLI, the file or directory can
not be deleted by the FILES utility. To delete the required 
file or directory, you must re-assign the AmigaDOS as
signment to another file or directory. 

5.1 Using the Files Command 

The general form of the FILES command is: 

files [options] dirl dir2 ..... . 

where: 

dirt, dir2 Represent directory names. 

options Represents a sequence of options. 

FILES not only searches the specified directories but also recursively 
searches all subdirectories of the specified directories, all subdirectories of 
those subdirectories and so on. 

For example, assume your current directory is Workbench in dID: drive. To 
display every filename and subdirectory in the devs (devices) directory, the 
command line syntax used is: 

files devs 

This results in a listing such as: 
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Files Version 1.00: Copyright 1985, 1988 by Lattice, Inc. 
devs/clipboards 
devs/system-configuration 
devs/clipboard.device 
devs/narrator.device 
devs/parallel.device 
devs/printer.device 
devs/serial.device 
devs/keymaps 
devs/keymaps/gb 
devs/keymaps/usaO 
devs/printers 
devs/printers/laser 
devs/printers/generic 

Similarly, the command:. 

files /fonts . 

will generate a listing of all files in both the directory named fonts and the 
current directory. Note the use of the period (.) for this variation of default
ing to the current directory. 

5.2 Options 

The FILES utility has a large number of features which make the manipula
tion of single or multiple files very simple. For example, you may not need a 
listing of every file in a directory, only a listing of certain files in that directory 
with attributes beyond the capabilities of the wildcard protocols. The FILES 
utility provides a number of options to accomplish this goaL Except where 
specifically stated, these options may be used in conjunction· with one an
other. 

-b This option is identical to the -b option in Extract and 
produces the base names of files. 

-copy destn This option allows you to copy files or directories from 
one location to another. For example, the command: 
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-days nn 

-erase 

files -copy ram: /fonts 

will copy to ram: all files in the directory fonts (and all files 
in subdirectories of fonts subdirectories, etc.). The com
mand will make any new directories or subdirectories nec
essary at the destination and copy all files. Note the space 
after the colon of the destination device and before the 
forward slash. Similarly, the command: 

files -name #?pic -copy /color /paint 

will copy all files with .pic extensions which are anywhere 
under the directory paint to the directory color making 
subdirectories as necessary. 

In the above example, the directory colors must already 
exist or FILES will display an error message that it cannot 
create the new (copied) versions of the files. 

With this option, FILES provides much of the functional
ity of the UNIX tar or cpio commands. Used with the 
-erase or -rerase options, the -copy option may be used to 
move directory trees since the copy is done prior to the 
erasure. 

This option will search the current directory for files with 
a date stamp specified in nn. Any positive (decimal) num
ber may be used as the nn parameter to the -days option. 
For example, you want to search the current directory and 
the directory Ix for files which have been created or modi
fied within the last five days, use the command: 

files -days 5 . /x 

This option causes FILES to erase the files which are se
lected. The -erase option will not descend into subdirecto
ries, but will erase files only at the highest level of the 
specified directory. For example, the 
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-m 

-n 

-name file/dir 

command: 

files -erase -name #?src /lattice 

will remove all .src files from the directory jlattice. 

This option will instruct FILES to use wildcards. For ex
ample: 

files -m -name *.pas 

would search for all files with the extension .pas in the 
current directory. 

This option forces FILES to refrain from recursively de
scending into subdirectories to do its work whether it be 
finding, copying or erasing. 

This option will search for files which match a specified 
name. For example, the command: 

files -name alpha.h 

will look for a file whose name is alpha.h in the current 
directory. Note that the case of filenames is ignored by 
AmigaDOS. Similarly, FILES is compatible with this us
age, and will detect files whether they appear as AL
PHA.H, alpha.h, Alpha.h, etc. 

Similarly, the command: 

files -name #?c tools/tmu 

will search for all files with .c extensions in the subdirec
tory toolsjtmu of the current directory. The command: 

files -name /tmu /tools 
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will list all files found in any subdirectory (sub-subdirec
tory, etc.) called tmu of the directory /tools. 

~/ 

The filename specified with the -name option may contain 
the standard AmigaDOS wildcard characters and these 
will be interpreted in their usual sense. 

-newer 	 This option will locate all files or directories which have a 
time stamp later than the specified time stamp. For exam
ple, to locate any files in the subdirectory named bugs 
which are newer than the file /src/test.c, the command 
used would be: 

files -newer Isre/test.e bugs 

-older 	 This option will locate all files or directories which have a 
time stamp earlier than the specified time stamp. Both 
this and the previous option use the file or directory cre
ation date as the operating parameter. 

-pat 	 This option will locate files using the pattern matching fa
cilities of GREP, rather than AmigaDOS and DOS wild-
cards. These patterns are more comprehensive than those 
allowed by AmigaDOS and DOS. Thus the command: 

files -pat text[O-9] Idoes 

will search the directory /docs for any file whose name 
contains the word text followed by a decimal digit. In using 
the -pat option you must remember that a number of 
characters such as «." "+" "*,, are interpreted in a special 
sense. Refer to the section detailing GREP for more de
tails on these patterns. 

In common with the -name option, this option translates 
the specified pattern to uppercase prior to beginning its ,----/
search. 

Note that the -pat and -name options are incompatible 
with each other. 
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-r 

-rerase 

-size nn 

-type arg 

This option is identical to the -b and -r options in 
EXTRACT, producing base and root names of files. 

This option will cause FILES to erase the selected files. 
The -rerase option will recursively descend into subdirec
tories and remove all selected files. 

For example, the command: 

files -rerase -name #?e lIe 

will remove all .c files anywhere under lIe or its subdirec
tories, sub-subdirectories, etc. Finally, the command: 

files -rerase : 

will remove all files on your current disk drive. This is 
equivalent to the UNIX rm -rf * command. 

This option allows you to search for files specified by the 
number of bytes nn. For example, to search for files which 
are at least 20K bytes in size in the current directory, use 
the command: 

files -size 20000 

This option allows you to restrict your search to files of a 
given type. There are two arguments to this option. These 
are: 

d directories 
f normal files 

This option allows you to distinguish between file;; and 
directories. 

The command: 

files -type f . Idoes 
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will list only the files in the current directory and the docs 
directory. The command: 

files -type d . Idoes 

will list only the (sub)directories in these directories and 
recursively in their subdirectories. The -type f and ·type d 
options are incompatible with one another. 

This option will cause FILES to list the files and directo
ries it is removing to the screen. 

Many of the options may be used in conjunction with one another. For exam
ple, you may copy and erase files and thus, move them, find files newer than 
one file and older than another, and so on. If your selection of options can
not be executed, FILES will issue an error message to this effect. 
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GREP (Global Regular Expression Search and Print) is a utility which 
searches a set of files for a specified character pattern and prints each line 
containing the expression matching the pattern. GREP is a powerful tool of 
great value to software developers, technical authors, as well as many per
sonal computer users because it is simple to use. It can save a great deal of 
time and help minimize the frustration which often results from trying to find 
words or sequences of words which may occur in a number of files. 

The companion program SPLAT makes considerable use of GREP's pattern 
matching abilities. These abilities allow you to develop editing of script files 
and make complex changes such as addition, deletion and substitution to a 
set of files in an automated way. 

We begin our discussion of GREP with a simple example and proceed to 
explore the intricacies of GREP. 

6.1 Using GREP 

The general form of a GREP command is: 
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grep [flags] pattern filel file2 ••• 

where: 

pattern The pattern you wish to search for. 

filel file2 The files you wish to search. 

The flags parameter is discussed later in this section. Note that the enclosing 
square brackets ([ ]) mean that the flags parameters are optional. 

The patterns GREP can search for are quite general and are sometimes re
ferred to as regular expressions. A full and precise description of patterns is 
given later in this section. 

6.2 A Simple Example 

We will assume that you are a technical author who has been editing a file, 
document.txt and the file has become quite long. It occurs to you, in certain 
contexts where you should have used the phrase user manual, you actually 
used the phrase user's guide. You would like to determine how many occur
rences of this error exist and where they occur in your file in order to correct 
the error. 

The correct command to use is: 

grep "user's guide" document. txt 

The entire phrase must be enclosed in double quotation marks (" ") to in
form GREP of the correct phrase to search for. The double quotation marks 
are necessary in this command line since we are searching for a phrase sepa
rated by space characters. In situations where we would be looking for a 
single word, then the double quotation marks are unnecessary. When the 
quotation marks are not used, for example in the following command line: 

grep user's guide document. txt 

GREP interprets this as a request to search for the word user's in two files 
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named manual and document.txt. You need to be quite specific in describing 
the search pattern to GREP. For example, using the following command: 

grep manual document. txt 

GREP will respond by printing all of the lines in the file which have the word 
manual in them. However, this is not quite the desired answer since there are 
likely to be other lines which contain the character sequence manual in addi
tion to the phrase user's manual. For example, there could be phrases such 
as this manual, the manual, you must insert the paper manually and so on, 
within your file. 

6.3 Special Characters 

Before we describe the different kinds of patterns, you should appreciate 
that there are a number of characters which G REP interprets in a special 
way. 
\': 

For example, if you were to use the command: 

grep [ document. txt 

you would receive an error message from GREP. This is because the left 
bracket ([) has a special meaning to GREP. This subsection describes the 
range of special characters, later subsections will describe how GREP inter
prets each of these special characters. This subsection will also show you how 
to inform GREP that you do not want the character interpreted with their 

Each of the following characters is regarded as a special character to GREP: 

$ +* \ 
last of these characters, the backslash (\) is called the escape character 

used to escape any special character (including itself) and cause GREP 
to ignore the special nature of the character. 
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Using the example from the previous subsection, if you wanted to search for 
the left bracket you would use the command: 

grep \[ document. txt 

or if you wanted to search for the phrase 'and so on ...' you would use the 
following command: 

grep "and so on \.\.\." document.txt 

To search for the backslash (\) itself use the following: 

grep \\ document. txt 

If a GREP command does not respond as you expect it to, try escaping any 
special characters in the command with the backslash \ character. Alterna
tively, try reducing the number of the special characters being used in your 
search pattern. 

6.4 Escape Sequences 

In addition to these special characters, there are several sequences ofcharac
ters (escape sequences) which GREP treats in a special way. Each of these 
begins with a backslash followed by a single letter and their meanings are as 
follows: 
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\n newline character 
\s space character 
\b backspace character 
\t tab character 
\ \ escape character 

\xij hexadecimal number whose digits are i and j 

For example, to locate all tines containing tab characters you would use the 
command: 

grep \t document.txt 

The last escape sequence is provided for those circumstances in which you 
might wish to search for the occurrence of a character by using its hexadeci
mal number. Control characters are generally used as printer format instruc
tions in files produced by word processors. For example, to search for occur
rences of a @!jJ(QJ character, the command line would be: 

grep \x07 document. txt 

Determining the value of the control character is simply a matter of using the 
position of the letter in the alphabet. For example, C is the third letter of the 
alphabet, thus the @!jJ(Q character is represented by 03. To search for all 
occurrences of the @!jJ(Q character, the command line would read: 

grep \x03 document. txt 

Similarly, Z is the twenty sixth letter of the alphabet, which equates to lA in 
hexadecimal. Thus, to locate any @!jJ(Z) characters, the command line would 
be: 

grep \xla document. txt 
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6.5 Simple Patterns 

The simplest patterns are the types we have just seen examples of - words or _ 
strings of letters and phrases possibly containing spaces or tab characters. To 
search for a single word it is sufficient to use just the word as the patter,n, 
However, to search for a string of words which are separated by spaces y~~ 
must enclose the entire string within ~ quotation marks as in the follow~~'I~ '._ 
ing command: . ~::" 

grep "this is the string to search for" document. txt 

6.6 The Wildcard Character 

The special character, the period (.) is regarded as a wildcard character by 
GREP in that it is taken to be matched by any single character. Thus the 
pattern: 

.he 

will be matched by any of the following: 

ahe bhe che she the 

Note that the dot will be matched by any single character, not just by any 
single alphabetic or numeric character. Thus it will be matched by a space, 
tab, newline or control character. The wildcard character is one ofthose you 
must carefully consider when you are constructing patterns. 

For instance, if you wanted to see the lines in your file which contain the 
expression 123.45. The command you must use is: 

grep 123\.45 document. txt 

where the period (.) is escaped. 

The pattern: 
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would have matched any of the following expressions: 

123a45 123 45 123!45 123(45 123.45 

6.7 Character Classes 

A character class is a pattern which is matched by any character in a given 
category or set of characters. GREP uses the left and right bracket symbols 
([ ]) to mark the beginning and end of a character class pattern. For example, 
the expression: 

[abc] 

denotes a character class which is matched by any of the first three (lower
case) letters of the alphabet and the expression: 

[Tt] 

denotes a character class which is matched by either an uppercase T or a 
lower case t. 

Character classes are useful in situations where you want to construct a cer
tain type of disjunctive pattern. In other words, you want to search for groups 
of characters where the case of an individual character is unimportant. For 
example, you wish to view the lines in your document containing either word 
the or The. 

Of the following commands: 

grep the document. txt 

grep The document. txt 

grep [Tt]he document. txt 


The first will only print out the lines containing the word the, the second will 
print out only lines containing The, and the third will print lines containing 
both the and The. 

Similarly, the command: 
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grep [Tt][Hh][Ee] document.txt 

will print any line in which any of the following occur: 

THE THe The the thE tHE tHe ThE 

Within a character class, certain symbols are interpreted in special ways. You 
may use a minus sign - to indicate a range of characters, as in: 

[a-z] 

which is matched by any lowercase letter in the English alphabet or: 

[a-zA-ZO-9] 

which is matched by any lowercase letter, any uppercase letter or any decimal 
numeral. 

A simple, yet practical use of character classes arises when you want to view 
all the lines in your file where you refer to a specific year. The command: 

grep [0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9] document.txt 

would accomplish this. 

Where you are concerned with years only in the 20th century then use: 

grep 19[0-9][0-9] document.txt 

If you are concerned with years in the 19th and 20th centuries then use the 
following command: 

grep 1[89][0-9][0-9] document.txt 

The exclamation point (!) is regarded as special when it occurs as the first 
character in a character class. In this situation it acts as a negation operator, 
thus the pattern: 
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[ !a-z] 

will be matched by any character which Le;; not a lowercase letter of the En
glish alphabet, and the pattern: 

[! ti] 

will be matched by any character which is not a number sign. If an exclama
tion point (I) occurs in a character class elsewhere than in the first position, 
it does not have this special sense. 

Character classes lend a great deal of power to GREP and allow you to 
search for some very complex patterns. 

6.8 Closure Characters 

The symbols, asterisk (*) and plus sign (+) are used to denote closures. The 
asterisk (*) may be considered as meaning zero or more of, while the plus 
sign ( + ) means one or more of. 

Consider a file where you have referred to Gail and mentioned a year in 
which some event has occurred. You do not want to see every line in which 
the name Gail occurs, nor do you want to see every line in which a yearly date 
occurs. You want to see only those lines in which both Gail and an annual 
date occur. The command would then be: 

grep "Gail.*[0-9] [0-9] [0-9][0-9]" document.txt 

Within the pattern, the expression. * would be matched by any string con
taining zero or more occurrences of any character. The entire pattern will 
therefore match such expressions as: 

Call Gail Barbara Industries on 1-999-629-9310 


Gaillard de Marentonneau was an 1900s century botanist 

My eldest daughter Gail, was born in 1969 


Where there is a choice to be made concerning how long the pattern is which 
matches a closure, GREP chooses to match the longest possible pattern. To 
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consider another simple example, suppose you want to view all the lines 
containing any of the following words: 

the The she She he 

If you use the pattern: 

[tTsS]*he 

it will be matched by the following examples: 

ttttthe TsShe Sthe TITSSStthe 

It would be useful to detect these obvious typographical errors in any event. 
However, notice that this pattern would be matched by any expression con
taining he because of the zero or more qualifier on the character class. A 
better pattern would be the following: 

[!a-zA-Z] [tTsS]*he[!a-zA-Z] 

To eliminate those contexts where he is embedded in a longer word, or to 
ensure that the word is isolated by spaces use the following: 

" [tTsS]*he " 

The plus sign symbol ( + ) works precisely the same as the asterisk (*) except 
for its requirement that at least one occurrence of its character or character 
class be present. 

Thus: 

[tTsS]*he 

will be matched by he but the following will not: 

[tTsS]+he 
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6.9 Anchored Searches 

Frequently you may wish to view only those lines in a file in which a given 
pattern occurs at the bea=inning of the line in other words, beginning at the 
column 0 position. The carat ("') is a special character when it is the first 
character in a pattern. This signifies that the pattern will be matched only if 
it begins a line in the file. Thus, to find all lines within your file which begin 
with a space or a tab character, use the command: 

grep ,.~[ \t],. document.txt 

Note that the double quotation marks (" ") are necessary in this pattern since 
a space os,curs within the pattern itself. Similarly, to find all lines which begin 
with numerals, for example, a section heading, use the following: 

grep ~[O-9) document.txt 

The special chara~ter, dollar sign ($) works much like the carat ("') except 
that it forcesthe match to occur only at the end of a line. Consider for exam
ple, where you wanted to search for all occurrences of the C language com
ment terminator * / at the end of a line, you would use the following: 

grep \*/$ document. txt 

Here, the backslash (\) is used to escape the asterisk (*) which otherwise 
would be interpreted in its special sense as a closure operator. 

6.10 Advanced Examples 

This subsection will provide some additional examples of using GREP to 
search files for patterns. It will concentrate on searching for files containing 
source code text, in particular, C language source code. 
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6.10.1 Example 1 

You have a number of C language source files, each with filenames having a 
.c extension, and you need to search these files to find all calls of either of 
the functions read or fread. Use the following command: 

grep "[f]*read[ )*(11 #?c 

This will cause every line containing either read or fread, followed by zero or 
more spaces, followed by a left parenthesis located in all the .c files to be 
printed out. 

6.10.2 Example 2 

Consider where you want to search your files for every function definition 
however, this really is not possible unless you make some reasonable as
sumptions. It is common for most C programmers to define a function by 
first placing the name and parameter list of the function on a separate line. 
This is followed with the body of the function. Making this assumption, use 
the command: 

The pattern above will match only an expression which begins a line. The 
expression must consist of one or more lower-case letters, upper-case letters 
or the underscore. This must be followed by zero or more spaces and then a 
left parenthesis. This pattern will 

pick out lines such as the ones shown below: 

getl (5) 1* get a line */ 

_read () 

my_read (fp) fread(fp/x)~} 
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However, it will not select a line such as: 

char *getl(p) 1* get a line *1 

which may be the beginning of a function definition. 

6.10.3 Example 3 

You are having problems compiling a C program because the compiler com~ 
plains that there is a mismatch between left and right braces ({ }). The pro~ 
gram is very long and you have been unable to determine where the problem 
lies. You decide to use GREP to assist by printing each line which contains 
either a left or right brace. In this way the error may be easier to locate. The 
command to use is: 

grep [{}] #? c 

6.10.4 Example 4 

Consider where you want to find all occurrences of strings in your files, for 
example, sequences of characters enclosed in double quotation marks (" "). 
The appropriate command is: 

grep \".*\" #? 

6.11 Using the GREP Functions in a Program 

The GREP utility makes use of several functions which construct an internal 
representation of a pattern from a string of characters and then checks to see 
if this pattern is matched in a given string. You are supplied with files on the 
distribution disk which allow you to make use of these functions in C pro~ 
grams. The functions are included in the library file, grep.lib (assuming that 
you are using the Lattice AmigaDOS C Compiler). This allows you to build 
the same sophisticated pattern matching capability into your own programs 
to the same levels as GREP. This subsection reviews the procedures to ac
complish this goal. 
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The files in the GREP library are: 

re_gen.o 

re_match.o 

re_smatc.o 


These files contain the functions: 

re_gen() 

re_match() 

are_match ( ) 

re_smatch () 

are_smatch () 


The usage of these functions becomes clear with a simple example. Consider 
a global array of strings consisting of pointers to characters. You require a 
function which will search this array for strings containing a match for a given 
pattern. In addition, assume that the pattern you wish to search for may be 
described as: 

any sequence of characters, including the empty sequence enclosed in 
parentheses. 

Finally, assume that the size of the array is defined by the constant named 
ARYMAX. Your code should look something like this: 

extern char *ary_str[ ]; 

/* Assumed to be defined elsewhere */ 

/* Define a function findpars() which will search ary_str 

* for members containing a string of characters enclosed 
* in parentheses. For each such member of ary_str, 
* print its array index. */ 

findpars() 

{ 

int i; 

for ( i = 0; i < ARYMAX; i++ ) 

if ( re_smatch("(.*)",ary_str[i]) >= 0 ) 


printf("Found match at index %d\n",i); 
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This code will work, albeit inefficiently. Every time re_smatchO is called, it 
calls re~enO to generate an internal representation of a pattern. In the 

,--. 	 example the pattern never changes, so why regenerate it each time around 
the loop? 

A better definition of findparsO would be: 

#include "pat.h tl /* Need to include this header */ 
/* to have* . PATTERN' defined */ 

findpars() 
( 

PATTERN re_gen(); /* must declare re_gen() as */ 
/* returning a PATTERN */ 

PATTERN p; /* to point to the pattern generated */ 
int i; 

if ( (p = re_gen (" ( • *) ") ) NULL ) ( 
printf("Error in generating pattern\n"); 
return; 

/* pattern 	was generated okay */ 

for ( i = 0; i < ARYMAX; i++ ) 
if ( re_match(ary_str[i],p) >= 0 

printf("Found a match at index %d\n",i); 

This example should suffice to demonstrate how the supplied functions may 
be used in programs where the pattern-matching power of GREP is required. 
Naturally, you must be sure to link in the appropriate object modules when 
you link your program together. 

Ifyou are using the Lattice AmigaDOS C Compiler, then the command line 
to the linker should appear: 

LINK:blink FROM LIB:c.o+myprog.o TO myprog 
LIBRARY grep.lib+LIB:lc.lib+LIB:amiga.lib 

assuming that myprog.o is the object module you have compiled which in-
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vokes calls to functions in the GREP library. The command line above as
sumes that you are using one of the startup-sequence files provided with the 
Lattice AmigaDOS C Compiler. These files make logical name assignments 
to directories. 

Note that the command line shown previously is shown as two lines due to 
its length - in reality, it would be entered as one complete line. 

6.12 Error Messages 

Bad character class 

GREP is unable to interpret a character class in the pattern you have 
asked it to find. Check to see if you have used any special symbols 
which you did not intend to. This message can also be generated if in 
specifying a character class and using the '-' character to indicate a 
range of characters, the first character in the range does not alphabeti
cally precede the second (e.g. [d-a]). 

Bad pattern 

GREP is unable to interpret the pattern you are asking it to find. Most 
likely this is a result of the occurrence of a special character in the 
pattern which does not make sense to GREP in this context. Check to 
see if you have forgotten to escape a special character. 

Can't find file(s) ••• 

GREP is unable to find one or more of the files you have asked it to 
search. Most likely, they are not there or you have mis-typed the file 
names. 
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Can't open •.• 

GREP is unable to open the named file. This could be because the file 
is not there at all or that it is protected. 

Closing] not found 

GREP believes that you have asked it to search for a pattern that con
tains a character class but that you have omitted the right bracket (]) 
which terminates the character class. If this is not so, perhaps you 
wanted the left bracket ([) to form part of the pattern but forgot to 
escape it to remove its special sense. 

Empty character class 

A character class you have used in your pattern has uo members, e.g. 
[ ]. 

Invalid option 

You have used a command line option which GREP does not recog
nize. This message can also be generated if your pattern begins with a 
minus sign (-) but you have not escaped it nor enclosed the pattern in 
double quote marks (" "). 

Improper hex specification 

You have used the \x escape sequence but have not followed it with 
two recognizable hex digits. 

Incompatible combination of options 

The options with which you have invoked GREP are asking it to do 
something contradictory. 
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No beginning double quote in pattern , 

GREP has detected a double quote (") in a pattern which was not 
started with a double quote. Perhaps you meant to escape it. 

No file arguments provided 

GREP believes that you have invoked it with a pattern but 110 file
names. This can also happen if you have invoked it with a filename but 
no pattern. 

No pattern or file arguments given 

GREP cannot find either a pattern or filename on its command line. 

Out of space 

There are several out of space messages you may see. They mean that 
GREP has run out of space in constructing its pattern representation. 
Please inform our Technical Support Department if you see this mes
sage. 

Pattern ill-formed: no terminating double quote 

You started the pattern with a double quote (") but failed to terminate 
it with one. 

Too few arguments to GREP 

GREP demands at least two arguments on its command line, a pattern 
and at least one filename. 

In addition to the above error messages, there are some internal error mes
sages which you should never see. Ifyou get any error message differing from 
the above, please inform our Technical Support Department, or send us a 
disk and a letter. You should be prepared to provide the following informa
tion: 
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• The version number of GREP you are using. 
• The exact wording of the command line you used. 
• The exact wording of the resulting error message. 
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This section assumes you are familiar with the operation of the Lattice Ami
gaDOS C Compiler. In addition, those readers who are familiar with the 
concepts behind the UNIX make utility may wish to bypass the first two 
subsections of this part of the manual. 

LMK is a tool which is used for maintaining projects composed of many files. 
A file can be programming source code, a data file for a graphics or audio, 
or perhaps a spreadsheet file. For example, a word-processing document of 
any size beyond a few pages is usually made up of sections, simply because it 
is easier to work with. Breaking the document file into modules means that 
loading/saving cycles are shorter, moving around the document is made eas
ier and text manipUlations, such as spelling checks and cut-and-paste opera
tions are faster. 

To summarize the above, breaking down a large file into smaller files has a 
number of advantages. However, there is a cost overhead to this - how do you 
keep control over these files? In other words, how do you remember which 

'~ 	 files to include and in what order, how do you keep track of files which have 
been amended? The Lattice utility named LMK will enable you to do this. 
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7.1 What is LMK? 

The basic function of LMK is to generate a product file if any of the source 
files have changed since the last version of the product file was generated. 

In essence, LMK captures and deploys the information about how to tum a 
collection of raw materials - namely the source code files into a finished 
product. The information on how this is to be done is contained within the 
description file or Imkfile. 

The C programming language encourages the use of multiple compilation 
units. Without an LMK utility, you would have to be able to recall the names 
of the individual files which needed to be recompiled or relinked whenever 
a change was made to one of the files. A Imkfile specifies which pieces of a 
product are to be recompiled or relinked when a few of the pieces are modi
fied. Thus, LMK automates many of the tedious details associated with gen
erating a new version of a project. 

7.2 Time Stamps 

LMK operates on the basis of time stamps associated with each file under 
consideration. In other words, the time and date of creation of a file deter
mine the operation of LMK. A file is considered to be current if it has a time 
stamp later than that of any of its dependent files. 

The syntax of the date command under AmigaDOS is as follows: 

date 12-Nov-87 16:34:57 

Note the semantics of the time section - this format is known as Military 
Time in the USA, or the 24-Hour Clock in Europe and must be adhered to. 
Be sure to enter the month as a three character field. 

NOTE: It is extremely important to the successful opera
tion of LMK that a consistently accurate current date and 
time are known to the system software. 
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7.3 Targets and Dependents 

Executable File 
(Primary Target) 

Object Files 
(Dependents of Primary) 

Source Files 
(Dependents) 

file 1.0 

file1.c 

MYFILE 

file2.0 

stdio.h file2.c 

The diagram above outlines the concept of file dependencies and illustrates 
the interconnection between files. The primary target file serves as the end
result for the programming process. The object files are the intermediate 
step in the process - in this example the primary target file shows two depen
dent object files. Finally, we have the source code files - each object file has 
three dependent source code files. This means that our primary target file 
has a total of seven file dependencies. 

A file created for use with LMK describes the relationships of all file mod
ules associated with a specific project. In simple terms, LMK operates on the 
basis of time stamps associated with the dependent files in determining the 
required action(s) to be taken to rebuild the target files. LMK will perform 
these actions to update the target files. 

LMK is useful in situations where more than one programmer will be work
ing on a project. When a project is shared between programmers, the LMK 
file will contain all the necessary information describing the dependencies of 
the various source files. This permits more effective management of a pro
gramming team, even when a programmer is not on site or has left the pro
ject. 
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Each of the dependents of the target file under consideration is known as a 
sub-target. Hence we see that there are generations of files, each generation 
having certain descendant and ancestor files. The commands given to make 
the target and each of the sub-targets are known as actions. 

7.4 Actions 

So far, we have discussed the concepts of targets and dependencies in terms 
of LMK, we now examine in greater detail the final element, namely that of 
actions. 

We discussed earlier that working in the C programming environment usu
ally involves using several sets of files. The act of compilation also entails an 
additional operation called linking. In basic terms, this means joining or 
amalgamating your object code files with the compiler library files to form 
executable files. Object files are intermediate files produced by the Lattice 
AmigaDOS C Compiler. 

The command line syntax for linking and compiling is very precise and any 
errors will cause unwanted results. A typical command line for linking looks 
like this: 

blink FROM LIB:c.o+filel.o TO myfile LIB LIB:lc.lib+LIB:amiga.lib 

It should be obvious that considerable scope exists for typing errors, particu
larly if such lines have to be entered each time you wish to link and compile 
files. To avoid this, the command lines could be encapsulated into a lmkfile. 

7.4.1 A Simple Example 

A simple Imkfile would look like this: 

myfile: file1.o 
blink FROM LIB:c.o+filel.o TO myfile LIB LIB:lc.lib+LIB:amiga.lib 

filel.o: dfl:souree/filel.c headers.h 

Ie -bO -rO -odfl: dfl:source/filel.c 
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This Imkfile demonstrates a linking and compilation sequence and is made 
up of four lines. The first line: 

myfile: file1.o 

describes a dependency - in this case the file named myfile is dependent on 
an object file named filel.o (the.o file extension denotes an object file). Line 
3 also has a colon separator and describes the dependencies of the filel.o 
file: 

filel.o: dfl:souree/filel.e headers.h 

The dependencies for filel.o are located on drive dfl: in the directory named 
source for file1.c and in the current directory for headers.h filel.c would 
have an include directive for the headers.h file. 

You should now see a hierarchy of file dependencies for the executable file 
named myfile. Lines 2 and 4 are the action lines in the case of line 4: 

Ie -bO -rO -odfl: dfl:souree/filel.e 

this is a standard command line for compilation, with various options being 
specified. 

In line 2, the action is that of linking: 

blink FROM LIB:e.o+filel.o TO myfile LIB LIB:le.lib+LIB:amiga.li 

Refer to your compiler manual for further details of the command line op
tions for linking. 

7.5 Invoking LMK 

LMK can be operated from the Command Line Interpreter (CLI) of Amiga
'--.-/. 	 DOS. In addition, LMK can also be called under the Workbench environ

ment, using the standard Intuition icon-mouse actions. 
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To invoke LMK, the simplest method is to create your Imkfile using an edi
tor such as the Lattice Screen Editor (LSE), then name this file Imkfile. On 
calling LMK, you need only enter the following at the CLI prompt: 

lmk 

Your Imkfile can also be named Imkfile.lmk or makefile. The search order 
of filenames to which LMK operates when you invoke LMK without any 
other flags is: 

lmkfile 

lmkfile.lmk 

makefile 


A file with one of these names must be in your current directory to call LMK 
correctly. 

7.5.1 File Naming Options 

Depending on your file naming conventions or if you need multiple lmkfiles 
in the same directory, you may wish to name your makefiIe something other 
than 'Imkfile' or 'makefile'. Consider, for example, where you have given 
your makefiIe the name 'alpha.Imk'. LMK would be invoked with either of 
the following commands: 

lmk -f alpha.lmk 

lmk -f alpha 


Either of these command lines signifies to LMK that it should take input 
from the file specified after the -f flag rather than from the defa ult filenames. 

File name extensions are not generally given to executable files running un
der the Workbench environment. To be called from the Workbench, an exe
cutable file must have an icon. The graphical data for the icon is held within 
a file which uses the same name as the executable file, albeit with an .info 
name extension. This has implications for file naming conventions as demon
strated in the following example. 
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Consider an ASCII text file with the name readme. txt. Attaching an icon to 
this fi1e will result in two files - a file named read me. txt and a fi1e named 
readme.txt.info. The former is the text fi1e, the latter is the icon fi1e. The dot 
or period (.) character is recognized by AmigaDOS as the filename separa
tor. Thus fi1es with name extensions could be construed as unnecessarily 
confusing. 

Note that it is not recommended that you use the second type of command 
line of Imk -f alpha and also have an executable file for alpha resident in 
the current directory. The order of precedence for LMK when using the ·f 
flag is to locate a fi1e with the exact name given after the .fflag. If this search 
is unsuccessful, it will search for a file with the name specified with an exten
sion of .Imk. If you receive an error message from LMK such as 'Line too 
long' or 'Unexpected punctuation', you should try renaming your file with an 
explicit .Imk extension, then giving the full name of the file when invoking 
LMK. 

When running LMK from the Workbench, the search order of files is based 
on the assignment of the device Imk files: (this is done from the CLI using 
the command line assign Imk files: your-device:). When no assignment has 
been made, LMK searches thecurrent directory for the required files. 

7.S.2 Command Syntax 

LMK is precise about the syntax it will accept from a makefile. As with any 
programming or specification language, it is important to follow the syntactic 
rules in order for LMK to understand your requirements. 

The target name must: 

• Start in the first column. 
• Be followed by a colon (:). 
• Be followed by the name of any dependencies of the target. 

Below the target-dependency line are any action commands needed to build 
the target from its dependencies. Each of the action lines, if any, must be 
indented a minimum of one tab or space. 

Each sub-target and its dependencies follow the same syntax as the target-
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dependency syntax given above. Similarly, the action lines of sub-targets 
must be indented a minimum of one tab or space. 

Comment lines within an lmkfile are prefIxed with a hash (#) sign. An exam
ple Imkfile with comment lines is shown below: 

myfile: file1.o 
blink FROM LIB:c.o+filel.o TO myfile LIB LIB:lc.lib+LIB:amiqa.lib 

# This line is a comment line. 

filel.o: dfl:source/filel.c headers.h 

lc -bO -rO -odfl: dfl:source/filel.c 


# This line is a another comment line. 


7.6 Macros 

Macros are a method of overcoming potential keyboard entry errors where 
long character strings are required, as well as saving time by using shorthand 
to represent a constant string of text. In common with macro usage in the C 
programming language or with debuggers, a macro invocation is expanded 
during processing. 

Macros in an Imkfile can be used for representing directory specifications, 
header fIles and flags to the compiler or assembler. Any AmigaDOS com
mand can be encapsulated into a macro. 

Some example macros look like this: 

PASSI dfl:lc/lcl 

FLAGS / -bO -rO -odfl: 


The fIrst example is specifying a directory path to the compiler; the second 
example is specifying compiler option flags. 

A macro can also be defined to be the empty string: 

MNAME = 

To illustrate how macros are utilized consider our earlier example of an 
Imkfile: 
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FLAGS = -bO -rO -odfl: 

SOURCE = dfl:souree/ 


myfile: filel.O 
blink FROM LIB:e.o+filel.o TO myfile LIB LIB:le.lib+LIB:amiga.li 

filel.o:$(SOURCE)filel.e headers.h 

Ie $(FLAGS) 


Our original file looked like this: 

myfile: filel.o 
blink FROM LIB:e.o+filel.o TO myfile LIB LIB:le.lib+LIB:amiga.li 

filel.o: dfl:souree/filel.e headers.h 

Ie -bO -rO -odfl: dfl:souree/filel.e 


The differences between the two files lies in the first two lines and the last 
line. The first two lines are the macro definitions: 

FLAGS = -bO -rO -odfl: 

SOURCE dfl:souree/ 


Line 1 defines the flags for the compiler, while line 2 defines the directory 
path. The last line in the file shows the greatest difference - originally, it 
looked like this: 

Ie -bO -rO -odfl: dfl:souree/filel.e 

It now takes the form: 

Ie $(FLAGS) $(SOURCE)filel.e 

The differences are the inclusion of the dollar sign ($) and the enclosure of 
the macro name in parentheses. The dollar sign indicates to LMK that a 
macro is to be processed and the name of the macro follows the dollar sign. 
Note that the macro name must be enclosed in parentheses immediately 
following the dollar sign. 
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7.6.1 Macro Rules aud Defaults 

In common with any usage of macros, LMK has certain rules regarding their 
deployment. These rules are easy to understand and are not excessively re
strictive. The previous subsection mentioned the need for the dollar sign ($) 
to precede the macro name. In addition the macro name must be enclosed 
in parenthesis - a further rule relates to empty strings. When an empty or 
undefined macro is used in an Imkfiie, it will be expanded to the empty 
string. 

Note that if you do not follow closely the 'define-before-use' rule with 
macros, and you use a macro which has not yet been defined in the file, it will 
receive an empty expansion. 

Less common but also useful, are the default macros available after a rule of 
dependency has been processed, but before any associated actions are taken. 
LMK has a total of five default macros built into it. The first two of the five 
default macros shown below are set after processing each target-dependency 
line: 

$@ Set to the target filename 

$? Set to the list of dependencies younger than the target (i.e. have 
later time stamps). This includes the full directory pathname struc
ture. 

$* Set to the prefix of the first dependent filename. ]n other words the 
filename extension is disregarded, although the fu 11 directory path
name structure is included. 

$< Set to the dependent filename which caused the actions. Directory 
pathname structures are ignored 

$ > Set to the basename of the dependent file which caused the action. 
This means any filename extensions together with any directory 
paths are ignored. 


An example of the use of these macros looks like this: 
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obj/new/test.o: src/new/test.c hdr/test.h 

The line above has defined the source file as test.c located in the directory 
structure src/new together with the header file test.h located in the directory 
hdr. Where the source file test.c has a time stamp later than our target file 
test.o then the default macros will have the following values: 

Macro Value 

S@ obj/new/test.o 

$? src/new/test.c 

$* src/new/test 

$< test.c 

$> test 


The remaining three default macros are only set when a transformation rule 
is used. Refer to the following section for details of these rules. 

7.7 Summary 

The central con~pts to LMK are: 

Targets - Dependencies - Actions 

The colon placement determines which is the target or source file - any file 
whose name is positioned to the right of the colon is determined as a 
dependency. 

target-file! : dependent-file list 

command-sequence 


target-file2 : dependent-file list 

command-sequence 
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This section is concerned with the more advanced aspects of LMK such as 
multiple and fake targets, command line options, local input files and trans
formation rules. 

8.1 Multiple Targets 

It is desirable to have all the actions associated with building a software 
product in one place. It might also be the case that the product you are 
building is actually a collection of separate utilities and for the purpose of 
source maintenance, you may want to keep all bookkeeping type actions in 
one file. LMK allows for the specification of multiple targets within the same 
lmkfile to suit these needs. 

For example, the following lmkfile could be used for several of the utilities 
which compose the product you are using: 

ppp: diff grep 

@rem ppp done 


diff: 
cd diff 
Imk -f diff .lmk 
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cd / 

grep: 

cd grep 

lmk -f grep.lmk 

cd / 


In the Imkfile shown above, each of the utilities is calling upon other 
Imkfiles. The relevant Imkfile for each utility will contain details of the link 
and compile sequence. Note the use of the cd / command to return control 
back to the originating directory. 

8.2 Alternate Targets 

When LMK is invoked and no target is specified from the command line, 
LMK defaults to building the first target specified. Consider the following: 

clean: 

delete $(OBJ)files.o 

delete $(OBJ)os.o 

delete $(OBJ)strbpl.o 


backup: 
copy files.c to dfl: 
copy os.c to dfl: 
copy strbpl.c to dfl: 

Here there are two targets, a primary and alternate target named clean and 
backup respectively. Note that it is possible to specify that one or more alter
nate targets be built instead. The notion of alternate targets can also be 
applied to any of the sub-targets. 

The alternate target specified is backup, which invokes several AmigaDOS 
commands to copy object files from our disk. Notice that these actions de
pend upon a disk being present in drive dfl: (if the currently logged drive is 
dfO:). Under AmigaDOS the copy command can be used to copy to or from 
any directory, including copying to the current drive. 

Note that to use the commands within the macro backup: you must use the 
command line: 
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Imk backup 

8.3 Default Rules 

When many of the sub-targets in an lmkfile require identical actions such as 
compilation or copying to another directory, default rules can be specified 
once, and invoked silently by LMK. A default rule informs LMK how to 
make a transformation from a file with one extension to a target or sub-tar
get of a different extension. 

There are a variety of ways to use default rules. A default rule can be given 
explicitly inside an lmkfile or it can be placed into a separate file. There are 
also certain default rules internal to LMK which are a part of this implemen
tation. 

LMK decides which action to take when it detects a certain file must be 
made from its dependencies. This action is done on the basis of the following 
hierarchy: 

• Actions specified below the dependency relation. 

• Transformation rules describing how to make a file 	of one extension 
from one of another distinct extension. 

• .DEFAULT rules specified in the same lmkfile or in the lmk.deffile. 

• Rules taken from an alternate .def file. 

• Rules taken from a file named lmk.def in the current directory. 

• Rules internal to this implementation of LMK. 

Action rules have highest precedence in how LMK determines the building 
of a specific target. These actions are passed on to AmigaDOS for execution 
and result in the creation of a target on disk or wherever specified. 

8.4 Transformation Rules 

Transformation rules inform LMK how to make a file with a given extension 
from a dependent with a given extension. For example, a file set has a suffix 
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of .c and you want to use a transformation rule to change the file suffix: of .c 
into a .0 suffix:. The name of .C.o would be given to the transformation rule in 
this instance. For example: 

.c.O: 
LC $* 

Therefore, when this transformation rule is present, and no explicit com
mand line has been given in your lmkfile to override this rule, then the com
mand sequence for the .c.o rule is employed. Transformation rules are com
monly applied to source code modules and object modules. 

Three default macros are set whenever a transformation rule is used: 

$* is set to the prefix: of the first dependency filename including any di
rectory paths. In other words the filename extension is ignored. For 
example, if the dependency filename is: 

dfO: alpha/omega. c 

then the prefIX of this filename is: 

dfO:/alpha/omega 

$ < 

Notice that the .c extension has been dropped. 

is set to the dependency filename which caused the actions. Thus, if 
you have dependencies consisting of: 

dfO:alpha/omega.c dfl:beta/delta.h 

then the dependency filename in this example is omega.c and not 
delta.h file. 

$ > is set to the basename of the dependency which caused the actions. 
Using the same dependencies as our previous example: 

dfO:alpha/omega.c dfl:beta/delta.h 
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then the dependency filename with this default macro is omega. 

When there are no actions or transformation rules pertaining to this relation 
a .DEFAULT rule is taken. Often, .DEFAULT rules are used for printing out 
comment lines to the screen during a LMK session. For example, the follow
ing lines in an lmkfile: 

. DEFAULT: 

; this target needs remaking $@ 


alpha.cpp: alpha.clp 


will cause the message 'this target needs remaking alpha.cpp' to be printed 
to your screen during the LMK session, provided alpha.c1p has a later time 
stamp than alpha.cpp. Note that there are no action rules below the target
dependency line, and that there are no known ways to LMK to transform a 
.clp file to a file with extension .cpp. 

An alternate .def file can be specified from the command line with the -b 
option. This allows for multiple .deffiles to reside within the same directory. 
LMK looks for a file named Imk.def in the current directory. The file named 
Imk.def has been provided on the distribution disk if you are employing 
other development systems. When you are using the Lattice AmigaDOS C 
Compiler, the rules in Imk.def are the same as those internal to LMK. 

8.5 LMK Internal Rules 

Rules internal to this implementation of LMK assume you are using the 
Lattice AmigaDOS C Compiler. These rules are taken from the file named 
Imk.def on the distribution disk. You are able to override these rules if de
sired, by editing the Imk.deffile. 

LC LC:lc 

LCl = LC:lcl 

LClFLAGS -iINCLUDE: -iINCLUDE:latticej 

LC2 = LC:lc2 

AS ASSEM:assem 

LINK = BLINK:blink 


. DEFAULT: 

$(LC) $ (LClFLAGS) $* 
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.a.o: 

$CAS) $* -i Assem5.0:include -0 $*.0 


.c.O: 

$ (LC) $ (LClFLAGS) $* 


.h.o: 

delete $*.0 

$(LC) $ (LCIFLAGS) $* 


8.S.1 Special Symbols 

There are a set of special symbols which can be attached to actions within an 
lmkfile and provide different resultant actions. These symbols are: 

The minus symbol (-), when prefIXed to an action line, will 
cause LMK to continue even if an error return is generated 
from the action. Normally, when an action returns an error 
message, LMK will halt. It may be desirable to have LMK ,-.-/ 
continue after an error return from a specific action. If there 
are multiple actions within an Imkfile to which you want to 
apply this symbol, then the command line option -k will cause 
LMK to continue after all error returns. 

@ 	 The at symbol (@) when prefixed to an action line provides 

for silent operation of that command. In other words the 

command itself will not be echoed to the screen although its 

resultant actions will be displayed as normal. To have all ac

tions run silently use the -s option from the command line. 


The tilde symbol ( - ) serves as an escape symbol when pre
fixed to an action line. This may be useful when calling a 
process whose name begins with something LMK would con
sider a special character. For example, the minus sign (-). The 
tilde causes the next single character to be escaped. Note that 
multiple tilde characters may be used on a single action line. 
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& 	 The ampersand symbol (&) is provided for source code com
patibility with previous implementations of LMK. It is ig
nored in the AmigaDOS version. 

8.5.2 Example 1 

This example demonstrates the use of macros and default rules. In addition 
to creating a target executable file, the Imkfile will also perform and docu
ment other actions associated with a software product, such as cleaning up a 
fragmented disk, creating a production disk, backing up disks and generating 
program listings. Although this example may seem initially overwhelming, a 
full dissertation of this file follows the listing. 

# An example MAKE file for AmigaDOS 

GREP = ram:c/ 

LCHDRS = stdio.h fcntl.h 

OBJ obj/ 

LCFLAGS = -iINCLUDE: -iINCLuDE:lattice/ -i/grep/ -0$ (OBJ) 

LC = LC:lc 

LIB = LIB: 

# The above line is the logical assignment for Lattice_C:lib 


.c.o: 

$(LC) $ (LCFLAGS) -cc $* 


files: $(OBJ)files.o $(OBJ)os.o $(OBJ)strbpl.o 
LINK:blink FROM $(LIB)c.o+$(OBJ)files.o+$(OBJ)os.o+ \ 

$(OBJ)strbpl.o TO files LIBRARY $(LIB)lc.lib+$(LIB)amiga.lib 

$(OBJ)files.o: files.c $(GREP)pat.h $ (LCHDRS) 

$(OBJ)os.o: os.c 

$(OBJ)strbpl.o: strbpl.c 
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8.6 Discussion 

There are several groupings of lines in example 1 for files.lmk and they are 
grouped for the purpose of modularity. 

The first group of lines in example 1 are macro definitions, that is, lines 2 to 
7, shown below. 

GREP = ram:c/ 

LCHDRS stdio.h fcntl.h 

OBJ = obj/ 

LCFLAGS = -iINCLUDE: -iINCLUDE:lattice/ -i/grep/ -o$(OBJ) 

LC LC:lc 

LIB LIB: 


Lines 2 and 4 are both directory specifications. Line 2 assigns the string for 
the absolute path name ram:c to the macro named GREP. Each time the 
macro GREP is used in this Imkfile, it will be expanded to the full string it 
represents. Line 3 assigns a relative path name, namely a subdirectory of the 
current directory, to the macro named OBJ. 

Notice that the entire directory structure of your filing system is at your 
disposal. You can call in header files, source modules, write out object files 
from anywhere by using the appropriate macros. 

Line 3 of the macro definitions assigns to the macro name LCHDRS the 
string stdio.h fcntl.h, and will serve as shorthand later if you have multiple 
files which require these headers. 

LCFLAGS -iINCLUDE: -iINCLuDE:lattice/ -i/grep/ -o$(OBJ) 

Line 5 of the Imkfile as shown above holds the string of flags you want to use 

each time you invoke the compiler from LMK. There are several points to 

note about this line. The most important point is that if you had to enter this 

line each time it was used, the chances for errors are significant. In addition, 

a change in the flag settings would entail editing only one line of the Imkfile, 

rather than each line in which the macro is used. c_/ 


Note, that changing the flags associated with making a specific target will not 
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affect the time stamps associated with any of your files - hence LMK will not 
be aware that your files need to be rebuilt. To unconditionally make all tar
gets in such a case, the -u flag can be used. 

Specifically, the compiler flags specify the directory locations of header files 
with the -i option and direct where the resultant object file is to be placed. 

OBJ objj 

LCFLAGS = -iINCLUDE: -iINCLuDE:latticej -ijgrepj -0$ (OBJ) 


Notice that macros can be nested within other macros. The macro $(OBJ) in 
line 4 will be expanded to the string obj! when it is processed. Since LMK 
makes only one pass on an Imkfile, any nested macros must be declared 
before being used in an expression. 

Logical name assignments are used in the macro strings. These are known to 
AmigaDOS, provided they have been defined in your startup-sequence file 
and these are passed on by LMK when an action using them is called. IN
CLUDE:, LC: and LID: are logical assignments to specific subdirectories on 
the Lattice AmigaDOS C Compiler. 

LC = LC:lc 

LIB = LIB: 


The macro defined on line 6 as shown above, represents the string needed to 
call the compiler driver Ie, which invokes both phases of the compiler. Line 
7 is another directory specification macro, this time using a logical name 
which has been defined to your system. Notice the comment line which fol
lows these two lines. LMK will ignore everything after the hash sign # . 

•c.o: 

$(LC) $ (LCFLAGS) -cc $* 


Lines 9 and 10 are interesting since they give a transformation rule. They 
specify a template of action for converting a file with extension .c into one 
with extension .0. 

While this transformation is used only once within this Imkfile, it can be quite 
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useful if you have a whole group of files which depend on it. It is also possible 
to have multiple transformations of the same type in the same file. That is, 
later on another .C.o template can be specified which would apply to all files 
following it which do not have actions specified, and need a default rule. 

A point worth considering in terms of the use of transformation rules is 
template matching. In order for LMK to detect the need for a transforma
tion rule, it must see that the first dependency file following the target 
matches the dependency file specification. In other words, LMK will not 
look at the extensions of the other targets, it will only detect the first, and 
apply a transformation rule if it matches the template. 

$(LC) $ (LCFLAGS) -cc $* 

A further component to consider about line 10 is the use of the default 
macro, $*, which refers to the prefix of the .c file. Shown below is line 11 
which specifies the dependencies of the target files. 

files: $(OBJ)files.o $(OBJ)os.o $(OBJ)strbpl.o 

Since line 12 shown below is longer than the standard 80 column screen 
allows, it has been continued for legibility with the continuation character, 
the backslash \. 

LINK:blink FROM $(LIB)c.o+$(OBJ)files.o+$(OBJ)os.o+ \ 
$(OBJ)strbpl.o TO files LIBRARY $(LIB)lc.lib+$(LIB)amiga.lib 

Thus line 13 is effectively an extension of the preceding line. Line 12 is the 
final action taken to build the target files from its dependencies. 

$(OBJ)files.o: files.c $(GREP)pat.h $ (LCHDRS) 

Line 14 shown above details how to make the sub-target files.o. Notice that 
a macro can be used anywhere in an Imkfile, including the beginning of a 
target filename. 

$(OBJ)os.o: os.c 
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The same applies to line 15 which demonstrates you can use additional flags. 

$ (OBJ) strbpl.o: strbpl.c 

Initially, the line shown above, namely line 16 may look a little peculiar since 
there are no actions associated with it. On examination of the file extensions 
of sub-target and dependency, notice that you are trying to transform a file 
with extension .c into a file with extension .0. Following the precedence for 
default rules, you see that there is a transformation rule associated with such 
an action on lines 12 and 13. 

8.7 LMK Options from the Command Line 

-a This option will rebuild all targets without regard to time 
stamps. All targets and sub-targets are rebuilt. 

-b file This option will use the filename specified in file as the 
default file, rather than the file named Imk.def. 

·c This option will create a batch file from the current LMK 
session. The batch file will be passed for execution with 
the command execute Imkfile.bat. The file Imktile.bat 
will be left in the current directory giving a history of the 
actions and responses of the LMK session. 

This option will print out detailed debugging information 
about the processing of the Imkfile. 

·e This option will erase any out-of-date targets before re
making them. 

·ffile This option will use the filename specified in tile as the 
input Imktile. 

·h This option will print out help information and exit. 

-i This option will ignore error returns from actions. 

·k This option will ignore error returns from actions passed 
to AmigaDOS. In addition, this option will ignore error 
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returns stemming from LMK not knowing how to make 
certain targets. 

-n This option will display the actions LMK would have 
taken onto the screen, but will not execute these actions. 

-p This option will print out target descriptions and 
panded macros. 

ex

-q This option will query if the target file is updated. Print a 
1 if the target is currently up to date or a 0 if it is not. LMK 
will not take any of the associated actions. 

-s This option will not echo actions to the screen before exe
cuting them. 

-t This option will Touch the target files by updating them 
with the current system time. None of the actions usually 
associated with making these targets will be performed. 

-u This option will rebuild unconditionally all targets without 
regard to time stamps. This will force everything (all tar
gets and subtargets) to be rebuilt. 

-x This option is for UNIX compatibility. If this option is 
used, LMK attempts to detect any features of the Imkfile 
which would prevent it from interfacing correctly with the 
UNIX make utility. 

Examples of such features are: 

• Use a local input file. 
• Define an action line without an initial tab character. 
• Specify multiple target files on a single target-depen

dency line. 

In each case, LMK will display an informative error mes
sage describing the incompatibility. This option is in
tended for those users who wish to employ the same Imk
file or Imkfile on a variety of operating systems. 


Both the -k and -i actions should be used with caution, as LMK will continue 
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its actions. Note that the -k option incorporates all of the functionality of the 
-i option. 

To embed a literal dollar sign ($) in an Imkflle, for example within a file
name, you should use a second dollar sign to escape the first sign. This will 
prevent LMK from interpreting the dollar sign as a macro invocation. At 
times, it may be wise to defeat some of the actions LMK would otherwise 
take. Although LMK is an intelligent tool, it has no knowledge of your 
source files other than through the dependencies you have given in your 
Imkflle. 

8.7.1 Macro Command Line Override 

It is possible to override the definition of a macro from the command line of 
LMK. This provides for an efficient method of testing new actions or making 
quick revisions without making a permanent change to our Imkflle. 

Consider the previous example suppose you wish to use a different assem
bler, an assembler which generates 68020 code rather than 68000 code. You 
could invoke LMK to use your 68020 assembler asm20 by using the following 
command: 

Imk -f grep.lmk ASM=asm20 

and hence provide LMK with a new definition of the macro ASM. Note that 
no spaces are allowed between the macro name, the equals sign ( = ) and the 
macro definition. This example is trivial in that it would require the new 
assembler to have the same syntax as the previous one. 

8.7.2 Alternative Definition Files 

To use an alternate .deffile, the following command line syntax is used: 

Imk -b other.def 

This will signify to LMK that this file should be used in place of Imk.def, in 
situations where these rules are called for. 
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8.8 Local Input Files 

A local input file provides for a way of creating a temporary disk file consist-'-/ 
ing of actions specified within an Imkfile. The temporary file is named 
tempJmk.tmp by default, and is automatically deleted before the end of the 
LMK session. 

Local input files provide a method of keeping actions associated with making 
a target in the same Imkfile rather than in a separate file on disk. Any macros 
defined in the Imkfile can be used within a local input file. 

Commands to appear within the temporary file are enclosed between the 
two delimiter characters of < and <. . 

A template for construction is: 

command <[preface)<[!] (filename) ) 

stmtl 

stmtN 

< 

where: 

command 	 The action to be handed to AmigaDOS. 

preface 	 The symbol which is to precede the local input file

name when it is given to AmigaDOS. 


The instruction to LMK to create a local input file. 

filename 	 The optional filename given to the local input file cre

ated. 


stmtl-N 	 The statements within the local input file. 

If the optional exclamation point! is used after the second <,then the name 
of the local input file will not appear on the generated command line. Note 
that the file preface may contain spaces. The local input filename, must be 
enclosed in parentheses and no spaces may occur either before or after this 
filename. 
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S.S.l Example 2 

The final example illustrates a feature of LMK - the use of local input files. 

This example is an Imkfile creating the target GREP a UNIX derived utility 
for finding patterns in files. GREP is composed mainly of C source files, with 
the addition of one assembly language module. Since the GREP utility relies 
heavily on command line input, you are using a local version of the Lattice 
AmigaDOS C Compiler startup module named c.a. 

# GREP example for AmigaDos 

LCHDRS = grep.h pat.h 

OBJ obj/ 

FLAGS = -iINCLUDE: -iINCLUDE:lattice/ -o$(OBJ) 

LC = LC:lc 

ASM = LC:asm 


grep: $(OBJ)grep.o $(OBJ)c.o $(OBJ)_main.o $(OBJ)re_gen.o 
BLINK:blink <WITH < 

FROM $(OBJ)c.o+$(OBJ)grep.o+$(OBJ)_main.o+$(OBJ)re_gen.o 
TO grep 
LIBRARY LIB:lc.lib+LIB:amiga.lib 
< 

$(OBJ)grep.o: grep.c $(LCHDRS) 

$(LC) $ (FLAGS) -dGREP grep 


$(OBJ)c.o: c.a 
$ (ASM) c.a -i Include:Assembler Includes -0 $(OBJ)c.o 

$(OBJ)_main.o: _main.c 

$(LC) $ (FLAGS) -dGREP _main 


$(OBJ)re_gen.o: re_gen.c $(LCHDRS) 

$(LC) $ (FLAGS) -dGREP re_gen 
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8.9 Discussion 

The Imkfile to create the target grep is shown above. The macros are identi
cal to those in the first example in this section of the manual with the addi
tion of the macro ASM. This is defined to be the string necessary to invoke 
the Lattice 68000 Macro Assembler located in the subdirectory named AS
SEM - the logical assignment which should be in your startup-sequence file. 

grep: $(OBJ)grep.o $(OBJ)c.o $(OBJ)_main.o $(oBJ)re_gen.o 
grep: $(oBJ)re_match.o $(OBJ)os.o 

Line 6 gives the target grep, and its dependencies. If there are too many 
dependencies to fit on one line, continuation is specified by retyping the 
target filename and a colon (:) on all subsequent lines. 

BLINK:blink <WITH < 

Line 7 begins with a command to invoke the linker. The first less-than symbol 
( <) on the line informs LMK that the following lines, up to the terminating 
delimiter ( <), will be taken as a local input file. 

Between the first delimiter and the second delimiter on line 7 is the com
mand you want to appear after the link command but before the input file
name. The filename given to the local input file is by default temp _lmk.tmp, 
therefore ensure you do not have a file of the same name resident in the 
current directory. 

The command passed to AmigaDOS is: 

BLINK:blink WITH temp_lmk.tmp 

FROM $(OBJ)C.o $(OBJ)grep.o $(OBJ)_main.o 

FROM $(OBJ)re_gen.o $(OBJ)re_match.o $(OBJ)os.o 

TO grep 

LIBRARY LIB:lc.lib+LIB:amiga.lib 


Lines 8 to 10 are the commands which will be placed into the temporary file. 
Note that line 8 carries over in the fragment of code shown above. A WITH 
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file can be used when calling the linker - the linker will take its parameters 
from the file instead of the command line. Refer to the Lattice AmigaDOS 
C Compiler manual for full details about the linker. 

Line 11 terminates the local input file with a closing delimiter ( <). 

Notice the unique syntax required for the assembler. A space is required 
between the -i and its arguments and also for the -0 flag and its argument. 
Refer to the Lattice AmigaDOS C Compiler manual for full details about the 
assembler. 

8.10 Fake Targets 

LMK provides support for a number of fake targets. In other words, an ex
pression which appears to be a target in an Imkfile is actually used to control 
the operation of LMK. Fake target names must always begin with a period 
(.) and be capitalized. The degree of control on the behavior of LMK is 
usually that of inserting lines into the lmkfile. There are five options avail
able for fake targets: 

• .DEFAULT 
• .IGNORE 
• ~ONERROR 
• .SET 
• .sILENT 

The results of each fake targets are tabulated below: 

.DEFAULT 

.IGNORE 

.ONERROR 

.SET 

.SILENT 

. Specify default rules 

Same as -i option 

Specify error response 

Set environmental variable 
Same as -s option 

The following part of this subsection provides a description of these options 
for fCfke targets. 
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.DEFAULT 

.IGNORE 

.ONERROR 

This option is used to specify an individual action or a 
set of actions to be executed based on two parameters. 
These parameters are:'-/ 

• There are no explicit instructions. 
• There 	is no default transformation rule for the 


given target/dependency pair. 


The command line syntax used for .DEFAULT is: 

• DEFAULT: 

action-l 

action

action-N 

Consider a dependency line such as: 

alpha.x: alpha.y 

where this dependency line had no explicit action and 
no transformation rule with .y.x as the target. In the 
presence of the .DEFAULT rule, the various actions 
shown above action-I, action-2 and action-N would be 
executed. 

This option is equivalent to having called LMK with 
the -i flag. This means that any error returns from ac
tions will be ignored. The command line syntax used 
for .IGNORE is: 

. IGNORE: 

This option is used to specify an action or set of actions 
to be performed when LMK detects an error condition. 
For example, consider where LMK is to be called re
cursively from within a high-IevellmkfiIe: 
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product: alpha beta 
rem product finished 

alpha: 
cd dirl 
lmk -f alpha.lmk 

beta: 
cd dir2 
lmk -f beta.lmk 

When one of the lower level invocations of LMK exists 
with an error, you will be left in one of the subdirecto
ries - either dirl or dir2. In order to finish in a higher 
directory level you would add these lines to your 

Imkfile: 

.ONERROR: 

cd / 


Alternatively, you may want to delete certain tempo
rary files or transfer them elsewhere if an error condi
tion is detected. Either ofthese actions can be directed 
by means of the .ONERROR option . 

. SET 	 This option allows you to adjust the values of logical 
name assignments from within an Imkfile. When the 
logical name is set in this way, it retains the specified 
value. Note that this also applies to any secondary pro
cesses spawned from the main process. 

The command line syntax used for .SET is: 

.SET: name = value 

where name is the logical name you wish to set, and 
value represents the value to be assigned. The contents 
of value may be any character, including white space. 
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.SILENT 


However, the leading and trailing white space charac
ters will be stripped off if these are present. 

The .SET option is useful in defining the logical name 
INCLUDE. For example: 

.SET: INCLUDE: dfO:lc/examples 

This option is equivalent to having called LMK with 
the -s flag. This means that during LMK operation, the 
action about to be executed will not be echoed to the 
standard output device, usually the screen. The com
mand line syntax used for .SILENT is: 

. SILENT: 

NOTE: For the .DEFAULT fake target, the actions will 
always be executed - even if explicit, actions have been 
specified. The default actions will be executed first, and 
then the explicit actions will be executed. 
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9.1 Profile and Report Generator 

The Lattice profiler Iprof and associated report generator Istat allow you to 
profile the execution of your application code. The profiler records the 
amount of time that is expended in each routine that is entered during the 
execution of your application. The report generator, Istat, reports the times 
to you in a statistical report. This allows you to do a performance analysis on 
your program, identifying "hot-spots" so that intelligent improvements can 
be made. 

When you use a profiler, you should have some objectives in mind, including 
the application re-design steps you may want to carry out. A large percentage 
of time spent in some program module may indicate that: 

• 	the module should be redesigned, 

• 	the module should be incorporated into the calling routines thus elimi
nating calling overhead, 

• the routine should be re-coded in assembly language, or 

• the routine needs to be modified as part of a major re-structuring of the 
application. 
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It may happen that most of the work being done involves the routine in 
question, and that the percentage of time taken is reasonable. 

Considerations such as those just mentioned should be done as you collect 
and analyze data from the pro filer. 

9.2 LPROF Command 

The lprof command is used to gather information about where a program is 
spending most of its execution time. In order to gather statistics on a given 
command, prefix the command with the lprof command. 

Iprof command 

Note: If the command you wish is not in the current direc
tory, you must fully specify the command location even if 
it is in the path. Also, any redirection operators which were 
immediately after the command must immediately follow 
the Iprof command. 

After the profiler loads the command, it will execute the command and 
gather statistics by examining the current program counter at given intervals. 
You can verify that the profiling is in progress by the power light fluctuating 
in intensity. When the program run completes, the Iprof command will cre
ate the file prof.out in the current directory. You can then use the Istat 
command to obtain a statistical report on the execution profile. 

For instance, you may be interested in analyzing a simple program called foo 
which takes no arguments. You can gather statistics on it by entering the 
command: 

Iprof faa 

For a program that normally takes command-line arguments, you can add 
them after the command name as in: 
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lprof mycmd -opt 1 -flag 

Assume the program needs to have output redirected as in: 

myprog >outfile -opt 2 -doit 

If you intend to run the profiler, you would need to move the redirection 
operators after the Iprof command as in: 

lprof >outfile myprog -opt 2 -doit 

If the program were in the C: directory or another directory automatically 
searched by the CLI, you would need to give the full path name as in: 

lprof C:mynewcmd -opt 2 

9.3 LSTAT Command 

The 1stat command is used to analyze a profile statistics file created by the 
Iprof command. It prints the statistics gathered by the Iprof command. 

The lstat command is invoked by: 

lstat [>output) [options] program profile 

The program field is required and indicates the name of the executable for 
which the statistics were gathered. 1stat uses this to obtain all the debugging 
and symbol information for its report. The profile field is optional and is 
used to override the default of prof.out which is written by the lprof com
mand. You will need to use this if the file is in a different directory, or you 
have renamed the file. 

The >output field is optional and redirects Istat's output from the screen to 
an output device or file. Most programmers use lstat by redirecting its out
put to a file and then printing the file. See the examples which follow. 

The options field need not be present. lstat accepts the following options 
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-z This option instructs Istat to display statistics for all subroutines 
even if they were not encountered in profiling. The default is to 
suppress all entries that have a 0 hit count. 

-f This option instructs Istat to display full statistics for each sub
routine indicating the line numbers within a module that were 
hit by profiling. By default, only summary information about the 
subroutine is printed. 

-t=n 	This option allows pruning of the information presented. By 
default, lstat will print all subroutines which had even a single 
hit. Ifyou specify n it will only display those which have at least 
n or more hits. 

Note that this command assumes that you have compiled with at 
least the -dl debugging option from leI in order to be able to 
associate the code with the given line. In the absence of this 
information, the Istat command will only report statistics on a 
subroutine by subroutine basis. 

9.3.1 Examples 

These examples assume that the file Iprof.out is in the current directory. It 
is created by running the command: 

Iprof testprog 

To simply view the basic statistics about the run, we can give the command: 
1> lstat testprog 
header size OxIc, Profi leHeader OxIc 
719 run + 158 ready + 77 wait = 954 
75.367% run, 16.562% ready, 8.071% wait 
8.067% sa""les (58) out of prof; le range 

counted = 660, RUN - NonTable 661 

Routine % Total % Offset Hits label 
59.5455% 59.5455% 1c44c 393 getrsc 
8.9394% 68.4848% 1c6fa 59 frersc 
3.6364% 72.1212% 10d38 24 ale",,", [l incs 64-102 in memory.c] 

Most hits - 1.2121% (8) on line 80 
2.2727% 74.3939% 18252 15 instal [I incs 117-146 in sym.c] 

Most hits - 1.2121% (8) on line 132 
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0.1515% 100.0000% lea18 1 CXM22 

We can include statistics on the additional routines that did not get encoun
tered by the pro filer with the -z option. Note the extra routines at the end of 
the following example have 0 hits and account for 0.0000% of the execution 
time but now appear in the output as a result of using the -z option. 

1> Istat ·z testprog 
header size OxIc, Profi leHeader OxIc 
719 run + 158 ready + 77 wait = 954 

75.367% run, 16.562% ready, 8.071% wait 
8.067% samples (58) out of profi Ie range 

counted = 660, RUN - NonTable 661 

Routine % Total % Offset Hits label 
59.5455% 59.5455% le44e 393 getrse 
8.9394% 68.4848% le6fa 59 frerse 
3.6364% 72.1212% 10d38 24 alemem [l ines 64-102 in memory.e] 

Most hits - 1.2121% (8) on line 80 
2.2727% 74.3939% 18252 15 instal [lines 117-146 in sym.e] 

Most hits - 1.2121% (8) on line 132 

0.0000% 100.0000% lea60 strcat 
0.0000% 100.0000% lea78 strncpy 

More information about the individual lines in a subroutine may be obtained 
with the -f option. For each routine that has line number information, it will 
indicate the percentage of total execution that was spent on that line in the 
subroutine. Note that subroutines without line number information will not 
show any additional information. 

1> Istat ·f testprog 
header size Ox1c, ProfileHeader Ox1c 
719 run + 158 ready + 77 wait = 954 

75.367% run, 16.562% ready, 8.071% wait 
8.067% samples (58) out of profi Ie range 

counted = 660, RUN - NonTable 661 

Routine % Total % Offset Hits label 
59.5455% 59.5455% le44e 393 getrse 
8.9394% 68.4848% le6fa 59 frerse 
3.6364% 72.1212% 10d38 24 alemem [I ines 64-102 in memory.e] 

0.3030% (2) on line 64 
1.0606% (7) on line 68 
0.7576% (5) on line 69 
1.2121% (8) on line 80 
0.3030% (2) on line 90 

2.2727% 74.3939% 18252 15 instal [I ines 117-146 in sym.e] 
0.1515% (1) on line 117 
0.1515% (1) on line 129 
0.4545% (3) on line 131 
1.2121% (8) on line 132 
0.1515% (1) on line 133 
0.1515% (1) on line 138 
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0.1515% 100.0000% lea18 1 CXM22 

With a large program, the amount of information presented by the profiler 
can be ovelWhelming. In attempting to improve performance of such a pro
gram, it is beneficial to limit the amount of information that the Istat pro
gram presents. The wt option can be used to set a threshold below which no 
information will be reported. With this option, the final total will not be 
100%. 

1> lstat ·f ·t=2 testprog 

header size OxIc, ProfileHeader OxIc 

719 run + 158 ready + 77 wai t 954 

75.367% run, 16.562% ready, 8.071% wait 

8.067% samples (58) out of profile range 


counted = 660, RUN· NonTable 661 


Routine % Total % Offset Hits label 
59.5455% 59.5455% 1044c 393 getrse 

8.9394% 68.4848% le6fa 59 frerse 

3.6364% n.1212% 10d38 24 alcmem [l ines 64·102 in memory.cJ 


0.3030% (2) on line 64 

1.0606% (7) on line 68 

0.7576% (5) on line 69 

1.2121% (8) on line 80 

0.3030% (2) on line 90 


2.2727% 74.3939% 18252 15 instal [l ines 117-146 in sym.c] 

0.1515% (1) on line 117 

0.1515% (1) on line 129 

0.4545% (3) on line 131 

1.2121% (8) on line 132 

0.1515% (1) on line 133 

0.1515% (1) on line 138 


0.3030% 98.3333% lcaOO 2 xcovf 
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Section 10 


SPLAT 


SPLAT is a stream or line-based editor for files similar to the AmigaDOS 
system editor named Edit. However, SPLAT is both easier to use and faster 
in operation than the system editor. Given a pattern, a substitution string, 
and a set of files, SPLAT replaces all occurrences of the pattern with the 
string in each of the files. Tbe original version of the file is left untouched, 
unless the -0 option is used. SPLAT will either place the result of its substitu
tions in a temporary file, or within a specified directory with the same root 
filename, but with an .$$$ extension. 

10.1 SPLAT Command 

SPLAT is especially useful when fairly simple substitutions need to be made 
in a number of source files. For example, consider a situation where you 
wanted to replace all occurrences of unsigned character declarations with 
character declarations in each of your C language source files. 

The SPLAT command to do this would be: 

splat "unsigned char" char #?c 
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The effect of this command is to replace all occurrences of the string "un
signed char" with "char" within all ".c" files of the current directory." 

SPLAT is more efficient than a text editor since: 

• There is no need to read the entire file into memory while SPLAT does 

its substitutions. 


• SPLAT can be applied once to several files rather than making the same 

repititious change to a number of files one at a time. 


• It will not modify the original version of the file it is working on. 

10.2 Using SPLAT 

SPLAT is invoked in the following way: 

splat [-sJ (-0 I -dPREFIXJ [-v] pattern string files 

where: 

-s 	 This option forces SPLAT to announce the name of each 

file as it begins its work on the file and to announce that 

no substitutions have been performed on a file if it was 

unable to find the specified pattern in the file. Without the 

-s flag SPLAT does its work silently. 


-0 	 This option tells SPLAT to ovelWrite the original version 

of the file with the fl{!W version. 


-dPREFIX This option requires you to specify a directory prefix indi

cating the directory into which SPLAT will place the new 

files - leaving the original versions untouched. 


-v 	 This option means verbose and causes SPLAT to display 
all tines in which substitutions are made to standard out
put. No files are created when using this option, and it is 
intended only to give you a quick preview of the changes 
SPLAT will make when it is creating modified files. ~" 
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pattern 	 This option refers to a regular expression pattern as de
scribed in the section dealing with GREP. 

string 	 This option designates the string you desire to be substi
tuted for the pattern. 

Note that SPLAT uses the same technique as GREP in performing its substi
tutions. Characters in the substitution string which are special to GREP, such 
as the ampersand (&), are also special to SPLAT in the same way. Just like 
GREP, SPLAT treats the following characters in the pattern argument as 
special: 

$ 

Refer to the section on GREP for a complete description of these special 
characters. 

Only one of the -0 or -d options may be used since they are incompatible with 
one another. Thus, the command: 

splat -d/backup/ int INT #?headers #?source 

causes int to be replaced with INT in all files with .headers and .source exten
sions, and the new versions of these files to be placed in the directory named 
jbackup. Note that this command will replace such expressions as printfwith 
prINTf - which may not be the desired result. Similarly, the command: 

splat -dbackup/ int INT #?headers #?source 

will perform the same substitutions, but it will place the new versions of the 
files in the subdirectory backupj of the current directory. 

If the specified directory does not exist, SPLAT attempts to create it. When 
the attempt to create the directory fails, an error message will be displayed 
on the screen. 

~~~ 
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10.3 Examples 

In the absence of the -0 option SPLAT will not overwrite the original ver- ..~ 


sions ofyour files. Therefore, it is quite safe to experiment with SPLAT. Such 

experimentation is often wise since an erroneous specification of the regular 

expression pattern may result in undesired changes. 


For example, we wish to go through each of our source files and substitute 

INT for int in every declaration of an integer identifier. However, we do not 

want our printf calls to become prINTf. Ifwe know that in each such integer 

declaration, the expression int is preceded and succeeded by a space, then 

the command to use is: 


splat -dbackup/" int "" INT " #?saurce 

Recall that in common with GREP, a pattern containing white space must be 
enclosed in double quotes. 

For example, on each line of the file eomp.bat where the expression let 
occurs we wish to append the expression -ee at the end of the line. Then the 
command: 

splat -dbak/ "lcl.*$" "& -Cc" camp.bat 

will perform this objective. The pattern 1c1.*$ will match a string beginning 
with lel followed by zero or more of any character, and ending with the end 
of the line. The substitution string & -ec will expand the matched string by a 
space followed by -ce. 

lt is also possible to insert lines in a file with SPLAT or to break single lines 
into multiple lines. For example, if the expression: 

parms(s);usage();exit(l); 

occurs on a single line of the file test.e and you want any function calls to 

usageO and exitO to be positioned on separate lines and indented one tab .~ 


stop, you would use the command: 

splat parms(s) ;usage() ;exi t( 1) parms( s) ;ntusage() ;ntexi t( 1) ;nttext.c 
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to insert the newline and tab characters. 

Once you have gained familiarity with SPLAT, you will see that complex 
substitutions may be accomplished with a wide-ranging choice of the regular 
expression pattern and substitution string. 
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Section 11 


Traceback Utility 


The traceback utility (tb) is used to debug those situations where your appli
cation program is causing an abend, or abnormal termination. The informa
tion provided in the traceback utility is the run-time stack, the registers at the 
time of termination, the memory, application data, and the environment. 
This information is usually sufficient to enable you to debug the application 
with this problem. 

11.0.1 Command Details 

The traceback utility is invoked by: 

tb [-<options>] [[tbfile1 file] 

This command is used to process a Snapshot.TB file produced by a program 
linked with catch.o. This file is a standard IFF format file that contains infor
mation about the program abend and environment at the time of the excep
tion. 

Ifgiven, options must one or more of the following characters in any order: 
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-1 This will dump all sections present in the traceback file. 

-x Symbol Xref. This dumps the location of all symbols encoun
tered in the program. 

-s Stack. This dumps the contents of the entire stack at the time of 
the snapshot. 

-r Registers. This displays the current contents of registers at the 
time of the snapshot. 

-v Environment. This is the default to display where the program 
was executing and the call back chain. 

-m Memory. If present in the snapshot file, this will display the 
amount of memory available at the time of the snapshot. 

-u User data. If present in the snapshot file, this will display any 
program generated user data section. 

If no options are given, tb will default to printing out the current stack frame 
call back to indicate the current code location. 

The optional parameter file indicates from which to read the debugging in
formation. If not given, the tb command will use the program specified in 
the snapshot file. 

Note that a file option is most useful when you use two 
images: one with full debugging information and another 
without debugging information that you normally run. In 
this way, you get the benefits of faster loading of the non
debug version yet still have access to the traceback infor
mation if it does crash. 

The tbfile parameter is used to override the default of Snaptshot.TB in the 
current directory. Ifyou give this option, you MUST also specify a program 
name. 
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11.0.2 Examples 

Assume that you have a program testit linked with catch.o that has created a 
file Snapshot.TB in the current directory. We run the tb command to pro
duce a traceback: 

1> tb 
Program Name: testit; run from eLI 
Program load map (addresses are APTRs, sizes are in bytes) 
220f78 $1110 211268 $5b4 
Terminated with GURU number 00000005, Divide by Zero Error 
Error occurred at address 221cde = foo line 5 

called from 22156a main line 11 

called from 221c60 main + 704 

called from 2210ca hunk 0 + $152 


To obtain a full dump of all information, we can use the -I option: 
1> tb 

TraceOurrp 0.88 Copyright (c) 1988 The software Oistillery 


TraceDump util ity: catch.o; Version 1, Revision 0 

Processor type: 68000 

V8lankFreq 60, PowerSupFreq 60 


Synbols for hunk 0 

foo = 22153c main = 22155c 


Program Name: testit; run from eLI 

Program load map (addresses are APTRs, sizes are in bytes) 

220f78 Sll10 211268 S5b4 

Terminated with GURU number 00000005, Oivide by Zero Error 

Error occurred at address 221cde = foo line 5 


called from 22156a = main line 11 

called from 221c60 = main + 704 

called from 2210ca = hunk 0 + S152 


Registers: 

00=00221cde 01=00000000 02=00000001 03=00002718 

04=00000001 05=0000002b 06=0000003b 07=00000000 

AO=00221f54 Al=00243fcc A2=0024460a A3=00225c68 

A4=00211268 A5=002445be A6=002033c8 A7=002445ae 

PC 221cde CoO V=O Z=l N=O X=O 


stack top: 244640, stack pointer: 2445ae, stack length: S94 

ent i re stack., size = $94 bytes 

2445AE: 000003EO 00221558 00000028 00000000 •••m.II.X ••• + •••• 

24458E: 002445CA 0022156A 00225C68 002445F6 .$EJ.".j."h.$E. 

2445CE: 00221C60 00000001 00211620 00225CC4 .•••.•. ! •• 

24450E: 00226030 00225C68 83010000 00000021 .... O."h. Q ••••• ! 

2445EE: 13230021 00211620 00244640 002210CA .#.!.!. .SFiil .... J 

2445FE: 00244602 74657374 6974000A 00000022 .SF.testit ..... .. 

24460E: 60300000 27100000 27180000 00010000 • 0 .. ' ... ' ...... . 

24461E: 00280000 00380022 60300022 61300020 .+ •.• ; ... ·O ...aO. 
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24462E: 35300022 OF740024 464400FF 425800FF : 50.".t.$FD •• BX •. 
24463E: 424C0022 : Bl." 

The tb utility can present each individual piece of the information based on 
additional option letters. In the above dump, you can examine the sections: 

(1) Xref section -x option 

(2) Environment section -e option 

(3) Register section -r option 

(4) Stack section -s option 
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------------_..__ .._--

TOUCH 

TOUCH is a utility which adjusts the time and date stamp on specified files 
to the current system time and date. This allows you to change the file time 
stamp to any date and time within system limits. In the case of the current 
version of AmigaDOS, this means a time stamp within the range 2 January 
1978 - 31 December 2045. 

12.1 Using TOUCH 

The basic command line syntax for TOUCH is: 

touch [-m] file1 file2 ••• 

Note that there is only one option for TOUCH which refers to a wildcard. 
The -m option is employed when you are using the MS-DOS wildcard con
vention of the asterisk. For example, consider the listing of a directory which 
gives the following: 

alpha1 
amiga 
alpha3 
beta3 

5304 
Dir 

1904 
777 

rwed 
rwed 
rwed 
rwed 

3l-Jul-86 
05-Aug-86 
31-Jul-86 
07-Aug-86 

10:03:45 
14:34:12 
10:04:22 
02:22:09 
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beta1 6672 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:04:35 
gamma2 1392 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:04:58 
gamma 1 3280 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:05:16 
assembler Dir rwed 05-Dee-87 09:56:33 
a1pha2 4869 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:05:42 
beta2 6432 rwed 12-Nov-87 16:23:03 

If system date is 08-Jan-88 and the system time is 00:00:00 (midnight), enter
ing the command: 

toueh -m b* 

will result in a directory listing of: 

alpha1 5304 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:03:45 
amiga Dir rwed 05-Aug-86 14:34:12 
alpha3 1904 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:04:22 
beta3 777 rwed 08-Jan-88 00:00:01 
beta1 6672 rwed 08-Jan-88 00:00:02 
gamma 2 1392 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:04:58 
gamma 1 3280 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:05:16 
assembler Dir rwed 05-Dee-87 09:56:33 
alpha2 4869 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:05:42 
beta2 6432 rwed 08-Jan-88 00:00:03 

Note that the files betal, beta2 and beta3 have been updated. The command: 

toueh a#? 

specifies the use of AmigaDOS wildcards #? and results in a directory listing 
of: 

alpha1 5304 rwed 08-Jan-88 00:00:01 
amiga Dir rwed 05-Aug-86 14:34:12 
alpha3 1904 rwed 08-Jan-88 00:00:02 
beta3 777 rwed 07-Aug-86 02:22:09 
beta1 6672 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:04:35 
gamma2 1392 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:04:58 
gamma 1 3280 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:05:16 
assembler Dir rwed 05-Dee-87 09:56:33 
alpha2 4869 rwed 08-Jan-88 00:00:03 
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beta2 6432 rwed 12-Nov-87 16:23:03 

The files alphal, alpha2 and alpha3 have been updated. Note that directo
ries are unchanged by TOUCH, thus the time stamps on amiga and assem
bler remain unchanged. 

To amend the time stamps on specific files, the command line: 

toueh gamma 1 gamma2 

would result in a directory listing of: 

alpha1 5304 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:03:45 
amiga Dir rwed 05-Aug-86 14:34:12 
alpha3 1904 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:04:22 
beta3 777 rwed 07-Aug-86 02:22:09 
beta1 6672 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:04:35 
gamma2 1392 rwed 08-Jan-88 00:00:01 
gamma 1 3280 rwed 08-Jan-88 00:00:02 
assembler Dir rwed 05-Dee-87 09:56:33 
alpha2 4869 rwed 31-Jul-86 10:05:42 
beta2 6432 rwed 12-Nov-87 16:23:03 
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we 


we (Word Count) is a companion utility to DIFF and will tabulate the num
ber of characters, words and lines within a file. The concept of a word as used 
by we is an intuitive one, word ends when whitespace (a space, tab, carriage 
return or linefeed) is encountered. In this context, a word is a sequence of 
printable characters. 

A line ends with a newline character. we operates in translated mode which 
means a file which contains a combination of a newline character followed 
by a carriage return character, is reduced to a single !inefeed character. 

13.1 Using we 
The command line syntax for we is: 

we [-p] [-s] file 

we will respond by displaying counts of the number of characters, words, 
and lines in the specified file. The options are described below. 

we provides a convenient way of obtaining some basic statistics on a file. It 
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can be helpful in using DIFF with the -1 option. In this case, we can detail 
how large the line number tables for DIFF should be. 

13.2 Options 

we has two options: 

-p 	 This option will filter any printable characters. This ac
tion is identical to the -p option of GREP and DIFF 
and removes non-printable characters from the input 
stream. 

-s file 	 This option calculates a checksum for the filename 
specified in file. In addition, this option also provides 
information concerning the number of characters, 
words and lines in the specified file. The checksum is 
calculated in two parts. The first part is simply the num
ber of printable ASCII characters in the file. The sec
ond part is computed with the help of an internal table 
which matches printable ASCII characters uniquely to 
numbers - the exact correspondence is unimportant. 
Each time a printable ASCII character (excluding 
whitespace) is encountered in the file, its numeric rep
resentative from the table is added to the sum. The 
final sum is the second part of the checksum reported 
by we. 

13.3 Checksum Details 

The checksum consists of the two parts, and is displayed in the following 
format: 

(number of printable ASCII characters) (checksum) 

This checksum provided by we can be useful in one of two circumstances: 

• 	It provides a quick check on whether two files are identical in terms of 
content. If their checksums differ, then they are not identical. 
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• 	It can be used in the context of uploading or downloading a file from 
one machine to another to ensure that no inadvertent character transla
tion has taken place. 

This can be troublesome when uploading a text file from the Amiga to an 
IBM® mainframe computer which uses the EBCDIC character set, or down
loading from such a mainframe to the Amiga. Since the character represen
tation table of we is independent of the character set used, and since it 
ignores whitespace, then the net result of running we on a file on the Amiga 
and on the same file uploaded to an IBM mainframe should be that the 
checksums are identical. 

In order to carry this out you must have we on both the host and target 
machines. For this reason we have provided the source code of we. You 
only need to transfer it to the mainframe and compile we there. It is suffi
ciently small to be directly entered from a terminal keyboard. Many hours of 
needless debugging can be avoided by comparing checksums after file trans
fer. 
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_re-=g~e_n_____________G_en_erate a re8l':lar expression pattern 

NAME 
re~en 

Class: LATTICE 

Generate a regular expression pattern 

SYNOPSIS 

#include "pat.h" 

pat = re_gen(str) 

PATTERN pat; pattern generated 

char *str; character string representation of the pattern 


DESCRIP"rlON 
The function re...,gen translates the string representation str of a pattern into 
an internal representation pat described in pat.h. This PATIERN may then 
be used by the functions re_match( ) and are_match( ) to match against a 
string. 

RETURNS 
The PATIERN, if successful; otherwise NULL 

SEE 
grep, re_match( ) 
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NAME 

re match 
Class: LATTICE 

Regular expression match 

SYNOPSIS 

"'include "pat.h" 

found = re_match(str,pat) 

int found; 

int index; index to anchor match 

PATTERN pat: regular expression pattern 

char *str: string being scanned 


DESCRIPTION 
The function fe_match scans the specified string to determine if it contains 
an occurrence of the given pattern. The pattern is an internal representation 
of a regular expression (RE), usually obtained via a call to the function 
re~en( ). Note that you must #incIude the file pat.h in order to declare any 
variable of type PATTERN. 

RETURNS 
found the index of the last character in the first sub-string of str 

which matches pat, if there is one. 

found -1 if there is no match. 
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are match Anchored regular expression match 
Class: LATTICE 

NAME 
Anchored regular expression match 

SYNOPSIS 

#include "pat.h" 
found = are_match(str,index,pat) 
int found; 
int index 7 index to anchor match 
PATTERN pat; regular expression pattern 
char *str; string being scanned 

DESCRIPTION 
The function are_match scans the specified string to determine if it contains 
an occurrence of the given pattern. The pattern is an internal representation 
of a regular expression (RE), usually obtained via a call to the function 
re~en( ). Note that you must #include the file pat.h in order to declare any 
variable of type PATI'ERN. 

RETURNS 
found = the index of the last character in the first sub-string of str 

which matches pat, if there is one. 

found = -1 if there is no match. 

---------------------_.__..__.._
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Class: LATTICE 

NAME 
Regular expression match of strings 

SYNOPSIS 

'include "pat.h" 
found re_smatch(strl,str2) 
int found; 
int index; index to anchor match 
char *strl; pattern string 
char *str2; string being scanned 

DESCRIPTION 
The function re_smatch scans the specified string str2 to determine if it 
contains an occurrence of the given pattern str!. The string str2 denotes a 
pattern as characterized in previous sections. are_smatch() is like 
re_smatch( ) except that it performs an anchored search from index. These 
functions are similar to re_match( ) and are_match( ) with the exception 
that the pattern specified in re_match( ) and are_match( ) is the internal 
representation of a pattern produced by re....gen( ). 

SEE 

RETURNS 
found the index of the last character in the first sub-string of str2 

which matches std, if there is one. 

found = -1 if there is no match. 
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Class: LA TTICE 

NAME 
Anchored regular expression match of strings 

SYNOPSIS 

#include "pat.hl! 
found = are_smatch(index,strl,str2) 
int found; 
int index; index to anchor match 
char *strl; pattern string 
char *str2; string being scanned 

DESCRIPTION 
The function are_smatch scans the specified string str2 to determine if it 
contains an occurrence of the given pattern std. The string str2 denotes a 
pattern as characterized in previous sections. are_smatch() is like 
re_smatch( ) except that it performs an anchored search from index. 

SEE 

RETURNS 
found = the index of the last character in the first sub-string of str2 

which matches strl, if there is one. 

found -1 if there is no match. 
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File Matching 


This appendix discusses the implications of file matching and its impact upon 
DIFF. There are several different designs available for a file comparator 
program. The one used here is described inA Technique/or Isolating Differ
ences Between Files - P. Heckel, Communications of the ACM, April 1978, 
pp.264-268. 

B.I Theory of File Matching 

The matching algorithm described by Heckel is simple, fast and effective. 
Briefly, it works as follows: 

• Identify those lines which occur only once in each file. Assume that 
these lines match one another. 

• Sweep downward into the first file. Each time you come to a line L 
which is already matched to the line 0 in the second file, examine the 
next line. This second line is referred to as L+ 1. 

• If L+ 1 is the same as the corresponding line 0+ 1 in the second file, 
then match those lines as well. 
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• Once this downward sweep is completed, sweep upward in the first file 

attempting to match in the same way - except you look at L-l and 0-1 

when finding a matched tine L. 


There are some problems with this algorithm which a knowledgeable user 
may wish to consider. Notice that the effect of the matching algorithm is to 
match blocks of text to each other in the two files. However, as just described, 
the algorithm frequently will cross match single lines or two blocks of lines. 
That is, lines Land L+ k may be matched to lines 0 and O-j. Consequently, 
after the process described above is completed, the matches must be untan
gled in order to generate a coherent report of the differences. 

The concept employed is to examine two cross-matched blocks and then 
unmatch the smaller of the blocks. This is an attempt to satisfy the notion 
that the differences reported should strive to be minimal. 

The second problem is that the algorithm must first seed itself by identifying 
lines which occur exactly once in each file. It is possible for it to fail to match 
any lines even when there is an obvious match. 

Consider the two files with the following contents: 

aaa bbb 

xxx xxx 

xxx xxx 

yyy zzz 


The algorithm will fail to match the blocks of xxx lines since it does not find 
any lines which occur exactly once in each file to seed its block matching 
algorithm. Such an arrangement of lines in normal text files is highly improb
able. However, if something similar to this occurs, you will be aware of the 
reason'for it. 

D.2 DIFF Memory Size Considerations 

In addition to these algorithmic points, there are some considerations of .~. 

memory size which you may wish to keep in mind. The program uses two 
tables (one for each file) to keep track of the lines read in from each file. The 

--.~.. -------------------------- 
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default size of each of these tables is 1000, however, as mentioned above this 
may be varied by use of the -I option. 

When the -w option is invoked, additional memory is required since the pro
gram needs to keep a representative of each line in both its compressed and 
original form. Thus the -w option forces the creation of a third table used in 
the storage and comparison of lines. 

Note, in all cases only the minimal number of strings will be stored since only 
one copy of a line's text is ever stored. The program also will dynamically 
allocate storage for any line text it needs to store. 

Finally, the program uses an input/output buffer of 8K in size. There are, 
therefore, several circumstances in which the DIFF utility may run out of 
space. Should DIFF run out of memory space, there are several responses 
which you may employ. These are: 

• You may attempt to decrease the size of the line tables by employing 
the -I option. 

• You may try to use DIFF without using the -woption. 
• You may decrease the size of the I/O buffer by using the -b option. 

Note that decreasing the size of the I/O buffer may result in some speed 
degradation since more disk accesses may be required. However, if you are 
using a hard disk, this factor can be considered negligible. 
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Introduction to Commands 


This section summarizes all of the commands in the Lattice Amiga C Com
piler package. Appendix A summarizes the options for the compiler com
mands, Ie, 1c1, and lc2, in a single table. 

The following is an index to all of the commands in the Lattice Amiga C 
Compiler package: 
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8sm 	 Lattice 68000 Macro Assembler 
--------------------~--------------

Class: LATTICE 

NAME 
asm 	 Lattice 68000 Macro Assembler 

SYNOPSIS 

asm [>listfile] [options] filename 

DESCRIPTION 
The AmigaDOS macro assembler is designed to generate assembly language 
components for inclusion in C programs, but it can also be used to generate 
programs entirely written in assembly language. It supports the full set of 
68000, 68020, 68030, and 68881 mnemonics, as well as an extensive set of 
assembler directives and a powerful macro facility. 

The assembler reads an assembly language source file and produces an ob

ject file in the Amiga object file format, along with an optional listing of the 

source and assembled code. The format of the command to invoke the as-'---/ 

sembler is: 


asm [>listfile] [options] filename 

The various command line specifiers are shown in the order they must ap
pear in the command. Optional specifiers are shown enclosed in brackets. 

> listfile 	 Causes the listing and error message output of the assembler to 
be directed to the specified file. 

options 	 A<;sembler options are specified as a hyphen followed by a single 
letter; in some cases, additional text may be appended. The let
ter may be supplied in either upper or lower case. Each option 
must be specified separately, with a separate hyphen and letter 
(that is, they cannot be combined as they can for certain UNIX 
programs). Current options include: 

.'-....-/ 

-c Specifies that the sections designated by the charac
ters which immediately follow are to be loaded into 
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Class: LAITICE 

memory addressable by the Amiga's custom hard
ware. This is necessary for screen image and audio 
data. The -c option must be immediately followed 
by one or more of the following letters in any order: 

b bss or uninitialized data 

c code segment 

d data segment 

The default action is to load the segments into 
memory not addressable by the custom hardware if 
it is available. This is generally desirable because it 
avoids bus contention between the processor and 
the custom hardware. Image and audio data must be 
loaded into memory which accessible by the custom 
hardware. For example: 

-ccdb 

will cause all segments to be loaded into chip ad
dressable memory, regardless of the system memory 
configuration. 

-d 	 This option has two uses. It activates the debugging 
mode and it defines symbols. 

The -d option can also be used to define symbols in 
the following ways. 

-dsymbol 	 Causes symbol to be defined 
as if your source file had the 
statement: 

symbol EQU 1 
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-dsymbot =value 	 Causes symbol to be defined 
as if your source file had the 
statement 

symbol EQU value 

-h 	 Specifies that the sections designated by the charac
ters which immediately follow are to be loaded into 
memory not addressable by the Amiga's custom 
hardware. The ·h option must be immediately fol
lowed by one or more of the following letters in any 
order: 

b bss or uninitialized data 

c code segment 

d data segment 

The default action is to load the segments into 
memory not addressable by the custom hardware if 
possible. This option prevents the specified seg
ments from being loaded into chip addressable 
memory even if no other memory is available. This 
situation can cause programs to not execute if exter
nal high-speed memory is not available on the ma
chine. As an example: 

-hcdb 

would cause all three sections to be loaded only in 
high-speed ram. 

-iprefix 	 Specifies that INCLUDE files are to be searched for 
by prefixing the filename with the string prefix, un
less the filename in the INCLUDE statement is al
ready prefixed by a drive or directory specifier. Up 
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-mO 

-m2 

-oprefix 
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to 4 different -i strings may be specified in the same 
command. When an unprefixed INCLUDE file
name is encountered, the current directory is 
searched first; then file names are constructed and 
searched for, using prefIXes specified in -i options, in 
the same left-to-right order as they were supplied on 
the command line. No intervening blanks are per
mitted in the string following the -i. Note that if a 
directory name is to be specified as a prefix, a trail
ing slash must be supplied. 

Causes a listing of the source file to be written to the 
standard output. The listing displays the appropri
ate location counter and data generation informa
tion alongside the assembly source. One or more of 
the following characters may be appended to the -I 
option, with the following effects: 

x Lists the expansion text for macros. 

m Lists additional data generated for source lines 
which cannot be accommodated alongside the 
original source line (Le. allows multiple listing 
lines for each source line). 

Lists the source for text from INCLUDE files as 
well as the original source file. 

Used for 68000 target. Provides warning flags if you 
attempt to use 68020 only instructions. This is the 
default case. 

Used for 68020 target. Turns off the warnings sup
plied in the -mO option. 

Specifies that the output filename (the .0 file) is to 
be formed by prefixing the input filename (the.a file 
which is being assembled) with prefix. Any drive or 
directory prefixes originally attached to the input 
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filename are discarded before the new prefIX is 
added. No intervening blanks are permitted in the 
string following the -0. Note that if a directory name 
is to be specified as a prefix, a trailing slash must be 
supplied. 

-s 	 Includes the section name at the beginning of each 
hunk. 

-u 	 This option is needed to assemble the startup code. 
It prefixes external references with an underscore 
(J. If all external references to C files have been 
prefixed with an underscore, the option is not 
needed. 

-w 	 This option works like the -d option on shortint (e.g., 
·d shortint). 

filename 	 Specifies the name of the assembly language source file which is 
to be assembled; this is the only command line field which must 
be present. If the filename is specified without an extension, .a 
is assumed. The object file created by the assembler will have the 
same name as the source file, except that .0 will be supplied in 
place of any extension. 

EXAMPLE 

The following command causes the assembly language source file modn.8 
to be assembled, producing the object file modn.o. A listing of the source 
file, along with any error messages generated, will be written to the file 
modn.lst. 

asm >modn.1st -1 modn 
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NAME 
blink 	 Linker for the Lattice AmigaDOS compiler 

SYNOPSIS 

BLINK [FROM] [ROOT] beta [TO alpha] [WITH alpha] 

[VER alpha] [LIBRARY I LIB beta] [MAP alpha map_options] 

(XREF alpha] (options] 


DESCRIPTION 
The blink command is for the Lattice linker. The options for the command 
are: 

alpha 	 means a single file. 

beta 	 means one or more file names separated by a comma, plus 
sign, or space. 

BLINK provides a large number of keywords to give the programmer a wide 
number of options. Although some of these may seem superfluous, the in
tention is to provide the programmer with as many options as possible, even 
if some of these options appear rather obscure. The following keywords are 
recognized by BLINK: 

ADDSYM 	 This causes BLINK to emit HUNK SYMBOL records 
for all symbols in the input object-files regardless of 
whether or not the input object file was compiled with 
the -d option. 

This is extremely useful for use with a symbolic debug
ger such as Lattice CodePRobe. 

BATCH 	 This causes BLINK to supply the default value of 0 for 
all undefined symbols. Normally, BLINK will pause 
after each undefined symbol to give you an opportunity 
to correct the error. If you specify the BATCH option, 
it will not pause. 
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BUFSIZEn 	 Sets the I/O buffer size for BLINK. By default, all I/O 
'~~is done in 488 character blocks. However, you can alter 

the I/O performance by adjusting this number. In gen
eral the default is sufficient, but may be decreased if 
memory is severely constrained (at the price of perfor
mance). Note that one buffer 1<; allocated for each file 
BLINK has open at anyone time (a maximum of 4). 

CHIP 	 Specifies that all hunks are to be placed in Chip or dis
play memory regardless of the input object hunk speci
fications. 

DEFINE 	 This defines a symbol to be used in the linking process. 
symbol=symbol 	 This is particularly useful in conjunction with the PRE

LINK option to force certain routines to be pulled 
from the library even though no references to them ex
ists. 

DEFINE 	 This assigns a symbol to a value to be used in the link
'---~ 

symbol= val 	 ing process. 

FANCY 	 Enables usage of printer control characters in the map 
file. 

FAST 	 Specifies that all hunks are to be placed in Fast or ex
pansion memory regardless of the input object hunk 
specifications. 

FASTER 	 A do-nothing option that is included only for ALINK 
compatibility. 

FROM files 	 Specifies the object files that are the primary input to 
the linker. These object files will always be copied to 
the root of the object module. You must specify at least 
one object file for the root. If it appears as the first 
option to BLINK then the FROM keyword is optional 
and may be omitted. ROOT is an acceptable synonym '_./ 
for FROM. FROM may be used more than once with 
the files for each FROM adding to the list of files to be 
linked. 
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FWIDTHn 

HEIGHTn 

HWIDTHn 

INDENTn 

LIB files 

LIBRARY files 

MAP file options 

MAXHUNKn 

ND 

NOALVS 

NODEBUG 

OVERLAY 

Class: LATTICE 

Total number of columns in the map file. 

Total number of lines on a page in a map file. Refer to 
the section on map files below. 

Hunk name field width, in columns, in the map file. 

Number of columns to indent on a line in the map file. 

Specifies the files to be scanned as libraries. Only refer
enced segments from library files will be included in 
the final object module. LIBRARY is a valid synonym 
for LIB. 

See LIB. 

Specifies a file to which a map is to be written. Options 
controls which parts of the map will be written. See the 
MAP section for more information. 

Limits the maximum size hunk that Blink will create 
when coalescing hunks. This can be used to control 
fragmentation of memory. The default size is no limit 
on hunk size. 

See NODEBUG. 

Prevents BLINK from creating ALVs to resolve 16 bit 
PC relative code. This can be used to stop BLINK from 
creating a non-relocatable object from what was in
tended to be relocatable code. 

Suppresses any HUNK DEBUG, symbol table infor
mation or hunk names Tn the final object file. This is 
equivalent to the object file that would be produced if 
STRIP A were run on the final object file. ND is a valid 
synonym for NODEBUG. 

Specifies the start of an overlay tree terminated by a 
line consisting of a single hash sign '#'. See the OVER
LAY section for more information. 
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OVLYMGRfile 

PRELINK 

PlAIN 

PWIDTHn 

Quiet 

ROOT files 

SC 

SD 

SWIDTHn 

SMALLCODE 

SMALLDATA 

_______Linker for the Lattice AmigaDOS compiler 
Class: LAITICE 

Directs BLINK to use <file> as the Overlay Manager, 
instead of the default. The file should consist of a single 
code hunk of name NTRYHUNK. 

Causes BLINK to output an object module with refer
ences and definitions still intact so that it can be linked 
later on to produce a final executable file. This is de
signed for development of a large project where the 
programmer is only changing a single source module. 
This is described in more detail below. Note that this 
doesn't function with overlays. 

Turns off the FANCY map file option. 

Width of program unit name fields in the map file. 

Causes no messages to corne out except in the case of 
an error. 

Specifies the object files that are the primary input to 
the linker. These object files will always be copied to 
the root of the object module. You must specify at least 
one object file for the root. If it appears as the first 
option to BLINK then the ROOT keyword is optional 
and may be omitted. FROM is an acceptable synonym 
for ROOT. ROOT may be used more than once with 
the files for each ROOT adding to the list of files to be 
linked. 

See SMALLCODE. 

See SMALLDATA. 

Width of symbol names field in the map file. 

Causes all CODE hunks to be coalesced into a single 
hunk. SC is a valid synonym for SMALLCODE. 

Causes all DATA and BSS sections to be coalesced 
into a single hunk. This is useful for combining all data 
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TO file 

VERfile 

VERBOSE 

VERIFY file 

WIDTHn 

WITH file 

XREFfile 

Class: LAITICE 

hunks from a program into a single hunk, decreasing 
load time but potentially producing larger hunks that 
are difficult to scatter load. SD is a valid synonym for 
SMALLDATA. 

Specifies target object module to create. If omitted it 
defaults to the same name as the first object module 
listed on a FROM option with its .0 suffix removed. 

See VERIFY. 

Causes BLINK to print out the names of each file as it 
processes it. 

A destination file to contain all linker output messages. 
If you do not specify it then all messages go to the ter
minal. VER is a valid synonym for VERIFY. 

Sets the maximum line length for the map and cross 
reference listings. This is useful when sending the out
put to a device which has different line length require
ments. If not specified it defaults to 80. 

Specifies a file containing BLINK command options to 
be processed for this link. More than one WIlli file 
may be specified as may WITH files contain WITH 
statements. The contents of all with files will be treated 
as if they were specified on the BLINK command line. 

Specifies a file to which the cross reference information 
will be written. If not specified and a cross reference is 
requested with the MAP option, the cross reference 
listing will appear as part of the map file. 

Compiler Options and Overlays 

The -b Option 	 This option causes all data within a program, whether in a 
root node or an overlay node (if any), to be merged into 
one large block which is referenced via 16-bit references. 
Overlays in BLINK have NO effect on this behavior. 
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The -r Option 	 The -r option causes all subroutine references to be via 
16-bit relative branches. This modification is extended to 
overlay nodes, but not across them. Routines in one over
lay node being referenced by routines in other overlay 
nodes are referenced via an Overlay Call Vector or OCV, 
which is automatically created for you. An OCV is respon
sible for telling the Overlay Manager to load the desired 
overlay node. 

References within a node which span more than 32k are 
given anALV, orAutomatic Link Vector, again, automati
cally created for you, and guaranteed to transfer control to 
the actual routine you were trying to reach. 

Ifyou use the -r compiler option and overlays, you will find the 
referenced byALV's when the -r compiler option is l!sed. 

Other BLINK Options and Overlays 

SMALLCODE 	 When the SMALLCODE option is used with overlays, 
BLINK tries to merge as much of the code as possible, 
without crossing overlay node boundaries. No code will 
ever move out of the node it was defined to be in. 

SMALLDATA 	 When the SMALl.DATA option is used with overlays, 
BLINK merges data hunks together within each overlay 
node and the root. Data does NOT get moved across node 
boundaries. 

There is an exception - if the -b compiler option was in 
effect on any or an object files, the data segments of those 
object files will ALL be moved into the root node. 

Map Files 

The command line structure for these files takes the form: 

MAP <map file> 	 <map options > 
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These files provide a large number of options for the programmer to cus
tomize the output format. The <map options> are: 

F H LOS X FANCY PLAIN 

Note the use of just one character on most options. The options may be used 
individually or combined in the general form: 

MAP [[filenameJ, option,option,,,.J 
where: 


filename map output file 


option letter of report to produce (see below) 


The single character options are shown below: 

F MapFile 

H MapHunk 

L MapLibraries 

0 MapOvly 

S MapSym 

X MapXref 

PLAIN and FANCY are used to select the SUb-options below: 


FANCY flag to allow printer control characters in the map file, 

(default condition) 

FWIDTHn width of file names (default 16) 

HEIGHTn lines on a page in map file, 0 indicates no pagination (de
fault 55) 

HWIDTHn width of hunk names (default 8) 

INDENTn columns to indent on a line, this is included in width (de
fault 0) 
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PLAIN turns off the FANCY option 

PWIDTHn width of program unit names (default 8) 

SWIDTHn width of symbol names (default 8) 

WIDTHn columns allowed in map file (default 80) 

Special Names 

The following hunk section names are reserved to have special meanings: 

NTRYHUNK 	 There can only be one of these and the hunk with this 
name will be the FIRST hunk in the output executable. 
Usually this is used only by the overlay manager's code 
hunk. 

MERGED 	 Only data and BSS Hunks with this name are permitted. 
If a data or BSS hunk has this name it WILL be merged 
with any other hunks with the same name, and moved into 
the root node (if overlay nodes exist). 

NOMERGE 	 Any hunk with this name will NEVER be merged with any 
other hunk. It will occupy a single, separate hunk in the 
final output executable. 

The name BLINKWITH: is a special ASSIGN name to BLINK - if defined, 
it is assumed to be a default WITH file. This file appears similar to any other 
WITH file, and its contents are always applied. However, it does NOT pre
vent the usage of the command line or another WITH file. Command lines 
and non-default WITH files do NOT override the default WITH file - they 
are effectively appended to it. 

Thus, creating a default OVERLAY tree is not a good idea and is flagged as 
an error. The OVERLAY directive should only be used in a non-default 
WITH file. 
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EXAMPLE 
Example WITH files 

from c.o 
vt100.o 
init.o window.o 
xmodem.o remote.o kermit.o script.o 
lib lib:lc.lib lib:amiga.lib 
VERBOSE 
SMALLCODE 
SMALLDATA 
to vt100 

An alternative would be a header WITH file which you can append the 
specifics to the end of the file and save some typing each time you needed to 
create a WITH file. 

LIBRARY 
ram:lc.lib 
ram:amiga.lib 
SMALLDATA 
SMALLCODE 
MAP 
ram:mymap 
VERBOSE 
XREF ram:myxref 
FROM c.o 
vt100.O init.o window.o xmodem.o remote.o kermit.o script.o 

In the above example you will notice that no TO file was specified. BLINK 
will automatically create a TO file for you in the current directory with the 
name of the first module in your FROM list not including the startup routine 
in this case C.o. In the above example the executable will be called VflOO 
without the .0 extension. 

Overlay Examples 
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Example 1 - ''Hello, World!" 

This example is based on the following functions: 

#include <atdio.h> 

void maine) 
( 

Hello 0 ; 

World 0 : 


void SayWord(a) 

char *a; 

{ 


printf("%a", a); 
} 

void Hello () 
( ,~/ 

SayWord(tI\nHello, tI); 
} 

void World () 
( 

sayWord(IIWorld!\nlf); 
} 

where the first two functions are defined in the file HW.C, and the other two 
are defined in HELLO.C and WORLD.C, respectively. 

While decidedly extravagant for a "Hello, World!" program, it can be used to 
demonstrate the basic operation of Overlays with BLINK. 

After compilation, the object files HW.O, HELLO.O, and WORLD.O are 
available for linkage. The following WITH file is given to BLINK to build the 
file: 

ROOT /lib/c.o hw.o 

OVERLAY 

hello.o 

world.o 
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f 
LIBRARY /lib/lc.lib /lib/amiga.lib 
MAP hw.map hxsflo 
TO hw 

which corresponds to the following tree: 

c.o,hw.o,lcJib,amiga.lib 
I I 

hello.o world.o 

BLINK evaluates the WITH file, creating an executable called HW, and a 
map file with all possible map information, called HW.MAP. The executable 
consists of a root node, containing all of the code and data in C. 0 and HW. 0, 
and two separate overlay nodes, containing the code and data of HELLO. 0 
and WORLD. 0, respectively. The data and code for the libraries LC.LIB and 
AMIGA.LIB are also in the root node. To run the program, just do what you 
normally do to run a program - the overlay operation is automatic, and you 

'~" will see the message, "Hello, World!" printed out on your display. 

Example 2 - A General Editor 

Sorry, but there is no source code available for this one. Suppose you had 
written a new program to edit both graphics and text in a window. Immedi
ately, two overlay nodes should come to mind: 

• One node for the graphics-specific editing routines . 
• Another for the text-specific routines. 

The reason is because if you are busy editing text, you do not need to keep 
the graphics routines loaded and vice-versa, giving you more memory for 
your data structures. 

Another feature of the program would be to print the edited data. For this 
example, the internal data format is so elegant that you only need one print 
procedure to print both graphics and text (the text is treated as graphics). 
Unfortunately, the print routine occupies 60 kbytes of memory. Fortunately, 
it's only printing - it's only done when requested. Another overlay node is 
born, probably out of the root node. The tree for this application resembles 
the following: 
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root. with miscellaneous I/O routines and main entry point 
I 

graphics 
I 

text 
I 

printing 

meaning a WITH file as follows: 

ROOT /lib/c.o omniedit.o 
OVERLAY 
graphedit.o 
testedit.o 
print. 0 

it 
LIBRARY /lib/lc.lib /lib/amiga.lib 
TO omniedit 

Consider a situation where the graphics editor uses various iconic tools, such 
as a paint brush, a fine-detail tool, and a flood-fill tool. Only one tool can be 
used at a time, so why keep the others in memory if spare memory is the 
prime goal? No good reason, so the routines which support these tools can 
be overlays hanging off the graphics overlay node, and the graphics node 
itself can just contain the code for refreshing the display window. This make 
the tree more like the following: 

root, with miscellaneous I/O routines and main entry point 
I I I 

graphics text printing 
for window 
refreshing 

I 
paintbrush fine-detail flood-fill 

which yields: 

ROOT /lib/c.o omniedit.o 
OVERLAY 
graphedit.o 
*paintbrush.o 
*finedetail. 0 

*floodfill.o 
testedit.o 
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print. 0 


# 

LIBRARY /lib/lc.lib /lib/amiga.lib 

TO omniedit 


This refinement process could continue for several more levels. The point is 
that it would easily adapt to overlays, which would minimize the memory 
requirements of the code of the program, and leave more for the applica
tion's data, and for the code and data of other applications running concur
rently. 

Some example default and non-default WITH files look like this: 

Example 3. 

FROM /Eb/c.o 

LIB /lib/amiga.lib /lib/lc.lib 

SMALLCODE SMALLDATA BATCH 


Example 4. 

FROM maina.o mainb.o 

OVERLAY 

ovla.o oVlb.o 

*ov2a.o 

ovlc.o 

"# 

MAP miffle.map hsflxo 

TO miffle 


Note that the OVLYMGR directive can be used in the default WITH file, 
although it is not recommended (like OVERLAY). 
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NAME 
build Inserts lines of text into a given file 

SYNOPSIS 

build >alpha beta 

DESCRIPTION 
This utility takes input from the standard input device - the keyboard. The 
contents of the input stream are then inserted between the current line in the 
file beta. After receipt of the input terminator characters (~(S)), build moves 
down to the next line in the file named beta. The process is repeated until 
the end-of-file position is reached. The resulting file alpha then contains the 
original lines of characters from the file named beta interleaved with lines of 
input from tbe keyboard. 
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Blink comes with an added feature for generating resident libraries. Here's 
how to do it: 

• All modules in the library that reference global data must be compiled 
with the "-mr' option. 

• All functions that are callable from outside the library must be declared 
with the "_saveds" keyword. 

• Create a Jd file for your library. 

• Unk with the following command line: 

blink LIBPREFIX _LIB LIBFD fdfile TO libname FROM libent.o 
libinit.o libmodules 

where 

LIBPREFIX is an optional keyword that specifies what prefIX to add 
to the functions listed in the Jd file. _LIB is the prefIX 
in this example. The default is simply an . Note that 
without this keyword, you can't use stubs-to call this 
library. Also remember that the compiler adds an un
derscore to everything, so if you define your function as 
LIBtestO in your C code, the prefIX should be _LIB. 

LIDFD is a new keyword used to specify the name of the Jd file 
(fdfile). 

TO is used to specify the resulting library filename (lib
name). 

libent.o contains the RomTag for the library, and MUST BE 
THE FIRST MODULE (ala c.o). 

libinit.o contains Open, Close, Expunge, and other initializa
tion routines, and THIS MUST BE THE SECOND 
MODULE. 

libmodules are user modules. 
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NAME 

build Inserts lines of text into a given file 

SYNOPSIS 

build >alpha beta 

DESCRIPTION 

This utility takes input from the standard input device - the keyboard. The 
contents of the input stream are then inserted between the current line in the 
file beta. After receipt of the input terminator characters (@!!) ISj build 
moves down to the next line in the file named beta. The process is repeated 
until the end-of-file position is reached. The resulting file alpha then con
tains the original lines of characters from the file named beta interleaved 
with lines of input from the keyboard. 
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NAME 
cpr CodePRobe source-level debugger 

SYNOPSIS 

cpr [options] application name [application arguments] 

DESCRIPTION 
CodePRobe is a source-level debugger that allows you to examine the behav
ior of a program written in the C language using the constructs of the lan
guage. CodePRobe allows you to run a program in a controlled environment 
where execution can be stopped at any point. For instance, breakpoints can 
be set at particular source lines or within modules of interest. 

CodePRobe comprises four windows: the Dialog Window and the Source 
Window open by default, while the Watch Window and the Register Win
dow may be opened by function keys. 

An application program can be run under debugger control by typing "cpr" 
followed by the command line normally used to invoke the program. To 
display the C source symbols and attributes of your program, you must take 
certain steps when you compile and link the program. (Refer to the descrip
tions of debugger options in the discussion of the Ie command in this sec
tion.) 

When the cpr command is invoked, CodePRobe makes the following as
sumptions: 

• The program specified on the command line exists in the current direc
tory or in the execution path defined by AmigaDOS. 

• The modules making up the program to be debugged have been com
piled with one or more of the debugging options and have been linked 
using the ADDSYM option of the linker. 

• Any source files you want to access (e.g., to set breakpoints at source 
lines) exist in either the current directory, your special source path list, 
or the directory in which the module was compiled. 
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To stop CodePRobe at any time, you need only issue the quit command 
(abbreviated as q). You can also restart your program without quitting 
CodePRobe by means of the restart command. 

The CodePRobe environment can be customized by a number of available 
command-line options (If there are any command-line options for the pro
gram you are debugging, you must include these on the command line as 
well.) You can use the following command-line options when invoking 
CodePRobe: 

Window Use the -wdialog, -wregister, -wsource, and -wwatch op
Dimension tions to specify start-up window coordinates for the Dia
options log, Register, Source and Watch Windows, respectively. 

Window coordinates are measured in character positions. 
A width or height of 0 causes the window to extend to the 
screen border on the right or bottom, respectively. The 
option names can be abbreviated to two letters: 

-wd[ialog] left top width height 
-wr[egister] left top width height 
-ws[ource] left top width height 
-ww[atch] left top width height 

For example: 

cpr -we 0 1 50 	12 -wd 0 13 50 0 ftoc 

Workbench Use the -woption to setup CodePRobe in the Workbench 
option screen instead of a new screen. 

Interlace option 	 Use the ·i option to setup a screen in interlace mode. By 
default, CodePRobe opens a new screen using the specifi
cations set up by Preferences for Workbench screens. If 
you wish to set up a screen in interlace mode, include the 
-i option before typing the application command name. 

Command Use the -command option (followed by specific com
option mands) to execute debugger commands on startup. The 
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commands are executed after the "go main" if the 
-startup option is not specified, or after the profile script 
if it is specified. (Profile scripts are discussed later in the 
description.) For example: 

cpr -command "proceed; display fahr" 

would execute to main, step over lline of code and display 
the variable fahr in the Dialog Window before giving con
trol to the user. 

Line option 	 Use the -line option to start CodePRobe in line mode. 
Line mode causes the debugger to run in the current eLI 
window. Only a Dialog Window is provided. Line mode is 
probably only useful for running from a script file, redi
recting output using the CLI redirection facility, or run
ning from a remote terminal over a communications port. 

Startup option 	 The -startup option suppresses the automatic "go main." 
that is normally executed by the debugger on startup. This 
option is useful ifyour application redefines main or c.a so 
that no main function exists or if you wish to step through 
such code. If this option is used, no initialization of any 
kind will have been performed by the application process 
before control returns to the user. 

If the quit, start, or restart commands are invoked and 
an application process has not exited, the debugger nor
mally calls exit to cleanup any process resources that may 
not have been freed. However, if the -startup option was 
used, exit will not be called. 

Temporary file 	 In order to access debugging information in an optimal 
option 	 manner, CodePRobe creates a temporary file called a 

"spill file" to store information for quick access. Normally 
this file is located in ram:. The -temp filename option 
opens a temporary spill file called filename instead of the 
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default ram:cpr.tmp. This option may be useful to move 
the spill file to some other location if your system has a 
limited amount of memory. 

Since you will probably want CodePRobe to start the debugger with the same 
options most of the time, CodePRobe allows you to create debugger com- . 
mand script files to be executed each time the debugger is invoked. The 
profile scripts are executed after the initial "go main," but before any com
mands specified with the -command option are executed. 

Profile scripts must be named profile.cpr. CodePRobe first looks for a script 
in the s: directory and, if successful, executes it; then CodePRobe searches 
through the execution path defined by AmigaDOS. It will execute only the 
first script encountered in the path. (Note that the path always includes the 
current directory first and c: last). 

SEE 
Ie, blink 
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NAME 
cxref 	 Generates a cross-reference listing for C lan

guage source files 

SYNOPSIS 

cxref >destn source 	[options] 

DESCRIPTION 
This utility will take the names of files from a specified directory and/or 
drive unit path and generate a file. The output can be redirected using the 
AmigaDOS redirection command to another file or device. Where no direc
tory is specified, the current directory is used. The generated file will contain 
both a program listing as well as several cross-reference tables consisting of: 

• Pre-processor defined identifiers. 
• Functions. 
• Labels. 
• Structure identifiers. 
• Identifiers. 

With the exception of the -i option, any command line option or flag can be 
entered discretely or in conjunction. For instance the following are equiva
lent and permissible commands: 

cxref >destination source -pn 

cxref >destination source -p -n 

Flags may be specified in any order provided a flag is placed adjacent to its 
parameters, if any. The following summarizes all of the available command 
line options for cxref. 

-ipath 	 Specifies the #include files to be processed for listing and 
cross-reference. The specified paths and include directives 
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are taken if this option is followed by the appropriate 
'.~----/command, e.g. idfO: or idirl etc. 

-Inn 	 Defines the length of a printed page, the default being 66 

lines per page. The minimum value is 10 lines per page. 

The syntax used is -Inn, where nn represents the numeric 

value. 


-n 	 Removes all page headings - the default is to place a head
ing on each page. 


-0 	 Omits any identifiers, both normal and structure. 

-p 	 Suppresses generatation of a cross-reference report. 

-r 	 Includes any C language reserved words into the cross-ref
erence. Selecting this option win ensure that pre-proces
sor commands and reserved keywords are additionally 

listed. 


'----.-'-wnn 	 Defines the width of a printed page, the default being 80 

characters per line. The minimum value is 60 characters 

per line, the maximum is 132 characters per line. The syn
tax used is -wnn, where nn represents the numeric value. 


-x 	 Generates a cross-reference report with the program list
ing. 
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NAME 
diff 	 Determines the differences between two files 

SYNOPSIS 

diff 	[-b nn] [-c] [-F nn] [-L nn] [-1 nn] 

[-0 file] [-p] [-q] [-w] filel file2 


DESCRIPTION 
This utility takes the two specified files and reports any textual differences 
between them. The default output is the screen, although the AmigaDOS 
redirection command is supported. 

The output file consists of three types of change blocks - append, change or 
delete. These blocks contain the information relating to any differences be
tween the two files. 

diff does provide for error message generation. Full details of these is given 
in the main section relating to diff. 

Command line options, or flags, can be entered discretely or in conjunction: 

diff 	-pn filel file2 

and 

diff 	-p -n filel file2 

are both allowed. Flags may be specified in any order provided a flag is 
placed adjacent to its parameters, if any. The following summarizes all of the 
available command line options for diff. 

-bnn 	 This option determines the size of the I/O buffer, where 
nn represents the number of bytes. The default I/O buffer 
size is 4K. 
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This option will display only those lines common to both-c 
"-_/files. 

-Fnn 	 This option will determine the column position of the first 
character for file comparison purposes. For example, set
ting the nn value to 25 will cause ditT to ignore the first 25 
characters on each line. 

-Lnn 	 This option will determine the column position of the last 
character for file comparison purposes. For example, set
ting the nn value to 75 wilJ cause ditT to ignore characters 
beyond this column position on each line. 

-Inn 	 This option will define the number of lines per file that 
can be handled by ditTo The default is 2000 lines - the maxi
mum number of lines is limited by memory availability. 

-0 file 	 This option will direct the output to the specified file or 
device - this is an alternative to the AmigaDOS redirec

',---~/tion command >. 

-p 	 This option will remove any unprintable characters from 
the input stream. It is identical to the -p option of GREP. 

-q 	 This option will not output any messages when there are 
no differences between the specified files. 

-w 	 This option will ignore differences related solely to space 
or tab characters and reduce sequences of these charac
ters to one character. 
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NAME 
extract Prints the names of files in specified directory 

SYNOPSIS 

extract [-b I -r] [-n] patternl pattern2 

DESCRIPTION 
This utility will take the names of files in a specified directory and list them 
to the standard output device - the screen. The output can be redirected 
using the AmigaDOS redirection command to another file or device. Where 
no directory is specified, the current directory is used. The use of wildcard 
characters is supported by this utility. 

Command line options, or flags, can be entered discretely or in conjunction: 

extract -bn patternl pattern2 

and 

extract -b -n patternl pattern2 

are both allowed. Flags may be specified in any order provided a flag is 
placed adjacent to its parameters, if any. The following summarizes all of the 
available command line options for extract. 

-b This option will not display any filename extension. 

-n This option will not sort filenames into alphabetical order be
fore output. 

-r This option will not display filename extensions and prefixes. 
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NAME 
fd2pragma Pragma Generator 

SYNOPSIS 

fd2pragma infile Qutfile 

DESCRIPTION 
This command is used to create a file containing #pragma commands to 
allow the compiler to generate inline subroutine calls to an external library. 

The infile gives the complete name of the input .fd (Function Description) 
file. This file is in the same format as supplied by Commodore on the Extras 
disk for use with AmigaBasic. 

The fd2pragma program will convert the function descriptions in the source 
.fd file into the appropriate #pragma statements for the compiler to generate 
inline calls. Note that any subroutines requiring more than 4 parameters will 
not have #pragma statements generated for them because of the limitation 
of 4 parameters in the compiler. 

Any errors encountered in the infile will be reported to the console. 

SEE 
Ie,IeI 
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NAME 
files 	 Search, copy, or erase files or directories 

SYNOPSIS 

files 	[-b) [-copy dest] [-days nn] [-erase] [-n] 

[-name file/dir] [-m] [-newer file] 

[-older file] [-pat pattern] [-r] [-rerase] 

[-size nn] [-type arg) [-v] files dirs 


DESCRIPTION 
This utility pennits a full range of file or directory manipulations. These 
manipulations can be either searching, copying or deletion of files and direc
tories. In addition, tiles supports a recursive erase feature which allows the 
deletion of an entire directory structure on a single command. tiles also 
supports the AmigaDOS redirection command. 

The following summarizes all of the available command line options for tiles. 

-b 	 This option will only output the basename of 
files - in other words, filename extensions are ig
nored. 

-copy destination 	 This option will copy files or directories and asso
ciated structures to the specified destination. 

-days nn 	 This option will display files or directories modi
fied within the last nn days. 

-erase 	 This option will erase the specified files or direc
tories and associated structures. 

-n 	 This option will not descend recursively into a 
directory structure to copy, erase or search. 

-name fHe/dir 	 This option wiII search for a specified filename or 
directory. AmigaDOS wildcards are supported 
by this option. This option cannot be used in con
junction with the -pat option. 
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-r 

-rerase 

-size bytes 
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-v 
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This option will use the DOS wildcard conven
"-.--c

tions of asterisks, rather than the AmigaDOS 
conventions of hash symbol (#) and question 
mark (?). 

This option will search for the specified files 
which have a date stamp later than a specified 
file. 

This option will search for the specified files 
which have a date stamp earlier than a specified 
file. 

This option will search for a specified file using a 
regular expression pattern based on the conven
tions followed by GREP. This option cannot be 
used in conjunction with the -name option. 

This option will search on the root name of the 
file - in other words, ignore any filename exten
sions. 

This option will erase the selected files and direc
tories. This includes a recursive descent into any 
subdirectories to delete files and directories. 

This option will search for a file using the speci
fied minimum size of the file in bytes as the crite
rion. 

This option will search for either files or directo
ries - a d argument means a directory, an f argu
ment means a file. 

This option will echo the names of any file or 
directory being deleted to the screen. By default 
flies does not display these names to screen. 
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NAME 
grep 	 Global regular expression search and print 

SYNOPSIS 

grep 	[>outfile] [-c] [-f] [-n] [-p] [-q] [-s] 
[-v] [-V] [-$] pattern filel file2 ••• 

DESCRIPTION 
Command line options, or flags, can be entered discretely or in conjunction: 

grep >alpha -pn beta 

and 

grep >alpha -p -n beta 

are both allowed. Flags may be specified in any order provided a flag is 
placed adjacent to its parameters, if any. The following summarizes all ofthe 
available command line options for grep. 

-c This option will print a count ofthe matched lines. 

·f This option will print the names of the files in which a match 
of the pattern was found. 

-n This option will turn off the numbering of matched lines - the 
default and opposite of the UNIX convention, in that each 
matched line is preceded by its line number when displayed. 

-p This option will filter out non-printable characters. This op
tion is useful when operating grep on AmigaDOS binary files 
in which control characters may occur. Only the printable 
ASCII characters will be displayed. 

-q This option will not display filenames or line numbers. 
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-8 This option will show all filenames - normally grep will dis
play only those filenames where it has found a match for the 
expression. This option forces the printing of filenames in 
which no match was found. 

-v This option will print only the lines in which a match of the 
pattern is W!t found. This option can also be used with -n, -f 
and -c. 

-v This option will print the version number of grep. 

-$ This option will ignore character case distinctions. Normally 
grep distinguishes between upper and lower-case. Use of this 
flag forces grep to ignore the distinction. For example, each 
of int, INT, Int, INt, etc. would match the pattern int if the -$ 
option were used. 

This version of grep is very much like the UNIX grep, but with a fewexcep
tions. A slightly less general class of patterns (regular expressions) is sup
ported. In particular, the UNIX patterns of the form: 

\(m\) or \(m,\) or \{m,n\) 

which match ranges of occurrences of patterns are not recognized by this 
grep. This also applies to patterns of the form: 

\ ( ... \) or \n 

where n is a numeral, and \n is intended to match the same string of charac
ters as was matched by the expression enclosed between \( and \). 

Aside from these departures, this grep has all the features of the UNIX grep. 
In particular: 

1. 	 An ordinary character is a one-character pattern which matches itself. 

2. 	 A backslash (\) followed by any special character is a one-character 
pattern which matches the special character itself, except when it is 
used in an escape sequence for a non-graphic character as described 
below. The special characters are: 
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\ * 
Unlike UNIX, the characters: 

* \ 
remain special even within square brackets, although [ does not. 

A which is special at the beginning of an entire pattern. 

$ which is special at the end of an entire pattern (see below). 

which is special immediately following a left bracket [ (see below). 

3. 	 A period (.) is a one-character pattern that matches any character ex
cept newline or end-of-string. 

4. 	 A non-empty string of characters enclosed in square brackets [ ] is a 
one-character pattern which matches anyone character in that string. 
However, if the first character of the string is ! then the one-character 
pattern matches any character ~ newline or end-of-string and the 
remaining characters in the string. Thus ! is a not sign applied to a 
character class. Note that this is a notational departure from UNIX, 
which uses A for this application (thus rendering A ambiguous). 

5. 	 Also supported are such character classes as: 

[a-z] 

indicating all of the letters a to z. The only restriction in such cases is 
that the first character must occur alphabetically prior to the second. 

6. 	 grep recognizes certain non-graphic characters denoted in the manner 
of Kernighan & Ritchie. In particular, the expression on the left below 
may be used to denote a pattern which is matched by the character 
described on the right: 

\n newline 

\t tab 

\b backspace 
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\r 	 carriage return 

\\ 	 backslash 

\xmn 	 character whose hexadecimal number is denoted by the hex
adecimal numerals m and n (in sequence). 

7. 	 Patterns containing white space (spaces and tabs) may be specified to 
grep by enclosing them in double quotation marks (" "). Thus a string 
may be grepped by: 

grep 	"this is a string" foo.c 

The manner in which the command line given to AmigaDOS deter
mines the behavior of grep. Thus, any tab in the command line will 
remain a tab when parsed by grep - it will not be converted to spaces. 
Spaces, in addition to any combination of tabs and spaces, will be 
passed unchanged to grep from the command line. It is also acceptable 
to use the escaped form ofthe tab character \t, inside a quoted string 
passed to grep. If it is necessary for grep to parse an expression con
taining the double quote itself, this character should be escaped with 
the backslash as shown in the following example: 

grep 	"this : \" is a double quote" foo.c 

8. 	 If r is a pattern, then: 

r* 

matches zero or more occurrences of r. If there is a choice, then the 
longest leftmost string that matches r is chosen. 

9. 	 If r is a pattern, then: 

r+ 

matches one or more occurrences of r. If there is a choice, then the 
longest leftmost string which matches r is chosen. 
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10. 	 The concatenation of patterns is a pattern which matches the concate
nation of the strings matched by each component of the pattern. 

Output from grep may be redirected to a file by using: 

>filename 

as. the first command-line argument to grep, where filename refers to the 
name of the desired output file. 

Files to be searched may be specified to grep in any manner understood by 
AmigaDOS. The AmigaDOS wildcard patterns are enumerated in The Ami
gaDOS Manual under the list command and can be used to specify groups 
of files to be searched. Refer to Appendix C for details of The AmigaDOS 
Manual. For example: 

dfO:#?c 	 Matches all files on drive dfO: with a .c file extension. 

g#?c 	 Matches all files in the current directory with extension .c, 
beginning with g. 

Any of the file specifications to grep can also be combined, such as: 

#?c s/#?c 	 Matches all files both in the current directory and in 
the subdirectory sl, with a .c file extension. 

SEE 
grep Libraries. 
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NAME 
Ie Lattice C Compiler 

SYNOPSIS 

assign LC: eKecutable path 

assign INCLUDE: include path 

assign LIB: library path 

assign QUAD: quad path 


lc options files 

DESCRIPTION 
The normal method for executing the Lattice C Compiler is to invoke the Ie 
command. The assign statements in the synopsis are optional. The Ie pro
gram separates the options list into those for pass 1 and those for pass 2. 
Then it executes leI (pass 1) and lc2 (pass 2) for each of the C source files 
specified by the files list. This list can consist of one or more file names 
and/or file patterns, separated by white space. For example: 

lc #? :mydirjmyprog :mydirjabc? 

will compile all C source files in the current directory, plus the source file 
named :mydir/myprog.e plus all C source programs in the :mydir direc
tory which have four-character names beginning with abc. Note that the Ie 
command automatically supplies the. C extension on all source file names. 

The LC command will also automatically invoke the librarian and linker if 
required. 

This command utilizes the logical name assignment feature of AmigaDOS 
to locate the various programs and files. These assignments allow these pro
grams and files to be located in any directory on any disk. 

The options list can contain any combination of the following, separated by 
blanks: 
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-a 	 This option specifies that the sections designated by the charac
ters which immediately follow are to be loaded into memory 
addressable by the Amiga's custom hardware. This is necessary 
for screen image and audio data. This option is synonymous 
with the -c option for lc2. The -a option must be immediately 
followed by one or more of the following letters in any order: 

b bss or uninitialized data 

c code segment 

d data segment 

The default action is to load the segments into memory not ad
dressable by the custom hardware if it is available. This is gener
ally desirable because it avoids bus contention between the pro
cessor and the custom hardware. Image and audio data must be 
loaded into memory accessible by the custom hardware. For 
example: 

-acdb 

will cause all segments to be loaded into chip addressable mem
ory, regardless of the system memory configuration. 

Note that this option is superseded by the new chip keyword 
supported in LCI. When used with the LC program it will auto
matically specify -bO to override the -bi default. By changing 
existing code to use the chip keyword, you will be able to use the 
improved code quality offered by the -bi option. 

-b 	 This option causes the compiler to change the form of address
ing used to locate statics, externals and strings. By default, -bi is 
used to imply that all such items are addressed as a 16 bit offset 
from address register A4. The disadvantage of this is that it only 
allows for 64K bytes of data that can be addressed and all such 
data must be in the same hunk. You can override this option by 
using the -bO option which implies full 32 bit addressing for ac
cessing all items. 
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Note that this option does not limit the amount of data that may 
be allocated at run time. 

When using the -a option of LC, you must specify -bO in order to 
access any statics and externs declared in a module compiled 
with the -a option. In order to eliminate the requirement for the 
-bO option, you can utilize the chip keyword on those objects that 
are to be placed into chip memory. 

This option now is passed to LC1 instead of LC2 where it actu
ally causes the compiler to change the default storage class of 
externs to "far" or "near" as appropriate. If you have a program 
which has a large amount of data, you can readily use the -bi 
default by putting the "far" keyword on any large objects to 
move them out of this common merged data section. 

This option causes the LC command to continue with the next 
source file when a fatal compilation error is reported while mul
tiple source files are being compiled. Normally, a fatal error 
causes the process to pause with the following message dis
played on your screen: 

compiler return code xx. 

Press Y to abort, any other key to continue. 


The compiler error messages are also displayed immediately 
above this prompter. If you respond with a '¥' (yes), LC will 
abort, otherwise it will proceed to the next source file. 

The compiler defaults to compatibility with previous releases 
with many ANSI C language features, but the -c compatibility 
option can be used to activate some important features as well as 
compatibility with other compilers. The -c must be immediately 
followed by one or more letters from the following list, in any 
order. We recommend that you use the options -cusf for the 
best code generation and error reporting. 
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+ Compatibility mode for the Lattice C+ + product. This 
will suppress warnings associated with structure passing 
and other potential problems areas that will have already 
been diagnosed by the C++ front end. 

a Enables full ANSI compatibility mode with full diagnos
tics to check for portability problems. Some features of 
the compiler are disabled when this option is specified 
such as precompiled header files and suppressing multiple 
includes of the same file in order to acheive compliance. 

c Allows comments to be nested. 

d Allows $ character to be used in identifiers. 

e Suppresses the printing of the error source line in con
junction with any warnings or errors. 

f Forces the compiler to check for the presence of function 
prototypes and to complain when one isn't present at a 
function call or function definition. 

Suppresses multiple #includes of the same file. If a sec
ond #include of the same file is encountered, the directive 
is simply ignored. Note that case is important although no 
distinction is made for angle brackets or quotes. This op
tion is implied when precompiled header files are used or 
created. 

k Enables the presence of the chip, near and far keywords 
even when the -ca option has been specified. 

Use allows a pre-ANSI language dialect. 

m Allows use of multiple character constants (e.g. 'ab') 

n Allows nesting of #define symbols 

o Provides a compatibility mode to use the pre-ANSI style 
preprocessor found in previous releases of the compiler. 
The most important aspect of this occurs in substitution of 
symbols within quoted strings. 
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r 	 Enables registerized parameter passing based on function 
prototypes and definitions. 

s 	 Causes the compiler to generate a single copy of all identi
cal string constants into the code section of the program. 
Note that when this option is specified, modification of 
any string constants at runtime will produce unpredictable 
results. 

t 	 Enables warning messages for structure and union tags 
that are used without being defined. For example: 

struct XYZ *p; 

would not normally produce a warning message if struc
ture tag XYZ were not defined. 

u 	 Forces all char declarations to be treated as unsigned char. 

w 	 Shuts off warning messages generated for return state
ments which do not specify a return value within an int 
function. By the ANSI standard, all such functions should 
be declared as void instead of int 

x 	 Causes all global data declarations to be treated as exter
nals. This is identical to specifying the -x option. 

-d 	 This option has two uses. When used by itself or immediately 
followed by a numeric digit, it activates the debugging mode. 
Currently, the following debugging options are supp'orted: 

-dO 	 Disables all debugging information 

-d 1 	 Enables output of the line number/offset table 

-d 	 Same as -dl 

-d2 	 Outputs full debugging information for only those sym
bols and structured referenced by the program. 
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-d3 	 Outputs full debugging information for only those sym
bols and structures referenced by the program. Addition
ally it will cause the code generator to flush all registers at 
line boundaries. 

-d4 	 Outputs full debugging information for all symbols and 
structures declared in the program even if there is no ref
erence to them. 

-d5 	 Outputs full debugging information for all symbols and 
structures declared in the program even if there is no ref
erence to them. Additionally it will cause the code genera
tor to flush all registers at line boundaries. 

When any of the debugging options is specified, the preproces
sor symbol DEBUG will be defined so any debugging statements 
in the source file will be compiled. 

The -d option can also be used to define preprocessor symbols 
in the following ways. 

-dsymbol 	 Causes symbol to be defined as if your 
source file had the statement: 

#define symbol 

-dsymbol =value 	 Causes symbol to be defined as if your 
source file had the statement 

#define symbol value 

-e 	 This option causes the compiler to recognize the extended char
acter set used in Asian-language applications. Note that this 
option has no validity on the current generation of hardware 
running v1.2 or v1.3 of the system software. 

-f 	 This option controls the format to be used for all floating point 
operations. Currently four basic styles of floating point are sup
ported: 
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-fl 	 Standard Lattice IEEE routines linked into the program 
to perform software emulation of all floating point opera
tions. This code will work on all machines but will not take 
advantage of a 68881 if present. This option is the default 
for compatibility with previous version, of the compiler. 

-ff 	 Mototola Fast Floating Point (FFP) format for all floating 
point operations. The resulting object module must be 
linked with the FFP math library lemffp.lib. In order for 
code compiled with this option to run, the user must have 
mathffp.library in the libs: directory. While these rou
tines are slightly faster than standard IEEE routines, they 
operate with much less precision. Th~se routines will not 
benefit from the presence of a 68881. 

-fi 	 Amiga IEEE routines located at run time. In order for 
code compiled with this option to execute, the user must 
have mathieedoubbasJibrary in the libs: directory. 
While the overhead of calling the library is slightly greater 
for the software emulation, the presence of a 68881 will be 
detected by and used by the library supplied with the 
68881 board. We recommend that you use this option for 
any math intensive application. 

-f8 	 Inline Motorola 68881 generated instructions using the 
co-processor interface. Code compiled with this option 
will not operate unless a 68881 is installed which conforms 
to this interface. This generally implies the presence of a 
68020/68030 processor as the 68000 does not support such 
an interface. While this provides the absolutely fastest 
form of floating point calculations, the number of target 
machines supported is quite limited. 

One important note: Ifyou are attempting to run two pro
grams at the same time compiled with this option and they 
produce incorrect or inconsistent results, there may be a 
problem with the board not correctly hooking into the task 
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switch/ launch facilities. To date, we know that the Com
modore supplied board does conform to such specifica
tions. 

In addition to the floating point styles, the compiler allows some 
control over the precision attributed to the float and double dec
larations used within the user code. 

-fs 	 Causes the compiler to treat all declaractions as single 
precision. This is the only mode allowed with the FFP 
format and is optional for all others. 

-fd 	 Causes the compiler to treat all declarations as double 
precision. This is illegal in conjunction with the FFP for
mat. 

-fm 	 Causes the compiler to treat float as single precision and 
double as double precision. This option is the default for 
all formats except FFP (which is illegal with this option). 

-f 	 Will reset to the default of Lattice IEEE mixed mode. If 
you specify both a floating point style and a precision, it 
must be done on the same -t option such as in -tim or -ffs. 

-g 	 This option causes the big version of LCI to generate a cross 
reference and listing file. LC will automatically invoke this ver
sion of the compiler if the option is specified. The -g option is 
followed by one or more of the following option letters in any 
order: 

c 	 Outputs a cross reference of all compiler provided include 
files found by searching the include: directory. By default 
these symbols are not printed. 

d 	 Includes all #define symbols in the cross reference listing. 

e 	 Causes the source listing to display all excluded lines as 
controlled by #if or #ifdef. Normally these lines are not 
displayed. 
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h Includes the contents of all include files found in the in
clude: directory as they were included by the source pro
gram. Normally, only the #include directive causing the 
compiler to read the file is displayed. 

Includes the contents of all user provided include files in 
the expanded listing. 

m Displays both the original source line and the line after 
macro expansion in the listing. This is useful for tracking 
down problems related to preprocessor replacement of 
symbols. 

n Toggles the narrow mode of the listing. By default, the 
listing will be formatted for a 108 column line with most 
lines not exceeding 80 characters. When enabled, this op
tion allows for listing lines up to 132 characters. 

s 

x 

Toggles listing of the input source code. 

Toggles generation of a cross reference of the symbols en
countered in the source file. 

,---/ 

-h This option specifies that the sections designated by the charac
ters which immediately follow are to be loaded into memory not 
addressable by the Amiga's custom hardware. The -h option 
must be immediately followed by one or more of the following 
letters in any order: 

b bss or uninitialized data 

c code segment 

d data segment 

The default action is to load the segments into memory not ad
dressable by the custom hardware if possible. This option pre
vents the specified segments from being loaded into chip ad
dress able memory even if no other memory is available. This can 
cause programs to not execute if external high-speed memory is 
not available on the machine. As an example: 

.~ 
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-hcdb 

would cause all three sections to be loaded only in high-speed 
ram. 

-H 	 This option specifies that the compiler is to preload the symbol 
table from a precompiled header file. It is immediately followed 
by the name of the precompiled header file as in: 

-Hinclude:all.sym -Hall.sym 

There is no limit to the number of precompiled header files that 
may be read in. 

This option specifies a directory that the compiler should search 
when it is attempting to find an include file. For example, if you 
specify the option as -idfO:headers -idf1 :Ioeal and then place 
the line: 

#include "defs.h" 

in your source program, the compiler first tries to find the 
header file names defs.h in the current directory. If it is not 
there, then the compiler searches for dfO:headers/defs.h and 
df1 :Ioealjdefs.h in this order. Finallyc, ifthese attempts fail, the 
compiler will attempt to open inelude:defs.h. 

Note that you can place up to 16 -i options on the command line. 

If the file had been enclosed in angle brackets: 

#include <defs.h> 

Then the compiler will attempt to open inelude:defs.h fol
lowed by defs.h in the current directory, followed by the -i spec
ifications 
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-j 	 This option allows control over the error messages reported by 
the compiler. It is immediately followed by a number and then 
an optional letter: 

-j <n> 	 Causes the compiler to suppress printing of warning 
number <n> 

-j < n > e 	 Causes the compiler to treat any occurences of 
warning < n> as an error instead. 

-j < n> i 	 Causes the compiler to suppress printing of warning 
number <n>. 

-j <n>w 	 Enables printing of warning <n>. By default, sev
eral ANSI oriented messages are disabled. 

Several messages may be affected with the same -j option such 
as -j22i30e132w which disables warning message #22, turns 
#30 into an error and enables #132 as a warning. 

When this option is present, Ie invokes the linker if all compila
tions are successfuL The first source file name is used as the 
name of the executable and map files produced by the linker. 
Any other files that were compiled are supplied to the linker as 
secondary object files. The Lattice C startup routine is included 
as the first object module. 

The linker is instructed to search the standard Lattice library file 
le.lib and the standard Amiga library file amiga.lib. 

Additional Lattice libraries and linker options may be specified 
by immediately following the -L option with one or more of the 
following letters: 

a 	 This invokes the ADDSYM option of the linker. It causes 
debugging information for all routines to be output the 
executable file. 

n 	 This invokes the NODEBUG option of the linker. It 
causes all debugging information to be stripped from the 
final executable. 
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t 	 This selects the typical linker options we recommend for 
'-../ producing small code. It currently selects SMALLCODE 

SMALLDATA NODEBUG. 

c 	 This invokes the SMAILCODE option of the linker. It 
causes all code hunks to be combined into a single code 
hunk. 

d 	 This invokes the SMALLDATA option of the linker. It 
causes all data and bss hunks to be combined into the sin
gle data hunk that is referenced by modules compiled with 
the -b option. 

f 	 This letter specifies that the Motorola FFP math library 
Icmffp.Jib is to be searched before the standard run-time 
support library. 

h This letter directs the linker to output the hunk portion of 
the map. This is the default map if no other map options 

~-

are specified. 

This letter directs the linker to include library information 
in the map file. 

m 	 This letter specifies that the Lattice IEEE math library 
tcm.lib is to be searched before the standard run-time 
support library. 

0 	 This directs the linker to include overlay information in 
the map file. 

s 	 This letter directs the linker to produce a symbol listing in 
the map file. 

v 	 This invokes the VERBOSE option of the linker. It causes 
the linker to display statistical messages as it is processing 
the object files and libraries. 

x 	 This directs the linker to include cross reference informa
tion in the map file. 
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For example, ·Lm will search lem.lib before le.lib and 
amiga.lib, and ·Lvf will search lemffp.lib, le.lib, and 
amiga.lib, and display messages regarding the current linker 
status. Note that the math library options are mutually exclu
sive, and that the standard libraries are always searched last. 

Ifyou want to search other libraries, you must list those libraries 
after the letters options, and use plus signs as separators. For 
example, -L+myfunes.lib searches myfunes.lib before the 
standard Lattice and Amiga libraries, while 
-Lm + myfunes.lib + :george/myfunes.lib searches the li
braries myfunes.lib, :george/myfunes.lib, lem.lib, le.lib, and 
amiga.lib. Note that the special libraries are searched before 
the Lattice libraries. 

The -L option creates a file in the current directory named 
xxx.lnk, where xxx is the name of the first source file to be 
compiled (i.e., the same name that is used for the executable and 
map files). This .LNK file serves as input to the linker, and it is 
not deleted at the end of the procedure. This allows you to easily 
re-link if, during your testing, you find a need to change and 
re-compile only one module. To do this, simply execute the 
linker utility blink in the following way: 

blink WITH xxx. Ink 

where xxx.lnk is the name of the .LNK file previously produced 
by the Ie command. 

This option causes all objects except characters, short integers, 
and structures that contain only characters and short integers to 
be aligned on longword boundaries (Le., addresses evenly divisi
ble by 4). Structures will be longword aligned if they contain any 
members that must be aligned. 

Note that this option is incompatible with any of the Amiga Exec 
structures which do not conform to this alignment requirements. 
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Attempting to call an Amiga system routine with such mis
aligned structures will produce unpredictable results and a very 
likely visit to the GURU. 

-M 	 When this option is present, Ie will compile only those source 
ftles with dates more recent than the corresponding object files. 
Note that the dates of included ftles are not checked. In other 
words, if you change a header ftle without changing the source 
file that includes it, the source file will not automatically re-com
pile because it still pre-dates its object ftle. 

For larger projects where there is a more intense dependency 
upon structures in common data files being changed, we recom
mend using a make utility such as LMK to manage recompila
tion of the affected source files automatically 

-m 	 This option allows control of the type of code generated. The-m 
must be immediately followed by one or more letters from the 
following list in any order: 

o 	 Causes the compiler to generate code which will run on a 
Motorola 68000 found in most Amigas. Decisions on code 
optimization will be based on the timings for this proces
sor. 

1 	 Causes the compiler to generate code which will run on a 
Motorola 68010. Decisions on code optimization will be 
based on the timings for this processor. In general, code 
for this will run on a 68000 although the 68010 has instruc
tions not found on the 68000. 

2 	 Causes the compiler to generate code optimized for the 
68020 processor. This code will not run on a 68010 or 
68000 although it will run on a 68030. 

3 Causes the compiler to generate code optimized for the 
68030 processor. This code will not run on a 68010 or 
68000 although it will work on a 68020. 
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a Causes the compiler to generate code to run on any Mo
torola 68OXO family processor. Code is optimized for the 
68010/68020 only when it does degrade performance for 
a 68000. 

c Disables the CORE deferred stack cleanup optimization 
which leaves parameters on the stack after a call to be 
reused and cleaned up by a subsequent subroutine caIl or 
return statement. 

r Disables the automatic registerization of variables. By de
fault, the compiler will attempt to pick likely candidates 
for register variables. 

s Causes the compiler to choose optimizations which result 
in a reduction of space instead of time. 

t Causes the compiler to choose optimizations which result 
in a performance increase at the cost of code space. This 
is the default. 

-n This option causes the compiler to retain only 8 characters for 
all identifiers. The default maximum identifier length is 31 char
acters. In either case, anything beyond the maximum length is 
ignored. 

-0 This option invokes the global optimizer. 

-0 This option should be followed by the drive, directory, or com
plete file name for the object file that is produced by pass 2. 
Several examples are: 

-odfO: Places the object file in the root directory on drive 
dfO:. 

-o:obj/ Places the object file into directory obj/ on the cur
rent drive. The name of the file is the same as the 
source file name, with a .0 extension instead of .c. 

Cl~s: LA7TICE 
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-ospeciaLo Places the object file into the current directory with 
the name speciato. 

-p 	 This option is used when using the compiler in a preprocessor 
mode to produce a file used by subsequent compiler invocations. 
When this option is used, the compiler will not create a quad file. 
However, the file specified as the -0 option will be used as the 
target name for the created file. There are several uses for the 
-p option: 

-p 	 by itself causes the compiler to write the results of prepro
cessing the input source file into the output file. If no 
output file is specified, a file extension of .p will be used to 
create the file. 

-ph 	 Causes the compiler to generate a precompiled header 
file containing a dump of all symbols encountered in the 
given source file. This file may then be used for the -H 
option on subsequent compiler invocations to reduce 
compilation time. 

-pr 	 Causes the compiler to generate a prototype file contain
ing prototypes for all functions defined in the source file. 
The -pr may be immediately followed by one or more of 
the following option letters in any order: 

e 	 Eliminates prototypes for all static functions. Only 
those functions available externally will have proto
types generated for them. 

p 	 Causes the compiler to generate prototypes with 
_PARMS for portability to other compilers. 

s 	 Generates prototypes for all static functions. Only 
those functions defined with the static function will 
be output. 

Note that -pres will not generate any prototypes. 
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-q 	 This option has two uses. If the -q is immediately followed by a 
letter, it specifies where the quad file is to be generated. Other- '....../ 

wise it is used to control how many errors/warnings will be al
lowed before quitting a compilation. 

This option should be followed by the drive, directory, or com
plete file name for the quad file, which is the intermediate file 
generated by pass 1 and read by pass 2. Several examples are: 

-qram: 	 Places the quad file in ram disk. 

-qdfO: 	 Places the quad file in the root directory of 
drive dfO:. 

-q:quad/ 	 Places the quad file into directory quad/ on 
the current drive. The name of the file is the 
same as the source file name, with a.Q exten
sion instead of .c. 

Note that the quad file is automatically deleted after pass 1. If ~/ 

you do not want this to happen, call the leI command directly. 

To control the maximum number of errors/warnings, the -q 
should be immediately followed by a number then either an e or 
w. For example: 

-q3w 	 Quit after 3 warnings or errors. 

-q2e 	 Quit after 2 errors. 

-qlOwle 	 Quit after 10 warnings or any errors. 

-q 	 Quit after any errors or warnings. 

Note that when the compiler quits due to too many errors/warn
ings, it will not generate a quad file. 

-r 	 This option is used to control how the compiler is to generate 
subroutine calls and entries. The -r option may be followed by 
one or more of the following characters in any order: 

~". 
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0 	 Defaults all subroutine calls to "far" which means 
,---/ that the compiler will use an absolute 32-bit relo

cated address to locate the target function. Note 
that any functions explicitely declared "near" will 
use the more efficient 16-bit relative offset. 

1 	 (The compiler default) Causes all subroutine calls 
to be defaulted to "near" which means that the 
compiler will use a 16-bit PC relative address to lo
cate the target function. In order for this to work, 
the target subroutine must be within + / -32K of the 
generated instruction. If it is not within range, the 
linker will generate an ALV to allow the call to be 
bridged to the final target. Any functions explicitly 
declared "far" will use the larger 32-bit address. 

r 	 Causes the compiler to use registerized parameters 
for all subroutine calls and entry points. The first 
two integral and two pointer items will be loaded 
into dO-dl/aO-al for the call. Any function without 
a prototype or explicitly declared _ stdargs will use 
the normal stack conventions. 

s 	 (The compiler default) Causes the compiler to use 
standard stack parameters for all subroutine calls. 
Those functions explicitly declared _regargs will 
use the registerized parameter conventions. 

b 	 Default~ the compiler to use registerized parame
ters for all subroutine calls, yet still generate a pro
logue that handles both styles of parameter passing. 

-R 	 When this option is specified, the object modules produced by 
the compiler are automatically inserted into a library file, replac
ing modules of the same names. The option must be followed by 
the name of the library, as in 

-Rmylib • lib 
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which places the object modules into the mylib.lib library file. 
The ·R can be followed by any valid file name, including drive 
code and path. A .lib extension is not automatically supplied. 

-s This option allows you to change the default hunk or segment 
names generated by the compiler. If it is not present, the hunks 
are unnamed. You can use this option to provide hunk names 
as follows: 

-s This causes the compiler to use the de
fault names of text for the program sec
tion, data for the data section, and 
udata for the bss or uninitialized data 
section. 

-sc= codename Causes the compiler to use the name 
eodename for the program, or code, 
section without affecting the names of 
the other sections. 

-sd =dataname Causes the compiler to use the name 
dataname for the data section without 
affecting the names of the other sec
tions. 

-sb = bssname Causes the compiler to use the name 
bssname for the bss, or uninitialized 
data, section without affecting the 
names of the other sections. 

-u This option by itself undefines all preprocessor symbols which 
are normally pre-defined by the compiler. 

-v This option disables the generation of stack checking code at the 
beginning of each function. 

-w This option causes the compiler to treat all integers as 16-bit 
short values. It is intended to provide compatibility with other 
compilers although it does provide a marginal increase in per
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formance of the generated code. When using this option, we 
strongly recommend use of prototypes to catch parameter mis
match errors as not all parameters will be promoted to 4 bytes 
as is the default. 

-x 	 This option causes all global data declarations to be treated as 
externals. This can be useful if you define data in a header file 
that is included by multiple source files. The -x option can be 
used with all the files except one, in this case, to cause the data 
items to be defined in one module and referenced as externals 
in the others. 

-y 	 This option causes each function entry sequence to load address 
register A4 with the value of the linker defined symbol 
LinkerDB. This symbol is the data section base address, biased 
as necessary. This option must be used if the -b1 option is used 
with interrupt code or functions that will be multi-tasked with 
the AddTaskO function. Note that in general only the functions 
that can be used as entry points to the task or interrupt handler 
need to use this feature, since register A4 will be propagated by 
subsequent function calls. 

This option is superseded by the saveds option keyword that 
may be used with a function. Any function having this keyword 
will automatically load up the ba'ie register upon entry. 

RETURNS 
The LC command returns the following completion codes: 

o 	 AU compilations were successfuL That is, at least one source program 
was compiled, and there were no fatal errors. 

lOne or more fatal compilation errors were reported. 

2 	 No source files were found. 
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SEE 
leI, le2, blink 

EXAMPLE 
The first command assigns the INCLUDE logical name so that header files 
will be found in the dfO:inelude directory. The second command assigns the 
LC logical name so that the driver program can find the executables in the 
dfO:e directory. The next command assigns the LIB logical name so that the 
driver program can tell the linker to locate the standard library files in the 
dfO:lib directory. The next command compiles all modules in the mylib 
subdirectory and then constructs a library named mylib.lib if all compila
tions are successful. The last command compiles myprog.e and links it with 
mylib.lib to produce a load module named myprog. 

Ic -Rmylib rnylib/#? 

Ic -mp -L+mylib myprog 


~~......----------------------- 
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NAME 
leI Compiler pass I 
lelb Big comiler pass I 

SYNOPSIS 

lei options file 

lclb options file 


DESCRIPTION 
lel and lc1b commands invoke the first compiler pass, which reads a source 
file and translates it into an intermediate form known as a quad file. lelb 
invokes the big compiler for cross referencing and prototyping purposes. 
Ielb will be invoked automatically if the -g option and the prototyping op
tions are used. Unlike the Ie command, you can only specify one source file 
to lel, and it should be written without the .C extension. For example, if the 
file argument is myprog, this pass will translate myprog.c into the quad file 

named myprog.q. 


The options argument can consist of the following items, which are described 

in the lc command: 


-b Base register relative data addressing. 


-c Compiler compatibility settings. 


-d Debugging mode or preprocessor symbol definition. 


-e Extended character set processing. 


-f Floating point format selection. 


-g Listing generation options. This is only valid with the Ielb com

mand. 

~/ 
-h Precompiled header file inclusion 

-i Directory paths for local include files. 
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-j Error /warning message control 

-1 Longword alignment of data items. 

-n Long symbol names. 

-0 Specify destination for .Q file. Note that this option is specified as 
-q on the Ic command. 

-p Preprocessor options. 

-q Compilation error abort control. 

-r Subroutine call control. This option was an option for the lc2 com
mand in previous versions of the compiler. 

-u Undefine preprocessor symbols. 

-w Generate code to use short integers. 

-x Treat all global declarations as externals 

All options must appear before the file name. 

SEE 
1c,1cZ 
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NAME 
lc2 Compiler code generator 

SYNOPSIS 

lc2 options file 

DESCRIPTION 
This command invokes the second compiler pass, which reads a quad file and 
translates it into an object file. Note that you can only specify one quad file 
to le2, and it should be written without the .0 extension. For example, if the 
file argument is myprog, this pass will translate myprog.q into myprog.o. 

The options argument can consist of the following items, which are described 
in the Ie command: 

-c Chip memory specification. This is the same as the 
-a option on the Ie command. 

-h Fast memory specification. 

-0 Specify destination for .0 file. 

-s Specify segment name. 

-v Disable stack checking. 

-y Unconditionally load the base register 

All options must appear before the file name. 

SEE 
lc,le1 
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NAME 
lcompact Header file compressor 

SYNOPSIS 

lcompact <infile >outfile 

DESCRIPTION 
This command is used to create a compressed version of a header file that 
may be processed by the compiler faster. 

By default,lcompact reads from the standard input file and writes to stan
dard output. To cause it to read from a given file, you must use the Amiga
DOS redirection character < as in < infile. Ifyou do not do this, it will read 
all input from the CLI window until an EOF "\ is encountered. 

The result may be placed into a file by redirecting the standard output with 
the AmigaDOS redirection character> as in >outfile. If you do not specify 
a redirection, the output will be displayed on the CLI window. Since this is 
binary coded data, the output will not be very intelligible. 

The lcompact command compresses a file by performing four basic opera
tions: 

Compression Multiple blanks and meaningless blank characters 
are removed. Expressions are analyzed according to 
standard C precedence rules to determine which are 
safe to remove. 

Elimination All comments and unnecessary blank lines are re
moved. 

Transformation Certain sequences such as hex constants are con
verted into more efficient representations. For ex
ample,OxOO00001 is transformed to 1. These trans
formations take place only if the secondary repre
sentation is more space efficient. 
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Tokenization 	 A limited number of common keywords are reduced 
to a single token character with the high order bit 
set. This fixed set of keywords is known to the com
piler and will be automatically expanded as they are 
encountered. 

The end result of compacting a header file is anywhere between 20% and 
75% smaller depending upon the original contents. The compiler will auto
matically expand the header file on input so that error messages will print 
out the original line (without comments) for a diagnostic. 

SEE 
leI 
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NAME 
Imk Maintain and update records of file depen

dencies 

SYNOPSIS 

lmk [options] [macro definitions] [targets] 

DESCRIP1"ION 
lmk, a descendant of the UNIX make utility, is a tool for maintaining file 
dependency relations and aids in performing the minimal necessary actions 
in orderto remake specified targets. 

The basic operation of Imk is to: 

• Locate and identify the target file in the lmk or description file. 
• Ensure that any file on which the target file depends, including any file 

needed to create the target file, already exist and are up to date. 
• Create the target file if any of the dependent files have been modified 

more recently than the target file. 

In this context, a basic description of these terms is: 

dependent This file is the basic unit of the lmk structure. Such a file 
file could be a source code file, header file or object code file. 

The dependent file is the file needed to create a target file, 
i.e. if a dependent file is changed (for example, by editing), 
then the target file must be rebuilt. 

lmk file 	 This file contains the names of every file which are re
quired to create the target file. This file also contains de
tails of the actions necessary to create the target file. 
These actions can be such things as directory locations, 
compile or linking sequences of the dependent files, as 
well as basic housekeeping commands. 

------- ..... --.~-----------------
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target file This is the file which is the end result of an Imk session. In 
other words, any file that is created or updated by Imk. 

Command line options, or flags, can be entered discretely or in conjunction: 

Imk -pn 

and 

Imk -p -n 

are both allowed. Flags may be specified in any order provided a flag is 
placed adjacent to its parameters, if any. The following summarizes all of the 
available command line options for lmk. 

-a This option will rebuild all targets without regard to time 
stamps. This forces all targets and sub-targets to be re
built. 

-b file This option will use the filename following this flag as the 
default file, rather than the file named Imk.def. 

-c This option will create a batch file from this Imk session. 
The batch file will be passed for execution with the com
mand execute Imkfile.bat. The file Imkfile.bat will be left 
in the current directory giving a history of the actions and 
responses of the Imk session. 

-d This option will print out detailed debugging information 
about the processing of the Imkfile. 

-e This option will erase any out-of-date targets before re
making them. 

-fname This option will use the filename following this flag as the 
input Imkfile. 

-h This option will print out help information and then exit. 
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-i This option will ignore error returns from actions. 

-k 	 This option will ignore error returns from actions passed 

to AmigaDOS. Also, ignores error returns stemming from 

Imk not knowing how to make certain targets. 


-n 	 This option will display the actions Imk would have taken 

onto the screen, but will not execute these actions. 


-p 	 This option will print out target descriptions and ex
panded macros. 


, 
-q 	 This option will query if the target file is updated. Prints a 


1 if the target is currently up to date or a 0 if it is not. Imk 

will not take any of the associated actions. 


-s 	 This option will not echo actions to the screen before exe
cuting them. 


-t 	 This option will Touch the target files by updating them 
-'-.../

with the current system time. None of the actions usually 
associated with making these targets will be performed. 

-u 	 This option will rebuild unconditionally all targets without 

regard to time stamps. This will force everything (all tar
gets and sub-targets) to be rebuilt. 


-x 	 This option is the UNIX compatibility flag. 

lmk is based upon a rule structure which can be extended and customized. 
lmk allows the substitution of repetitive character strings into macros and 
provides internally defined or default macros. These macros are subject to 
certain rules within Imk. Refer to the section dealing with Imk for full details 
of macros and the rule structure. In addition, there are certain characters 
which are part of the rule structure of Imk, or have a special meaning. The 
special characters are: 

The minus symbol ( -) causes Imk to continue processing even 
after an error condition has been encountered. 
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@ 	 The at symbol (@) causes Imk to echo actions rather than 
command lines and resulting actions to the output device. 

The tilde symbol (-) is used as an escape symbol for any 
special character used on a command line. 

& 	 The ampersand symbol (&) is meant for source code compat
ibility with previous implementations of Imk. 

lmk supports macros for representing directory specifications, header files 
and compiler or assembler flags. Any AmigaDOS command can be made 
into a macro. A macro is defined by use of the equals symbol ( = ) and takes 
the following form: 

MACRO=DEFINITION 

The macro is referenced within an Imkfile by the attachment of a dollar 
symbol ($) to the front of the macro name. The name must be enclosed in 
parenthesis. For example: 

$ (MACRO) 

There are five default macros provided by Imk and these are recognized by 
the position of the dollar sign ($). The default macros are: 

$@ Set to the target filename 

$? Set to a dependency list based upon files younger than the 
target file. 

$* Set to the prefix and basename of the first dependent file
name. 

$< Set to the dependent filename which caused the actions. 

$> Set to the basename of the dependent file which caused 
the actions. 

'-~....~" 

It is possible to override the definition of a macro from the command line of 
Imk. The reassignment of the macro is done by the use of the equals symbol 
in the form: 
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MACR01=NEWTEXT 

Note that no spaces are allowed between the name of the macro and the 
equals symbol. For example: 

LMK DEBUG=YES -f editor 

Transformation or inference rules inform Imk how to make a file with a 
given filename extension from a dependent with a given filename extension. 
In other words, this means that the rule to convert a .a file into a .h file would 
be termed .a.h. When used in an lmkfile, the transformation rule would be 
followed by a colon, e.g ..a.h:. 

Three default macros are set whenever a transformation rule is used: 

$* 	 is set to the prefix of the first dependency filename including any 

directory paths. In other words the filename extension is ignored. 


$< 	 is set to the dependency filenames which are out of date. '~ 

$> 	 is set to the base name of the dependency filenames which are out 

of date. 


Comments may be placed within an lmkfile by use of the hash symbol (#). 
For example: 

# This line is a comment 

Rules internal to this implementation of lmk assume you are using the Lat
tice AmigaDOS C Compiler. These rules are taken from the file named 
Imk.def on the distribution disk. You are able to override these rules if de
sired, by editing the Imk.def file. 

LC 	 LC:lc 
LCl = LC:lcl 
LC1FLAGS = -iINCLUDE: -iINCLUDE!lattice/ 
LC2 LC:lc2 
AS = 	LC:ASM 
LINK BLINK:blink 
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•DEFAULT: 

$(LC) $ (LCIFLAGS) $* 


.a.o: 

$(AS) $* -i Include:/Assembler_Includes -0 $*.0 


.c.O: 

$(LC) $ (LCIFLAGS) $* 


.h.o: 
delete $*.0 
$(LC) $ (LCIFLAGS) $* 

Imk provides support for a number of special or fake targets. In other words, 
an expression which appears to be a target in an Imkfile is actually used to 
control the operation of Imk. Fake target names must always begin with a 
period (.) and be capitalized: 

• .DEFAULT 
• .IGNORE 
• .ONERROR 
• .SET 
• .SILENT 

The results of each fake targets are tabulated below: 

.DEFAULT 

.IGNORE 

.ONERROR 

.SET 

.SILENT 

Specify default rules 

Same as -i option 

Specify error response 

Set logical assignment 

Same as -s option 

Imk supports the use of local input files. Local input files provide a method 
of keeping actions associated with making a target in the same Imkfile rather 
than in a separate file on disk. Any macros defined in the Imkfile can be used 
within a local input file. 
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Commands to appear within the temporary file are enclosed between the 
two delimiter characters of < and <. 

A template for construction is: 

command <[preface]<[!) (filename) ] 

stmtl 

stmtN 

< 


where: 

command 	 The action to be handed to AmigaDOS. 

preface 	 The symbol which is to precede the local input file
name when it is given to AmigaDOS. 

The instruction to lmk to create a a local input file con
taining the statements specified in the rest of the com
mand line. 

filename 	 The optional filename given to the local input file cre
ated. 

stmtl-N 	 The statements within the local input file. 
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NAME 
lprof Execution Profiler 

SYNOPSIS 

Iprof command 

DESCRIPTION 
The lprof command is used to gather information about where a program is 
spending most of its execution time. 

In order to gather statistics on a given command, prefix the command with 
the lprof command. Note that if the command you wish is not in the current 
directory, you must fully specify the command location even if it is in the 
path. Also, any redirection operators which were immediately after the com
mand must now be moved to after the lprof command. 

After the profiler loads the given command, it will execute it and gather 
statistics by examining the current program counter at given intervals. You 
can verify that the profiling is in progress by the power light fluctuating in 
intensity. When the program run completes, the lprof command will create 
a file prof.out in the current directory that you can then use with the lstat 
command. 

SEE 
1stat, le, le1 

EXAMPLE 
Given a simple program foo that doesn't take any arguments, you can gather 
statistics on it with: 

Iprof foo 

For a program that normally takes command line arguments, you can add 
them after the command name as in: 
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lprof mycmd -opt 1 -flag 

If the program needed to have output redirected such as in: 

myprog >outfile -opt 2 -doit 

You would instead move the redirection after the lprof command as in: 

lprof >outfile myprog -opt 2 -doit 

If the program were in the C: directory or another directory automatically 
searched by the CLI, you would need to give the full path name as in: 

lprof C:mynewcmd -opt 2 
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NAME 
lse 	 Edit user files 

SYNOPSIS 

lse [-v I [[-ddatafile] filel[ .ext] [file2 [.ext]]] 

DESCRIPTION 
The lse (Lattice Screen Editor) is a full-screen integrated editor for the 
Amiga. The lse command line options are as follows: 

This option displays the LSE version number and copy
right. You will need the version number from this display 
should you call for support. 

-ddatafile 	 The option -d indicates that a datafile name is being en
tered. The datafile is the name of the file created by the 
installation program LSEINST.EXE. The default is to 
search the directories in the PATH variable for LSE.DAT. 
There must be no blank characters between the option -d 
and the datafile name. 

file 1 [.extJ 	 The file to be read into window 1. The extension is op
tional. Using LSEINST you can choose to automatically 
append default extensions to the file name (like .c for C 
source files). 

file2[ .ext J 	 The file to be optionally read into window 2. Again, the 
extension is optional and appended only ifthe default (no 
extension) has been changed. 

You can invoke LSE without a filename by entering: 

lse B 

Use the Project Menu and the Rename Option to name a text file invoked 
without a filename. LSE will not allow you to save an un-named text file. 
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NAME 
lstat 	 Profile reader and printer 

SYNOPSIS 

lstat >output options program profile 

DESCRIPTION 
This command is used to analyze a profile statistics file created by the Iprof 
command. 

The program field is required and indicates the name of the executable for 
which the statistics were gathered. Istat uses this to obtain all the debugging 
and symbol information for its report. The profile field is optional and is 
used to override the default of Iprof.out which is written by the Iprof com
mand. You will wish to use this if the file is in a different directory, or you 
have renamed the file. ',,--. 

The >output field is optional and redirects Istat's output from the screen to 
an output device or file. Most programmers use Istat by redirecting its out
put to a file and then printing the file. See the examples below. 

The options field need not be present. Istat accepts the following options 

-z 	 This option instructs Istat to display statistics for all subroutines even 
if they were not encountered in profiling. The default is to suppress all 
entries that have a 0 hit count. 

-f 	 This option instructs Istat to display full statistics for each subroutine 
indicating the line numbers within a module that were hit by profiling. 
By default, only summary information about the subroutine is printed. 

-t =n 	This option allows pruning of the information presented. By default, 
Istat will print all subroutines which had even a single hit. Ifyou spec
ify n it will only display those which have at least n or more hits. 

Note that this command assumes that you have compiled with at least -dl 
debugging from lei in order to be able to associate the code with the given 
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line. In the absence of this information, the lstat command will only report 
statistics on a subroutine by subroutine basis. 

SEE 
lprof, le, le1 

EXAMPLE 
These examples assume that the file Iprof.out is in the current directory. It 
is created by running the command: 

Iprof testprog 

To simply view the basic statistics about the run, we can give the command: 
I> lstat testprog 
header size OxIc, ProfileHeader OxIc 
719 run + 158 ready + 77 wait 954 
75.367% run, 16.562% ready, 8.071% wait 

8.067% sarrples (58) out of profile range 

counted ~ 660, RUN' NonTable 661 

Routine % Total %Offset Hits label 
59.5455% 59.5455% lc44e 393 getrse 
8.9394% 68.4848% lc6fa 59 frersc 
3.6364% 72.1212% 10d38 24 alcmem [l incs 64·102 in memory.c] 

Most hits· 1.2121% (8) on line 80 
2.2727% 74.3939% 18252 15 instal [lines 117·146 in sym.c] 

Most hits· 1.2121% (8) on line 132 

0.1515% 100.0000% le.18 1 CXM22 

We can get an indication of the additional routines that did not get encoun
tered by the profiler with the -z option. Note the extra routines at the end 
which have 0 hits and account for 0.0000% of the execution time that now 
appear in the output. 

1> lstat ·z testprog 
header size OxIc, ProfileHeader OxIc 
719 run + 158 ready + 77 wait 954 
75.367% run, 16.562% ready, 8.071% wait 
8.067% sarrples (58) out of profile range 

counted = 660, RUN NonTable 661 

Routine % Total %Offset Hits label 
59.5455% 59.5455% lc44c 393 getrse 
8.9394% 68.4848% leMa 59 frersc 
3.6364% 72.1212% 10dlB 24 alcmem [l ioes 64-102 in 
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2.2727% 74.3939% 18252 15 
Most hits· 1.2121% (8) on line 80 

instal [lines 117·146 in sym.cl 
Most hits 1.2121% (8) on tine 132 

0.0000% 100.0000% 
0.0000% 100.0000% 

lca60 
lea78 

o streat 
o strncpy 

More information about the individual lines in a subroutine may be obtained 
with the -f option. For each routine that has line number information, it will 
indicate the percentage of total execution that was spent on that line in the 
subroutine. Note that subroutines without line number information will not 
show any additional information. 

1> lstat ·f testprog 
header size OxIc, ProfileHeader OxIc 
719 run + 158 ready + 77 wait 954 
75.367% run, 16.562% ready, 8.071% wait 
8.067% samples (58) out of profile range 

counted = 660, RUM • NonTable 661 

Routine % Total %Offset Hits label 
59.5455% 59.5455% lc44c 393 getrsc 
8.9394% 68.4848% le6fa 59 frers<: 
3.6364% 72.1212% 10d38 24 alclOOm [l ines 64·102 in memory.e] 

0.3030% (2) on line 64 
1.0606% (7) on line 68 
0.7576% (5) on tine 69 
1.2121% (8) on line 80 
0.3030% (2) on 1ine 90 

2.2727"-' 74.3939% 18252 15 instal [lInes 117·146 in sym.cl 
0.1515% (1) on line 117 
0.1515% (1) on 1in. 129 
0.4545% (3) on line 131 
1.2121% (8) on line 132 
0.1515% (1) on line 133 
0.1515% (1) on 1ine 138 

0.1515% 100.0000% lco18 1 CXM22 

With a large program, the amount of information presented by the profiler 
can be overwhelming. In attempting to improve performance of such a pro
gram, it is beneficial to limit the amount of information that the lstat pro
gram presents. The -t option can be used to set a threshold below which no 
information will be reported. With this option, the final total will not be 
100%. 

1> lstat -f -t=2 testprog 
header size OxIc, ProfileHeader OxIc 
719 run + 158 ready + 77 wait = 954 
75.367% run, 16.562% ready, 8.071% wait 
8.067% samples (58) .out of profile range 

counted = 660, RUN' NonTable 661 
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Routine % Total % Offset Hits label 

59.5455% 59.5455% 1 c44c 393 getrsc 

8.9394% 68.4848% 1c6fa 59 frersc 

3.6364% 72.1212% 10d38 24 alcmem [l ines 64·102 in memory.c] 


0.3030% (2) on line 64 

1. 0606% (7) on line 68 

0.7576% (5) on line 69 

1.2121% (8) on line 80 

0.3030% (2) on line 90 


2.2727% 74.3939% 18252 15 instal [lines 117·146 in sym.c] 

0.1515% (1) on line 117 

0.1515% (1) on line 129 

0.4545% (3) on line 131 

1.2121% (8) on line 132 

0.1515% (1) on line 133 

0.1515% (1) on line 138 


0.3030% 98.3333% 1caOO xcovf 
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NAME 
omd Object Module Disassembler 

SYNOPSIS 

omd >output options object source 

DESCRIPTION 
This utility program disassembles an object file produced by the Lattice C 
Compiler and produces an output listing consisting of assembly-language 
statements, possibly interspersed with the original C source code. 

The object field is required and gives the complete object file name. That is, 
OMD will not automatically supply the .0 extension. The source field is 
optional. If present, it must be the complete source file name. When this 
field is used, you should have compiled the source file with the -d option (see 
the Ic command) to produce the debugging information in the object module 
that allows omd to associate a particular source line with the object code that 
was generated. Ifyou did not use the -d option, then the C source lines will 
not appear in omd's output. 

The >output field is optional and redirects omd's output from the screen to 
an output device or file. Most programmers use omd by redirecting its output 
to a file and then printing the file. See the example below. 

The options field need not be present. The Amiga implementation of omd 
only accepts the following option: 

This option overrides the default size of the buffer 
used to hold the external symbol section of the ob
ject module. For example, -x200 establishes a buffer 
that can hold 200 external symbols, which is the de
fault. You should increase this value if omd reports 
that there are too many external symbols. 
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EXAMPLE 
This example compiles MYPROG.C to produce MYPROG.O, which is then 
disassembled. The disassembled listing is saved in the file MYPROG.LST. 

Ie -d myprog 

omd >myprog.lst myprog.o myprog.e 
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NAME 
oml 

SYNOPSIS 

Object Module Librarian 

omi [<cmdfiIe] [>listfile] [options] libfile [commands] 

DESCRIPTION 
The object module librarian omZ can create a library file by combining object 
modules, generate a listing of the modules (and their public symbols) con
tained in a library, or manipulate modules within an existing library file. 

Library files provide a convenient way of collecting object modules to be 
presented as a group of available components during program linking; the 
load module builder then includes only those modules from the library which 
are actually needed by the load module being built. Libraries are especially 
useful when several programs make use of common subroutines, since these 
subroutines can be placed in a library file and included on an as required basis 
when the programs are linked. 

A library file is made up of object modules, each of which was originally a 
single file. Each module within the library is identified by a module name, 
which is normally obtained from the object module itself (the Arniga object 
module format defines a special program unit or module name record). This 
name is placed in the object module by the translator (assembler or com
piler) program which generates it. Some modules may not contain a module 
name at all; in that case, the object module librarian assigns a module name 
of the form $nnn, where nnn is a decimal number indicating that the module 
was the nth unnamed module encountered in the library. 

In order to perform replacement of modules within a library file, it is neces
sary to insure that the module contains a program unit or module name. The 
Lattice ArnigaDOS C Compiler and AmigaDOS assembler always place a 
module name in the object files they produce. The current versions of the 
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compiler and assembler use the name of the object file. Thus, compiling 
ftoc.c produces an object module with the name ftoc.o. 

The Metacomco Amiga assembler does not place any module name in the 
output file unless the IDNT directive is used. For example: 

IDNT "asrood.o" 

causes the module name asmod.o to be placed in the object file created when 
the source file is assembled. 

When the linker examines a library file to find modules to be incorporated 
into a program, the module name is not important; instead, the linker de
cides if a module is needed on the basis of the public symbols it defines. A 
module may define one or more such symbols, which identify program com
ponents such as functions or data elements. Because the presence of more 
than one definition for a symbol may cause confusion, the object module 
librarian warns when it examines or constructs a library file which includes 
multiple definitions of a symbol. 

Each invocation of oml specifies a particular library file upon which opera
tions are to be performed. Then, a sequence of one or more commands is 
used to indicate the desired operations. 

Commands may be specified on the command line used to execute oml, or 
they may be read from stdin, or a combination of both kinds of input may be 
used. If no commands are specified on the command line which executed 
oml, they are automatically read from stdin, which is usually the user's con
sole but can be redirected to a file. The special command @ (valid only on 
the command Hne) is used to switch command input from the command line 
to stdin; an explicit file name may be attached to the @ to force commands 
to be read from that file. Commands are read from a file or from stdin until 
an end of file condition is detected; if commands are being read from the 
user's console, a control-backslash must be used to end command input. 

Each command is specified as a single character, usually followed by a list of 
module names or object file names. Commands and file/module names are 
separated from each other by white space. If a command is followed by one 
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or more names, the fITst name specified is NOT checked as a possible com
mand; thus, names which might be confused with commands must be speci
fied as the FIRST name following a command. 

The format of the command to invoke the object module librarian is: 

oml [<cmdfiIe] [>listfiIe] [options] Iibfile [commands] 

The various command line specifiers are shown in the order they must ap
pear in the command. Optional specifiers are shown enclosed in brackets. 

<cmdfile. Causes commands to be read from the named file, provided that 
(1) no commands are specified on the command line or (2) the @command 
(see below) is used to force commands to be read from stdin. If this option 
is omitted and neither of the above conditions is met, commands are read 
from the user's console. 

> listfile. Causes the listing output generated by oml to be written to the 
named file. If omitted, listing output is directed to the console. 

options. Librarian options are specified as a hyphen followed by a string of 
characters which may not include white space. Current options include the 
following: 

-oprefix Specifies that the output filenames for the x command are to be 
formed by prepending the module name with prefix. Note that 
if a directory name is to be specified as a prefix, a trailing node 
separator (a slash under AmigaDOS) must be supplied on the 
prefIX. 

-s Causes a listing of the public symbols defined in the module to 
be included in the listing produced by the I command. 

libfile. Specifies the name of the library file to be created or manipulated; 
this is the only command line field which must be present. 

commands. These specify the actions to be performed by oml with respect 
to the specified library file. Commands are specified by a single character; if 
alphabetic, either upper or lower case may be used. They are separated from 
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each other and from elements of file or module name lists by any white 
space. Current commands include: 

r file-list 	 Replaces the named object files in the library, or adds 
them to the library if not already present. Note that 
replacement of existing modules in a library will work 
correctly only if the file name is the same as the module 
name. If the module does not exist in the library, this 
is unnecessary. 

d module-list 	 Deletes the named modules from the library. Since 
modules without program unit names are assigned 
module names by the librarian, it may be necessary to 
obtain a listing (via the I command) in order to deter
mine the assigned $nnn name for the module which is 
to be deleted. 

x module-list 	 Extracts the named modules from the library, creating 
files of the same names. Note that if the module name 
includes a path name, the librarian will attempt to cre
ate a file with that name. All files are created in the 
current directory, unless the -0 option is used; in that 
case, each module name is prefixed with the text speci
fied on the -0 option. The special character '*' may be 
used to indicate that all of the modules in the library 
are to be extracted. oml will terminate execution if an 
attempt to extract a module is unsuccessful. Note that 
it is an error to specify the same name in both a re
placement and an extraction list. 

Causes generation of a listing of the modules in the 
library after all other requested operations have been 
performed. If the -s option is used on the command 
line which invokes oml, the listing will include the pub
lic symbols defined in each module as well as a list of 
the module names themselves. 
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@[filename] 	 Causes the remainder of command input to be read 
from stdin, or from the named file. Note: brackets are 
used to show that the file name is optional, and are not 
included if a file name is specified). 

If replacement modules or deletions are specified, a new version of the li
brary file will be built, provided that no errors are detected. This new version 
is created fIrst as a temporary file; when it has been completely built, the 
original library file (if it existed) is deleted, and the temporary file renamed. 
This sequence insures that the original library file will not be affected if an 
error is detected. Modules are always included in a library in topologically 
sorted ordeI:, so that no backward references occur (except in the case of 
modules which reference each other, which are retained in the same order 
in which they are encountered). 

Warning messages are produced if: 

• A module named in a deletion or extraction list was not found in the 
library. 

• If a second definition for a public symbol is encountered in one of the 
modules to be included. 

SEE 
blink,lc 

EXAMPLE 
The following examples illustrate the use of oml. Remember that replacing 
modules within a library file only works correctly if the module name is the 
same as the file name. Since a single object file is essentially a library of one 
module, oml can be used to fInd out what module name is included in the 
object file by using the following command: 

oml name.o 1 

Building a New Create a list of the file names of the object modules 
Library which will make up the library. The Lattice extract 
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from a Library 

Deleting Modules 
from a Library 

Listing the Modules in 
a Library 
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utility can be used to accomplish this. Then create 
the library using the following command: 

oml new. lib r @name.lst 

where new.lib is the name of the library to be cre
ated, and name.lst contains a list of the files to be 
included in the library. Note that creation of a new 
library is one occasion where the correspondence 
between file and module names is not required. 

Use the following command to break out an of the 
modules from a library: 

oml -o:objectj cfuncs.lib x * 

Note that this command will be successful only if no 
module names in the library CFUNCS.L contain 
path names. A file for each of the modules in the 
library will be created in the directory :object/ in 
this example. 

Use the following command to delete modules from 
a library: 

oml cfuncs.lib d tribe.o 

This example deletes the module tribe.o from the 
library cfunes.lib. 

Use the following command to obtain a listing of 
the modules and symbols in a library file: 

oml -s test. lib I 

The listing may be saved to a file using I/O redirec
tion: 
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oml Module Librarian 
Class: LATTICE 

oml >test.lst -s test. lib 1 
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Stream editor for peiforming character substitution 	 splat 
Class: LAITICE 

NAME 
splat Stream editor for performing character substi

tution 

SYNOPSIS 

splat [-s] [-0 I dPREFIX] [-v] pattern string filel fileN 

DESCRIPTION 
splat is a stream editor for substituting character patterns on individual or 
groups of files. The original version of the file is left unchanged unless speci
fied. This feature in conjunction with the stream operation of splat means a 
very efficient way of handling character substitution. 

The flags shown on the command line above are: 

-dPREFIX This option will specify a directory prefix indicating the 
directory where the edited file( s) are to be placed. 

-0 	 This option will overwrite the original version of the file 
with the new version. 

pattern 	 This option will match a pattern as described in the sec
tion dealing with GREP. 

-s 	 This option will echo to the standard output device the 
name of the current file. In addition, when no character 
substitutions have been performed on the file, this infor
mation is echoed to the output device. Without this op
tion, splat performs its task silently. 

string 	 This option will designate the string to be substituted for 
the pattern. 

-v This option will display all lines in which substitutions are 
made to standard output. No files are created when using 
this option. 
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tb 	 Traceback 
Class: LATTICE 

NAME 
tb Traceback Utility 

SYNOPSIS 

tb [-<options>] [[tbfile] file] 

DESCRIPTION 
This command is used to process a Snapshot.TB file produced by a pro
gram linked with catch.o. This file is a standard IFF format file that con
tains information about the program abend and environment at the time of 
the exception. 

Ifgiven, options must be a minus sign followed by one or more of the follow
ing characters in any order. 

This will dump all sections present in the traceback file. 

x 	 Symbol Xref. This dumps the location of all symbols encoun
tered in the program. 

s 	 Stack. This dumps the contents of the entire stack at the time of 
the snapshot. 

r 	 Registers. This displays the current contents of registers at the 
time of the snapshot. 

v 	 Environment. This is the default to display where the program 
was executing and the call back chain. 

m 	 Memory. If present in the snapshot file, this will display the 
amount of memory available at the time of the snapshot. 

u 	 User data. If present in the snapshot file, this will display any 
program generated user data section. 

If no options are given, tb will default to printing out the current stack frame 
call back to indicate the current code location. 
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Traceback tb 
Class: LATTICE 

The optional parameter file indicates a program to read the debugging infor
mation from. If not given, the tb command will use the program specified in 
the snapshot file. Note that this option is most useful when you create two 
images: one with full debugging information and another without debugging 
information that you normally use. In this way, you get the benefits of faster 
loading of the nondebug version yet still have access to the traceback infor
mation if it does crash. 

The tbfile parameter is used to override the default of Snaptshot.TB in the 
current directory. Ifyou give this option, you MUST also specify a program 
name. 

SEE 
Ie,le1 

EXAMPLE 
With a program test linked with catch.o that has created a file Snapshot.TB 
in the current directory. We run the tb command to produce a traceback: 

tb 

program Name: testit; run from ell 

Program load map (addresses are APTRs, sizes are in bytes) 

220f78 $1110 211268 $Sb4 

Terminated with GURU number 00000005, Divide by Zero Error 

Error occurred at address 221cde,. faa line 5 


called from 221568 = main line 11 

called from 221060,. main + 704 

called from 2210ca = hunk 0 + $152 


To obtain a full dump of all information, we can use the -I option: 
tb 

TraceDump 0.88 Copyright (c) 1988 The Software Distillery 


TraceDump Utility: catch.o; Version 1, Revision 0 

Processor type: 68000 

VBlankFreq 60, PowerSUpFreq 60 


Symbol s for hunk 0 

foo ,. 22153c main" 22155c 


Program Name: testit; run from ell 

Program load map (addresses are APTRs, sizes are in bytes) 

220f78 $1110 211268 $5b4 

Terminated with GURU number 00000005, Divide by Zero Error 

Error occurred at address 221cde = foo line 5 


called from 22156. ,. main I jne 11 

called from 221060" main + 704 

called from 2210ca ,. hunk 0 + $152 
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tb Traceback 
Class: LAITICE 

Registers: 
00=00221cOO Dl=OOOOOOoo 02=00000001 D3=00002718 
04=00000001 05=OOOOoo2b 06=0000003b 07=00000000 
AO=00221f54 Al=00243fcc A2=0024460a A3=00225c68 
A4=00211268 A5=002445be A6=002033c8 A7=002445ae 
PC 221 cde CoO V=O Z=1 N=O X=O 

stack top: 244640, stack pointer: 2445ae, stack length: $94 
entire stack, size = $94 bytes 
2445AE: 000003ED 00221558 0000002B 00000000 : •••m. n.x ••• +•••• 
2445BE: 002445cA 0022156A 00225C68 002445F6 : .SEJ.H.j."\h.SE. 
2445CE: 00221 C60 00000001 00211620 00225CC4 : .......... !. . "\0 

24450E: 00226030 00225C68 83010000 00000021 : ... ·O ...\h.Q ••••• 1 
2445EE: 132300210021162000244640 002210CA : .#.I.! ••$Fiil.".J 
2445FE: 00244602 74657374 6974000A 00000022 : .$F.testH ....... 
24460E: 60300000 27100000 27180000 00010000 : ·0 •• • ••• •••••••• 
24461E: 00280000 00380022 60300022 61300020 : .+ ••• ; .... O ... aO. 
24462E: 35300022 OF740024 464400FF 425800FF : 50 .... t.$FO •• BX •• 
24463E: 424C0022 : BL." 

The tb utility can present each individual piece of the information based on 
additional option letters. In the above dump, you can find the following 
sections: 

(1) Xref section -x option 
"--/ 

(2) Environment section -e option 

(3) Register section -r option 

(4) Stack section -s option 
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Adjust the time stamP on specified files to the system time touch 
Class: LATTICE 

NAME 
touch 	 Adjust the time stamp on specified files to the 

system time 

SYNOPSIS 

touch [-m] filel fileN 

DESCRIPTION 
touch amends the time stamp on a file to the existing system time. This utility 
supports the use of wildcards - the -m option specifies MS-DOS convention. 
The default for wildcards is the AmigaDOS conventions of #? characters. 

Note that it is essential that the system date and time are 
accurate before attempting to use this utility. Failing to 
adhere to this caveat may cause unpredictable results. 
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we 	 Tabulate the number ofcharacters, words, lines within file 
.~~~~~~~--

Class: LA1TICE 

NAME 
wc Tabulate the number of characters, words, 

lines within file 

SYNOPSIS 

wc [-p] [-s] file 

DESCRIP1"ION 
we is a utility which is used to obtain statistical information about the con
tents of a file. The details of the file are directed to the standard output 
device - the screen. 

The flags shown on the command line above are: 

p 	 This option will filter the file to remove non
printable characters. 

-s file 	 This option will calculate a checksum for the 
specified file. 

The checksum calculation format consists of two parts - the number of print
able ASCII characters and the checksum for the file. An example of the 
calculation format looks like this: 

Characters 12391 
Words 1975 
Lines 130 

Sum : 1919 0 
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Section 3 


Lattice Amiga Environment 


Variables 


This section describes the AmigaDOS environment variables that are used 
by the Lattice C Compiler and related programs. 
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include: Include search path 
Class: LATTICE 

NAME 
include: Include search path 

SYNOPSIS 

assign INCLUDE: include path 

DESCRIPTION 
This logical name is used by the compiler to find files that are included via 
the #include statement. The include path should be the disk and directory 
specification that describe the location of the header files. For example, 

assign INCLUDE: "Lattice C:include" 

indicates that the compiler should look for included files in the directory 
include on the disk whose volume name is Lattice C. Note that if any portion 
of the path contains spaces, then the entire path must be enclosed in double 
quotes. 

The compiler accepts two forms of the #include statement, as follows: 

#include <file> 

#include "file" 

When the first form is used, the compiler looks for file only in the directory 
associated with the INCLUDE: logical name. With the second form, the 
compiler looks in the current directory, then in any directories specified via 
the -i option, and finally in the directory associated with the INCLUDE: 
logical name. 
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Include search path include: 
Class: LAITICE 

SEE 
assign, Ie, leI 
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Ie: Compiler executable file path 
Class: LATl1CE 

NAME 
Ie: Compiler executable file path 

SYNOPSIS 

assign LC: program path 

DESCRIPTION 
This is the logical name used by the driver program Ie to locate the various 
programs required to compile and link source modules. This can be very 
useful on floppy disk hased systems where there may not be sufficient online 
storage capacity to contain the compiler files in addition to other working 
files. By assigning LC: to the disk volume and directory containing the com
piler and linker, Ie will be able to locate and load the appropriate programs 
even if that disk volume isn't currently mounted. If required, you will be 
prompted to insert the necessary disk volume at the correct time. 

For example, 

assign LC: "Lattice C:" 

will cause Ie to load the compiler executable programs from the root level of 
the disk volume named Lattice C. 

If the assignment is not made, Ie looks for the programs in the default direc
tory leI in the root level of the system drive. 

SEE 
assign, Ie 
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Library file path lib: 
Class: LAITICE 

NAME 
lib: Library file path 

SYNOPSIS 

assign LIB: library path 

DESCRIPTION 
This is the logical name used by Ie to locate the Lattice C startup routine c.o 
and the Lattice and Amiga libraries for the linker. If the assignment has been 
made, the driver program, Ie, will specify that the linker look in the directory 
associated with the logical name for the startup code and the standard li
braries. The directory may be on any disk volume. If the volume is not 
mounted, you will be prompted to insert the correct volume at the appropri
ate time. For example, 

assign LIB: "Lattice C:lib" 

specifies directory lib/ on disk volume Lattice C as the location of the li
braries and startup code. 

If the assignment is not made, the linker will be directed to look in the subdi
rectory lib/ of the path used to locate the linker. In other words, if the logical 
name LC: is assigned, the libraries will be assumed to be in the directory 
LC:lib. If LC: is not assigned, the directory SYS:Ic/lib will be used. 

SEE 
assign, Ie, let 
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quad: Intermediate file path 
Class: LAITICE 

NAME 
quad: Intermediate file path 

SYNOPSIS 

assign QUAD: quadfile path 

DESCRIPTION 
This is the logical name used to direct the compiler to place the intermediate 
file in some location other than the source file directory. By default, the 
compiler creates the intermediate, or quad, file in the same directory as the 
source file. You can use the -q option of the Ie driver program or the -0 

option of Iet to cause this file to be created somewhere else. 

The QUAD: logical name is used by the driver program to assign a different ',-/ 
default location for the intermediate file. For example, 

assign QUAD: ram: 

will cause the compiler to use ram disk for the intermediate file when it is 
invoked via the Ie command. 

SEE 
assign, Ie, Iet 
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Compiler Comma=n-=d=-S=u=m~m.::a::.ryL-___________.______ 

The following table summarizes all of the options for the Lattice Amiga C 
Compiler Ie, lei, and le2 commands. 

-b 
-bO 
-bl 
-c+ structure messages 

-hb 
-he 
-hd 
-ix 

compatibility 
Allow nested comments 
allow $ in identifiers 
Supp~ess error line printing 
Requrre functIon P.foto~es 
~press multiple indu es of same file 

ow new kefe';;0rds 
Allow multip e character constants 
Enable ol!i style preprocessor. 
Allow regIster parameter tarsm~ 
Create only one copy of i entica strings 
Enable warnin1Fe for tags used without defmition 
Force all char eclaratlOus as unsigned char 
Shut off warning for return without a return 
Treat all global declarations as externals 
Continue on error 
Enable debuggipg 
Disable debugging 
Enable debu~nfi - dump !ine table 
Generate sym 0 mformatlon 
Generate sY!!lbol info, dump at every line 
Generate full symbol mformation 
Generate full symbol info, dump at line 
Defme preprocessor symbol 
Use Motorola FFP 
Use Motorola FFP 
Generate code for Motorola 68881 
Generate code for IEEE libraries 
Use standard Lattice libraries 
Cross reference defined symbols 
Cross reference compiler provided flies 
List excluded lines 
List header flies 
list included files 
List macro eXHausions 
Print narrow nes 
List source 
Produce cross reference listing 
Read in header me xxx 

-hb FastBSS 
-he Fast Code 
-hd Fast Data 

~eciz include directory 
Isab e message #n 

-ca 
-cc 
-cd 
-ce 
-cf 
-ci 
-ck 
-em 
-co 
ocr 

-en 
-cw 
-ex 
-C 
-d 

-dO 
-dl 
-d2 
-113 
-d4 
-dS 

-dx~y 
-f 
off 
-£8 
-fi 
-fl 
-gd 
-gc 
-ge 
-~ 
-gJ. 
-gm 
-gn 
-gs 

-~ 

-ca 
-cc 
-cd 
-ce 
-cf 
-ci 
-ck 
-em 
-co 
ocr 
-cs 
-et 
-eu 
-cw 
-ex 

-d 
-dO 
-dl 
-d2 
-113 
-d4 
-dS 

-dx~y 
-f 
off 
-£8 
·fi 
-fl 
-gd 
-gc 

=~ 
-gJ. 
-gm 
-gn 
-gs 
-gx

-hXxx 

-ix 
-j<n> 

'-..-/ 
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Compiler Command Summary 

',--../ -l<n>~ 
-J<n>l 

-J<n>w 


-L+ 

-La 

-I.e 
-Ld 
-u 
-Lh 
-LJ 

-Lm 
-Ln 
-Ln 
-Lx 
-Lt 
-Lv 
-Lx 
-\ 

-M 
-m 

-mO 
-ml 
-m2 
-m3 
-ma 
-me 
-mr 
oms 
-mt 
-n 
-0 
-ox 
-p 
-p 
-py
-ph 

-pp 

-pr 

-ps 

-qx 


-q<n>e 

-q<n>w 


-q 

-r 


orO 

-r1 

-IT 


-rs 


-rb 


-Rx 
-s 

-sb",x 
-sc=x 
-sd=x 

-\ 

-n 


-p 

-pc

-ph 

-pp 

-pr 

-ps 

-ox 


-q<n>e 

-q<n>w 


-f 
orO 
-rl 
-IT 

-rs 
orb 

-m 
-mO 
-ml 
-m2 
-m3 
-rna 
-me 
-mr 
oms 
-mt 

-ox 
-p 

for static functions 
:.:.., - -".: -,-- x 

~!~~f:~:t~: n error/warnings c( n warmngs 
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Compiler Command Summary 

-UK 
-v 
-w -w 
-x -x 
-y 
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Index 

A 

ADDSYM C23 
Adjust the time stamp on specified files to the 
system time C93 
AmigaDOS environment variables C95 
AmigaDOS LIST Command C39 
asm C4 
Automatic Link Vector C14 

B 

Big comiler pass 1 C61 
blink C9 
build C22 

c 
CLI window C'25 
CodePRobe source-level debugger C23 
command-line options C24 
Compiler code generator C63 
Compiler executable file path C98 
Compiler pass 1 C61 
cpr C23 
cxref C27 

D 

Determines the differences between two files 
C29 

dif/ C29 

E 

Edit user files C75 
environment variables C95 
Execution Promcr C73 
extract C31 

F 

fd2pragma C32 
files C33 

G 

Generates a cross-reference listing for Clan
guage source mes C27 
Global regular expression search and print 

C35 
grep C35 

H 

Header me compressor C64 

I 

Iconic Tools C20 
Include search path C96 
include: C96 
initialization C25 
Inserts lines of text into a given file C22 
interlace mode C24 
Intermediate file path Cl00 

L 

Lattice 68000 Macro Assembler C4 
Lattice C Compiler C40 
lc1b C61 
lel C61 
Ic2 C63 
Ic: C98 
lcompact C64 
Ie C40 
lib: C99 
Library me path C99 
line mode C25 
Linker for the Lattice AmigaDOS compiler 

C9 
linker C23 
lmk C66 
lprof C73 
lse C75 
[sial C76 
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Index 

M 

Maintain and update records of file depen
dencies C66 
Map Files C14 
Multiple Overlay Nodes C19 

o 
Object Module Disassembler C80 
Object Module Librarian C82 
omd C80 
oml C82 
Overlay Can Vectors C13 

p 

Pragma Generator C32 
Prints the names of files in specified directory 

C31 
Profile reader and printer c:76 
profile script C24 
profile scripts C26 

Q 

quad: Cl00 
quit C25 

R 

restart C23, C25 

s 
Search, copy, or erase files or directories 

C33 
Special Hunks C16 
spill file C25 
splat C89 
start C25 
Stream editor for performing character sub
stitution C89 

T 

Tabulate the number of characters, words, 
lines within file C94 
tb C90 
touch C93 
Traceback Utility C90 

w 
wc C94 
window coordinates C24 
Workbench C24 
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Section 1 


Overview of LSE 

1.1 Introduction 

This major part of the Lattice Amiga C Compiler Manual is the Lattice 
Screen Editor Reference Manual. It describes the actions, operations and fea
tures of version 2.0 of the Lattice Screen Editor. 

1.1.1 Features of LSE 

The Lattice Screen Editor (LSEt1<) is an editor that is easy to use and it offers 
the features, flexibility and power needed by professional programmers. The 
LSE editor includes: 

• Amiga mouse pull-down menus, click on gadgets, click on text, and 
scrollbar, 

• Programmable keystrokes to tailor LSE to your personal preferences, 

• Integrated Compile and Edit capabilities, 

• Nested UNDO capabilities of up to 50 levels, 

• The ability to edit up to nine files at the same time, 
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• Easy to use mouse and menu commands, 

• Automatic file back-up, 

• Special input modes for assembly language, automatic tabbing. word 
wrap for text mode, and auto-indenting on opening brace ( 0, 

• Pattern and string searches, 

• Keystroke saver macros, and 

• On-line Help. 

1.1.2 Contents 

The Lattice Screen Editor Reference is divided into the following six sections 
and four appendices: 

• Section 1 presents an overview of LSE and contains a list of the LSE 
features. 

• Section 2 covers the LSE environment, loading the system, and the com
mand line options. 

• Section 3 describes the basics of editing in LSE and covers the screen, 
entering text and commands, and the data, message, and help files. 

• Section 4 describes the Special Keys which control editing, and entering 
text into a file, 

• Section S describes how to compile Lattice C source files from the LSE 
integrated environment. 

• Section 6 describes the Mode Menu options which control the editing 
environment. 

• Appendix A presents a list of the error messages which may he gener
ated during execution. 

• Appendix B describes instaHingand customizing LSE. 

• AppendixC reviews the special keys used while entering text. 

• Appendix D describes the regular expression syntax accepted by LSE. 
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1.2 This Section 

Section 1 presents an overview of the Lattice Screen Editor (LSE). 

1.3 An Editor for Programmers 

LSE is written in Lattice C and has been specifically optimized to run on the 
Amiga. 

1.3.1 Built to Reduce Your Development Time 

Now you can use LSE to write C source code and compile code directly from 
memory. Pressing a single key invokes the Lattice C Compiler using your 
predefined compiler and error checking options. 

Using this integrated compile/edit environment you can compile the source 
file while buffering compiler syntax errors for later review. Prompts are dis
played only during the review cycle. 

You can also elect to check the compiler output either for errors only or for 
both errors and warnings. 

This integrated concept will greatly reduce your compile/edit cycle which 
will increase your programming productivity. 

1.3.2 Up to Speed Quickly 

You don't want to waste time learning a new editor, but you want the ability 
to compile from memory. So in addition to LSE's standard command struc
ture, we've included a configuration program that enables you to tailor LSE 
to your personal keystroke preferences. 

• LSE uses spreadsheet-style menus and pulled-down menus with the 
Amiga mouse and standard Amiga gadgets to get you going fast. And 
as you become more familiar with the editor you can execute commands 
via shortcut keys without using the menus . 

• Using the LSE Installation Program you can tailor LSE keystrokes to 

---- ....... --..~ --------------------
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match those of your current editor. And you can even change the LSE 
messages or prompts by editing the LSE message file. 

1.3.3 Editing Modes 

LSE includes special language specific input modes for C language and as
sembly language programmers as well as a power-type (word-wrap) mode. 
LSE can handle files up to the limit of memory on your equipment so you 
don't have to worry about file sizes. 

1.3.4 Nine Things at Once 

Like any good programmer you are concerned about consistency and conti
nuity. You want to check out a module you coded at the start of the project 
to make sure that your current work is structured the same way. And you 
want to pull out a few lines of code from there and copy them here. 

That's why LSE can do nine things at once. You can keep up to nine files in 
memory, viewing up to two files at the same time. And under AmigaDOS 
you can fork LSE leaving it in the background in order to start a compile or 
perform any other Amiga system task, then switch back and continue editing. 

1.4 LSE Features 

Besides the standard functions you expect in an editor (block manipulation, 
full screen data entry, etc.,) LSE provides you with: 

Lattice C Compiling and C files can be compiled from memory and the 
Error Tracking output from the compiler can be processed by 

LSE to find lines in your source code contain
ing errors or warnings. This fast compile/edit 
loop can greatly reduce your program devel
opment time. 

Multi-Window Environment LSE allows you to keep nine files in memory. 
You can display two files at the same time and 
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Multi-Level Commands 

Backup Directory 

Special Input Modes 

Full8-Bit Character Input 

Installation Program 

move and copy data between the files quickly 
and easily. In addition, a toggle is provided 
for switching between a full screen display 
and a split screen display. 

All LSE commands are available either 
through spreadsheet-style menus or short-cut 
keys. A mouse can be used to select menu 
items or to move the editing cursor. Using the 
mouse you can pull-down the top menus, you 
can click on gadgets, you can click on text po
sitioning of the cursor, and you can use the 
scrollbar. 

You can target back-up files either to the cur
rent directory (with an extension of .bak) or to 
a default directory. The automatic back-up 
feature can be disabled. 

LSE supports three assembly language input 
modes, giving case folding and the designa
tion of a comment character. A power-type 
(word-wrap) mode is also available for 
preparing text to be further manipulated by 
other text processing utilities. 

LSE supports the entry of any 8-bit character 
into the text. This allows LSE to support spe
cial graphics characters and foreign character 
sets. 

An installation program is provided so that 
you can customize any or all of LSE's 
keystrokes. You may change menus, prompts, 
and help messages by editing the message 
files directly. 

'~ Pattern and String Searches 	Text searching can use patterns as well as sim
ple strings. Patterns are formed as regular ex
pressions as in the popular grep utility. 
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Keysaver Macros 

Auto-Indenting on Open 
Brace ({) 

On-Line Help 

Macros can be created using LSE's Keysaver 
Macro options. Macros can be any combina
tion of commands and characters strings. 
Macros can be saved for later use or elimi
nated after an editing session. A two key com
bination can be designated to start the play
back of any saved Macro character string. 

To make C programming easier, you can 
auto-indent on each open brace ( {) character. 
This is a toggle option which can be switched 
off when using LSE for other uses. 

(ijJ provides on-screen help at virtually any 
level of LSE processing. 

-----.-~.----
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Section 2 


Getting Started 


2.1 Introduction 

Section 2 describes getting started with LSE. It covers the LSE environment, 
loading the system, and the command line options. 

2.2 The LSE Environment 

LSE requires an Amiga system with at least 512K bytes of application mem
ory. A hard drive is preferred but LSE operates well on a system that has 
only floppy drives. 

2.3 Installing LSE 

LSE is included as part of the Lattice C Compiler. Refer to the Lattice C 
Compiler User's Guide for complete information on installing LSE on your 
system. 
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2.4 The Command Line 

The command line to invoke LSE is: 

lse [-v I [[-ddatafile] filel[.ext] [file2[.ext]]] 

where optional information is shown enclosed in brackets ([ ]) and where: 

-v This option displays the LSE version number and copy
right. You will need the version number from this display 
should you call for support. The screen is cleared and your 
file is displayed in an LSE window. 

-ddatafile The option -d indicates that a datafile name is being en
tered. The datafile is the name of the file created by the 
installation program LSEINST.EXE. The default is to 
search the directories in the PATH variable for LSE.DAT. 
There must be no blank characters between the option -d 
and the datafile name. 

filel[.extJ The file to be read into window 1. The extension is op
tionaL Using LSEINST you can choose to automatically 
append default extensions to the file name (like .c for C 
source files). 

file2[.extJ The file to be optionally read into window 2. Again, the 
extension is optional and appended only if the default (no 
extension) has been changed. 

You can invoke LSE without a filename by entering: 

lse IE 

Use the Project Menu and the Rename Option to name a text file invoked 
without a filename. LSE will not allow you to save an un-named text file. 
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Using LSE 


3.1 Introduction 

Section 3 describes the basics of running LSE and covers the screen, entering 
text and commands, and the data, message and help files. 

3.2 The LSE Screen 

You edit your text file in a window. A window of text refers to the area of the 
screen reserved for text. The default text window size is 20 lines by 78 col
umns. Up to nine files can be open at anyone time. The files can be dis
played in any open window as nine full screen displays to toggle between; or 
a split screen display showing two open windows at anyone time. 

3.2.1 The Current Window 

The current window is either the full window being displayed, as indicated by 
the current active window indicator, or the window which contains the cursor 
when two windows are displayed in split screen. 
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A window in full screen uses all but the last three lines of the screen area. 
The last three lines of the screen area contain the status line, the prompt line, 
and the input/descriptor line. 

3.2.2 The Status Line 

The status line contains the following information indicators: 

• Current line 

• Current column 

• Current filename 

• Current mode indicator 

• Window number 

• Keystroke saver active indicator 

• Marked block indicator 

The status line, with all indicators displayed, looks like this: 
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Figure 3.1 The Status Line for a Single Open Window 

When more than one window is displayed at a time each status line refers to 
the window directly above it: 
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1* print Fahrenheit-Celsius table
fop f : 8, 28, ••• , 388 
(This Pl'OSl'att is fpOR p. 8 ot the Kel'nighan and Ritchie text)
*1

int IOWl!P , uppel'l step;
float fahr, celsIus; 

it t~e option is not used then old lines will be *1 
epased as the lines are dPawn acl'OSS the SCl'een *1 

Hon.h}
.It}

Ines.cw-iOl' LSE help. 

Figure 3.2 The Status Lines for Two Open Wmdows 

3.2.2.1 Current Line Indicator 

The current line is that line of text on which the cursor resides. The current 
line indicator displays the line number of the current line: 

LINE: 80 

This indicates that the current line of the file is line 80. 

3.2.2.2 Current Column Indicator 

The current column display is optional and is activated either from the Mode 
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Menu during an editing session or from the installation program (to change 
the default). The default is OFF. When ON, the column indicator displays 
the column at which the cursor is positioned: 

COL 6 

This indicates that the cursor is positioned at column 6. 

3.2.2.3 Current Filename Indicator 

The current filename is the name of the file from which the text was read. It 
is also the name of the file that the text will be written to when the Project 
Menu/Save Option has been selected: 

FILE: ftoc.c 

The above example indicates thatftoc.c is currently begin edited. Note that 
the current filename is absolute even if a relative filename was entered. 

3.2.2.4 Current Mode Indicator 

The current mode indicator, displays either INSERT or OVERWRITE to indi
cate which input mode you are in. 

3.2.2.5 Window Number Indicator 

The window number indicates which window is displayed. The indicator dis
plays the number 1 through 9, between braces, to indicate which window you 
are editing. When editing window 3: 

{3} 

is displayed on the status line. 
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3.2.2.6 Keystroke Saver Active Indicator 

The keystroke saver active indicator is displayed only when you have invoked 
the macro keystroke saver. When active, the number of the active macro 
(from 1 through 10) is displayed. All keystrokes will be recorded and stored 
in that macro. 

3.2.2. 7 Marked Block Indicator 

There are three components to the marked block indicator: 

• 	The left bracket character (D is displayed if a Beginning of Block has 
been set. 

• 	If an End of Block has been set, the right bracket character (]) is dis
played. 

• If the block is marked successfully, the character * is displayed between 
the brackets. 

After a block has been marked successfully: 

[*] 

is displayed on the status line. 

3.2.2.8 Error Messages 

The status line is also used to display error messages. Once an error message 
has been displayed, it remains on the status line until the cursor is moved off 
the current line of the text file. Once the cursor is moved off the current line, 
the status line indicators are again displayed. Error messages are described 
in Appendix A. 

3.2.3 The Prompt Line 

There is oneprompt line for LSE regardless of the number of open windows. 

-----------------~ ..--.....------ 
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The prompt line is located directly below the status line (the window 2 status 
line when more than one window is displayed). 

The prompt line displays prompts and messages such as menus, requests for 
filenames, and verification of a string replace. 

3.2.4 The Input Line 

The input line is displayed one line below the prompt line on the last line of 
the LSE screen. Your responses to theprompt line are displayed on the input 
line including input for filenames, strings, and line numbers. 

The input line is also used to display messages that LSE is performing such 
tasks as Opening •••• Closing ... , or Compiling .... 

The input line also acts as the descriptor line when invoking LSE menus that 
identify an action to be performed. 

3.3 Entering Text and Commands 

When invoking LSE you may use one or two filenames along with the com
mand, be. If more than one filename is specified, the first fileofl the com
mand line is read into the top window and the second file on the command 
line is read into the bottom window. 

An empty window is displayed if a file did not previously exist or contained 
no text. Ifyou invoke LSE without a filename and want to save the file after 
editing, use the Project Menu/Rename Option to name the file before saving 
it. Refer to Section 2 for information on the command line. 

When you access LSE you are in the Insert Mode. This means that entering 
any ohe ofthe 96 printable ASCII characters (hex 2() through hex 7f) inserts 
thatcharactet into the lextat the current character poSitioh. The Insert 
Mode IS the default. You can toggle into the Overwrite Mode by pressing@ 
(or the[Q] on an Amiga 10(0). 

When you are in the Overwrite Mode,entering a character overwrites the 
cbaracter at the current cursor position. Any other 8-bit character ~odecan 
be entered into the text by preceding it with the escape character, as described 
in Section 4. 
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All actions in LSE start at the current line. When entering characters causes 
the width of the current line to exceed the current window width, the current 
line is re-framed. As the column of the current character changes, the cur
rent line is re-framed to keep the current character position in the window 
at all times. As soon as the cursor is moved off the long line, that line is 
re-framed in the window starting at column 1. The maximum width for any 
line in LSE is 256 characters. 

Any 8-bit character code not in the 96 printable ASCII character set and 
input without being preceded by the escape character is interpreted by LSE 
as an attempt to execute a command. If the character code does not map to 
one of the over forty LSE functions, the code is entered into the text. The 
character will be displayed in reverse video. 

If the character code matches one of the special keys, LSE performs the 
function, possibly repositioning the cursor, and passes control back to you for 
further text entry. 

If the character code matches an LSE command you are prompted for more 
information or a menu is displayed. 

3.4 Data, Message, and Help Files 

The following files control all actions of LSE: 

• 	The data file, LSE.DAT, contains information about your computer and 
your key assignments. 

• 	The message file, LSE.MSG, contains text for the menus, help mes
sages, error messages, and prompts. 

• 	The help file, LSE.HLP, contains all help screen text. 

LSE.DAT and LSE.MSG are read when LSE is invoked. LSE searches for 
LSE.HLP when on-screen help is requested. 

You can change LSE by altering any or all of these files: 

• LSE.DAT is changed using LSEINST, the installation program. 

• LSE.MSG and LSE.HLP are both text files and can be changed using 
LSE. 
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See Appendix B for more information before making any changes to these 
files. 
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Section 4 


Special Keys 


4.1 Introduction 

Section 4 describes the Special Keys that control LSE. The Special Keys 
control editing and entering text into a file. Special Keys also trigger the 
Commands which control the processing performed while in an editing ses
sion. 

There are eleven categories of Special Keys: 

Mouse 
Controls 

The Amiga mouse is given special control to: move the cursor 
position within the file by clicking on text, pull-down menus 
from the top that allow you to have all the LSE command access 
from the mouse, move through the text via scroll gadgets, and 
click on standard gadgets. LSE uses all of the standard Amiga 
system gadgets. 

Cursor The Cursor Movement keys allow you to position the cursor 
Movement 	within the file: up or down a line; to the previous or next charac

ter or word; and to the beginning or end of the line. They also 
allow you to display the previous and next page of text, the be
ginning and end of text, and scroll the display up and down. 
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Change 
Window 

The Change Window keys allow you to change the active win
dow; change the window size; and cycle through hidden win
dows. 

Insert The Insert keys allow you to toggle between the Insert Mode and 
the Overwrite Mode; insert a blank line; and restore lines that 
have been previously deleted. 

Delete The Delete keys allow you to remove text from the file by char
acter, word, line and to the end of the line. 

Help The Help key allows you to display context-sensitive help win
dows. 

Change 
Color 

The Change Color keys allow you to change the foreground or 
background color of the display screen. 

Keysaver 
Macro 

The Keysaver Macro keys allow you to define and execute 
macros. 

Mark 
Block 

The Mark Block keys allow you to mark the beginning and the 
end of a block of text that you want to copy, delete, move, print, 
read, or write. 

Command The Command keys allow you to control the processing per
formed while in an editing session: performing block operations, 
invoking the Lattice C Compiler, forking the command proces
sor, displaying the Mode Menu, displaying the Project Menu, 
opening a new window, moving to a specific line number, search
ing for a text string, replacing a text string, quitting and undoing 
a file action. 

Action The Action keys allow you to to control actions in conjunction 
with other options or commands: displaying the Main Menu; dis
playing the next error; entering the escape character to the file; 
locating the next match for a search; switching to Interlace 
mode; and setting compiler options. 

The standard keystroke assignments may be changed or customized using 
LSEINST as described in Appendix B. 
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4.2 Mouse Controls 

The Amiga mouse controls for LSE allow for the following capabilities: 

Mouse Controls 

• Button Left Click on slider-bar Move to relative text position 

Button Right Click on pull-down Execute LSE command being . 
menu pointed at 

Button Left Click on gadget Execute standard gadget com
mand being pointed at 

4.3 Cursor Movement Keys 

These keys reposition the cursor within the file: 

(II 

Previous Character 8 . Move the cursor one character left. 

Previous Word (@)+8 Move the cursor one word left. 

Next Character E1 Move the cursor one character 
right. 

Next Word (@)+E1 Move the cursor one word right. 

Beginning of Line ~ Move the cursor to the first charac
ter of the current line. 

Beginning of Text (@)+~ Move the cursor to the first charac
ter of text file. 
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End of Line 

. End of Text 

Previous Page 

Next Page 

~ 

@!jJ+~ 

~ 

~ 

Move the cursor to the last charac
ter of the current line. 

Move the cursor to the last charac
ter of text file. 

Display the previous page of text. 

Display the next page of text. 
r
• Scroll Up 

Scroll Down 

@!jJ+E1 

@!jJ+lYJ 

Scrolls the display up without mov
ing the cursor. 

Scrolls the display down without 
moving the cursor. 

i 

4.4 Change Window Keys 

The Change Window keys allow you to change the active window, change the 
window size, and cycle through hidden windows: 

Change Window @!jJ+@ Change active window when in the 
split screen mode. 

Change Window Size ®l Toggle window display size from 
full to half screen. 

Cycle Windows @ Cycle through hidden windows. 

4.4.1 Change Window (@!jJ + (fi) 

The @!jJ+ @ key is a toggle that switches the cursor between text files in the 
split screen mode. The cursor is positioned at the same relative location in 
the new window as it was in the other window before you first pressed 
@!jJ+@. If only one window is open when you press @!jJ+@: 

ERROR: NO ALTERNATE WINDOW AVAILABLE 
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is displayed on the status line. 

4.4.2 Change Window Size (rEID) 

The rEID key causes the display size of the current window to be changed. If 
your current display of two open windows consists of a split screen, your new 
display will be full screen for each of the two windows. Ifyour current display 
of two open windows consists of a full screen for each of the windows, your 
new display will be split screen. 

If only one window is open when you press [EID: 

ERROR: ONE WINDOW OPEN -- DISPLAY SIZE CANNOT BE CHANGED 

is displayed on the status line. 

4.4.3 Cycle Windows ({f§) 

The @ key displays any text files loaded but not displayed. If only one win
dow is available when you press @: 

ERROR: NO ALTERNATE WINDOW AVAILABLE 

is displayed on the status line. 

4.5 Insert Keys 

The Insert keys allow you to toggle between the Insert Mode and the Over
write Mode, insert a blank line, and restore lines that have been previously 
deleted: 
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line, do not break the current line. 

Restore Deleted Line Restore the last line deleted with 
@!!I+OO at the cursor position, shift
ing the current line down one line. 

Insert a Line 

Toggle between the Insert Mode 
and the Overwrite Mode. 

Insert a line before the current 

4.6 Delete Keys 

The Delete Keys remove text from the file by character, word, line and to the 
end of the line: 

Delete Current Char @) Delete current character from text. 
acter 

Delete Previous Char (§) Delete previous character from the 
acter text. 

Delete Word @!!I+~ Delete text until the next word is 
encountered. A word is any con
tiguous text bounded by blanks. 

Delete Line @!!I +00 Delete the current line. The line 
can be restored using @!l +00. 

Delete to End of Line @!!I+® Delete text from the cursor posi
tion to the end of the current line. 

4.7 The Help Key 

The lED key (or !!LEL!) is used to display context-sensitive help windows. Press
ing lED: 
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• While entering text causes command key information to be displayed. 

• While in the Command Menu causes menu information to be dis
played. 

• While in an individual option causes information on that option to be 
displayed. 

4.8 Change Color Keys 

The Change Color keys cycle the monitor foreground and background col
ors. You must have a color monitor for these keys to be effective: 

Function Key Action 

Cycle Foreground (IT) Cycle through the foreground col
ors. 

Cycle Background (EID Cycle through the background col
ors. 

The color settings you have selected when you leave LSE become the default 
colors the next time LSE is started. You may not set the foreground and 
background to the same color. 

4.9 Keysaver Macro Keys 

The Keysaver Macro keys let you define and execute macros: 

Function Key Action 

Start/Stop Keysaver 
Macro 

@!)+0 Start or stop recording keys to the 
keys aver macro. 

Replay a Macro @!)+[OO Replay a macro. 

Note that the "#" refers to any number on the keypad (1,2,3, ...,9,0). The 
number "0" will refer to function key (BQ] when you replay the macro. 
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4.9.1 Start or Stop Keysaver Macro (1!ID+0) 

To start a Keysaver Macro press 1!ID+(ij (a number key from 1 to 0). The 
following is then displayed on the prompt line: 

Key Saver Begun 

and the number of the macro being defined will be shown on the right hand 
side of the status line. All keystrokes will now be saved to a buffer. To end 
the macro press l!!!l and the same number key again. 

4.9.2 Replay a Macro (l!!!l +1Ul) 

Pressing l!!!l+1U1 replays the macro with that number. Each keysaver corre
sponds to a function key (from £BJ to CBQ). For example, pressing I!ID+UID 
invokes macro number 2. No action occurs if l!!!l + IW is pressed with a num
ber of a keysaver containing no keystrokes. 

4.9.3 Saving Macros 

If you do not save macros, they are lost when you complete your editing 
session and terminate LSE. 

Use the Project Menu/Macros Option to save the macros you have defined. 
Select Save from the Macros sub-menu. You will then be prompted for a 
filename in which to save the macros. 

SAVE MACRO FILE: SPECIFY MACRO FILENAME (default is LSE.MAC) 

Enter a valid filename and press the lB. Press @ to leave the Save Macros 
display without saving the macro file. 
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4.9.4 Loading a Macro File 

Once you have saved your macros to a Macro File you can load that file using 
the Load Macro option. 

Use the Project Menu/Macros Option to load a macro file previously defined. 
Select Load from the Macros sub-menu. You will then be prompted for the 
macro file you want to use: 

LOAD MACRO FILE: SPECIFY MACRO FILENAME (default is LSE.MAC) 

Enter a filename and press the 8. The file you have named will be written 
over the current (if any) macro file. There is no check to ensure that the 
named file is a valid macro file. Press (fg) to leave the Load Macros display 
without loading a macro file. 

4.10 Mark Block Keys 

The Mark Block keys are used to mark the beginning and the end of a block 
of text that you want to copy, delete, move, print, read or write: 

Function Key Action 

Mark Beginning of 
Block 

@!i)+ [ Mark the start of a block of text. 

Mark End of Block @!i)+] Mark the end of a block of text. 

4.10.1 Mark Beginning of Block (@!i)+ [) 

The @!i)+ [ key identifies the start of a text block that will be used by the Block 
command. @!i)+ [ is inclusive, which means that the designated block will 
include the current character. 

When marking the beginning of a block of text, position the cursor over the 
first character of the block and press @!i)+ [. When the beginning mark is set, 
the character [ is displayed on the status line of the window. 
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4.10.2 Mark End of Block +]) 

The @!!j + ] key identifies the end of a text block that will be used by the Block 
command. @!!j + ] is non-inclusive, which means that the designated block will 
not include the current character. When marking the end of a block of text, 
position the cursor to the right of the last character of the text block and 
press @!!j + ] . 

When the end mark is set, the character] is displayed on the status line of the 
window. When both start and the end of the block are marked, an asterisk 
is displayed between the two brackets (i.e., [*]) and the block is shown in 
reverse video. There may be only one active block marked at a time. 

4.11 Command Keys 

Commands allow you to control the processing within LSE. The Command 
keys are short-cuts which can be used in place of selections from the Main 
Menu displayed when (fID is pressed. The following table presents the func
tion, the Main Menu selection, the short-cut keys and the description of the 
function from the Main Menu: 

Mode 

Line Number 

@ 

lEI 

1M) 

[) 

(E1) 

@!!j+lB 

@!!j+1M) 

@!!j+[) 

Invoke Lattice C Compiler 

Fork Command Processor 

Select LSE Mode 

Go to a Specific Line Num
ber 

Open (QJ @!!j+(QJ Open New Window 
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I Project ® I @!i)+® Project Menu 

• Replace I lID @!i)+lID Search and Replace 

I Search lID @!i)+1ID Search 

I Quit (Q) IEID Quit 
! 

! Undo lID @!i)+lID Undo Last Change 

4.11.1 Block (@!i) + lID) 

Pressing @!i)+lID or selecting Block Operations from the Main Menu causes the 
Block Command Menu to be displayed. Use the Block Command to perform 
any of the following operations: 

• Copy a Block 
• Delete a Block 
• Move a Block 
• Print a Block 
• Read a Named File into the Current File Starting at the Cursor Position 
• Write a Block to the Named File 
• Move to the Beginning of a Block 
• Move to the End of a Block 

The Copy Option is highlighted when the Block Command Menu is displayed. 
To select an option from the menu: 

• Position the highlighted bar over the selection using the 8 and tB keys, 
then select the option by pressing the 8, or 

• Enter the first character of the option and press the 8. 

4.11.2 Compile (IH) 

Pressing IH) or selecting Invoke Lattice C Compiler from the Main Menu starts 
the compile of the edited C source file from memory. If the current file you 
are editing is not a C source file (it does not have an extension of .C, pressing 
{f!I causes the message: 
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ERROR: TEXT IS NOT A .C FILE 

to be displayed on the status line. See Section 5 for more information on 
compiling from LSE. 

4.11.3 Fork Command (~+ IB) 

Fork allows you to leave your edited file and flip to the command processor 
in order to perform some system task. Pressing ~+IB· or selecting Fork 
Command Processor from the Main Menu causes the message: 

FORK COMMAND PROCESSOR (Press any key) 

to be displayed on the descriptor line. Press any key to pop up a new window. 

4.11.4 Mode Menu (~+(M) 

Pressing ~+ fMJ or selecting Select LSE Mode from the Main Menu displays '~ 
the Mode Menu. 

The Mode Menu controls your input mode, your tab stops:. expanding tab 
stops into spaces, automatic indenting on the { character, the column display 
on the status line, the type of search pattern utilized, whether an undo 
prompt is displayed, and error processing within the compiler. See Section 6 
for more information on the Mode Menu. 

4.11.5 Go to Line Number (~+IlJ) 

Pressing ~+ IlJ or selecting Go to a Specific Line Number displays the 
prompt: 

ENTER LINE NUMBER TO LOCATE: Number 

Enter a line number and press lB. You are then positioned in your edited 
file at the specified line. 
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4.11.6 Open NewW'mdow (@!:jJ+ (Q) 

LSE can open nine text files at the same time using the Open command. 
Pressing @!iJ+1Ql or selecting Open New Window from the Main Menu causes 
the prompt: 

OPEN WINDOW: Filename (Henu Key for view mode only) 

to be displayed on thedescriptor line. Enter a filename to open an additional 
window. To open a file in View Mode presslEID rather than entering a file
name when this prompt is displayed. The message: 

VIEW MODE FILENAME : filename 

is then displayed. While files opened in View Mode cannot be changed, you 
are able to mark blocks of text for use by the Block/Copy Option; Block/Print 
Option and the BJ:ockjWrite Option. No other actions can be performed on a 
file opened ,in View Mode. 

If you have nine mes opened and you press @!:jJ+ (Q), the message: 

ERROR: NO WINDOW AVAILABLE 

is displayed on the status line and no new window is opened. 

4.11.7 Project Menu ((~B+®) 

Pressing@!:jJ+® or selecting Project Menu from the Main Menu causes the 
Project Menu to be displayed. Use the Project Menu to perform any of the 
following options: 

• Quit Editing and do not Save File Changes. 
• Quit Editing and Save File Changes. 
• Save the File and Continue Editing the File. 
• Save the File and Reopen Window for Next File. 
• Do not ~ the File and Reopen Window for Next File. 
• Rename the Current File. 
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• Insert the Named File at the Current Line. 
• Display the List of the Current Files. 
• Load and Save Macro Files. 

Figure 4.1 displays a screen with the Project Menu. 

Lattice Screen Editor 
II p~int Fahrenheit-Celsius table 

£o~ £: 8, 28, ••. , 388 
(This p~osraH is £~o" p. 8 o£ the Ke~nishan and Ritchie text)
II 


lowe~, uppe~1 step;

oat £ahP, celSIUS; 


MainOI 
{ 

lowe~ : 8i II low~ liMit oC teMPe~ature table II 
uppe~ : 3,e; II uppe~ liMit II 
step: 28; II step size II 
£ah~ : lowe~'
while (£ah~ i: uppe~) {

celsius: (5.6/9.8) I (£ahr-32.8); 
p~intr(":l.4,8C X6.1£\n", £ahP, celsius); 

rah~ : Cahr +step; 


Figure 4.1 Display with the Project Menu 

The Save option is highlighted when the Project Menu is displayed. To select 
an option from the menu: 

• Use the 8 	 and El keys to position the select bar over the command to 
be executed and press 8. 

• Press the letter corresponding to the selection you want. 
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4.11. 7.1 Finishing an Editing Session 

The Project Menu identifies the actions used by LSE to finish an editing 
session with the text file displayed in the current window. 

LSE does not edit a file directly. When a file is named, it is copied to a work 
area while the actual (current) file remains unchanged. Whenever LSE saves 
text to a file, it then renames the current copy of that file to a backup copy 
and saves the edited text to the named file. By default, LSE renames the 
current copy to filename. bak erasing any previous version of filename. bak. 

Using LSEINST you can optionally change the default file extension for the 
backup file as well as set up a backup directory. These options are explained 
in Appendix B. 

4.11. 7.2 File Status 

Every time you access the Project Menu, LSE displays a file status message 
on the status line indicating if any changes have been made to the file: 

• CAUTION: CURRENT FILE HAS BEEN CHANGED is displayed if the 
file has been changed. 

• CURRENT FILE HAS NOT BEEN CHANGED is displayed if the file 
has not been changed. 

4.11. 7.3 Quit Option 

The Quit Option abandons the text in the current window and then closes the 
current window: 

• 	If the current window is the only active window, LSE is ended and con
trol is passed back to the operating system. 

• 	If there are two windows open, the non-active window becomes the 
current window. Once active, the new current window occupies all of 
the allotted screen space. 

Ifyou have made changes to the file and use the Quit Option, the file changes 
will be lost. Refer to the file status message if you are not sure. 
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NOTE: It is faster to use the close gadget or Quit Command (®J) if you 
want to abandon the text files in two ( or more) open windows rather 
than use the Project Menu/Quit Option for each open window. No file 
status message is displayed if text has not been cbanged. A warning 
prompt is displayed before files are abandoned if text has been 
changed in any window. 

4.11. 7.4 Save Option 

The Save Option writes the text in the current window to the file specified by 
the current filename and then closes the window: 

• 	If this is the only window open, LSE is ended and control is passed back 

to the operating system. 


• 	If there are two (or more) windows open, the non-active window be
comes the current window. Once active, the new current window occu- .~. 
pies all of the allotted screen space. 

You cannot save an unnamed file. If LSE was started without a filename and 
you have not used the Project/Rename Option, the message: 

ERROR: NO FILE NAME SPECIFIED 

is displayed on the status line and no further action is performed. Rename 
the file and use the Save Option again. 

4.11. 7. 5 Continue Option 

The Continue Option writes the text in the current window to the file speci
fied by the current filename. The Continue Option does not close the current 
window or alter the current text in any way. 

Like the Save Option, you must have named the file before using the Con
tinue Option. 
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4.11. 7.6 Next Option 

The Next Option allows you to edit a series of text files without leaving LSE. 

The Next Option writes the text in the current window to the file by the 
current filename. You are then prompted for the next filename to be loaded 
into the current window. Once the file has been loaded, the cursor is placed 
at the beginning of the text. 

Like the Save Option, you must have named the file before using the Next 
Option. 

4.11. 7. 7 Open Option 

The Open Option abandons the text in the current window. You are then 
prompted for the next filename to be loaded into the current window. Once 
the file has been loaded, the cursor is positioned at the beginning of the text. 
Unlike the Next Option, the Open Option does not save the current text file 
before loading the new file. 

If you have made changes to the file and use the Open option, the file 
changes will be lost. Refer to the file status message if you are not sure. 

4.11. 7. 8 Rename Option 

The Rename Option allows you to: 

• Specify a new name for the file in the current window . 

• Name a previously unnamed file when LSE is started without a file
name. 

An unnamed file cannot be written from memory using Save, Continue or 
Next. You must name the file using the Rename Option before using any of 
these other options. The current text is not changed when it is Renamed. 
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4.11.7.9 Insert Option 

The Insert Option lets you insert a file on disk at the cursor position in your 
active window. It is functionally the same as the Block Menu/Read Option. 

4.11. 7.10 Display Option 

The Display Option clears the editing window and presents the following 
display showing the active windows and the files open within those windows. 
You can press any key to return to your active window. 

4.11.8 Replace (ffi+lID) 

Use the Replace Command to locate text strings in your text file and replace 
them with the entered text string. Pressing ffi +lBl or selecting Search and 
Replace from the Main Menu causes the prompt: 

REGULAR EXPRESSION SEARCH STRING: (MENU KEY to search back
wards) 

to be displayed. Enter the search string and press (E]. The normal search and 
replace path is from the current cursor position "down" through the file to 
the end-of-file. To search and replace "up" from the current cursor position 
to the top-of-file press ®J before entering your search string. 

You will then be prompted for your replace string. Enter the replace string 
and press (E]. The next prompt will ask whether you want to be prompted for 
each replace or if the replace should be performed through the file automati
cally. 

You can change the search direction after your search and replace strings 
have been entered by re-displaying the search prompt, pressing @ and then 
8. 

Use the Mode Menu or the install program to change from a regular expres
sion search (as described in Appendix D) to a simple string search. 

Use @!l+{ID to find the next occurrence of the entered search string. Once the 
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string is located, you will be prompted as to whether the replacement is to 
occur. 

4.11.9 Search (~+ lID) 

Use the Search Command to locate text strings within your text file. Pressing 
~+lID or selecting Search from the Main Menu causes the prompt: 

REGULAR EXPRESSION SEARCH STRING: (MENU KEY to search back
wards) 

to be displayed. Enter the search string and press 8. 

The normal search path is from the current cursor position "down" through 
the end-of-file. To search "up" from the current cursor position to the top
of-file press @ before entering your search string. You can change the 
search direction after your search string has been entered by re-displaying 
the search prompt, pressing @ and then 8. 

Use the Mode Menu or the install program to change from a regular expres
sion search (as described in Appendix D) to a simple string search. 

Use @!j+1ID to find the next occurrence of the entered search string. 

4.11.10 Quit (~) 

Use the Quit Command to end an editing session without saving any file 
changes in any of the editing windows. Press ~ or select Quit from the Main 
Menu or the close gadget to quit an editing session. 

Unlike the Project Menu/Quit Option, the Quit Command works on all win
dows rather than just the current window. No file status message is displayed 
if there have been no file changes. The warning requester: 
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Do you want to 

ABANDON 

your work? 

is displayed if changes have occurred in any window. Select No to abort the 
Quit Command. Select Yes to abandon the changed file. 

4.11.11 Undo (~+ lID) 

The Undo Command allows you to recover from any file activity you have 
performed while still in the window for that file. Pressing ~+(Q) or selecting 
Undo Last Change from the Main Menu initiates the undo process. Using 
Undo, you can: 

• Restore Replaced Text. 

• Restore Deleted Block. 

• Restore Deleted Line. 

• Restore Replaced Line. 

• Delete Inserted Line. 

• Delete Added Block. 

For example, if you used ~+IYl to delete a line of text from the file, pressing 
~+(i] causes the prompt: 

UNDO -- RESTORE REPLACED LINE?: YES NO 
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to be displayed on the status line. Enter Y to add the deleted line back to the 
file. Enter N to abort the Undo operation. 

If you have not changed the default prompt before using the Undo Mode 
option, LSE will display a prompt (as shown above) before performing any 
action. If no prompt before Undo is displayed, the action is performed im· 
mediately when you select the Undo Command. 

If you select the Undo Command when either no file actions have been 
performed on the text file in this window or all actions have already been 
undone, the message: 

UNDO BUFFER EMPTY 

is displayed on the status line and no action is performed. 

Up to 50 actions are contained in the Undo buffer. An action is defined as 
any file activity which altered a contiguous part of the file from a single line 
to a defined block. 

The levels are stacked and undone in LIFO (last-in/first-out) order. Sepa
rate Undo buffers are kept for each window. The Undo buffer for a window 
is emptied once you quit or save the file. 

4.12 Action Keys 

The Action Keys control actions in conjunction with other options or com
mands: 

Actioft·: 
Display Main Menu or cancel 
menu item or action and return to 
editing. 

Menu Toggle 

Display Next Error Frame next compiler error. 
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Lattice Scpeen Editop 
If pl'int Fahl'enheit-Celsius table 

fol' f : ./ 2./ ... , 38. 
(This Pl'OSPaH is fl'o" p. 8 of the Kel'nighan and Ritchie text)
*1

int lovell, uppel'l step;
float fahf, celsIus; 

~in()~ 

lovell : 8' 
uppel' : 3'.; 
step : 2.; 

1* lovel' liMit of teMPel'ature table *1 
If uppel' I iMi t f/
If step size fl 

lahl' : lovell' 
while (fahl' t: lIPpeI') {

celsius: (5.B/9.8) *(fahl'-32.B);
pl'inU("r.4.'f r.6.U\n", fal-.l', celsius);
cahl' : lahl' + step; 

oc.C 

I 
Enter Escape Charac
ter 

1lli!l+(§J Enter escape character. 

Find Next Match @!)+IID Locate next match for search. 

Interlace Toggle ~ID Interlace Toggle key. 

i Set Compiler Options 1lli!l+1Bl Set compiler options. 

4.12.1 Menu Toggle (®) 


Press (Eg) while editing a file to display the Main Menu: 


Figure 4.2 The Main Menu Display 
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To select a command from the Main Menu: 

• 	Use the Amiga mouse to pull-down and click on the appropriate com
mand, or 

• Position the highlighted bar over the selection using the IE and EB keys, 
then select the command by pressing the IB, or 

• 	Enter the first character of the command. 

Pressing @) while in the Main Menu or within any command sub-menu can
cels the action and returns you to your text window. 

4.12.2 Display Next Error (lfID) 

Use this key to search for errors within the compiler output after compiling 
a source file. If you have not activated error checking and you press IEID, the 
message: 

ERROR: LC ERROR CHECKING NOT ACTIVE 

is displayed on the status line. 

4.12.3 Enter Escape Character (@!i)+ 

The Enter Escape Character function causes the next character input to LSE 
to be placed into the text without any processing. This allows control charac
ters and non-ASCII characters to be placed into the text. 

If the character following @!iJ +~ is the character \, the next special key that 
you press places a coded string into your text representing that special key. 
The special key is not executed. This coded string representing the special 
key action is used by the keyboard macro processor when a macro file is 
loaded and replayed. 
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4.12.4 Find Next Match (@!)+IID) 

The @!)+IID key initiates the continuation of the last search or search and 
replace. @!) + lID continues the search or search and replace either forward or 
backward through the text file in the direction it was first specified. If there 
was no previous search LSE displays the message: 

ERROR: NO PREVIOUS SEARCH 

on the status line. If this is either the last occurrence of a specified string or 
if the string was not located in the file, the message: 

text NO MORE MATCHES FOUND 

is displayed on the status line where text is the text string included within the 
Search or Replace. 

Separate Search and Replace buffers are kept for each open window. Ifyou 
changed windows since the last search and have not entered a new search 
string, @!)+IID uses the search buffer of the non-active window. 

The Search and Replace buffer is flushed for a window when performing: 

• Project Menu/Quit Option 

• Project Menu/Save Option 

The Search and Replace Buffer is not flushed for a window when perform
ing: 

• Project Menu/Open Option 

• Project Menu/Next Option 

• Project Menu/Flush Option 
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4.12.5 Interlace Toggle (@ill + ~iiJ) 

The @ill + ~ID key toggles the screen between either the default 20 lines to 45 
lines per window. 

4.12.6 Set Compiler Options (@ill+IBJ) 


The @ill + IBJ key is used to set the compiler options to be used when compil

ing C source files from memory. Pressing @ill + IBJ causes the message: 


ENTER OPTIONS FOR C COMPILER (for example, -S -d -i/lc/) 

to be displayed on the descriptor line and the prompt: 

on the status line. Enter the options for the Lattice C Compiler on the input 
line. Terminate the options by pressing (E. Refer to your User's Reference 
Manual for complete information on Lattice C compiler options. 
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Section 5 


Compiling From LSE 
---- --------.--------

5.1 Introduction 

Section 5 describes how to compile from LSE as an integrated edit/compile 
environment. 

You can use LSE to both write your C source code and then compile your 
code directly from memory. Pressing [B) invokes the Lattice C Compiler 
using your predefined compiler and error checking options. 

5.2 Integrated Environment 

Using this integrated compile/edit environment you can compile the source 
file while buffering compiler syntax errors for later review. Prompts are dis
played only during the review cycle. You can elect to check the compiler 
output either for errors only or for both errors and warnings. 
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5.3 Before Compiling 

Before compiling your source file you can: 

• Add options to the LC command using the @!lJ+ [El key combination . 

• Determine conditions for handling syntax errors and warnings in the 
compiler output from the Mode Menu. The default error handling con
ditions are "prompt for each syntax error located" and "check compiler 
output for errors and warnings". 

5.4 Compiling Your Source File 

Once you press [El your source file remains on the screen while it is compiled 
from memory and Compiling ... is displayed on the input line. 

When compiling your source files from memory, a series of intermediate 
messages are displayed describing each step of the process . 

.~----.--. 
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Compiling From LSE 

-----~.--

Lattice SCl1een t(li tOll 

1* pl'int FahJlenheit-Celsius table 
fol' f : 8, 28, "" 38. 
(This PI'OBNM is fJlOM p. 8 of the Kel'nighan and Ritchie text)
*1 

uPpel' , step;
oat fahr, celslus; 

o 

lowe, : 8i 1* lONe' liMit of teHPel'ature table *' 
uppel' : 3118; 1* uppel' liMit *' 
step : 28; 1* step size *' 

fahJI : lowe,'

Nhile (flhl' t: yppel') {

celsius: (5.8/9,8) * (flhl'~32.8);

pl'intfC"X4.ef x6.1f\nD 

, fahl', celsius);

f«hl' : fahJI +step; 

oc.c 
na", 

-----..----...-~.~-.-----------

Figure 5.1 Invoking the Lattice C Compiler 

The intermediate messages are displayed on the descriptor line and describe 
the current compiler activities. You are returned to your source file once a 
successful compile has been performed: 

Refer to your Compiler Command Reference for information on the Lattice 
C compiling process. 

If you try to compile a text file, that is if you press (S) when your current file 
has an extension other than .c the message: 

ERROR: TEXT IS NOT .C FILE 

is displayed on the status line and no action occurs. If your source code 
"blows up" during the compile, the message: 
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Fatal compiler Error. Press any key to continue. 

is displayed on the status line and no further action occurs. Press any key to "-...-/ 
leave the compiler and return to your source file. 

5.5 Encountering Syntax Errors 

When a syntax error is located in your source file it will be saved in a buffer. 
You can now review and correct your errors in the source file before you 
recompile. Figure 5.2 shows how the display look. .. when an errir is encoun
tered. 

Lattice Sc!'een Edi tOl' 

while (rah~ (: yppe~) (
celsius: (5.6/9.8) * (r~-32.8); 
p~intr("~4.8r ~6.1r\n", r~, celsius); 
fah~ : rah~ f step;

} 

Figure 5.2 Compiler Warning Error 
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5.6 Reviewing Errors in Your Source File 

You can review the errors in your source file once the source file has been 
compiled. 

• 	In order to review your syntax errors you must have previously selected 
to save the errors rather than abort after the first error. 

• You can also review your warnings, again if you previously chose to have 
the compiler check for warnings. 

Error handling is an option on the LSE Mode Menu and can be changed for 
each editing session. See Section 6 for complete information on the Mode 
menu. Your default error handling can be set using LSEINST. SeeAppendix 
B for complete information on LSEINST. 

Errors are reviewed using @: 

• Press @ and you are positioned at the first line in your source file con
taining a syntax error. 

• Press @ again to locate the next line containing a syntax error. 

• Once all errors have been located, the message NO MORE LC ER
RORS is displayed. 

The errors can be located only for the source file compiled from the current 
window. Press @ while in a window other than that of your compiled source 
file and the message: 

ERROR: LC ERROR CHECKING NOT ACTIVE IN CURRENT WINDOW 

is displayed on the status line. 

If you press @ when either no source file has been compiled or the source 
file has been compiled with no errors, the message: 

ERROR: LC ERROR CHECKING NOT ACTIVE 

is displayed on the status line and no other action is performed. 
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Section 6 

The LSE Mode Menu 

6.1 Introduction 

Section 6 describes the LSE Mode Menu. The Mode Menu L<; displayed by 
pressing @!Ij+1Ml or by selecting Select LSE Mode from the Main Menu. The 
Mode Menu controls the following LSE options: 

• Input mode is to be used. 

• Tab stops are to be used. 

• Expand tabs into spaces. 

• Automatic indenting is to occur on an open brace ( O. 
• Column Display is to be used. 

• Patterns or simple string matching is to be used for searches. 

• Prompt before executing an undo. 

• Compiler output to be checked for warnings and errors or errors only. 
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6.2 Selecting A Mode Menu Option 

Use the (!) and GJ keys to move up and down the list. Press the Is....1key to '~ 

change a selection or to rotate through the choices for an item. Press the (EJ 


to save any changes. Press ®J to leave the Mode Menu without making any 

selections. 


Each of the mode options has a default value. You can change this default 
value using LSEINST to tailor LSE to meet your needs and so that the mode 
option need not be changed for each editing session. 

Some mode options affect all windows while others affect only the current 
window. To change an option for a window you must display the Mode Menu 
and select the specific option while in that window. 

6.3 Input Modes Option 

The Input Modes option controls the mode in which text is entered into LSE. 
There are five input modes to choose from: 

• A default mode during which there is no post-processing of input. 

• Three assembly language modes to perform case folding and special 

character field termination. 


• Power-type (word-wrap) mode in which carriage returns are automati

cally inserted into the text when the screen size width is exceeded by the 

current line length. 


The default Input Mode causes no post-processing of the input. The input 
mode affects only the current window. 

6.3.1 Assembly Language Modes 

The assembly language modes provide for the folding of character input into 
uppercase for one, two or three fields. After you have selected your case 
folding requirements, you are asked to specify the character that initiates a 
comment for your assembler. 

-------------- .. ---..~- .. ------- 
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In any of the assembly language modes: 

• A colon «(J), space (~) or tab (8) moves the cursor location from the 
first field into the second field. 

• 	From the second field, a tab (8) or a space (~) moves to the third 
field, while the comment character moves to the comment field. 

• 	From the third field, the comment character moves to the comment 
field. 

There is never any case folding after the comment character has been en
tered. If the comment character is placed in the first field, the entire line is 
designated as a comment and no case folding occurs. 

NOTE: A comment charaLi:...::r may be entered into the text without 
causing a move to the comment field by preceding the comment char
acter with an escape character (\). Entering the comment character in 
this way preserves any active case folding. 

6.3.2 Power-Type Mode 

Power-type mode can be used for non-programming tasks, such as preparing 
documents or editing batch files. When the characters you are entering ex
tend past the right margin, the entire last word is moved to the next line and 
processing continues. Note that no justification is performed when in power
type mode, resulting in a ragged right margin. 

6.4 Tab Stops Option 

The default tab stops within LSE are eight characters wide. The Tab Stops 
option is used to change to a different set of tab stop locations or to restore 
the settings back to the default settings. Changes to the tab stops affect only 
the current window. 

You will be prompted to enter the new settings after indicating that you want 
them changed: 
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ENTER NEW TAB SETTINGS, SEPARATED BY COMMAS 

Enter the new tab columns as a string of numbers with comma delimiters. ..~. 

The following string: 

5,10,15,20,25 ~ 

would create new tab stops five (rather than eight) columns apart. 

6.5 Expand Tabs to Spaces Option 

The default setting is to not expand tabs to spaces. Once ON, this option 
affects only the tabs entered while the option is ON. Tabs entered prior to 
this option being turned ON are treated as tabs. Once OFF, tabs entered 
while the option was on remain as spaces. The "expand tabs to spaces" 
option affects only the current window. 

6.6 Auto Indenting Option 

This feature can help structure C source code by providing automatic indent
ing on open and closed braces ({ }). 

The default mode for Auto Indenting is ON. When ON, special cursor posi
tioning occurs on a carriage return based upon the first non-blank character 
of the previous line: 

• If the character is an open brace ({), the new line is indented one tab 

stop to the right of the previous line. 


• 	If the character is a close brace (}), the new line is indented one tab stop 

to the left of the previous line. 


• 	If any other character is in the first non-blank position, the new line is 

indented to the same position as the previous line. 


When OFF, no automatic indenting occurs. This option affects the current 
window only. 
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6.7 Column Display Indicator Option 

.'-../ 	 The Column Display Indicator can be displayed on the status line. This op
tion toggles the Column Display Indicator ON and OFF. This option affects 
all windows. The default position is OFF. 

6.8 Search Parameters Option 

This option can toggle the LSE Search Parameters between Pattern 
Searches (the default) and Simple String Matching. The Search Parameters 
are used by both the Search Command and the Replace Command. This 
option affects all windows. The default is Pattern Searches. 

6.9 Prompt Before Undo Option 

This option can eliminate the prompt before an "Undo" when the Undo 
Command is selected. When the Undo prompt is displayed you can choose 
whether or not to continue the action. When this prompt is off, an Undo is 
performed automatically when the Undo Command is selected. 

This option affects all windows. The default is to display the prompt before 
an Undo. 

6.10 Check Compiler Output for Errors Option 

The Check Compiler Output for Errors determines the level of error check
ing performed by the Lattice C Compiler. You can choose to: 

• Check the compiler output for Errors and Warnings. 

• Check the compiler output for Errors only. 

This option affects all windows. The default is to check the compiler output 
for Errors and Warnings. 
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A.I Introduction 

Appendix A presents a listing of the error messages which can be generated 
by LSE during start up and normal execution. 

A.2 Start Up Errors 

You cannot run LSE if you receive a start-up error message. If you can 
correct the problem, do so and start LSE again. 

DATA FILE LSE.DAT NOT FOUND 

The LSE data file, LSE.DAT, was not found either in the current direc
tory or in any of the directories in the path when starting LSE. Add 
LSE.DAT to a valid directory and re-invoke LSE. 
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ILLEGAL OPrION 

A command line option was entered that LSE did not recognize. The 
command line options must be entered correctly in order to invoke 
LSE. 

MESSAGE FILE LSE.MSG NOT FOUND 

The LSE message file, LSE.MSG, was not found either in the current 
directory or in any of the directories on the path. Add LSE.MSG to 
the proper directory and re-invoke LSE. 

NOT ENOUGH MEMORY TO START LSE 

There is not enough memory available within your computer for LSE 
to load LSE.MSG and LSE.DAT. 

A.3 Processing Errors 

Processing errors are displayed during the normal course of running LSE. 
Processing error messages are displayed on the status line of the current win
dow. They are preceded by: 

ERROR: 

The error message is displayed on the status line until the cursor is moved off 
the current line. 

BAD LINE NUMBER 

The entry for a line number was answered with non-numeric input. 
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BAD SEARCH PAITERN 

The input for a Search or Replace is not a valid pattern. 

BLOCK NOT PROPERLY MARKED 

A block option was requested without a properly marked text block. 

CAN'T ASSIGN WITHIN AN ASSIGN 

An attempt was made to turn on a macro keys aver while a macro 
keys aver was already active. 

CAN'T EXECUTE MACROS DURING ASSIGN 

An attempt was made to execute a macro while a macro keysaver was 
turned on. 

CAN'T MOVE BLOCK FROM WITHIN BLOCK 

An attempt was made to move a block to a location inside the block. 

COMPILER REPORTED ERRORS 

A source file compiled from memory with the Lattice C Compiler con
tained errors. The source file did compile through to end-of-file. The 
errors (if saved) can be reviewed using (E§). 

COMPILER ERROR BUFFER OVERFLOW 

A source file compiled from memory with the Lattice C Compiler gen
erated more errors than could be held in the error buffer. The source 
file is compiled through to end-of-file. The error buffer is not cleared. 
Review the errors contained in the error buffer using @ and recompile 
the file. 
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ERROR OPENING OUTPUT FILE 

An error occurred while LSE was trying to open a file for output. This 
generally indicates that you have tried to write to a read-only file or 
have run out of directory space. 

ERROR READING INPUT FILE 

An error occurred while LSE was trying to read information from a 
user file. 

ERROR WRITING OUTPUT FILE 

An error occurred while LSE was trying to write to an output file. This 
generally indicates that you have run out of disk space or that another 
program has the file open. 

EXACT LINE NUMBER NOT FOUND 

A line number was specified that does not exist in the file. 

FATAL COMPILER ERROR 

A source file compiled from memory with the Lattice C Compiler 
could not compile to completion due to a fatal error. You are returned 
to your source file. The compiler error message describing the fatal 
error is displayed on the status line. 

FILE IS VIEW ONLY 

An attempt was made to change or save a file opened in View Mode. 
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HELP NOT AVAILABLE 

A request for context sensitive help was made while the help file 
LSE.HLP was not found at start-up time. There is no context sensitive 
help available for this editing session. 

HELP NOT FOUND 

LSE.HLP has been changed in such a way that the requested help 
message no longer exists. The index portion of the file has been 
changed or deleted. 

HELP NOT FOUND IN HELP FILE 

LSE.HLP has been changed in such a way that the requested help 
message no longer exists. 

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY 

LSE has run out of available memory while trying to add text to the 
file. As much of this text file as memory will allow will be saved; the 
remainder will be lost. 

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR HELP 

The correct help message was found in LSE.HLP but there is not 
enough memory to create and display the help window. 

LC ERROR CHECKING NOT AVAILABLE 

An attempt was made to review compiler errors for the file in the 
current window while this file has either not been compiled or is not a 
C source file. 
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LC ERROR CHECKING NOT AVAILABLE IN CURRENT WINDOW 

An attempt was made to review compiler errors for the file in the 
current window. The other window being displayed has a source file 
which was compiled. Make that window the current window and re
view the compiler errors. 

MACRO FILE NOT FOUND 

The specified macro file was not found either in the current directory 
or in a directory along the user's path. 

MACRO TOO BIG, - MACRO ENDED 

A macro was created having more than 255 keystrokes. The macro is 
ended and the first 255 keystrokes can be executed as a macro. 

MAX LINESIZE EXCEEDED 

More than 256 characters were entered on the current line. 

NO ALTERNATE WINDOW AVAILABLE 

An attempt was made to change to a second window while no second 
window was displayed. 

NO AVAILABLE WINDOW FOR NEW FILE 

An attempt was made to open another window when a maximum num
ber of windows are already open. 

NO FILE NAME SPECIFIED 

An attempt was made to save a file which was started or opened with
out a file name. Use the Project Menu/Rename Option to name the file 
and save the file. 
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NO MORE MATCHES FOUND 

The Find Next function was not able to locate the displayed search 
string. 

NO PREVIOUS SEARCH 

The Find Next function was used while no search string had been spec
ified. 

ONE WINDOW OPEN - DISPLAY SIZE CANNOT BE CHANGED 

An attempt was made to change the display size of the screen area 
while only one window was open. The Window Size toggle is available 
only when two windows are open. 

PRINTER ERROR 

An attempt was made to print a block when the default printer was not 
available. 

TEXT IS NOT .C FILE 

An attempt was made to compile the current file from memory. The 
file is not a C source file (it does not have a file extension of .C) and 
cannot be compiled. 

UNABLE TO LOAD COMPILER 

An attempt was made to compile a source file from memory. The 
Lattice C Compiler either cannot be found using the current path or 
there is not enough memory to load the compiler once it was found. 
Check your path statement and try the compile again. 

----------.-----------~...------,
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A Search or Replace was aborted before its normal termination. 
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B.l Introduction 

Appendix B describes installing and customizing LSE. It covers the purpose 
and function of LSEINST, the installation program for LSE. It also de
scribes tailoring LSE to your needs by making changes to the Message 
(LSE.MSG) and Help (LSE.HLP) Files. 

B.2 LSEINST: The Installation Program 

LSEINST is a screen-oriented program used to re-define the default 
keystrokes and options in LSE. 

All keystrokes in LSE can be changed. The keystrokes are presented in the 
following groups: 

• Cursor Movement Keys. 

• Delete and Insert Keys. 

• Command Menu Keys. 

• Change Window Keys. 
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• Compiler Keys. 

• Special Use Keys. 

• Execute and Assign Macro Keys. 

The LSE mode options can also be changed. The options identify: 

• What input mode is to be used. 

• What tab stops are to be used. 

• Whether tabs are to be expanded to spaces. 

• Whether automatic indenting is to occur on an open brace (D. 

• Whether the Column Display is to be used. 

• Whether patterns or simple string matching is to be used for searches. 

• Whether a prompt is displayed before executing an undo. 

• Whether the compiler output 	is checked for warnings and errors or 
errors only. 

Each set of keystrokes and modes is presented on a single screen display 
which is selected from the LSEINST Main Menu. 

B.2.1 The LSE Data File (LSE.DAT) 

LSEINST stores all key and option information in the LSE Data File 
(LSE.DAT). When started, LSEINST attempts to read in your current 
LSE.DAT file. 

• 	IfLSEINST cannot find LSE.DAT in your current directory or along the 
directories in your path, it assumes you want to create a new LSE.DAT. 

• 	If LSEINST does find your current LSE.DAT it assumes that you want 
the information from this file to be used as the defaults for this execu
tion of LSEINST. 

Upon leaving LSEINST you have the option to save or abandon your 
changes for this session with LSEINST. 
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LSEINST is started by entering: 

LSEINST B 

This causes the LSEINST main menu to be displayed. 

The LSEINST main menu controls the group of items you want to change or 
view. Select the group by pressing the function key (tTIl through IBID) dis
played to the left of the description. For example, press (§J to display the 
Command Menu keys display. 

Use the ~ to return to this display from any other display within LSEINST. 

B.2.3 Changing LSE Keystrokes 

To change the default keystrokes: 

• Select the desired display from the Main Menu. 

• Press the function key «(E] through appearing to the left of the de
scription to display the key group. 

• Once the selected key group is displayed, press the function key to the 
left of the description to reassign the key value for the identified item. 

• After making the desired change(s), press 	[§ to return to the Main 
Menu. 

To change the current definition of the Quit key from IBJ to @!i] + (Q): 

• Press IEID. 

• The message Press key to be used for <GO TO QUITLSE COMMAND> 
is displayed. 

• Press and hold @!i] and then press !Ql. 

• The current definition of the Quit key is then displayed as @!i]+!Ql. 
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LSEINST identifies key conflicts but allows the key to be selected. For ex
ample, you wanted to change the Quit keystroke from Q to L (for Leave), 

LSEINST would display the message: 

<GO TO QUIT LSE COMMAND> conflicts with <GO TO LOCATE LINE 
COMMANO> 

You should avoid conflicts with the assigned LSE keys. 

B.2.4 Changing LSE Options 

As just stated above, the options identify the default processing performed 
by LSE. The defaults can be changed for each editing session using the Mode 
Menu. Select the options display by pressing ®J while the LSEINST main 
menu is displayed. 

To change an option: 

• Position the cursor at the option to be changed using the mand mkeys. 

• Change the current selection by pressing ISJlIlCt'I. If there is more than one 
selection, cycle through the choices by pressing IS..ce). 

• Select the setting by pressing B. 

• Once you have completed your selections, press 	~ to return to the 
main menu. 

Refer to Section 6 for information on the various mode options. 

B.2A.l Default Options 

LSE is shipped with the following default options: 

• No processing of ioput. 

• Set tab stops to default settings (every 8 spaces). 

• Automatic indenting on ' {' ON. 
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• Status line column display OFF. 

• Searches use patterns. 

• Prompt before performing undo. 

• No default file extension. 

• Rename current file with backup .BAK extension. 

• Check compiler output for errors and warnings. 

These options can be changed for an editing session by using the Mode 
Command. Use LSEINST to change the defaults. 

B.2.4.2 File Extension Options 

A file extension can automatically be added to a filename when specified 
without an extension. There are two file extension options: 

• No default file extensions. 

• Use default file extensions. 

The "no default file extensions" is the system default. When you select de
fault file extensions, the message and prompt: 

CURRENT SETTING: 

ENTER DEFAULT EXTENSION FOR FILENAMES (examples, C,ASM) 


are displayed. Enter the extension you want to use as the default and press 
~. It will then appear as the CURRENT SETTING. For example, if you 
make c your default extension, the file ftoc would be renamed to ftoc.c when 
edited. 

The file extension option can be changed only within LSEINST. 

B.2.4.3 Backup File Processing 

You can choose to automatically generate backup copies ofyour files as they 
are saved either in a separate directory or with the specified file extension 
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within the same directory as your source file. There are three backup file 
processing options: 

• Rename current file with backup extension. 

• Do not create backup file. 

• Place backup file in backup directory. 

Renaming the current file with backup extension is the system default and 
.bak is the system default backup extension. 

When you select backup directory, the message and prompt: 

CURRENT SETTING: 

ENTER DEFAULT BACKUP DIRECTORY (for example, C:/BAK) 


are displayed. Enter the directory you want to use as the default and press 
EJ. It will then appear as the CURRENT SETTING. For example, if you 
make C:/BAK your default backup directory, the file floc.c would be saved 
to both the current directory and C:jBAK/FTOC. C. ,_ 

When you select rename current file with backup extension, the message and 
prompt: 

CURRENT SETTING: 

ENTER DEFAULT BACKUP EXTENSION (for example, BAK) 


are displayed. Enter the extension you want to use as the default and press 
EJ. It will then appear as the CURRENT SETTING. For example, if you 
make .old your default extension, the file ftoc.c would be backed-up to 
floc. old when saved. 

The backup file processing option can be changed only within LSEINST. 

B.2.5 Leaving LSEINST 

Once you have completed your session with LSEINST return to the main 
menu and press 1BQl. The exit menu is then displayed. From this menu you 
can choose to: 
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• Print the current key selections. 

• Abandon the file and not save any changes made during this session. 

• Rename the current data file. 

• Save changes made during this session to the current data file. 

Like all other displays, press the function key to the left of the description to 
perform the task described. 

B.2.5.1 Print the Key Selections 

Press lITJ to print the current key selections to your default printer. Since this 
document only covers the default key selections, this option is very useful to 
track any changes you have made to the key assignments. 

B.2.5.2 Abandon This Session 

Press lEID to abandon this session of LSEINST. Any changes made to the LSE 
data file (LSE.DA T) are ignored. 

B.2.5.3 Rename the Current Data File 

Press IEID to rename the current data file. You may want to have a series of 
data files to control editing of specific types of files. This is accomplished by 
re-directing LSE to the named data file. 

Once you press IEID, the message and prompt: 

CURRENT SETTING: LSE.DAT 

ENTER NEW DATA FILENAME 


are displayed. Enter the new data file name and press £E. The new name will 
then 'appear as the CURRENT SETTING. For example, if you enter 
SOURCE.DAT as your data file name it will appear as the current setting. 
After saving the changes, LSE would use SOURCE.DAT rather than 
LSE.DAT to locate key and option information. 
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B.2.5.4 Save the Changes Made This Session 

Press (E.1J to save changes made during this session of LSEINST. After you 
press (E.1J, the changes are saved to the current data file, the message: 

INSTALLATION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 

is displayed. 

B.3 Making Changes to LSE.MSG 

LSE.MSG contains the text for all prompts, help messages and error mes
sages used within LSE. It also contains information about default file exten
sions and coded information about menus. You can change any of the mes
sages to alter the appearance and functionality of LSE. 

Unlike LSE.DAT, there is no special utility for changing· LSE.MSG; 
LSE.MSG is a text file containing over one hundred numbered message lines 
which can be changed using LSE. 

B.3.1 Changing Menu Messages 

Messages 1 through 8 contain the menus used during LSE processing. The 
menus are represented as a series of multi-line messages; each series defin
ing an LSE menu. The messages have the following general layout: 

#~" @key{menu}{descriptor line)' 

where: 

#; 	 Is the message number. 

@key 	 Is the default setting for this menu option and should 
never be changed. 

{menu} 	 Is the string displayed on the menu line selected to initiate 
this command. 
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{descriptor line} 	 Is the text that appears on the descriptor line when the 
menu item is pointed to. 

The entire message string must be enclosed within quotation marks (" If). If 
there are several Hnes corresponding to the same message use the single 
quote character (') to indicate continuation and end the last line with the 
quote character (If). 

Each menu item should be given a default setting for the menu. This default 
setting identifies the position of the select bar when the menu is displayed. 
Use the character> to identify the default setting for the menu. It replaces 
the character @ directly preceding the key. 

What follows is the default Main Menu from the Message File: 

1; "COMMAND: >B{B}{Block operations}' 
1;" @L{C}(Invoke Lattice C compiler}' 
1;" @F(F}{Fork command processor}' 
1;" @M{M}{Select LSE mode}' 
1;" @N{L} (Go to a specific line number)' 
1;" @O{O} {Open new window}' 
1;" @C{P}{Project Menu}' 
1;" @R{R}{Search and replace)' 
1 ; " @S { S } {Search} I 

1;" @Q{Q}{Quit} I 

1;" @U{U}{Undo Last Change}" 

Note that the Block Command is the menu default and that quotes are used 
to complete the menu selections following the Undo Command. 

You may modify the text to be displayed on the menu line. This may, how
ever, change the key you must press to choose the selection. For example, if 
you were to replace the Block Command with the following line: 

1;" @B{P}{Cut 	and Paste Operations}" 

you would see Cut and Paste Operations on this menu and need to choose ® 
to select this option. 

You should not have conflicting choices on the option keys of the menu 
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selections since only the first option using that letter can be chosen. In the 
above example, P is selected rather than C as there would be a conflict with 
the Invoke the Compiler Command. ,,_/ 

B.4 Making Changes to LSE.HLP 

LSE.HLP contains the text that forms the help messages for the context 
sensitive help command of LSE. You may change these messages to make 
the help more suitable to your needs. Like LSE.MSG, LSE.HLP can be 
changed using LSE. 

The text for the subjects are separated from each other by subject numbers. 
The subject numbers are two digits preceded by a period: 

.00 

In the sample page, the Block Read option is identified by subject number .04 
and the Project Command is identified by subject number. 06. The text for the 
first help screen is identified by this subject number. The subject number con
trols what text goes with which element of LSE so these should not be 
changed. 

The help text can span any number of pages. When multiple pages of help 
text are available, pressing any key will display the next page. Only that text 
appearing within the display window area can be displayed. There is no 
facility to display text past column 80. 
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C.I Introduction 

Appendix C presents a summary of the keystrokes used within LSE. The 
summary covers the standard keystroke assignments which are delivered 
with the product and subsequently referred to within the text. The standard 
keystroke assignments can be customized to any control key or other special 
key using LSEINST as described in Appendix B. 

C.2 Cursor Movement Keys 

Move the cursor down one line. 

Previous Character lB i Move the cursor one character left. 

Previous Word @!!) +lB Move the cursor one word left. 
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INext Character El ,I Move the cursor one character 
right.

i 

• Next Word @!'!j+El Move the cursor one word right. 

Beginning of Line Move the cursor to the first charac
ter of the current line. 

~ 

@!'!j+~I Beginning of Text Move the cursor to the first charac-I 
ter of text file. , 

i End of Line Move the cursor to the last charac
, ter of the current line. 

~ 

End of Text Move the cursor to the last charac
ter of text file. 

@!'!j+~ 

I Previous Page Display the previous page of text.~ 

Next Page Display the next page of text.~ 

Scroll Up @!'!j+El Scrolls the display up without mov
ing the cursor. 

i 

Scroll Down @!'!j+1Yl Scrolls the display down without 
moving the cursor. 

C.3 Change Window Keys 

full to half screen. 

Cycle Windows Cycle through hidden windows. 

Change Window Size 

Change active window when in the 
split screen mode. 

Toggle window display size from 
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C.4 Insert Keys 

Insert Mode Toggle 

Insert a Line 

Restore Deleted Line 

Toggle between the Insert Mode 
and the Overwrite Mode. 

Insert a line before the current 
line, do not break the current line. 

Restore the last line deleted with 
@!!j+ ty) at the cursor position, shift
ing the current line down one line. 

c.s Delete Keys 

'-.-/ Delete Current Char-
acter 

Delete Previous Char
acter 

Delete Word 

Delete Line 

Delete to End of Line 

@) 

~ 

@!!j+lW 

@!!j+ty) 

@!!j+@ 

Delete current character from text. 

Delete previous character from the 
text. 

Delete text until the next word is 
encountered. 

Delete the current line. The line 
can be restored using @!)+fY). 

Delete text to the end of the cur-
I rent line. 
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C.6HelpKey 

Context Help Display help window. 

, Context Help Display help window. 

C.7 Change Color Keys 

ors. 

IEID Cycle through the background col
ors. 

C.S Keysaver Macro Keys 

Start/Stop Keysaver 
Macro 

Start or stop recording keys to the 
keysaver macro. 

Replay a Macro @!l+1ft) Replay a macro. 

C.9 Mark Block Keys 
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Mark End of Block {@J+ ] Mark the end of a block of text. 

C.IO Command Menu Key Functions 

Compile © IEJ Invoke Lattice C Compiler 

i Fork (EJ @ill +(EJ Fork command processor 

i Mode 1M] @!!j+(M) Select LSE Mode 

. Line Number (!J @ill + (Q • Go to a specific line number 

. Open @ @!!j+@ Open New Window 

i Project ® @ill+® Project Menu 

i Replace (8) @r1)+(8) Search and replace 

Search lID @ill+IID Search 

Quit (Q) ®l Quit 

Undo (Q) @ill +(Q) Undo Last Change 

C.II Action Keys 
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Display Main Menu or cancel ac
tion and return to editing. 

~ Frame next compiler error. 

@!il+~ Enter escape character. 

@!l +lID Locate next match for search. 

@!il + ~ terlace Toggle key. 

@!il + @ Set compiler options. 

Display Next Error 

Escape Character 

Find Next Match 

Interlace Toggle 

Set Compiler Options 
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D.I Introduction 

Appendix D describes the regular expression syntax and minor deviations 
that the LSE version makes from the standard. The following text is taken 
from the Lattice Compiler Companion Users Guide for the Grep utility. The 
functions that perform the regular expression search in LSE are the same as 
those provided with this package. 

D.2 Pattern Search 

For the purpose of this appendix, a regular expression will be referred to as 
a pattern. , 

The version of a regular expression search used within LSE is very much like 
the regular expression search of UNIX grep, but with a few exceptions. A 
slightly less general class of patterns (regular expressions) is supported; in 

,---,. particular, the UNIX regular expressions of the form: 

\{m\} or \{m,\} or \(m,n\) 
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which match ranges of occurrences of regular expressions, are not recog
nized by the regular expression search in LSE. Neither are the regular ex
pressions of the forms: 

\ ( ... \) or) ) \n 

where n is a numeral, and \0 is intended to match the same string of charac
ters as was matched by the expression enclosed between \( and \). 

D.3 Similar to UNIX grep 

Aside from these departures, this regular expression search has all the fea
tures of the UNIX grep. In particular: 

• An ordinary character is a one-character pattern that matches itself. 

• A backslash 	(\) followed by any special character is a one-character 
pattern that matches the special character itself, except when it is used 
in an escape sequence for a non~graphic character. The special charac
ters include: 

• " [ and \ . (Unlike UNIX, . * and \ remain special even within 
square brackets, but [does not.) 

A 	 _ is special at the beginning of an entire pattern. 

$ - is special at the end of an entire pattern (as explained below). 

is special immediately following a [ (as explained below). 

• A period (.) is a one-character pattern that matches any character ex
cept newline or end-of-string. 

• A non-empty string of characters enclosed in square brackets ([ 	]) is a 
one-character pattern that matches anyone character in that string. 
However, if the first character of the string is ! then the one-character 
pattern matches any character except newline end-of-string, and the re
maining characters in the string. Thus! is a not sign applied to a charac
ter class. Note that this is a notational departure from UNIX, which 
uses A for this application (thUS rendering A ambiguous). 
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Also supported ar~ such character classes as: 

(a-z] 

indicating all of the letters a through z. The only restriction in such 
cases is that the first character must occur alphabetically prior to the 
second. 

• LSE regular expression search recognizes certain non-graphic charac
ters denoted in the manner of Kernighan & Ritchie. In particular, the 
expression on the left below may be used to denote a pattern that is 
matched by the character described on the right: 

\n newline 

\t tab 

\b backspace 

\r carriage return 

\ \ backslash 

\xmn the character whose hex number is denoted by the hex numer
als m and n (in sequence) 

• Text strings containing whitespace (spaces and tabs) may be specified as 
as a regular expression search pattern by enclosing them in quote marks 
(" "). Thus a string may be searched for by means of: 

"this is a string" 

If r is a pattern, then: 

r* 

matches one or more occurrences of r. If there is a choice, then the 

longest leftmost string that matches is chosen. 


If r is a pattern, then: 
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r+ 

matches one or more occurrences of r. If there is a choice, then the ,.../ 
longest leftmost string that matches is chosen. 

The concatenation of patterns is a pattern that matches the concatena

tion of the strings matched by each component of the pattern. 
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LSE AREXX Interface 


E.1 Introduction 

Appendix E describes the AREXX support in LSE. It covers the basic com
mands supported and how to access them. It also shows an example of utiliz
ing this powerful interface. 

E.2 AREXX Command summary 

All of the baisc LSE functions currently supported by LSEINST are available 
as simple two letter commands. They are summarized as follows: 

PC 

NC 

PL 

NL 

PP 

NP 

Previous Character NUM4 

Next Character NUM6 

Previous Line NUM8 

Next Line NUM2 

Previous Page NUM9 

Next Page NUM3 
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BT Beginning Text 

ET End Text 

DC Delete Character 

DE Delete to End of Line 

DL Delete Line 

IL Insert Line 

BL Beginning of Line 

EL End of Line 

SD Scroll Down 

SU Scroll up 

MB Mark Beginning of Block 

ME Mark End of Block 

PW Previous Word 

NW Next Word 

DW Delete Word 

CW Change Windows 

SA Go To Next String Match 

ES LSE Escape Character 

IN Insert Mode Toggle 

CO Set C Compiler Options 

NW Cycle through Open Windows 

MM Go to Main Lse Menu 

HE GetLSEHeip 

FB Toggle Window Front to Back 

OM Go to Mode Menu 

NE Go to next Compiler Error 

LC Invoke Lattice C Compiler 

CS Change Display Size 

.~Ctl-NUM7 

Ctl-NUM 1 

NUM. 

Ol-e 

Ctl-y 

01-n 

NUM7 

NUMl 

Ctl-v 

01-6 

01-[ 

Cd-] 

01-NUM4 

Ctl-NUM6 

Ctl-w 

NUM5 

Alt-s 

Ol-

NUMO 

Ctl-F4 

F6 

F2 

Fl 

FlO 

Ctl-m 

F5 

F4 

F9 
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BM 


PM 


FD 


RK 


GL 


OW 


SR 


SE 


QU 


UN 


MI 


M2 


M3 


M4 


M5 


M6 


M7 


M8 


M9 


MO 


Al 


A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

1M 

Go to Block Menu 

Go to Project Menu 

Go to Fork Dos Command 

Restore Kill Buffer 

Go to Locate Line Command 

Go to Open Window Command 

Go to Search/Replace Command 

Go to Search Command 

Go to Quit LSE Command 

Go to Undo Command 

Execute Macro I 

Execute Macro 2 

Execute Macro 3 

Execute Macro 4 

Execute Macro 5 

Execute ARexx Macro I 

Execute ARexx Macro 2 

Execute ARexx Macro 3 

Execute ARexx Macro 4 

Execute ARexx Macro 5 

Assign Macro I 

Assign Macro 2 

Assign Macro 3 

Assign Macro 4 

Assign Macro 5 

Toggle Interlace Mode 

Ctl-b 

Ctl-p 

Ctl-f 

Alt-y 

Ctl-l 

Ctl-o 

Ctl-r 

Ctl-s 

F3 

Ctl-u 

Alt-FI 

Alt-F2 

Alt-F3 

Alt-F4 

Alt-F5 

Alt-F6 

Alt-F7 

Alt-F8 

Alt-F9 

Alt-FIO 

Alt-l 

Alt-2 

Alt-3 

Alt-4 

Alt-5 
ENTER 
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With the AREXX interface, there is additional functionality needed to fully 
access the environment. For this, we have added some additional commands 
that have no keystroke equivalent. 

UC 

CR 

GC 

Gr 

GL 

DM 

GE 

GT 

GM 

Use the following charater(s) 

Carriage control 

Get column of cursor 

Get index of cursor 

Get number of current line 

Display message 

Get error from last command 

Get text of current line 

Prompt user for input 

'UChello' 

'CR' 

'GC' 

'Gr 

'GL' 

'DMExample Message' 

'GE' 

'GT' 

'GM' 

Commands may be strung together seperated by spaces. However, if the UC 
command is encountered, the rest of the line is considered to be text. 

E.3 A complex AREXX Example 

The addition of a AREXX interface makes LSE a much more powerful edi
tor. Usted below is a sample AREXX macro that is useful for programs that 
often renumber a list of #define statements. It will take a marked block, and 
renumber the last token on each line sequentially. For example 

#define fool 1 
#define foo2 1 
#define foo3 1 
#define foo4 1 

will be changed to 

#define fool 1 
#define foo2 2 
#define foo3 3 
#define foo4 4 
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This is accomplished with the following AREXX macro: 

/* rexx macro to renumber #define statements */ 

/* Get the line number of the end of the block */ 

'BM UCE' 

options results 

'GL' 

end = result 

options 


/* Go to the start of the block */ 

'BM UCB' 

options results 


/* Get the line at start of block */ 

'GT' 

options 

line = result 


/* Go to the last word on the line */ 

'EL PW' 

options results 


/* get the index of the last work */ 

'GI' 

options 

index = result 


/* convert the last word to a number */ 
num = SUBSTR(line, index+l, length (line) - index) 

/* delete the last word of the next line */ 

'NL EL PW DE' 

do forever 


/* increment number */ 

num = num + 1 


/* replace with the new number */ 

num 


/* test if we're at the last line of the block */ 
options results 
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'GL' 

options 


/* exit if done with block */ 

if result >= end then exit(O) 


/* delete last word of next line and repeat */ 

'NL EL PW DE' 

end 
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G 
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H 

Help File E74 
Help Key E24, E78 
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I 
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